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Abstract I

The past evolution of trading mechanisms and settlement procedures seems to
have been determined by the intentions of regulating authorities and the sunk costs
of market institutions rather than an implicit rational planning of the market
structure. But with growing international competition between exchanges, an
analytic approach to optimising trading mechanisms is now desirable.

This thesis provides an in-depth analysis of the trading systems of ten of the
world's leading stock markets with special emphasis on the price setting
mechanisms and the responsibilities of various market members.

Theories on the existence of bid-ask spreads highlight order-processing costs,
inability to fulfil, inventory management and adverse selection costs. Essential
features of all the main theories are used to form an explanatory model for spreads
in dealer and auction markets. Spreads are modelled as a function of order
processing and trading costs as well as a risk premium in markets with fluctuating
prices and trade volumes.

The statistical analysis uses a set of panel data from ten stock markets over a two-
year trading period and applies one-way and two-way error component models.

This thesis' findings give empirical evidence to support the existing theory on bid-
ask spreads. The explanatory power of the regression model is similar for dealer
and auction markets. The influence of the fluctuation of the daily turnover value,
however, turns out to be more important for market makers in dealer markets than
for institutional investors in auction markets. In addition, the comparison of
average spreads and theoretical spreads for UK stocks emphasises the fact that
transaction costs on the London's SEAQ are higher than those elsewhere. Trading
UK stocks on foreign exchanges is not a solution as the market depth for UK
stocks is not sufficient abroad.

Analysing the institutional technical features of seven continental European stock
exchanges, this thesis finds that creating an odd-lot market, implementing a trading
facility to hide order volumes and allowing for off-exchange deals to be crossed
through the orderbook could increase the competitiveness of London's electronic
SETS system.
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ITS Intermarket Trading System; electronic network which links all
US exchanges.

Jobber Dealer / Market maker on the London Stock Exchange before the
1986 reform.

Kassamarkt daily batch auction on the German exchanges.
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Chapter 1: Introduction 1

This is what the European Union is meant to be
about, removing barriers and creating a unified
capital market.1

Gavin Casey
ChiefExecutive of the London Stock Exchange

1. Introduction

The last three years have seen an array of outstanding reforms throughout the world's

leading stock markets. The London Stock Exchange has abolished its traditional trading

structure. New stock markets have emerged in continental Europe which very

successfully specialise in companies with high growth potential. London and Frankfurt

have overcome their long-standing rivalry to forge a groundbreaking alliance. Fertilised

by the Investment Service Directive and the common currency, European stock

exchanges are closer to a real co-operation than ever before.

The revolutionary changes in the global landscape of stock exchanges take place at the

same time as an upheaval in the rest of the financial industry. Trends of globalisation,

securitisation, and tailor-made derivative financial products have forced the financial

sector to undergo a major restructuring process. Investment Banks have remodelled their

country research teams and concentrate now on industry sector analysis for the whole of

Europe. Countries' borders dissolve. 'The world has become a global money village.'

Furthermore, the financial markets become more and more customer oriented. In a

highly competitive and transparent market with homogeneous products the trend shifts

1
Davis, S. and Graham, G. (1998).
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towards custom-made securities. This involves more complex financial products as well

as the securitisation of a wider matrix of cash flows (e.g. from property rents).

Competition in the financial sector is rising, and financial institutions in general, and

exchanges in particular, are trying to respond to the needs of investors. Customer

choice, lower transaction costs and efficiency have replaced the traditional exchanges'

buzzwords of market capitalisation and numbers of companies listed. The quality and

the cost-effectiveness of the exchanges' trading and settlement services have become the

key competitive edge in the market for trading international stocks.

Finally, the Internet revolution has reached the financial services. E-commerce and on¬

line stock trading are in the focus of public attention. Old and established brokerage

houses face new and fierce competition from on-line brokers such as E*Trade and

Charles Schwab. At the same time, the Internet opens the access to the financial market

to a vast number of small retail investors. This triggers the debate regarding which effect

of the new technology prevails: segmentation of the market and outflow of liquidity, or

a growing market with higher market depths for all supplier of trading services.

With a plethora of research having already been undertaken in the field of financial

economics in general, and the stock market in particular, the newest developments

demand a more detailed analysis on an even wider scale. Hence, this thesis combines

data from ten international stock exchanges with a panel data regression technique in

order to compare the cost-effectiveness of trading and settlement services. The aim is to

Chapman, C. (1996).
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find empirical evidence for the technical design features which will reduce transaction

costs (as measured by the spread between the best bid and the best ask quote), and

which will further enhance the competitiveness of exchanges.

This thesis is structured in two main sections. The first five chapters provide a detailed

picture of the financial markets as well as the theoretical and applied research which has

already been undertaken. The subsequent five chapters present the methodology, results

and policy implication of our own empirical research based on the data from 10

exchanges.

The following chapter, provides a detailed analysis of the historical trading mechanisms

of the London Stock Exchanges and the German Borsen. The main aim of this historical

introduction to the topic is to determine which primary reasons have shaped the

European stock exchange landscape. What caused the century-long European divide of

trading systems along the English Channel, with a dealer market in London and auction

markets on the continent?

The third chapter focuses on today's trading mechanisms in the world's biggest equity

markets and gives a detailed description of the organisational structures and the trading

mechanisms. Emphasis is put on the responsibilities and tasks ofmarket participants as

well as the set-up and technical design of the different trading systems. Furthermore, a

variety of different approaches to clearing and settlement are examined. Here, I analyse

the differences between rolling and monthly settlement by looking at the settlement

systems of Italy, Germany and France.
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Chapter 4 delves into the existing literature on stock market microstructure. The

existence of bid-ask spreads in dealer markets according to the main relevant theories

are explained. The theoretical findings on spreads in auction markets are based on the

works of Copeland and Galai (1983), Easley and O'Hara (1987), Garman (1976),

Glosten and Harris (1988), Glosten and Milgrom (1985), Ho and Stoll (1981), de Jong

et al. (1995), O'Hara (1995), and Stoll (1978 and 1985). Theoretical work explaining

the existence of spreads in auction markets is rare. The main focus lies on the works of

Cohen et al. (1981) and Berkmann (1992) as well as drawing parallels to the existing

theories for the auction markets.

The theoretical foundations are then applied in order to summarise the empirical

findings from various stock exchanges in chapter 5. I examine Gemmill (1994), Board

and Sutcliffe (1995), Snell and Tonks (1992) and Reiss and Werner (1994) for evidence

from the London Stock Exchange. Barclay (1997), Bessembinder (1997), Bessembinder

and Kaufman (1997), Demsetz (1997), Hasbrouck and Sofianos (1993), Huang and Stoll

(1996), Keim and Madhavan (1997), Mann and Seijas (1991), and Tripathy and

Peterson (1991) provide insights into the US capital markets with NYSE and Nasdaq.

The level of transaction costs on continental European auction markets is analysed by

De Jong et al. (1995), Haller and Stoll (1989), Niemeyer and Sandas (1993), Pagano

(1996), Pagano and Roell (1990, 1991, and 1993), and Schmidt and Iversen (1992). The

findings from all exchanges are summarised and then applied to a set of hypotheses

which are drawn from the theory on bid-ask spreads.

Chapter 6 outlines the methodology for our own empirical analysis of the bid-ask spread

on ten exchanges. Four statistical regression models are presented which are all based
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on panel data, and emphasis is put on their differences as well as on the statistical

criteria used in order to decide which model presents the best fit. Furthermore, the

dependent and independent variables which are used in the following analysis are

defined in this section.

Chapter 7 presents the results of our statistical analysis of two years of trading data from

ten exchanges. The descriptive statistics are shown for each of the stock markets under

examination. Emphasis is put on the mean of the variables; possible outliers are

identified and explained. The second part of the chapter presents the regression results.

The focus rests on the significance of the non-institutional variables for each of the

models. Additionally, the signs of the estimators are compared to the expected

influences according to the theory of bid-ask spreads as outlined in chapter 4.

Furthermore, a detailed comparison of the transaction costs is delivered, the most cost-

effective trading mechanism is single out, and theoretical gains for the London Stock

Exchange from implementing an alternative trading system are computed.

Today's UK investor already has the chance to trade UK stocks on various exchanges. A

Subsample of multiply-listed stocks traded in London as well as in Paris and Zurich is

identified. Chapter 8 looks into the comparison of transaction costs and trade volumes

of London stocks abroad and answers the question whether it is beneficial to the UK

investor to trade UK stocks on the European continent.

Finally, the new Stock Exchange Electronic Trading Service is examined in detail. We

give a detailed analytical description of the trading features of this electronic orderbook

market. Analysing the institutional technical features of seven continental European
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stock exchanges, the ninth chapter identifies the characteristics of electronic orderbook

markets which increase the cost-effectiveness of trading stocks and hence decrease

spreads. We give policy recommendations for the London Stock Exchange on how to

update SETS and further increase the competitiveness of the London market.

The final chapter summarises the most recent changes and developments of stock

markets throughout Europe. Two tools are identified, which are being used by

exchanges in order to promote and increase trade volumes: the use of information

technology and co-operation between exchanges.

Chapter 10 outlines the effects of the Internet on the brokerage industry as well as the

stock exchanges themselves. The newest developments of automated proprietary trading

systems are analysed and their net effect on trading volumes for the existing stock

exchanges is quantified. Furthermore, examples are given for recent alliances of stock

exchanges, such as Norex and the London-Frankfurt co-operation, and the most

probable scenario of future developments in the European stock markets is identified.

This academic endeavour starts by going back to the origins of the stock markets in

London and Frankfurt, two of the exchanges that still make history today as their 1998

co-operation announcement showed.
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The English stock exchange is an institution sui
generis; in it the two main traits of national
character are brought to light: the initiative and the
discipline.1

2. Historical Trading Mechanisms on the London Stock Exchange and the

German Borsen

2.1 Introduction

Today's stock exchanges rely on a thriving variety of different trading mechanisms and

settlement systems. Within this context, two basic types of trading mechanism can be

determined for continuous share-trading.

The dealer or quote driven system uses an intermediary who 'makes the market by

satisfying the ultimate customer's order from the intermediary's own account.'2 Trading

on his own account and out of his own portfolio, the market-maker has to face a risk

when stating firm quotes. Like any salesman, he is rewarded by the difference (spread)

between the price at which he buys from the market (ask price) and his offer (bid) price.

The London Stock Exchange was the first exchange to adopt the service of market-

makers which is still in use for non index equities.

Wiener, Fritz (1905), p. 186.
Cohen, K. J. et al. (1986), p. 19.
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In contrast to these dealer markets, share trading in most of the world's other stock

markets is order-driven. In such a matching system market dealers do not trade on their

own accounts. Public orders are handed to a broker or specialist, who matches them

with orders from other brokers or the public. The flow of public orders is typically

'consolidated on an exchange's trading floor so as to allow the direct interaction of

public buy and sell orders in an auction environment'.3 Whether the deal is struck by a

computer or a broker on the floor, there is a lack of immediacy for a potential buyer or

seller as he has to wait until a trading partner is found. Meanwhile the use of limit orders

indicates the maximum price the investor is willing to buy at or the minimum price he is

prepared to sell at.

Changes of trading mechanisms are rare. Where such changes are found,4 they are likely

to have been preceded by a serious shift in the financial environment. The

implementation of a new trading system hence can be seen as a reaction to expanding

securities markets, increasing turnover or new national or international competition.

History shows that complete renewal of market systems, abolishing one mechanism in

order to introduce another, is highly unlikely. Stock exchange publications put a high

emphasis on their history and tradition of trading shares. It seems as if tradition

dominated the way shares are traded. From an economic standpoint, this raises the

pertinent question as to whether relying too much on tradition might result in a sub-

optimal trading mechanism.

3

4
Schwartz, R. A. (1988), p. 19.
The 1997 introduction of SETS, the new London electronic order book for FTSE-100 shares,
resembles such a change.
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This chapter takes a look at the origins of stock trading in the London exchange and the

German Borsen. Special emphasis is given to the question whether London's

implementation of a quote-driven system was determined by economic forces or as a

result of pure historic coincidence. This question is pertinent especially when we

compare the British system with the order-matching approach of the German exchanges.

Whatever way the exchanges' trading systems evolved, both exchanges initially had to

rely on two essential prerequisites that had to come together for the historical invention

of a stock exchange: the existence of a market-place where businessmen meet, and the

existence of stocks and financial papers to trade.

2.2 The Historic Development of Exchanges and Joint-Stock Companies

Exchanges have their roots in historic fairs.5 Until the sixteenth century such exchanges

dealt mainly with goods. However, a sophisticated market organisation and regulated

trading patterns, including the use of brokers, could already be found. Furthermore,

exchanges started dealing in goods that were not yet physically on the market. To deal in

these goods businessmen had to know their characteristics, features and quality.

Research on the Antwerp exchange shows that different goods such as pepper, other

spices or even herring and tulip bulbs were classified in order to settle claims as an

obligation in kind (Gattungsschuld),6 an essential feature of the subsequent trading of

financial securities.

5 The first circle of fairs can be traced back to Flanders, and towns such as St. Omer, Dounai and
Ghent, later followed by Ypres, Lille and Bruges (see: Walter, Rolf (1992), pp. 15). Other fairs
could be found in the Low Rhine region, the Champagne, Southern Germany and Italy.
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European trade in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries saw a decisive step towards

making financial claims marketable7: namely the assignability of claims by the

endorsement of papers and the introduction of bearer bonds8'9. Securities such as bills of

exchange10 and bonds which attested to the right of creditors were traded alongside the

physical goods on the same markets. The idea of increasing the transferability of

property rights to an enterprise by issuing a tradable paper hence became a foreseeable

development rather than an invention of its own.

The effect of extending the transferability could also be felt in the primary market. With

tradable securities, investment in a partnership, and thus risks, could for the first time be

split and investment capital was not tied up until the sale or liquidation of the company.

Unsurprisingly, the first shares were issued in those areas of business with high initial

capital intensity, such as mining, shipping and later on water supply and railways.

The shares of the Dutch East India Company, listed on the Amsterdam Stock Exchange

in 1602, combined the attributes of limited liability and full transferability with the fact

that it bore a dividend and entitled the investor to vote at general meetings. Thus, it was

the first security we might call a share.11 Prior to this, very similar securities, even

See: Prion, W. (1924), p. 1036.
See: Walter, Rolf (1992), p. 27, Kaufhold, K. H. (1992), p. 84 and Kriedte, Peter (1980), p. 61.
See: Walter, Rolf (1992), p. 27, Kaufhold, K. H. (1992), p. 84 and Kriedte, Peter (1980), p. 61.
Dickson (1967) shows how even registered bonds were handled in the same way as bearer
securities (Dickson (1967), p. 457-458):
For although they [short-term Exchequer tallies] were supposed to be registered at the Exchequer each time
they were transferred, it seems that in practice this formality was omitted. They became bearer bonds, like
Exchequer bills or East India bonds.
Parker (1973) defines bills of exchange (Parker, Geoffrey (1973). p. 18):
It was therefore a major step forward when, in the fourteenth century, bankers devised the 'bill of
exchange'. Derived from the instrumentum ex causa cambii of the twelfth-century Genoa, and used by a
number of Italian merchants at the Fairs ofChampagne in the thirteenth century, the bill of exchange was a
binding written promise to pay a named person a certain sum ofmoney at a future but proximate date in
another town.

See: Henning, Friedrich W. (1992), p. 17 and Prion, W. (1924).
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though sometimes lacking one or two characteristics of today's shares, could be found.

The most important participatory securities to be dealt on German markets at the

beginning of the modern age were Kuxe, securities attesting to a participatory right to
• 17

the excavation of a mining company. Even though securities attesting to a

participatory right of a co-operation ofminers in Leoben, Styria, can be found as early as

• 1 ^

1415, the technical term Kux was firstly documented in 1477. Kuxe and bills of

exchange were the first fully transferable securities and for the first time trading was

partly done out of a speculative motive.14 Reports from silver mines in Saxony detail the

possibility of splitting, trading, bequeathing and even pawning Kuxe}5 These

characteristics clearly hint at the later form of joint-stock companies16 although Kuxe

often lacked the feature of limited liability. In case of losses the owner of these

securities had to contribute towards the company or to hand back or abandon his
.17 •• ...

securities. The decline of this type of securities started with the introduction of the first
... 18

joint-stock companies which fully limited the investor's liability.

The first British joint-stock company, the Muscovy Company, was founded in 1553.19

Although called a joint stock company, the legal characteristics of the Muscovy

Company seem to correspond to a regulated company, an umbrella-organisation for

See: Walter, Rolf (1992), p. 39 and Kindleberger, Charles, P. (1984), p. 196
See: Ibid.
See: Stromer, Wolfgang von (1976), p. 38.
See: Haller von Hallerstein, H. (1975), p. 44.
See: Kellenbenz, Hermann (1983), p. 151.
See: Prion, W. (1924), p. 1047.
The legal definition of Kuxe can be found in different state legislation up till the second World
War. In the Federal Republic of Germany it took until 1980 to introduce the first Federal Law on
this security. The fact that Kuxe were only rarely traded and no longer issued resulted in the
abolishment of Kuxe in 1986 (See: Bundesberggesetz (1980) §163).

The aim of the company was 'to build and equip three ships to find the Northeast passage and to
'pick up any trade he [Sir Hugh Willougbhy, the expedition's captain-general] could get on the
way' (Jenkins, Alan (1973), p. 7). One ship made it to the Bay of Archangel, whereupon Ivan the
Terrible, the Russian Emperor, granted freedom of trade to English ships.
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members sharing the same interest, rather than a unified share company with a group of

executive directors controlling the company's decisions. Evidence for this can be found

in the 1605 Parliamentary complaint, which argued that the company should not force

its members to sell via only one agent so that businessmen taking part in expeditions
• 90

could still trade on their own account.

In this capital adventure and in the case of investments into German silver mines the
91

risks involved were too high to be faced by one person or family alone. Joint-stock

companies were the legal form which solved the problem of risk sharing and acquiring

of the necessary amounts of capital. In both cases moreover, ownership was divided
99

from control of the company and shares were freely transferable.

Joint-stock companies became an accepted means of collecting capital and sharing

entrepreneurial risk by restricting liability; a fact confirmed by the foundations of more

and more joint-stock companies in various fields of business. Companies specialising in

overseas trade were founded throughout Europe in the form of joint-stock companies:

the English East India Company (1600) and the Dutch East India Company (1602), the

French Canada Company (1628), Danish Greenland and Island Companies (early

seventeenth century), the South or Australia Company in Sweden (1626) and various
• ... 99

trading companies in the different German states.

They were followed by joint-stock banks such as the Bank of England (1694), the Bank

of Scotland (1695), and the Royal Bank of Scotland (1727). The first continental

20 See: Schmoller, Gustav (1893), p. 967.
See: Born, K. E. (1983), p. 59 with special regards to mining and metallurgical industry.

22 See: Jenkins, Alan (1973), p. 10.
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European stock-bank was established in Copenhagen in 1736. Financial institutions

such as marine and life insurance can be traced in the Netherlands to as early as 1619,

followed by joint-stock insurance companies in London (1720), Copenhagen (1726),

Hamburg (1765), Triest (1766) and Ostend (1782). The financial institutions established

the supremacy of the financial markets in Britain, major European ports and established

trading cities.

To conclude, the 15th to the 17th century origins of continental European and British

financial markets did not differ markedly. That their current trading mechanism do

requires explanation.

2.3. The London Stock Exchange

One of the earliest and most often quoted24 descriptions of share-trading of the time

comes from a series of articles published by John Houghton in the summer of 1694.

Houghton, a Fellow of the Royal Society, published the weekly Collection ofLetters for

the Improvement ofHusbandry and Trade for ten years. His 1694 series of articles on

Joint Stock companies and the various dealings therin, commonly called Stock Jobbing

gives a detailed insight on the organisation of the stock market and its trading

mechanism:

The manner of managing the trade is this: the Monied Man goes among the Brokers

(which are chiefly upon the Exchange, and at Jonathan's Coffee House, sometimes at

See: Schmoller, Gustav (1893), pp. 21-23.
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Garraways and at some other Coffee Houses) and asks how Stock goes? and upon

information bids the Broker buy or sell so many shares of such and such Stocks if he can

at such and such prices. Then he tries what he can do among those that have stock, or

power to sell them; and if he can, makes a Bargain.

Jenkins (1973) interprets Houghton's Monied Man as a wholesaler or jobber, thus

assuming a trading mechanism based on market makers or jobbers such as that which

existed on the London Stock Exchange at the time Jenkins wrote his book. However,

there is no reason to define the Monied Man as a jobber. Houghton's description rather

resembles the trading pattern of an order matching market, since the characteristics of a

quote-driven market such as a fixed and binding quote, the jobber dealing on his own

account and the immediacy of the market, are completely missing. The Monied Man is

simply a potential buyer of shares who gives a limit order to his broker who in turn tries

to find a matching trading partner. In addition the term "monied" refers to the

commercial, middle-class if not nouveau-riche background of the person, and

emphasises the contrast with a "landed man", a representative of the old, land-owning

aristocracy.25 Mortimer (1761) uses the term "monied man", emphasising that he has no

special role or authority according to the stock exchange regulation, but that he is an

influential investor:

Let us now proceed to the monied man, who has no other influence nor authority, but

that, which his cash gives him; but who, with the advantage of having a current capital of

See: Jenkins, Alan (1973), p. 20, Morgan, E. Victor and Thomas, W. A. (1962), p. 20.
See: Kynaston, David (1994), p. 21.
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ten or twelve thousand pounds, becomes a man of great consequence in the Alley, and

has no small influence on that part of the public, who have any concern with the funds.26

From this it can be deduced that the broker did not work on a fixed commission. He

tried to 'make a bargain' by buying shares cheaper than the given limit. The first

licensing of stockbrokers and stockjobbers resulted from an Act of Parliament in 1697,27

four years after Houghton's report. Brokers' commissions were limited to 5% or less.

'Anyone who tried to operate as a broker without a licence was, if caught, exposed to

?o
three days in the City pillory.' Reasons for government intervention to regulate stock

• 90

dealing can be found in insider trading and unregulated dealing in futures and options.

The Act limited the number of brokers to 100, made them swear to 'truly and faithfully

execute and perform the office and employment of a broker between party and party

TO •

without fraud or collusion' , and made brokers easy to identify by letting them wear a

silver medal, a privilege for which they were charged £ 2.

In the last decade of the 17th century the institution of a broker changed drastically.

From working in an unregulated and decentralised environment, the institutional

environment and conditions of a broker were transformed into a regulated stock market

with licences, requirements and supervision. This institutional evolution can be

explained by the existence of regulated brokers on the above mentioned fairs and

exchanges for goods. All the authorities had to do was to transfer regulation from goods

markets onto the newly established securities markets. These regulations had been in use

26 Mortimer, Thomas (1761), p. 47.
27 See: Chapman, Colin (1994), p. 10.
28 Ibid.
29 See: Houghton (1694).
30 See: Chapman, Colin (1994), p. 10.
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and thus approved and tried for so long, that they have survived without major chances

until today.

The 1697 Act of Parliament uses the technical terms of brokers and jobbers as two

expressions for the same function, rather than to differentiate between them. Even

though the London stock market had turned into a much more organised market between

early 1668 and 1697 'there was no separation of functions between broker and jobber,
T1

and neither of these words carried their modern significance'. Carter's (1975) analysis

of stock transactions between 1 January and 31 March 1755 shows the dominance of a

small group of people of which Joseph Caneo, for example, accounted for 25% of all

transactions in Bank stocks.32 However, Caneo's name appears among the names of

'dealers' who "nearly all described themselves as 'gentleman', 'merchant', 'banker' or

'goldsmith'." Morgan and Thomas (1962) quote Daniel Defoe's temporary description

of Sir Joshua Child, "the Original of Stock-Jobbing" to underline their view.34 Here, the

term jobber referred to an influential person on the stock exchange dealing on his own

account. The inevitable association of the term, however, was the practice of insider

trading and rigging the market.

Although a differentiation between jobbers and brokers was not yet institutionalised

through the formal regulation of the stock exchange, today's characteristics of jobbers

and brokers began to emerge. There was a principal who traded on his own account and

took risk in what we today would call open positions on the one hand, and his agent who

acted on his principal's behalf on the other hand. Mirowski (1987) even finds that 'most

3'
Morgan, E. Victor and Thomas, W. A. (1962), p. 21.

32 See: Carter, Alice Clare,(1975), p. 73.
33

Carter, Alice Clare (1975). pp. 73-74.
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of the institutional prerequisites were in place in London by the first decade of the 18th
if

century.' Once again the contrast to the London Stock Exchange today has to be

emphasised: the jobber of the late 17th and early 18th century was not obliged to state

• "lit . , T"7

binding quotes. The typical jobber had already made his fortune and resembled a "big

player" driving the market with huge amounts of capital rather than a jobber making a

living by publishing quotes on the stock exchange. Scott (1912) supports this finding,

when he describes the publication of stock prices in Houghton's Collection for

Improvement ofHusbandry and Trade:

At the same time [1698] he [Houghton] introduced a very ingenious departure by placing

a small figure at the side of the quotation, e.g. Bank stock - 92iq, 9i2q,963q, 1030q. No

explanation is given, but it seems highly probable, that these small figures are intended to

record the number of quotations at a given price on the day named. Thus 1030q would

mean that this price was offered, or that stock was for sale at that limit, but that no

business resulted.38

As no spread is quoted, it has to be concluded that the quotation is either a bid or an ask

quote. This unarguably points to voluntary quotes in an orderbook style without the

presents of any jobbers committed to state quotes.

See: Morgan, E. Victor and Thomas, W. A. (1962), p. 21.
Mirowski, Philip (1997), p. 119.
Kynaston, David (1995), p. 17: "Until late in the eighteenth century there was little distinction
between brokers (dealing on behalf of the public) and jobbers (making a market in securities in
order to service brokers), and even then there were many who continued both functions."
See: Daniel Defoe's description of Sir Joshua Child, The Anatomy ofExchange Alley or A System
ofStock-Jobbing, published in London in 1719 and quoted in: Morgan, E. Victor and Thomas,
W. A. (1962), p. 21.
Scott, W. R. (1912), p. 360.
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The number of these jobbers does not seem to be high due to the low reputation of this

profession and the large capital input required to steer a whole market. Furthermore, the

time brokers spent on finding trading partners can be regarded as a search cost. In an

attempt to minimise these costs, a broker first contacted those business people most

likely to be interested. Brokers quickly knew who had enough capital to afford shares

and who was willing to trade. Obviously they dealt with the same circle of people more

and more often. This hypothesis is underlined by the decline of share trading during the

18th century because of Parliamentary restrictions. Patterson and Reiffen (1990) point

out that the Bubble Act of 1720 'prohibited unrestricted or "free" transferability of
"3Q t #

shares'. Furthermore, a re-organisation of trading practice became necessary in 1734

when [....] legislation introduced by Sir John Barnard, himself a merchant, sought

severely to reduce the range of stockbroking business. [...] Confronted with this hostile

legislation, the brokers and jobbers of the day simply ignored it and developed their own

self-regulating mechanism, in which the sanctity of the bargain was paramount. 'My word

is my bond' became no idle boast.40

Brokers' profits may also have suffered from pamphlets informing the public how the

stock exchange worked and how investors could purchase stocks without the service of

a broker. Mortimer's Guide to Exchange Alley (1761) for instance provided a potential

investor with all the necessary knowledge on how stocks are traded and transferred.

Between the early 18th century and the 1760s a change in trading pattern on the London

Stock Exchange took place. Brokers and jobbers became specialised as a result of

39 Patterson and Reiffen (1990), p. 169.
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declining turnover and higher competition. Mortimer (1761) is one of the first authors to

differentiate between brokers and jobbers. He tried to

convince the public, that it lies under a great error, when it confines the contemptuous

term of Stock-jobber wholly to Stock-Broker; an error however which of late has

universally prevailed; for whenever Stock-Jobbing has been brought upon the carpet,

either in periodical essays, or upon the stage, the characters are described either as Jews

or Christian Brokers, and those of the meanest and shabbiest sort, except in a very

sensible little essay in the Imperial Magazine for August 1760, in which the author very

justly introduces some characters in a higher station of life.41

Besides stressing the diligent and honest business behaviour ofmost participants on the

exchange, Mortimer (1761) identified three classes of stock jobbers: first, there were

foreign investors, mainly Dutch, French and Germans who had invested into English

funds; secondly English gentry, merchants and tradesmen, who were 'continually

changing the situation of their property, according to periodical variations in funds'42.

The third class consisted of stock-brokers 'with very little and often no property at all in

the funds'43. Even though brokers and jobbers had emerged, the status ofjobbers was not

institutionalised by the stock exchange. The jobbers' function of having to state binding

quotes was introduced in 1812, when the stock exchange drew up new rules of

operation, that 'still form the basis of the present-day rule book'. 44

41

43

Kynaston, David (1994), p. 16.
Mortimer, Thomas (1761), p. 34.
Ibid.
Ibid.
See: Chapman, Colin (1994), p. 17. With the introduction of SETS for the FTSE-100 stocks, the
rules are now only valid for all stocks not traded on SETS.
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Turning to the settlement system used in London in the 18th century, Mortimer (1761)

described the procedure of transfer.45

Shares were not physically available. Thus, the transfer of property rights was carried

out by an entry in a book of shareholders in the company's office, rather than just by an

exchange of securities. The transfer itself was done by a clerk employed by the

company. Mortimer does not mention any fees for the official procedure which might

have been regarded as a standard service offered by the company for its shareholders.

The transfer was initialled by the seller who handed a paper46 to the clerk with his name

and the name of the buyer. The buyer gave the clerk his name, his heirs, title and place

of abode under which he preferred to be listed in the book. The clerk looked up whether

the seller was the legitimate owner of the number of shares in question according to the

company's list of shareholders. The transaction took place in front of the clerk.

Here Mortimer emphasised the advantage of having large sums of money available in

bank notes, rather than cash. The entry in the transfer book was then signed by the seller

to have the stocks transferred and the buyer to accept the shares. This was countersigned

by the clerk as a witness. The new shareholder was given a voucher which entitled him

to the first dividend payment after the transfer. After that, the voucher became obsolete

as entries in the company's books were taken as legal evidence of ownership.

Furthermore, the seller had to fill out a printed receipt47 stating the names of buyer and

seller, the number of shares traded and the price paid, which was again countersigned by

45

46

47

See: Mortimer, Thomas (1761), pp. 105.
Mortimer (1761) shows an example of such a paper on p. 112.
An example of a receipt is given in Mortimer (1761), p. 115.
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the clerk. Another example for the lengthy and bureaucratic settlement process is quoted

in DuBois (1971):

[...] although such an unwieldy device seems out of place in a business corporation, the

New River Company, a corporation engaged in supplying London with water, made use

of the indenture of bargain and sale in the transfer of its shares, as a result probably of a

judicial decision that its shares were to be deemed real property.48

This indicates that the obligation from and the fulfilment of a business transaction were

temporarily and spatially separated. To avoid legal problems, traders often signed a

preliminary agreement or indenture on the stock exchange when the deal was struck.

The transfer of ownership, however, did not take place until the shareholder's name

appeared in the company books. Before dividend payments, companies closed their

transaction books in order to make an inventory of their actual shareholders and to pay

them their dividends. The transfer of shares was postponed during that time.

DuBois, A. B. (1971), p. 359.
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2.4. German Borsen

Like the historical developments in London, Antwerp and Amsterdam, the organisation

of German stock exchanges evolved from the customary legislation on markets and

exchanges in general. In Bremen for instance the exchange was regulated by state

legislation as early as 1644.49 These rules dealt with trading, sometimes limiting entry

to the stock exchange, or regulated entrance fees for trading sessions. Furthermore, they

described the function of an official broker (amtlicher Makler, who was appointed by

the state or town authority) dealing in an order-matching market. Brokers' duties

involved not only finding trading partners, but also publishing stock exchange price lists

and issuing legal statements which were used to settle the accounts later. Brokers were

not allowed to deal on their own account. They earned a fixed commission for their

service that could amount to 1 per mille50 and it appears that the commission was paid

in half by the buyer and in half by the seller as early as in the seventeenth century.51

However, there was no obligation to make use of the official broker. Members or even

the public, having paid their entrance fees, could try to find a trading partner on their

own. Some traders on the stock exchange offered the service of market-making and

brokerage in competition to the official brokers. Obviously they were not appointed

by any authority and were thus called free brokers (Freimakler), a term still used on

today's stock market. Other terms were used to emphasise a negative connotation such

49 See: Kaufhold, K. H. (1992), p. 90.
50 See: Ibid., p. 91.
51 See: Ibid., p. 100, giving evidence for the exchange in Berlin in 1765.

See: Henning, Friedrich W. (1992), p. 19.
Kaufhold (1992) points out that, in contrast to the official brokers, the free brokers were often
Jews. This gives evidence for the fact that Jews were not allowed to become official brokers on
some stock exchanges.
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as Winkelmakler54 (literally: angle broker, referring to brokers who tried to bend

regulations or codes of practice) or even Pfuschmakler 55 (botcher or bungler). The

meaning of the term apparently changed during the centuries. Since the 19th century, the

term free broker is used without prejudice. However, the competition between free

brokers and official brokers continues. Wiener (1905) points out the advantage of free

brokers on account of their not being regulated, and concludes that their part should not

be underestimated for future securities trading.56

The only German stock market of the early 18th century could be found in Hamburg.

This financial market was strongly influenced by Antwerp and Amsterdam. The

building of an exchange in Hamburg as a Freie Reichsstadt (Imperial town, i.e. a city

outside the fiefdom paying only direct taxes to the emperor) was supported by the town

council, which also took part in the supervision of the exchange. Representatives of the

business community and delegates of the guild were also involved in the exchange's

supervision, a right for which they had paid by providing the exchange building.

Regulation of the Hamburg brokers, however, can be found as early as 1619, when the

brokers themselves regulated trading, and later in 1642 when the town council decided

on the first official legislation. Until 1679 when the stock exchange introduced a

numerus clausus in order to deal with the above mentioned problem of free brokers,

there was no limited entry to the job of broker. In contrast to other German Borsen,

Hamburg introduced stock trading in the early 18th century. Being influenced by the

54 See: Kaufhold, K. H. (1992), p. 92.
55 See: Prion, W. (1924), p. 1042.

See: Wiener, Fritz A. (1905), pp. 114/115.
The number of official brokers on the Hamburg exchange was limited to 60 Christian brokers and
10 of Jewish-Portuguese origin. In 1740 the regulation was changed to 180 Christians and 20
Portuguese, and this stayed in force until 1792. The importance of Portuguese Jews for trade with
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financial speculation in Paris (Law's Compagnies), London (South Sea Bubble) and the

Netherlands, shares for two joint-stock insurance companies were successfully issued in

1720. Following the bursting of speculative bubbles abroad, the Hamburg town council

prohibited share trading on 19 July 1720 and the foundation of new joint-stock

companies on 26 July 1720. These regulation came as a severe blow to Hamburg's early

stock market. Trading securities in Hamburg was postponed until 1815, the point of

time when most other German stock exchanges introduced share trading.

The mercantilist influence of Frederick the Great resulted in the trading of shares on the

Berlin stock exchange. In 1756 two Prussian colonial companies were listed on the

exchange. However, it was not until the boom in railway shares in the 1840s that stocks

were regularly traded in Berlin. In contrast to the Hamburg stock exchange, Berlin did

not restrict entry to the stock market, and relied heavily on the experience of foreign and

Jewish businessmen.

The Berliner Borse influenced other German stock exchanges to introduce batch

markets.59 Share prices were fixed only once a day and all trade was settled at this price.

Whereas stock exchanges which specialised in trading Kuxe60 only dealt with this

market mechanism, Berlin seems to be one of few stock exchanges to have done so

when the Law on Stock Exchanges was passed in 1893.61 However, the supremacy of

the Iberian Peninsular is also valid for the London Stock Exchange as Kynaston (1994, p. 11)
points out.

58 See: Kaufhold, K. H. (1992), p. 111.
All examples of batch markets in the literature relate to Berlin, even though Prion (1924, p. 1067)
states that similar procedures could be found in Frankfurt and Cologne. Thus, Berlin seems to be
the stock exchange to have introduced this trading mechanism in the 18th century.
Prion, W. (1924, p. 1067) explains the price setting mechanism of an open-outcry auction market
on the Kux exchanges in Essen and Diisseldorf.

61 See: Gdppert, Heinrich (1924), p. 1018. Any information on the Berlin Stock Exchange's
introduction of a batch seems to be lost forever. An inquiry at the Berlin Stock Exchange showed
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the exchange in Berlin as the German capital after 187162 resulted in the fact that all

other German stock exchanges adapted batch markets.

The Frankfurt exchange developed into the leading German financial market after the

Thirty Years War, replacing markets in Augsburg and Nuremberg. Typically for German

bourses, it specialised mainly in trading bills of exchange in the earlier years. Securities

could be found from the second half of the 18th century. Obviously the French

occupation of the Netherlands in 1794 and the resultant decline of the Amsterdam

market helped German markets (as it helped London, too). For a long time Frankfurt

was a bond market, not listing the first shares until 1820. The Frankfurt exchange then

concentrated on dealing in shares of joint-stock banks such as Bayerische Hypotheken-

und Wechselbank (1837), Societe Generate (1837) and Leipziger Bank (1838).

Typically for German stock exchanges, trading hours were restricted to one hour from

12 to 1 every day, allowing a further hour for remaining transactions. Members met on

stock markets outside the official opening hours for pre- and after-hour trading on

several German exchanges.

It becomes obvious that the broker-based matching system was not obligatory for

investors64 as all members of the exchange were entitled to trade with each other

without using the official broker. Furthermore, the official broker had to face constant

competition from free brokers. In addition, Frankfurt traders established a second

that the pre-war exchange building was located in the Eastern part of Berlin and that due to damage
in the war and the later complete destruction of the building by the East German authorities all
documents were destroyed.

62 See: Pohl, Hans (1993), p. 12.
63 See: Kaufhold, K. H. (1992), p. 110. The first listed share on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange was

the share of the Austrian National Bank, a fact which shows the internationality of the market.
64 See: Wiener, Fritz A. (1905), p. 6 and p. 110.
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trading platform in 1825 because of the short trading hours. From 9 to 12 before the

exchange's trading hours and afterward from 3 to 6, businessmen met in the club-like

atmosphere of the Effektensocietat. Established with the idea of exchanging information,

it quickly transformed into a second exchange. However, traders mainly dealt with bills

of exchange, government bonds and only a few shares of joint-stock banks, rather than

shares of industrial companies. The fact that this society provided the accommodation

but did not offer broker or market-maker services, hints at the fact that the trading

mechanism had a pit-trading structure, albeit in a more gentleman-like manner. The

society existed until 1896 when the first Law on Stock Exchanges abolished all 'side'

exchanges. Goppert (1924) stresses that German state legislation succeeded in

establishing a decisive separation between the function of brokers (commission agent)

and official brokers (specialists), but still lacked the transaction monopoly of agents de

change in France or the London brokers.65 All visitors to the stock exchange were

entitled to deal with each other without even using or informing the official broker, a

tradition that is still valid on today's German stock exchanges.66

65

66
See: Goppert, Heinrich (1924), p. 1009.
Goppert is of the opinion that this liberal double-tracked trading mechanism resulted in an
'unpleasant state of affairs' which the Law on Stock Exchanges was to abolish.
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2.5. Testing the Arguments for Change

While most international comparisons clearly show the leading role of the London stock

market, most European exchanges have a long tradition of trading financial securities.

Thus, most of the technical know-how and the organisation necessary for trading shares

and settling the accounts can be traced back to the 18th century. The international

character of the financial markets of that period is striking. Dual listings on international

exchanges were commonly found. Furthermore the financial markets dealt with a huge

variety of instruments. Derivatives such as futures and options were traded more heavily

than spot transactions and caps and floors were well known. In this sense, the

unregulated beginnings of stock markets had features that were later absent from stock

exchanges for a long time and have only recently been reintroduced. The early stock

markets meanwhile did not evolve as a consequence of a careful planning process, as the

following considerations show.

From today's point of view, the settlement system was complicated, cost intensive, and

inefficient. The salary for the company's clerk to keep the transfer book only added in

part to the costs involved. The main problem seemed to be the time spent on the

bureaucratic process of the transfer. The issuing of an indenture, an order for the clerk, a

transaction receipt and a dividend voucher were necessary in order to settle one stock

deal. One may argue that the settlement system was appropriate because of the low

volume of shares traded. Even taking a low turnover into account, the fact that

companies' books had to close when stocks were traded more heavily, as well as for the

settlement of dividend payments, shows the disadvantages of the system. The settlement

system could have been improved by issuing physical shares. Shares, issued to the order
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of a shareholder - and thus identifying the rightful owner - could have been traded by

endorsing the paper. Then the buyer could have his name registered in the company's

books by presenting the endorsed shares. The seller meanwhile would not have had to

go to the company's office and the number of papers issued for the transaction would

have been reduced to one.

Turning to the trading mechanisms on the London and Frankfurt stock exchange, three

results are striking:

1. Both stock markets had their origins in a very unregulated and liberal market. Where

regulation can be found, it covered the function of brokers, rather than insisting that

brokerage services had to be used.

2. The authorities regulated stock markets in order to prevent insider trading and rigging

of markets. Trading procedures were not regulated with regards to efficiency or costs

involved. Hence, the regulation process cannot be viewed as a result of implicit

rational planning.

3. Most surprisingly, the change of trading systems and the introduction of new

regulations in London and Frankfurt can be regarded as counterproductive for the

markets at the time concerned.

To develop the last finding, another look at the cost structure of different trading

mechanisms is necessary. By definition, order-driven markets do not involve a market-

maker risk. Furthermore, the investor lacks the market immediacy of firm quotes.

Hence, they should be cheaper to organise than quote-driven markets. Furthermore, it is

assumed that jobbers lower their spread when the turnover is high; trading high volumes
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does not only lead to economies of scale, but increases the jobber's chance to unload his

portfolio or find potential sellers of shares. Thus, a market-maker mechanism is a highly

sophisticated way to organise high turnover markets and its introduction does not seem

to have been appropriate in the 18th century.

The London Stock Exchange adopted its first regulations in 1812. These regulations still

distinguished between the functions of brokers and jobbers (after 1986 market makers)

until the introduction of an auction market system in London. Armstrong (1937) points

out that the stock exchange appointed a sub-committee to work out a recommendation

which was then passed unanimously by the Committee for General Purposes on the 17th

February, 1812. 'Out of the findings of this early sub-committee has grown the

present exhaustive List of Rules and Regulations which govern the Stock Exchange of

to-day.'68

According to financial theory, this change of trading pattern should have been based on

the existence of a liquid stock market on which shares are traded in high volumes.

However, the sources show that this was not the case. Kynaston (1994) stresses the ups

and downs of the London market at that time and refers to the end of the 18th century

and especially the years of European warfare between 1792 and 1815 as the time 'the

City was on the verge of momentous change'.69 Before that time City stock trading had

to rely on the few domestic joint-stock companies, as only then 'for the first time foreign

stock was marketed in London in significant quantity.'70 But although the London

market was able to gain Amsterdam's share of the stock-dealing market, 'four years of

67 See: Armstrong, F. E. (1934), p. 413.
68 Ibid.
69

Kynaston, David (1994), p. 23
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fairly unrelieved depression in the City'71 were to follow between 1815 and 1819. Long-

lasting depression, falling share prices and low turnover tend to increase the market-

makers' spreads. The introduction of an order-driven system or better the introduction of

a batch market for rarely traded stocks might have optimised market efficiency.

A similar argument can be developed for the German stock markets. With regard to the

Frankfurt market, we find rising turnover throughout the 19th century because of

railway mania and industrialisation.72 Trading a high volume of shares implies the need

for continuous stock dealing. However, it looks as ifGerman markets introduced a batch

market at this very time. It becomes obvious that the main incentive of market

regulation was to provide investors with one official share price, which could be easily

calculated and was in accordance with the market situation, rather than to create an

efficient market environment. Wiener (1905) reports that the hanseatic exchanges

included voluntary statements of the free brokers in their price calculation. Here, the

convenience of having only one price even dominated the principle that the share price
• • • 7T

should mirror the true market situation.

The results underline the argument that the origins of trading mechanisms are due to

historical factors rather than an implicit rational planning of the market structure. Since

the beginning of stock dealing, market regulation has resulted in restrictions of how and

with whom trading could be done. The history of trading mechanisms is a result of

70 Ibid.
71

Ibid., p. 44.
From Schoeler's (1994) point of view, Frankfurt's rise as a financial centre is strongly related
to the development of the Rothschild banking dynasty during the late eighteenth and then
nineteenth century. Not before the middle of the nineteenth century and the heyday of the
Rothschilds did Frankfurt reach the international status of a leading world stock exchange. (See:
Schoeler, Andreas von (1994), p. 239).
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short-term interests (mostly by the regulatory authorities) and sunk costs of institutions

which have developed over time.

Today, a reverse trend can be found on international stock exchanges. London's new

SETS offers a possibility for stock exchange members to match their orders

automatically in an electronic book. German institutional investors use Xetra as an

order-driven trading mechanism and have access to the Paris Bourse; Paris, Frankfurt,

Amsterdam and Paris have launched their Euro.NM trading platform that combines

automatic matching with a quote request function. International competition between

stock exchanges and informed global investors have made it necessary for stock

exchanges to reflect upon their conservative approach of sticking to a conventional

handed-down market mechanism.

It is this competitive pressure that forces institutions such as the London Stock

Exchange to take a more rigorous, academically founded and empirically proven

approach to evaluating their services. Historic coincidences alone can no longer form

the basic reasoning for an exchange's choice of trading mechanism. Hence, academic

studies and government reports try to advise stock exchanges how to improve their

services, and suggest cheaper and more effective exchanges to world-wide investors.

This thesis forms a part of this academic endeavour by analysing the trading

mechanisms used by ten of the world's largest stock exchanges.

See: Wiener, Fritz A. (1905), p. 112.
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The howling of the wolf the grunting of the hog, the
braying of the ass, the nocturnal wooing of the cat,
all these in unison could not be more hideous than
the noise which these beings make in the Stock
Exchange.1

Anonymous commentator, London, 1695

3. Description of the World's Equity Markets, Stock Exchange Trading

Mechanism and Settlement Systems

3.1 Introduction

This chapter examines most of the world's biggest equity markets and gives a detailed

description of the organisational structures and the trading mechanisms. Emphasis is put

on the responsibilities and tasks of market participants as well as the set-up and

technical design of the different trading systems. We have structured this descriptive

analysis according to the size of the exchanges' market capitalisations, starting with the

US capital market.
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Graph 3.1: Market Capitalisation of Global Equities Markets
as ofDecember 31,1996
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The second part of the chapter outlines the settlement systems used by the international

stock markets. The advantages and disadvantages between rolling settlement (as

favoured by the majority of the exchanges) and monthly settlement are compared

Chapman, C. (1994), p. 9.
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3.2 Trading Mechanisms

3.2.1 New York

3.2.1.1 New York Stock Exchange

Securities on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) are dealt in an auction market.

The prices of stocks and bonds are determined by the bids and offers of investors. As

NYSE is a typical agency auction market, these investors are represented by their

agents, the floor brokers on the market. Floor brokers deal with specialists, the New

York official brokers, in 17 different trading posts. The majority ofNYSE trades is done

through the specialist. Hence, the main task of the specialists can be found in matching

orders. All floor brokers are employed by individual security firms or brokerage houses

that are licensed to trade on the NYSE as stock exchange members. Floor brokers are

not allowed to initiate any trades on the floor for their own account. Floor brokers keep

in contact with their companies' offices by special booths at the side of the dealing

rooms, which are occupied by brokers clerks.

Throughout the Main Room, the Blue Room, the Expanded Blue Room and the Garage

trading takes place at trading posts. All trading in one given stock is centralised at only

one trading post. As there are 17 posts only, it is obvious that several stocks are assigned

to each post. As in other security exchanges in which stock exchange members meet to

deal personally on the floor, brokers are mobile to represent clients' orders at several

trading posts. Surprisingly on first sight, the specialist stands outside the post which

2
see: IFC Market Capitalisation for Developed Markets.
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hosts the specialist clerk. The clerk performs a number of functions associated with

order handling and reporting trades and quotes. This layout shows the special role of the

New York specialist. In contrast to pure order-matching markets, NYSE heavily relies

more on the influence of the specialist in determining the price.

In times of normal trading, the specialist will execute the orders assigned to him by the

floor brokers if and only if two limit orders can be matched. In this case, the majority of

the daily trading sessions, the specialist solely fulfils an orderbook function. In those

instances, however, in which there is a temporary shortage of buyers or sellers, the

specialist deals against his own portfolio. Here, the specialist's involvement turns the

auction market into a dealer market, with the risks for the specialist and higher liquidity

for the investor. Conroy and Winkler (1986) stress this in their analysis of the NYSE

market structure: 'The specialist, while usually viewed as a monopolist, does face
• •• ••• T • • ( ##

competition in form of public limit orders.' It is important to note that this scenario is

the exception and that the specialist is not required to fund all the liquidity for the

market at any time. The main function is to match orders, thus, the characterisation of

the NYSE as an order-matching market.
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3.2.1.2 Intermarket Trading System

The Intermarket Trading System (ITS) is an electronic communication network that

provides a dealing platform for all stock exchange members. This includes specialists

and floor brokers from the NYSE and all other participating US exchanges as well as

Nasdaq market makers. The latter have to be ITS registered market makers and are then

limited to securities initially listed on any organised US exchange after April 26, 1979.4

According to the ITS rules, any order that may be matched or executed in one of the

participating exchanges has to be referred to the ITS first in order to check whether a

better quote might be available for the investor anywhere else. Not checking quotes on

other exchanges will lead to a "trade-through" complaint against the specialist or market

maker failing to do so. There are two opportunities for the market maker in case a better

quote is found:

• Through ITS, a commitment to trade notification can be sent to the best-quote market

and the order will then be executed in this market. Market makers are allowed to

limit the validation of this commitment to one or two minutes. Within this period the

commitment is irrevocable. If the corresponding best-market fails to strike the deal

within this time and the commitment expires, the market maker can either resend it

or execute the order at the second-best ITS quote.

Conroy, Robert L. (1986), p. 22.
see: SEC Rule 19c-3
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• The market maker can execute the order in his own market, under the condition he

offers the same quote as the best-quote market does. This process is called quote -

matching.

It is important to note that the ITS is not an automatic order routing system. Otherwise,

there would be no expiring trade commitments. Each market is responsible for

monitoring and using the system. This might be regarded as a disadvantage for the

NYSE specialist who has to concentrate on the best ITS quote as well as the NYSE

orders.

3.2.1.3 Block Trades and the Upstairs Market

The New York Stock Exchange is a highly liquid market, in which even blocks ofmore

than 1,000 shares in liquid stocks are not regarded as a particularly large trade.

However, in case of large orders (relatively to the market size of the stocks), the floor

broker will not hand the order to the specialist at once. The market would react too

quickly to a large block or a large order of shares coming onto the market and would

leave the investor with worse prices. Therefore, the floor broker will strike deals with

several stock exchange members outside the market. Thus, he splits the order. The

various segments are subsequently crossed by the specialist.
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3.2.1.4 NASDAQ

The electronic NASDAQ system served as an example when setting up London's

SEAQ. Unsurprisingly, many of their characteristics are common. NASDAQ trading

relies on computers for disseminating quotes, and on telecommunication to strike a deal.

As a typical dealer market, quotes are stated by market makers. "NASDAQ market

makers, which include large national full-service firms, regional firms, local firms, and

wholesale market-makers - are based in 38 states and in the city ofWashington in which

the organization has its headquarters.'5 Furthermore, quotes can be put on the screen via

85000 quotation terminals outside the USA with about 5000 of them in Europe.6 'Once

registered in a stock, a NASDAQ dealer must be prepared to buy or sell at any time.'7

As London's market maker system was based on the NASDAQ example, the detailed

function of market makers will be described in the section on the London Stock

Exchange.

Nasdaq overtook the American Stock Exchange in terms of market capitalisation and

ranges second behind NYSE. The growth in companies listed on Nasdaq results from its

easy listing procedures for small and emerging companies. 'Typically their [the

emerging companies'] plan was to raise capital on Nasdaq and then graduate to the

greater respectability of the New York Stock Exchange. But Nasdaq gained a reputation
• • • • 8

as the market for high-tech stocks, and some stayed, including Microsoft and Intel.'

Chapman, Colin (1994), p. 43.
see: Ibid., p. 44.
Ibid., p. 45
Corrigan, T. (1997).
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Nasdaq has hit headlines with stories on corrupt trading practices and artificially wide

spreads 'prompting an investigation by the Securities and Exchange Commission'9. 'In

the next five years the National Association of Stock Dealers (NASD) will spend $100m

on better surveillance.'10 Furthermore, NASD was forced to open the screens for direct

quotes from the investing public, thus breaking the monopoly of market makers.

Literally speaking, the market now follows a similar hybrid trading approach as the

NYSE. Market makers are obliged to state a permanent quote, but compete with

investors who place one-sided quotes within the spread determined by the market

makers.

9

10
Ibid.
Ibid.
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3.2.2 Tokyo

The securities market in Japan is divided into two main sections: trading on one of the

regulated Japanese stock exchanges and OTC trading between the big securities houses.

As in all other international exchanges, the stock exchanges in Tokyo, Osaka, Nagoya

Kyoto, Hiroshima, Fukuoka, Niigata and Sapporo can be characterised as regulated and

organised market places. Thus trading is limited to listed stocks and only takes place

between listed member firms of the exchanges. The regulation ensures daily,

consecutive determination of prices, supervised by a stock exchange's objective

committee.

The OTC market on the other hand has no fixed regulations as transactions are done

over the counter of the securities firms. Without a fixed market place, deals are arranged

over the telephone. The last years have seen the OTC market extending, so that the

Japanese SEC implemented some formal regulation for the market when making OTC

trading subject to the Securities and Exchange Law in 1993.

3.2.2.1 Tokyo Stock Exchange

The Tokyo Stock Exchange is by far the biggest stock market in Japan with a market

share of about 80%." It is a pure example of an order-matching market. Membership is

limited to securities firms. The TSE consists of regular members, Saitori members and

special members.
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All orders are placed with the Saitori, the official middleman on the stock exchange

floor. Each Saitori maintains a central orderbook for each of the stocks attributed to

him. Only stock exchange regular member firms can place limit or market orders with

the Saitori. "The Saitori is allowed neither to trade any listed stock for his own account,

• 1 ?
nor accept orders from the investing public" Non-member securities firms participate

indirectly by channelling their orders through member firms.

Regular members of the TSE are allowed to trade for the investing public as well as on

their own behalf. Market entry, especially for foreign companies, is still restricted

because of a limited number of stock exchange memberships: '[...] due to the lack of

vacancies, it was virtually impossible for them [the foreign firms] to acquire a

IT • • •

membership on the exchange.' However, most major international players - 21

international companies compared to 124 Japanese firms - have gained access to the

market by buying vacant seats. Meanwhile, it is especially up to the UK and American

securities industry to press the TSE for more openness, and to demand some reciprocity

for easier market entries of Japanese firms in the UK and US markets.

In addition to the Saitoris and regular members, the regulations of the big Japanese

stock exchanges in Tokyo and Osaka allow a special membership for securities firms

specialising as intermediaries for orders that can not be executed on the regional

exchanges and are routed to the country's two most liquid market places. 'By doing so,

they perform the function of connecting the markets.'14

See:FWB (1982), p. 9.
Tokyo Stock Exchange (1997), p. 4.
Japan Securities Research Institute (1996), p. 136.
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The Tokyo Stock Exchange knows two different trading methods. Both are in

accordance with the principle of order matching. The Itayose method is a typical batch

auction in which all orders collected before the opening at 9 am and the reopening after

lunch-break at 12.30 p.m. are processed. Directly after the opening price, the exchange

switches to a continuous order-book method called Zaraba.

Itayose batch auctions follow exactly the same mechanism as described in part 3.2.4.1

of this chapter for the Kassamarkt of the German exchanges.15 Priority is given to

maximising turnover. In continuous trading, the Saitori overlooks an order-book screen

which lists bid orders and ask orders ranked according to limit prices. As soon as two

orders match in price, the Saitori strikes a deal and discloses the price, as well as the

new ask and bid quotes. If an order cannot be executed fully, the Saitori will execute it

partially, keeping the remaining part of the order in his book. Thus, a large volume order

on one side can be matched by various smaller orders from the other side of the market.

In this trading mechanism on the TSE, the Saitori is not allowed to interfere directly

with the market forces; neither is he required to offer any other quote than the ones

given to him by member firms. Like any other pure order-driven market, the Tokyo

Stock Exchange has to face the problems of illiquidity in certain market segments and

wild price fluctuations because of large, dominating orders on the buy or sell side. The

Tokyo Stock Exchange has implemented the following measures to solve the problems

above:

See: FWB (1982) for a description of these trading methods with the Tokyo terminology.
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a) Maximum Trade-to-Trade Price Changes:

The regulations of the Tokyo Stock Exchange limit trade-to-trade price changes

according to the following table.

Table 3.1: Tick Sizes on the Tokyo Stock Exchange

regular stocks stocks with apar value of¥50,000 or more
last trade variation of last trade variation of

new quote new quote
less than ¥ 500 ¥5 less than¥ 1,000,000 ¥ 5,000
less than ¥ 1,000 ¥ 10 less than ¥ 1,500,000 ¥ 10,000
less than ¥ 1,500 ¥20 less than ¥ 2,000,000 ¥ 30,000
less than ¥ 2,000 ¥30 less than ¥ 3,000,000 ¥ 40,000
less than ¥ 3,000 ¥40
less than ¥ 5,000 ¥50
less than ¥ 10,000 ¥ 100
less than ¥ 30,000 ¥200

The Saitori refuses to execute automatically any limit orders outside these bands. In case

the new limit order lies outside the allowed fluctuation, the Saitori indicates a special

bid or special ask quote. Hereby he signals the existence of a market imbalance to all

exchange members. If any counterpart orders respond to the Saitori's special quote, a

new price is set. The invalid limit order is then executed at this very price. On the

contrary, if no orders can be found at the Saitoh's special price and the market

imbalance remains, the Saitori renews his special quote upwards or downwards every 5

minutes. For this procedure, he has to secure the approval of the TSE. The variance of

the renewed special quotes are restricted according to the same table as the trade-to-

trade variations, the only difference being that the last special quote resembles the last

trade.
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a) Daily Price Limits:

In addition to restrictions in trade-to trade price fluctuation and the implementation of

special quotes, the TSE restricts daily price changes. If stock prices hit their daily upper

or lower band, trades are not executed anymore.

Trading sets in again if quotes move back into the trading band. Thus, the daily limit

acts similarly to a trading halt with an automatic restart of trading activity. The idea of

daily limits is to allow enough time for the investing public to react to these major price

changes. Like the trade-to-trade changes, limits to daily price changes are measured in

absolute Yen for different ranges of stock prices:

Table 3.2: Daily Price Limits on the Tokyo Stock Exchange

regular stocks stocks with a

¥50,000 or more
par value of

closing price daily price limit closing price daily price limit
previous day previous day
less than ¥ 100 ¥30 less than ¥ 500,000 ¥ 80,000
less than ¥ 200 ¥50 less than ¥ 1,000,000 ¥ 100,000
less than ¥ 500 ¥80 less than¥ 1,500,000 ¥ 200,000
less than ¥ 1,000 ¥ 100 less than ¥ 2,000,000 ¥ 300,000
less than¥ 1,500 ¥200 less than ¥ 3,000,000 ¥ 400,000
less than ¥ 2,000 ¥300
less than¥ 3,000 ¥400
less than ¥ 5,000 ¥500
less than¥ 10,000 ¥ 1,000
less than ¥ 30,000 ¥ 2,000

These trade restrictions apply to the renewal of special quotes, too. The Saitori is not

allowed to renew his special quote beyond the limits of the daily price fluctuations.
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c) Order Routing Systems

Tokyo Stock Exchange is a traditional floor trading place, where stock exchange

members meet and do business eye-to-eye. Daily trading hours are split into a morning

trading session from 9 to 11 and an afternoon session from 12:30 to 15:00. The Tokyo

Stock Exchange has developed its own sign language, used between regular members

and their firms' back office booths. Back office clerks signal the broker on the floor who

then places the order with the Saitori who in turn enters it in his orderbook. This

channel of communication could not cope with the massive expansion of trading

volume on the TSE over the years. To solve this bottleneck, the TSE adopted FORES,

its floor order routing and execution system in 1991. The 150 most active stocks on the

exchange are traded on this system that was designed to

1. replace the Saitori members' manual order books with electronic, computer-assisted

order books which automatically execute matching orders according to Zaraba and

Itayose methods.

2. set up an automatic routing process of small orders of up to 3,000 shares. Orders of

this size are automatically routed either from the members' booths or their terminals

in the main offices outside the exchange to the Saitori members' electronic order

books.

3. computerise the report and trade confirmation process.
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Graph 3.2: Tokyo Stock Exchange Order Routing System

© orders are placed with Saitori by member firms' employees

orders are routed via FORES

orders are routed via CORES

This third option of trading the 150 most active shares is the only market segment that

remains on the floor of the Tokyo Stock Exchange. These face-to-face traded stocks do

not even fully make up the first segment of the Tokyo exchange (TSE1), that demands

the strictest listing requirements regarding the number of issued shares. All other first

section (TSE1) stocks, the whole second section (TSE2) as well as all foreign stocks,

futures and options, convertible bonds (except the 50 most heavily traded) and all stock
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warrants are solely traded via a computer based system called CORES (Computer-aided

Order Routing and Executing System).16

CORES was designed to replace all manual action involved in face-to-face trading.

Introducing CORES for 440 inactive stocks did not change the stock exchange

blueprint. Every stock exchange member still fulfils his same old function.

Regular members enter their orders through a special Order Entry Device. This might

either be in the member's main office within the exchange building, or in the investment

bank's main or Tokyo office. After an order entry is processed to the TSE computer an

Order Acceptance Notice is issued electronically.

CORES replaces the action of the Saitori member who now only supervises deals. The

system matches orders automatically at the same time observing trade-to-trade and intra-

day price fluctuations. When transactions are completed, reports are sent to the Trade

Report Output Devices in the member firms' offices. Furthermore, a copy is provided for

the Saitori and the new price is transmitted to the market information system of the

TSE.

16 See: Hamao and Hasbrouck (1995), p. 851.
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3.2.2.2 OTC Market

As the Tokyo securities market is still much of a closed shop and chairs on the stock

exchange are hardly available, the OTC market is the key instrument for foreign

securities firms to participate in the market. With financial reforms coming up and the

Tokyo Stock Exchange is improved and computerised order-routing system, parts of the

OTC market will transfer back to the exchange. However, this argument is only valid

for very liquid stocks.

Stocks traded on the second segment (TSE2) suffer from illiquidity; this is a typical

problem of order-matching stock exchanges. Here, the lead manager often acts as a

voluntary market-maker on the OTC market. Furthermore, the stocks of young and

emerging companies not (yet) listed on the TSE are traded on the OTC market.

As OTC markets in other financial systems, Tokyo's OTC market is characterised by the

absence of regulations. Participants either act on their own behalf, or as a broker for the

investing public. However, small investors are rarely found on this market which is

dominated by institutional investors.
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3.2.2.3 Japan's Big Bang

The Japanese financial market is undergoing a process of reform. Planned and discussed

for about a decade, the proposal was finally announced on June 13, 1997. Even though

the press has called the reform a Big Bang - and thus compared Tokyo's reforms to the

reorganisation of the London market in 1986 - insiders agree that the outcome will not

match the London reforms.

The banking sector is supposed to be the principal beneficiary of the reforms which

were initiated by the Financial System Research Council, the Securities & Exchange

Council and the Insurance Council. The financial reforms clearly aim at improving the

'highly-segregated and over-protected financial system'17:

• For the first time after WW2 and McArthur's administration, holding companies will

be allowed to replace the system of Zaibatsu. Financial holding companies will act as

parent companies to banking, brokering, and insurance firms.

• Japan introduced trading stock options on the Tokyo and Osaka exchange. Option

trading started only slowly in July 1997, but is regarded as an emerging segment once

the financial industry implements the necessary technical trading environment.

• Brokerage commissions now fixed by the TSE, will be completely deregulated in

1999.

• Introduction of a registration system for securities that will replace the existing listing

with the Ministry of Finance.

• Permission for non-banks to issue bonds and commercial paper planned for 1998.
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• Reporting standards will be upgraded to a level comparable to the US or Europe in

order to improve financial disclosure.

• A "Prompt Correction Action" will be set up examining companies' financial status

based on capital ratios. This will allow the financial authorities to take fast actions

against risky financial companies.

All measures are designed to increase or to actually regain confidence in the Japanese

market after the financial scandals over the last years. It has to be kept in mind,

however, that the above suggestions are recommendations to the Ministry of Finance.
i o

The MoF indicated its support and the cabinet adopted the plans. The necessary

legislation has still to be drafted before getting the approval of the Diet, the Japanese

parliament. This bureaucratic process might slow down the existing schedule of

reforms.

'It is important to understand that the inclusion of the "Japanese-style" prefix [to the

term "Big Bang"] suggests a transformation of Japan's financial system and markets

which, while bringing profound changes to the operating style of many of the current

participants, will not necessarily result in anything approaching the flexibility and depth

of either the US or UK financial markets.'19 Meanwhile, the brokerage industry will be

hugely affected by the deregulation of fees. Competition will increase drastically and a

wave ofmerger and take-over activity is expected as profitability levels in the brokerage

17

18

19

HSBC (1997), p. 38.
see: Dawkins, W. (1997).
HSBC (1997), p. 39.
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industry have been declining. 'Goldman Sachs, for example, calculates that the brokers'

revenues have slumped by some 60 per cent in the past five years.'20

The 1997 financial scandals, leading to the arrest of Yamaichi's president, the

prosecutors' raid of Nikko's head office, Nomura's six month ban from trading on its

own account and especially the collapse of Yamaichi and its involvement in illegal

financial practices, have 'given foreigners a long-coveted opportunity to get a firm

foothold in Japan's securities business'.21 In August 1997, foreign securities firms

accounted for one third of the brokerage business; thus outweighing the transaction

volume of Japan's Big 4 (25%) for the very first time. In addition, the influence and

market share of foreign mutual funds investing in the Japanese market has grown. They

are responsible for 10% of the stock market and mainly place their orders with foreign

companies. Tougher acting by prosecutors and a higher level of disclosure might help to

regain international confidence in the Japanese financial community.

20
Tett, G. (1997).

21 Economist (27/09/1997), p. 117.
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3.2.3 London

3.2.3.1 The Changes of Big Bang

As seen in the previous chapter, the London Stock Exchange traces its roots back into

the 17th century. Furthermore, London has a long dealer market tradition. The trading

mechanism based on jobbers and brokers was not changed significantly after the 1812

99
stock exchange regulation. In 1983 the London Stock Exchange launched a full-scale

restructuring process. The final stages of this process were implemented in 1986. These

reforms, the Big Bang, did not change the fundamental basis of the dealer market

system, but 'involved scrapping the traditional distinction between jobbers and brokers',

opening dealership to banks and other financial institutions; liberalising commissions;

and introducing a screen-based system SEAQ, modelled on the US Nasdaq system,

• • 99

through which dual capacity dealers could disseminate their quotes.'

a) Abolishment of Single Capacity

The trading system of the London Stock Exchange had relied on the functions of

brokers and jobbers since the 18th century. Until October 1986 members of the London

Stock Exchange acted either as brokers or as jobbers. Offering quotes to other exchange

members and trading directly with the public at the same time was restricted by the

stock exchange rule book. Brokers on the other hand, were only acting as agents for

22
Chapman, Colin (1994), p. 17.

23 Steill, Benn (1996), p. 4.
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public customers. 'Stock exchange rules made it difficult for brokers to establish an

agency market in competition with jobbers.' Brokers were allowed to match customers

orders, but putting through rules 'required disclosure to the jobber and sharing of part of

the order with the jobber.'24

b) Abolishment of Fixed Commission

Minimum commissions for brokers were regulated in the 1812 stock exchange rule

book. Regulations on commissions effectively worked as a cartel-like agreement and

prevented competition between the brokers. In the debate preceding the 1986 reform,

brokers argued in favour of minimum commissions by linking their existence to single

capacity. As long as their field of business was limited, they had to rely on minimum

commission.

When the stock exchange planned to abolish minimum commission this link argument

was reversed and used against single capacity: Without minimum commission fierce

competition would drive commissions down to the point that brokers and jobbers started

competing with each other and single capacity would eventually break down. Hence,

single capacity could not be maintained unless there was a minimum to brokers'

commissions. With the opening up of the jobber market for dual capacity brokers,

minimum commissions were also abolished in the Big Bang.

Huang, Roger D. and Stoll, Hans R. (1991), p. 3.
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c) Introduction of an Electronic Information Platform

The US securities markets provided the examples for the trading mechanism to be

introduced. The London Stock Exchange faced the obvious choice of two types of

dealing systems: the order-matching market used by the NYSE or the dealer market of

the Nasdaq.

The floor-trading auction market would have come with disadvantages such as

inflexible trading hours and the requirement of large trading volumes. Furthermore,

London had been used to the quote-driven trading mechanism since the last century. The

introduction of a specialist or official broker seemed rather alien to the existing London

market. 'The NYSE also encompassed in effect three other trading mechanisms: it

opens each day with a clearing transaction, while small deals can be transacted via an

automated execution service, and large 'block' trades are generally negotiated 'upstairs'

at member firms' offices and then brought to the trading post on the floor for

execution.'25 In addition, a more fundamental argument was used against the

introduction of an order-matching system: 'Although some thought was initially given to

the possibility of introducing an automated order-matching system, it was feared that,

for most stocks, the order flow on the London market would be insufficient to sustain

it.'26 Stock market theory dictates that the existence of dealers increases market liquidity,

as market makers are obliged to hold a portfolio of stocks they deal in. How far trade is

really promoted by a quote driven system, rather than the cheaper order-matching

process, will be investigated in the main statistical analysis of this thesis. In 1986

Cobham, D. (1992). pp. 31-32.
Steill, Benn (1996), p. 4.
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criticism against a complete change of London's trading structure was strong and the
• • 97

motion against a larger reform was carried.

Consequently, the London Stock Exchange opted for a system 'competing market maker
98

system', which was more compatible to the one used by NASDAQ and introduced

SEAQ in 1986.29 The London Stock Exchange market for international equities (SEAQ-

I) used the same screen based information system and was set up in early 1986. .

d) Stock Classification

As an aftermath of the 1986 changes, the stock exchange replaced the alpha/beta/gamma

classification by the Normal Market Size (NMS). This 1991 change of trading

regulation came with a more flexible publication regime. The NMS shares were

calculated as:

value of customer turnover in previous 12 months
closing mid-price on last day of quarter x 10,000

The NMS band then corresponded to numbers of shares. The smallest NMS band

(NMS=500) represented a standard market size of up to 667 shares. Heavily traded

stocks had an NMS of up to 100,000 equivalent to 93,001 to 160,000 shares. If the size

of a stock's NMS was equal or greater 2000, the trade information (price and volume)

was to be published immediately if the trade volume ranged between 1 and 3 times the

See: Steill, Benn (1996), p. 4: 'The London Stock Exchange (LSE) was the first in Europe to
launch a full-scale restructuring, albeit not without fierce resistance from many of its members.'

28 Allan, Philip (1989), p. 25.
29 Cobham, D. (1992), p. 32.
30 See: Ibid., p. 41.
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NMS band. Market makers enjoyed a publication delay of 90 minutes for any

transaction greater then 3 times the stock's NMS. Furthermore the NMS band was used

as the minimum quote size. Market makers were obliged to quote firm and binding

quotes up to this size.

According to the Stock Exchange the overall effect was positive with the size of the
• • • T 1

touch improving due to higher turnover volumes. However, the necessity of a 90

minute publication delay stayed under examination and the Office of Fair Trading

commissioned the Gemmill Study (1994) to look into transparency and publication

delays.

e) Stamp Duty

The existing stamp duty was halved. No taxes were charged for deals in non-UK

securities. Currently, a tax of 0.5% of the share price is payable when buying stocks in

the UK.
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3.2.3.2 The London Stock Exchange Automated Quotations System (SEAQ)

The SEAQ and the SEAQ-I are electronic, screen-based trading platforms on which

market makers publish their quotes for stock exchange members. For each SEAQ stock,

market makers are designated who state firm bid and ask quotes for a minimum volume

specified by the NMS band of the share.

For each share, the SEAQ information screen ranks bid quotes in a decreasing and ask

quotes in an increasing order throughout the different market maker firms. Hence, the

top line resembles the best bid quote and the cheapest ask quote. The two sides of this

touch, the minimum spread available, is unlikely to be provided by the same market

maker. Empirical findings show that market makers usually maintain their spread

unchanged while shifting the both bid and ask quotes, according to the market

situation.32

In case two or more market makers quote the same bid or ask price, the SEAQ ranks

them according to the point of time they have posted their price on the SEAQ. The

actual trade is then done by telephone. For large-volume deals, this offers the possibility

of an additional bargaining about the spread.

After its introduction, the SEAQ and the SEAQ-I (the trading platform for foreign

stocks listed on the London market) were highly successful. The fact, that the SEAQ-I

used the most sophisticated trading mechanism of all European stock exchanges can be

31 London Stock Exchange (1991). P. 3 5.
32 See: Reiss and Werner (1994).
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deduced from the rise of the London market as an entrepot trading centre for non-UK

stocks. Compared to the continental stock exchanges, the advantages of the London

SEAQ system could be found in the following characteristics:

• During the daily trading session, continuous dealing was possible over the telephone.

In comparison to the auction-based continental exchanges, the London market

offered a higher degree of immediacy. Trades could be done throughout the day by

accepting a price posted on the screen. This fact was valid even for the least heavily

traded stocks, as market makers were obliged to state quotes.

• Trades on SEAQ-I enjoyed a cost advantage as they did not incur stamp duty. Until

1991 investors on German stock exchanges, by contrast, were charged stamp duty on

the amount traded.

• The London market offered a possibility of trading large volumes of shares without

immediately influencing the price of the relevant share. Posting a large quote in an

order-matching system has an immediate impact on all other market members.

Dealing large blocks on the London market resulted in a deal between a market

maker and a broker. Rules of delayed publication allowed the market maker to

unload his portfolio onto other market participants. Thus, the price effect occurred

later and did not affect the investor who had already traded the large volume. The

existence of this market depth was regarded as a major advantage, especially for

institutional investors.
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With the 1986 reforms the London Stock Exchange had strengthened its competitive

edge and gained market share from continental European exchanges. The reform

pressure was now on the European exchanges: the relative efficiency and sophisitication

of the London market offers less scope for reform than do the hitherto arthritic

continental exchange.' 3

3.2.3.3 AIM and Tradepoint

The public debate on different trading mechanisms did not stop after the LSE opted for

keeping a dealer market system.

Even though the majority of stock exchange members was in favour of the existing

quote-driven approach, foreign banks and institutional investors kept up pressure to

introduce an order matching trading platform. With a wave of foreign banks buying

established London investment banks in the 1990s, foreign influence became bigger.

The London Stock Exchange reacted in June 1994 and approved a proposal to equip the

new Sequence trading system with an order-matching platform. It took a year to be

completed, but since 1995 illiquid shares were able to be dealt on the AIM (Alternative

Investment Market). In September 1995, Tradepoint, an electronic order-matching

dealing platform, was created by former executives of the London Stock Exchange. This

system acts as a competitor to the London Stock Exchange. 'The company aims to

compete on the basis of lower trading costs implied by disintermediation.'34

Dale (1990), p. 9.
Steill, Benn (1996), p. 11 and Board and Wells (1997).
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In 1999 Tradepoint accounted for only 1% of the London trading volume and seemed to

run on a loss basis since its foundation. Instinet,35 J.P. Morgan, and Morgan Stanley

Dean Witter have formed a consortium to take over 55% of Tradepoint. This £ 14m

rescue package comes with the SEC clearing for operating as an exchange in the US.
• • •

Tradepoint is the first foreign exchange to receive the SEC approval.

3.2.3.4 Stock Exchange Electronic Trading Service (SETS)

In October 1997 the London Stock Exchange underwent a further fundamental change
•2*7

with the introduction of its Electronic Trading System SETS. After the initial Big

Bang in 1986 left the basic trading mechanism of the stock exchange unchanged, the

1997 reform abolished the traditional market-maker approach of the London Market.

'Big Bang 2' introduced an electronic automatically matching orderbook.

• TQ
SETS completely changed the way shares had been traded in London. It has to be

emphasised that the system still provides a trading platform only for the highly traded

FTSE 100 shares. The London Stock Exchange does not have a fixed timetable for an

extension of this trading platform for other stocks. The intention is to trade up to 350 of

See: Chapter 10.
See: Harris and Labate (1999).
See: Graham, George (1997d).
Eaglesham, J. (1997b and 1997c).
The system had a slow start with only 25% of the stocks traded on SETS on 20 October 1998, the
first day of trading. The majority of trades were still done via the phone. Low trading volumes and
low volatility guaranteed an easy and successful start for the trading platform, (see: Graham, G.
(1997e).
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the most liquid shares on SETS once market acceptance of the new system has

developed.40

As typical for an order-driven market, the investing public places market (at best) or

limit orders with their brokers who enter these orders into their SETS terminals.41

SETS executes matching orders automatically according to price and time of entry.

Similar to many other stock exchanges using electronic order books, the London SETS

includes a batch auction in order to establish a calculated opening price. In the initial

start-up period of the SETS trading platform, the system allowed a half an hour

orientation period, in which orders could be added, deleted or changed. Continuous

trading then opened at 8.30 and proceeded until 16.30 when the trading session was

closed. After trading, SETS allowed for a housekeeping period of another half an hour.

Unexecuted orders could then 'be deleted if firms do not want to leave them on the book

overnight'.42

At the same time, upstairs or telephone trading will continue alongside the electronic order book.
The technical term for market orders on the London SETS is execute or eliminate. The execute

part includes 'part execute and leave the remaining order in the order book until a matching partner
is found or execute this rest order at the end of the daily trading session'. The other option for
investors is to give a fill or kill order. In this case, the order is executed immediately either at a
market price or a given limit.
London Stock Exchange (1997), p. 5.
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Graph 3.3: SETS Trading Hours

■ orientation □ trading E housekeeping

source: own graphic

There were two main reasons for reforming the market: Firstly, the London Stock

Exchange realised the growing competition 'as investors and companies around the

world seek greater choice and lower costs.'43 This fact became especially evident for the

stock exchange as the market had lost the front-runner position it had previously gained

from the successful Big Bang reforms. The London SEAQ system had lost its

competitive edge in comparison to European stock exchanges. London's position as an

entrepot centre was in danger as Paris and IBIS regained market turnover volumes

previously lost to London. In addition to the cost factors, investors had criticised the

lack of transparency of the market. In contrast to SEAQ all trades on SETS are publishes

immediately. The new electronic trading platform together with the old telephone

market is intended to deliver both aspects. 'Retail investors probably gain from dealing

at narrower spreads. The largest investors will probably carry on dealing as they do now

with the current market makers.'44

Board and Wells (1997).
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Second, software technology had leapt forward since the mid 1980s. SEAQ had been

updated several times (SEQUENCE 5 to SEQUENCE 6), but still could not offer an

automated trading function itself. In order to introduce an electronic system that

provided this service, the London Stock Exchange was left with the same decision it had

faced before the 1986 Big Bang: holding on to the traditional London market-maker

approach or changing the market to an order-matching mechanism. Whereas the

arguments in 1986 favoured the first, the Stock Exchange now decided for an order-

driven market. It has to be pointed out that the line of argumentation - lower transaction

cost in an order-driven market versus higher market depth because of market makers'

obligation to trade - was still the same as 10 years before.

It can be concluded that the final decision was either based on the advance of order-

matching technology45 or the lack of successful resistance of conservative City firms.

The stock exchange claims that the decision to undergo a complete market reform was

taken in a 'widespread consultation with the market.'46 However, criticism of the new

trading system had been voiced by market participants since the stock exchange

published its decision in 1996. Even after the introduction of SETS these criticisms have

not stopped.

The new trading service builds on the international strength of the London market - notably its

renowned risk-taking culture and expertise in trading shares in large volumes. Taken overall, the

order book will provide the combination of liquidity and immediacy which has been a key factor in

making London the European time zone's major equity trading centre.47

1

Compare early order-driven markets such as IBIS with state-of-the-art systems in Milan,
Switzerland or Frankfurt's Xetra.

46 London Stock Exchange (1997).
47 London Stock Exchange (1997), p. 3.
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The above quotation is taken from one of the stock exchange's own publications; hence,

the overall positive tone. It has to be remarked critically, that order books are not based

on a risk-taking culture, as there is no obligation to trade. London' old SEAQ has been

built on this culture of risk-taking. Trading of non-FTSE 100 stock still relies on these

characteristics.

In addition, order-driven markets are susceptible to violent market reaction when huge
• • 48 • •

order volumes dominate one side of the market. It is not the order book that provides

the liquidity and immediacy per se. It is the fact that SETS deals with the FTSE 100

shares. These are highly liquid so that even an order book can provide an immediacy

which dealer markets are known for. Furthermore, the 'expertise in trading shares in

large volumes' is not a valid characterisation of any orderbook market, and surely not

for SETS. Large block trades are done in an 'upstairs' fashion and are then settled via

the system.49 By March 1999 the average daily trading volume attained £ 772 million.

But SETS was only able to capture a market share of 50% of all business in SETS-listed

stocks.50 The other half of the trades were not done on SETS due to high market impact

costs resulting from the orderbook's weakness in dealing large blocks of shares. Market

participants place large trades with their traditional counterparts in the OTC market.

Because of this very reason traditional order-driven markets such as the NYSE have introduced
an upstairs market for large volumes. Other order book markets use the crossing of pre-struck
deals as a method to bypass large orders.
Even before SETS started trading brokers predicted 'that the majority of their business will still be
done using market makers - renamed retail service providers (RSPs) - rather than the order book.'
(Eaglesham (1997a)).
See: London Stock Exchange web page (www.LSE.co.uk).
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3.2.4 Frankfurt

The German securities market offers numerous different trading opportunities for

investors. First, shares and bonds are traded on the floors of 8 regional stock exchanges

in a mainly order-matching market. The market in Frankfurt dominates the other

exchanges with a trading volume of roughly 75%.

Dtisseldorf (10%) and Munich (5%) form a second division. Only a small proportion of

trading volume falls to the exchanges in Hamburg, Stuttgart, Berlin, Bremen and

Hanover. Many shares, especially heavy traded blue-chips, are multiple-listed on these

exchanges. All exchanges divide share-trading into three market segments; the amtlicher

Handel, geregelter Markt and Freiverkehr. Only the first segment allows continuous

dealing, whereas the last two segments operate only on an auction basis.

In addition to floor-trading, the 30 DAX shares, further heavily traded stocks and stock

warrants, as well as domestic bonds are traded on an anonymous computerised

Integrated Stock Exchange Trading and Information System called IBIS, which was

replace by Xetra in 1997.

Finally, a high percentage of trade volume is traded 'off-exchange'. The deal is struck

either outside the exchanges via the telephone, or on the exchange but does not involve

the Kursmakler, the official principal.

The following chapter provides an insight into the trading mechanisms applied by the

Frankfurter Wertpapierborse, as the main representative ofGerman regional exchanges,
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on the one hand and the electronic IBIS system on the other. The Frankfurter

Wertpapierbdrse and IBIS as well as the Deutsche Terminborse (DTB) are operated by

Deutsche Borse AG. Furthermore, Deutsche Borse AG is the direct owner of the

German Central Securities Depository (DKV), its subsidiary the International Securities

Clearing Centre (AKV) and the German Securities Data and Service Centre (DWZ):
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Graph 3.4: Deutsche Borse AG - Corporate Structure
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3.2.4.1 Frankfurter Wertpapierborse

The FWB is often quoted as example of an order-matching market as deals between

trading partners are struck by a specialist intermediary, the Kursmakler.51 The main

function of the Kursmakler can certainly be found in matching public orders forwarded

to him by banks or orders from brokers (Freimakler). However, the Kursmakler have

been granted special rights to deal on their own account. Huang and Stoll (1991) state

that the Kursmakler 'is primarily responsible for overseeing the official market and is

not supposed to trade for his own account.' Exceptions to this rule can be found if

trading imbalances are large. Then the Kursmakler deals on his own account and

unloads his portfolio in the next trading session or via the electronic off-hours quotation

system MATIS, which is open only to Kursmakler to state their quotes.

As Kursmakler are obliged to state quotes neither on the floor, nor on the MATIS, their

market position is still far from that of the London jobber. On a range between pure

quote-driven stock exchanges such as the London Stock Exchange and the NASDAQ on

the one hand, and perfect order-matching markets such as the Tokyo Stock Exchange on

the other, the Kursmakler-system is best described as a hybrid system. In comparison

with the Wall Street specialist, however, the Kursmakler has fewer possibilities to

influence the market.

51

52

The German term Kursmakler is both, singular and plural We have decided on not anglicising the
term to 'Kursmaklers'.

Huang, R. D. and Stoll, H. R. (1991), p. 45.
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• • ST
Public limit orders are handed on to the Kursmakler by Banken (banks). Banks have a

monopoly to act as the only brokers vis-a-vis the public. Furthermore, representatives of

banks on the exchange deal for their companies' accounts. The German law allows

banks to satisfy customers' orders out of their own portfolio if they settle at the stock

exchange's actual trading price. This Selbsteintritt does not have to be disclosed to the

private investor or to the stock exchange's Kursmakler. Thus, banks play a dominant

role in German stock markets.

The third party on the FWB are independent brokers. These Freimakler trade either on

behalf of banks which want to stay anonymous, trying to split huge order volumes, or

they deal on their own account, thus competing directly with the Kursmakler. The stock

exchange regulation has limited the influence of Freimakler by restricting them to deal

only with exchange members, i.e. banks and Kursmakler rather than private clients.

Therefore, 'the traditional Freimakler role is growing increasingly untenable.'54

Shares and bonds listed on the FWB are traded in three trading segments. Securities to

be traded in the first two segments, the amtlicher Handel and the geregelter Markt have

to undergo a formal process before being listed. This process sets requirements for the

minimum market value, the distribution of nominal capital among the investing public,

and the number of years the company has to have been in existence. Furthermore, the

official procedure includes the disclosure of relevant information in an issuing

prospectus. The legal framework for listing securities in the first two trading segments is

The German stock exchanges define every company listed with the stock exchange to deal on
behalf of its customers as Banken (banks). The same status is given to subsidiaries of foreign (i. e.
American or British) companies that would define themselves as brokers rather than banks in their
home countries.

54 Steill, Benn (1996), p. 18.
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provided by the Borsengesetz (Exchange Act) and the Stock Exchange Admission

Regulations.

In contrast to this, the requirements for the Freiverkehr are rather lax. 'There are no

detailed provisions regarding this market segment in the Exchange Act, although to

prevent violations it is subject to supervision by the Exchange Council.'55 The

Association of Frankfurt Securities Dealers has set up particular guidelines for listing

requirements which include the disclosure of reports at the time of launching securities,

and a guarantee by the bank which applies to underwrite the issue guaranteeing proper

exchange trading.56

Graph 3.5: Number of Securities Admitted to Trading at the FWB
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see: Ibid,
see: Ibid.
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a) Amtlicher Handel

The amtlicher Handel is the only market segment in which shares are traded

continuously. The necessary trading volume is secured by the strict listing requirements

such as a minimum market value of DM 2.5m, a minimum nominal value of DM 0.5m,

the fact that 25% of the listed shares have to be held by the investing public, and the

disclosure of relevant information in annual financial statements and an issuing

prospectus . Shares and bonds traded in the amtlicher Handel consist of many more

stocks than just the German blue chips. In addition to the Frankfurt exchange, each of

the regional stock exchanges has its own continuous trading board and specialises in

local companies.

The amtlicher Handel has to face competition from other German as well as

international stock exchanges. Of all the shares listed in the amtlicher Handel in

Frankfurt,58 404 are traded on first segments of other German stock exchanges. Another

25 shares are traded on second and third segments of other exchanges. The DAX shares,

30 MDAX shares and an additional 3 shares are multiple-listed on the FWB's amtlicher

Handel and IBIS (now Xetra). Only 38 shares are solely traded on the Frankfurt

amtlicher Handel and are not multiple-listed on any other German regional exchange.

Traditionally, German shares had been issued against a nominal value of DM 50 share

capital. Since 1994, shares have been issued amounting to DM 5 to promote small

investors' shareholdings. In the amtlicher Handel shares amounting to DM 50 can only

be traded in round lots of 50 and multiples thereof. DM 5 shares are traded in a
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denomination of 100 and multiples.59 Every Kursmakler is in charge of trading a

number of different shares mostly from the same field of business. The Kursmakler for

these stocks are changed every few months to give each of them a fair chance to earn his

or her courtage with more heavily traded stocks.

The daily stock exchange session is opened at 10:30 with a batch auction. The

Kursmakler calculates the first price on the basis of all collected orders that arrives

before the official opening of the exchange. After this trade commences in a continuous

matching market in which the Kursmakler acts as a crier or auctioneer for stock

exchange members.

As he is not obliged to state quotes, the Kursmakler cannot always provide brokers and

banks with bid and ask offers. Furthermore, the stock exchange members do not know

the volume the Kursmakler offers. Thus, it sometimes happens that the Kursmakler

decreases the number of shares a stock exchange member is willing to buy or sell

according to any existing order. A broker asking for 500 stocks at a certain price can get

the answer of '200 to you' from the Kursmakler if this is the corresponding order size.

On the other hand, the Kursmakler tries to promote demand or supply if orders are large.

According to Borsenzeitung 4/4/1997, including 53 preferred and 33 young shares
Since January 1999 German stocks can be issued as 'one stock' rather than amounting to a nominal
value of a 'DM 5 stock'. Dresdner Bank was the first German company to do so. The change in
regulation was initiated by the introduction of the Euro. As DM 5 are exactly EURO 2.58,
companies would have been forced to either expand or reduce their capital base only to achieve
'round' nominal stock values. The share price is not affected by this change in regulation at all,
neither is investor's protection as the number of outstanding stocks is published in companies'
reports.
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Prices of trades are published instantaneously on the board. However, the volume of a

deal does not become apparent unless the deal was done orally and loud enough for

other members to understand.

At about noon the continuous trading session is suspended by another batch auction, the

Kasse, in which the daily market clearing price is calculated. All round lots of the

continuous trading which could not be satisfied and all odd lots form the basis of this

auction. The trading mechanism of the Kasse tries to maximise turnover at one single

price. Here, 'the Kursmakler sometimes participates for his own account if imbalances

are large.'60 In the example of such a batch market the Kursmakler would act as a buyer

for the remaining 14 shares:

Table 3.3: Batch Auction Pricing (example a)

Price Bid Ask cum. Bid cum. Ask Turnover

best / unlimited 36 36 0
69 52 46 447 82 82
69.50 67 395 149 149
70.30 19 153 395 302 302
70.50 23 27 376 329 329
71 37 38 353 367 353
72 34 10 316 377 316
72.40 96 87 282 454 282
72.60 186 454 186
73 79 11 186 465 186
74.20 53 25 107 490 107

cheapest / unlimited 54 54

Batch markets are susceptible to the danger of not mirroring the true market situation

because they act according to the principle of order maximisation. It is not the bulk of

trade that determines the price, but the best price of the final order to be executed. The

Huang, Roger D. and Stoll, Hans R. (1991), p. 45.
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following theoretical example shows the influence of an additional small limit order on

the clearing price:

Table 3.4: Batch Auction Pricing (example b)

Price Bid Ask cum. Bid cum. Ask Turnover

best / unlimited 270 270 0

71 168 254 270 254
72 29 86 270 86

cheapest / unlimited 57 57

Table 3.5: Batch Auction Pricing (example c)

Price Bid Ask cum. Bid cum. Ask Turnover
best / unlimited 270 270 0
68.50 15 269 270 269
71 168 254 270 254
72 29 86 270 86

cheapest / unlimited 57 57

Here, the price of 68.50 does not reflect the true market situation. In such a case, the

Kursmakler warns the stock exchange members of the existence of a large unlimited

surplus on the ask or bid side by adding '++' or to the quotation. This gives stock

exchange members the possibility to add their limit orders into the batch auction.

After the Kasse, continuous trading proceeds until the daily trading session finishes at

13:30.
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b.) Geregelter Markt and Freiverkehr

Less heavily traded shares and emerging companies are listed in the second and third

segments of the Frankfurt market. 'The second segment has emerged, above all, as an

entry level segment for young firms.' 1 The basic listing requirements for the geregelter

Markt are a minimum nominal value of shares and other securities ofDM 0.5m, and the

publication of a company's report revealing all essential information about the company

and the securities to be issued. In the Freiverkehr, however, only very few formal listing

prerequisites are required. Only the application and decision to launch securities on this

market has to be disclosed. Banks play an important role in this part as they guarantee

'proper exchange trading' by underwriting an issue.

In strong contrast to the first trading segment, these markets do not trade shares

continuously. A batch auction, similar to the noon auction of the amtlicher Handel,

takes place once a day, in which the official price is fixed.

Deutsche Borse (a), p. 11.
See:Ibid.
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3.2.4.2 IBIS

IBIS was founded by banks which aimed at saving courtage when trading on the floor.

In the beginning the system was used as an non-interactive price information system.

Deals were struck on the telephone. IBIS was upgraded in 1991 when it was integrated

into the Deutsche Borse.

IBIS then acted as an electronic stock exchange dealing platform, a service provided by

the Deutsche Borse AG. It was available to banks and Makler from 8:30 to 17:00, thus

working parallel with the floor trading. All 30 DAX shares and 30 MDAX shares, some

warrants and bonds were traded on IBIS. The minimum transaction was 500 for DAX

shares and warrants and 100 for non DAX shares. IBIS accounted for more than 30% of

the aggregated turnover on the German regional stock exchanges.

Any member admitted to trading on any of the German stock exchanges was allowed to

trade on IBIS. 'Members of the seven regional stock exchanges already today participate

to a more than proportional extent in IBIS transactions.'63

'Trading on IBIS [...] may be best described as an open book continuous auction at

individual prices.'64 IBIS allowed traders to enter bid or ask quotes. Thus, the system

formally was regarded as an order-matching market. As IBIS was mainly used by banks,

stock exchange members, and institutional investors who entered two-way quotes, it

allowed the use for market-making purposes. 'If several banks quote bids and offers

see: Heusinger, Robert von (1997).
Schmidt, Hartmut and Iversen, Peter (1992), p. 375.
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[asks] representing their clients orders, these public orders may meet even though the

bulk of bids and offers [asks] is entered by members who act like market-makers.'65

Except for the agreement on round lots, the market was unregulated. Thus, there was no

obligation to enter firm quotes which can be found in quote-driven markets.

The share trading displayed on IBIS was divided into three sections. The Information

segment showed the last traded prices and an intra-day volume for 15 shares. The

content of this part of the screen was user-definable. The middle part of the screen

hosted the Market Section in which bids (in descending order with according volumes)

and asks (in ascending order with volumes) were listed. In contrast to the floor trading,

volumes were openly shown to all participants.

The Input section allowed the trader either to set a new ask or bid quote or to hit an

already existing quote by entering buy or sell. In this case the best existing quote was

hit. Traders either accepted the whole volume of an existing best ask or bid or any part

thereof as long as it is a round lot. On the other hand, if the volume of the sell or buy

order was larger than the existing best ask or bid, the trade affected two or more

transactions at different prices. The fact that the system did not automatically match ask

and bids orders with the same price was regarded as a major disadvantage of IBIS. This

feature can be interpreted as another attribute against the order-matching character of the

system.

The minimum transaction for round lots was 100 shares for all MDAX shares, and

varied between 100 and 500 for all DAX shares. Surprisingly, the denomination of the
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nominal value of the shares seems unrelated to the minimum volume of transaction.

Minimum trading volumes of 100 and 500 could be found for DM 5 shares and DM 50

shares. Munich Re, which is the only DAX share denominated with a nominal value of

DM 100, was traded in round lots of 100.

3.2.4.3 Xetra

The Deutsche Borse developed a new electronic trading platform called Exchange

Electronic Trading (Xetra) in late 1997. It is based on the former Ibis system, which it

replaced. According to the Deutsche Borse, the system aims at reducing transfer costs,

improving market quality and providing the leading trading platform in the European

market.66

The main idea of Xetra is to provide an order-matching electronic trading system

without the technical drawbacks of IBIS. The new system is capable of matching orders

automatically, and provides a continuous orderbook facility as well as several intra day

auctions.

The Xetra system will even increase the existing competition between electronic and

floor trading as it improves the transaction cost level of former IBIS. 'The new system

67
[...] will reduce the average cost of a transaction from DM 7 to DM 15.' The latest

figures show the strong performance of Xetra in terms of market share. Xetra trades

See: Fisher, Andrew (1997b).
See Ibid.
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more than 75% of all German stocks, Frankfurt's floor only 16.3% with the rest of the

shares being traded on regional exchanges.68

Eventually, Xetra might become the only surviving successor of today's floor trading

stock exchanges. For the time being, the competitive pressure on floor trading can be

seen by the stock market's reaction to the implementation ofXetra:

Frankfurt prolonged its floor trading hours in accordance with the electronic market

platform. Furthermore, there is a trend of specialisation among the German regional

exchanges. The Stuttgart exchange scrapped minimum order sizes, extended trading

hours long before Frankfurt reacted and specialises on trading warrants. Stuttgart now

controls 50% of the German market for warrants.69 With losing market share to Xetra,

there is more than the exchanges' reputation at stake. The regional exchange in

Dtisseldorf has agreed with Xetra that all trades done by Dusseldorf market members are

added to their exchange's trading volume. Dusseldorf had previously lost the income
70

from roughly 50% of its trade volumes to Xetra.

Xetra's advantage can be found in the concentration of liquidity in one single orderbook,

rather than splitting up liquidity between 7 regional stock exchanges and IBIS. Similar

to the agreement between Frankfurt, Dusseldorf and Munich to state one common daily

auction market price for securities multiple-listed on these exchanges, Xetra's aim is to

establish the law of one price, and to determine one price per security at a time. 'Both

See: Scholtes, Brigitte (1999).
See: Acarelli (1999) who quotes Mr. Glienke, Chairman of the Stuttgart Exchange: 'Warrants are
to Germans what horseracing is to Britons'.
See: FAZ (31/12/1998).
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Xetra and the Neuer Markt show the determination with which the Frankfurt Stock

71

Exchange [...] is pursuing its ambitions.'

The design of the system allows professional traders to enter bid and ask quotes at the

same time. Thus, the market enjoys the same high liquidity as dealer markets. This,

however, may only be true for heavily traded securities, such as the bonds, shares and

warrants which had already been traded on IBIS. The market lacks the decisive element

of a dealer market: the requirement of a market maker to state two-way quotes at any

point of time. In segments of shares that are traded only in low volumes, this liquidity of

professionals will not be available. The German stock exchanges are aware of this

problem and tried to solve it in the following way:

Specialist traders have an opportunity to provide for liquidity in continuous trading and

in the auction by setting bid/ask limits. They also have the task of bridging temporary

imbalances between supply and demand. Issuers of bonds and exchange-traded warrants

are to be integrated into the price determination through the placement of bid/ask limits

and active participation in order balancing.72

The implementation ofXetra was planned according to the following time table:

The Deutsche Borse planned the first installation for stock exchange members in mid

1997. However, with this release of the 'front ends', trading in the IBIS system was not

taken over by Xetra. Differences to the existing IBIS were non existent for this first

'Release 1' step of the Xetra system. Furthermore, IBIS was still in use, when the second

71 Fisher, A. (1997).
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part, the 'Xetra back end', was released by the end of 1997. 'As of this time it will be

possible for the stocks traded in the IBIS system to be traded in Xetra.'73

The implementation of Xetra's base system had not been planned before late 1998. On

12 October 1998 the German stock exchange announced the 'Release 3' step of the

Xetra introduction.74 Only since then has Xetra evolved as a trading platform offering

the following services:

• securities trading in 'a certain number of securities'

• continuous orderbook trading

• 'functionality for specialist traders'

• trades in round and odd lots.

In a last step, Xetra will allow trades in all listed German securities. The 'Release 4'

step is planned for next year. For this purpose, the system is planned to deal with 40,000

stocks, bonds and warrants. Furthermore, Xetra will be equipped with an off-hours

information system that will search for trading counterparts but not match automatically.

http://www.exchange.de
http://www.exchange.de
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3.2.4.4 MATIS

Since 1989, the federal association of Kursmakler has been operating MATIS, an

electronic, Reuters-based quotation system. Only Kursmakler are able to enter binding

quotes for 60 securities including the DAX shares, government bonds and warrants. The

Kursmakler 'will accept any exchange member as a counterparty, who by trading incurs

an obligation to pay courtage.'75

The minimum transaction is 250 shares, 'though specialists are prepared to trade 500 or

1000 shares at their quoted prices.'76 As MATIS is a non-interactive information system,

trades are done via the telephone.

The MATIS system was introduced as a reaction to the banks' IBIS and 'enjoyed a

market share larger than IBIS I [the information system until 1991], but has been falling

back since IBIS II was introduced.'77 In contrast to IBIS, the MATIS system is an off-

hours trading platform which is open during the whole business day, but closes during

stock exchange trading hours.

See: BOrsenzeitung (13/10/1998).
Schmidt, Hartmut and Iversen, Peter (1992), p. 377.

76 Ibid.
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3.2.4.5 NeuerMarkt

In 1997 two shares listed in the geregelter Markt on the FWB were dually-listed on the

Neuer Markt (New Market). Trading shares of these companies, Bertrandt and

MobilCom, did not differ from any other share listed on the geregelter Markt. However,

the Neuer Markt has entered a co-operation with its similar counterparts in Paris

(Nouveau Marche), Amsterdam (Nmax) and Brussels (Euro.NM). All of these markets

are aiming at risk capital for newly established and emerging companies. The average

company on Frankfurt's Neuer Markt is only 14 years old, and generates a turnover of

DEM 130bn with only 420 employees.78

Thus, they compete with the London AIM. Paris claims to have attracted companies
70

from the AIM and will list the first Nasdaq share in the near future. Since its start,

Frankfurt's Neuer Markt has attracted investors as well as companies. More than 70

companies are listed in the Neuer Markt today; the point index of these new market
OA

stocks quadrupled in 1998 alone.

At present, the main aim of the Euro.NM agreement can be found in the harmonisation

of listing and issuing requirements. It is planned to have a common electronic price

information system for all shares listed in any of these four markets. Already the four

markets have decided on calculating a common Euro.NM All Share index. The index is

See: Falke, Dieter (1999).
See: Heusinger, Robert von (1997).
See: Hofmann, Josef (1999) and Becker. Dietmar (1999).
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weighted according to the market capitalisation of the member companies and was

introduced on 1 January 1998.81

Graph 3.6: Euro.NM All Share Index
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(c) Deutsche Borse AG

source: www.euronm.com82

Presently, there are no plans for a combined market platform. The Belgium Euro.NM

has implemented the trading system of the Paris Nouveau Marche, the oldest of the four

emerging trading markets, whereas Amsterdam and Frankfurt are about to create their

own new systems. It is planned to trade Neuer Markt shares electronically with a future

introduction of a new trading platform.

See: Euro.NM (1998), p. 5.
The Euro.NM all share price index is calculated in Euro.
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3.2.4.6 'Off-exchange' Trades

Off-exchange trades are a growing part of Germany's securities market. Similar to the

old indicative only IBIS system, deals are done on the phone. Reuters and Bloomberg

are the electronic systems mainly used for indicating prices in this quote-driven market.

On this market, all banks quote prices for their own issued securities, especially bonds

and warrants. Quotes are regarded as binding, even though institutional investors use

their bargaining power to lower the banks' spreads. Obviously, the market is absolutely

unregulated and deals are mainly done by banks which have correspondent accounts for

easy settlement at their disposal.
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3.2.5 Paris

In 1986 the Societe des Bourse Franqiaises (SBF) abandoned the traditional French way

of trading stocks in an open outcry auction market. Until then the French exchanges in

Paris, Bordeaux, Lille, Lyon, Marseille, Nancy and Nante had used this 'a la criee'

market that had strongly influenced Walras' idea about the tatonnement price

determination. With this change, the SBF switched to a continuous market and a

computer assisted quotation system (Cotation Assistee en Continu, or CAC). The CAC

system was imported from the Toronto stock exchange but over the years upgraded to

the SuperCAC that itself has been sold to other stock exchanges such as Brussels, Sao

Paulo, Lisbon and even back to Toronto again.

3.2.5.1 SuperCAC

The SuperCAC system is another example for an orderbook software solution. The

system is used for all securities traded on the first and second market segments.

The first market tier, the Premier Marche, lists actively traded French and international

shares. The daily trading schedule is similar to that of other stock exchanges whose

trading systems are based on electronic orderbook markets.

Orders are collected in the pre-opening period without any trades taking place. Daily

trading starts with a typical batch auction in which the opening price is determined.

'Nowadays the batch auction is relatively unimportant, accounting for no more than 10
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to 15% of [the] trading volume.'83 Stocks are then traded continuously in a centralised

orderbook from 10:00 to 17:00:

Graph 3.7: Trading Hours for the Premier Marche:

SuperCAC
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source: own graphic

The Paris Bourse has no restrictions regarding ticks or round and odd lots

differentiation. 'To facilitate trading by individual investors, the Paris Bourse abolished

the round lot trading system used for equities on the monthly settlement market in

1995.'84 In addition to that, the CAC allows for hidden orders. Brokers do not have to

disclose the whole volume of their order. The hidden part of the order, the 'quantite

cachee remains invisible on-screen but may be called upon to fill incoming orders as the
• • • 85visible limit orders become exhausted.'

de Jong (1996), p. 195.
Paris Bourse (1997), p. 18.
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3.2.5.2 Block Trades

The regulation of the Paris Bourse allows for block trades to take part outside the

orderbook. The two parties agree on price and volume. The price of this block trade has

to be within the fourchette, the touch on the Paris Bourse. The deal has to be reported to

the CAC system immediately and is disclosed to the market members as a crossed

order. If a financial intermediary and his client have agreed on a price outside the

existingfourchette, the market member has to fulfil all market orders and all limit orders

up to the agreed trading price from the orderbook within 5 minutes of the block trade.

Thus, block trades do not skim off liquidity from the orderbook.

3.2.5.3 Le Nouveau Marche

Of all the shares listed on the four markets participating in the Euro.NM co-operation,

most are listed on the French Nouveau Marche. As in Frankfurt, Brussels, Amsterdam

and now London, the new market in Paris lists young and emerging companies and thus

provides easy access for companies to the capital market.

The Nouveau Marche is autonomous from the SFB and is managed by the independent

company Societe du Nouveau Marche. It is the announced aim of the new market to

serve the development of these fast growing companies, rather than to act as a stepping

stone to the Paris Bourse's second market. Thus, the Nouveau Marche is a market in its

de Jong (1996), p. 1281.
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own right, rather than being incorporated into the stock exchange infrastructure as is

Frankfurt's Neuer Markt.

The basics of the new market trading system do not differ from other Euro.NM

participants. A central orderbook is combined with market-making features. Retail

orders are matched twice a day in a typical orderbook batch auction fashion. The part of

market-making is done by Introducteurs / Teneurs de marche or ITM. The technical

term itself makes clear that it is the listing advisor or issuing bank (the introducteur)

who will have to offer market-making services (as a Teneur de marche) on the Nouveau

Marche later on. Thus, the ITM's commitment to make the market is a guarantee of the

quality of the company he introduces to the stock exchange.
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3.2.6 Zurich and the Swiss Exchange

During the 1990s the Swiss exchanges underwent massive changes. The regional

exchanges in Bern, Neuchatel and St. Gallen discontinued trading in the characteristic

form of ring or pit trading in 1991. Zurich, Basle and Geneva joined in 1992 to form the

Swiss electronic exchange EBS . The EBS not only trades securities but also

derivatives on its SOFFEX arm. In 1993 the EBS was placed under the umbrella

organisation of the newly founded Swiss Exchange which manages the electronic

clearing and settlement corporation, the price information supplier and the exchange's

international settlement organisation.

3.2.6.1 Elektronische Borse Schweiz

Since August 2, 1996 all Swiss equities and derivatives have been traded electronically.

The Swiss Exchange praises itself for having 'the world's first fully integrated stock

market trading system covering the entire spectrum from trade order through to

settlement.'87

The trading system itself, however, does not differ from any other typical electronic

order-book. The trading session is divided into pre-opening, opening and regular

trading:

Elektronische BOrse Schweiz.
Swiss Exchange (1996), p. 7.
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Graph 3.8: EBS Trading Times
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The pre-opening phase only allows entry and cancellation of orders. No trading is done

but a theoretical opening price is calculated and displayed on the screen. The order book

is then closed, the collected orders are executed in a batch auction according to the

principle of maximum execution and the opening price for the regular trading is

established.

During regular trading hours ask and bid orders are automatically matched until the end

of trading at 16:30. There is no further batch auction after closing but the system

remains open for order entries, and calculated theoretical opening prices for the

following day until the shut down of the system at 22:00.

The EBS system as described above only deals with round lots. The minimum trade

sizes are dependent on the share price and given in the table below.
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Table3.6: Minimum Trade Sizes on EBS

Price Range (in CHF) Round lot
0.01 to 249.75 100
250 to 2,499 10

2,500 to 4,995 5

5,000 and higher 1

All other rules concerning price and time priority of orders, the different types of orders,

the distinction between members' own deals and trades for clients, and the lay-out of the

orderbook are consistent with other typical orderbook markets as used by the stock

exchanges in Europe. However, differences occur in regulations on price increments and

on trading halts as well as trading odd lots:

a) Price Increments / Tick Sizes

The EBS regulations define the following price increments for all equity and equity

derived securities. The EBS system does not allow the entry of any limit prices that

violate the price increment regulation.

Table 3.7: Price Increments on EBS

Price Range (in CHF) Price Increment (in CHF)
0.01 to 9.99 0,01
10 to 99.95 0.05
100 to 249.75 0.25
250 to 499.50 0.50
500 to 4,999 1

5,000 and higher 5
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b) Trading Halts

All major stocks traded on the EBS are not affected by any regulation on trading halts.

All SOFFEX underlying instruments plus Novartis, SMH and registered shares of UBS

as well as all foreign equities listed on the EBS are traded non-stop however large the

price fluctuation.

From the remaining Swiss domestic stocks only those priced higher than CHF 10 fall

under the trading halt regulation which lays down the following rules:

If the potential opening price deviates by 2% from the last calculated theoretical price

the opening is delayed by 15 minutes. In the regular trading period, continuous trading is

stopped for the same time if a potential follow-up price differs by 2% or more from the

prior reference price.

c) Odd lot trading

Odd lots are listed in a separate orderbook which only allows for market orders. All

orders or odd-lots are entered as market orders. For execution these orders are combined

into several round lots and are executed at the last price paid of the round lot market.

Order volumes that consists of the minimum trading size (or multiples thereof) plus an

additional odd amount of shares are listed in the regular orderbook first. Only when the

round lot part of the order has been matched by the EBS system, is the odd rest

transferred to the odd-lot market segment. The time priority principle is observed, as the

original time of entry is maintained.

If the order volume on the odd-lot market is not sufficient to be combined to a round lot,

odd lots are matched against each other at the reference price.
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3.2.6.2 Off-Exchange Trades

The EBS system also supports off-exchange trading. Any stock exchange member can

enter a statement of interest indicating that he would like to trade in a certain stock. This

statement is just a non-binding indication to which all recipients can respond with an

addressed offer addressed to the special member. The statement of interest resembles a

quote request on an exchange with voluntary market makers.

Addressed offers can also be sent to members even without a prior quote request. In this

case it offers market participants a way to distribute their quote to members they think

might be interested in trading.

The electronic system does not display any addressed offers to any other member. The

addressed member, however, can accept, ignore or reject the offer. If the offer is

accepted the trade is registered by the EBS system and the automatic clearing and

settlement process is initiated.

This additional system is open to stock exchange members during trading hours (6:00 -

18:00). Any deals struck outside the system during trading hours have to be reported

within 30 minutes, and all trades outside these hours before the opening of the exchange

the following morning.
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3.2.7 Milan

The Milan Stock Exchange is another example of an order-matching market using an

electronic order book. The exchange is organised in six different segments. Equities are

traded in the following three market sections: the Mercato Ufficiale, the main equity

market, the Mercato Ristretto for unlisted securities and the Odd-lot Market. Bonds,

derivatives and options are traded on the remaining three markets.

Since it is an order-driven market the stock exchange regulation defines the following
oo

classes of stock exchange members:

• dual capacity dealers are intermediaries for the investing public but are allowed to

deal on their own behalf as well.

• brokers deal exclusively for third parties.

Both kinds of intermediaries use the screen-based information and trading service AFF

and are supervised by the Italian Security and Exchange Commission, CONSOB, which

intervenes in the event of irregularities and trading violations. Furthermore, the Stock

Exchange Council supervises the technical side of the trading system.

The three equity-trading market segments employ continuous trading and auction

trading under the principle of order-matching. The specific trading method, as well as

the duration of the daily trading session, depends on the market segment in question.

88 Stock exchange intermediaries have the legal form of Societas di Intermediazione Mobiliare
(SIM). Thus they are either limited or public limited companies with minimum liable equity
capital of ITL 1 and 3 bn respectively, (see: Beer, S. (1992), p. 343.).
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3.2.7.1 Mercato Ufficiale

Trading on the Mercato Ufficiale opens with a batch auction. Orders are collected in the

pre-opening phase. During this period a theoretical opening price is calculated on a

continuous basis according to the principle of guaranteeing the largest turnover of

matched shares. Whenever equal amounts of securities can be traded at different prices,

the price producing the minimal imbalance is chosen.

The stock exchange regulation differentiates two cases in which an opening price cannot

be calculated:

• There are no orders on at least one side of the market.

• A spread exists between the highest bid and lowest ask price, so that no matchable

turnover can be found.

All market participants are constantly aware of any change in this theoretical opening

price and can act according to any imbalance that might be caused by large one-sided

orders. The pre-opening phase is then finished by the validation period that establishes

the last theoretical price of the pre-opening session as the actual opening price. At this

price all collected (and matching) orders are executed.

At 10 o'clock the Milan exchange starts its continuous trading. The electronic

information and trading system of the Milan Stock Exchange uses a typical order-book

screen which ranks orders according to price and - in case of equal prices - time of entry.

Matching orders are automatically executed. In addition, the system is able to cope with
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cross-orders. In this case a market member enters an already struck deal on both ask and

bid side, with the same price and volume without affecting the market.

The daily trading session is completed at 17:15 with the closing period. All market

participants have the chance to cancel existing and still not executed orders from the
OQ

screens. Then the system determines two execution prices :

• the official price is the price published officially by the stock exchange. It is

calculated as the average price of all trades executed on that day weighted according

to the volumes of trades.

• the reference price is based on the last 10% of the daily trading volume only. In the

absence of any transaction in one security the last established reference price will be

published as relative and official price.

3.2.7.2 Mercato Ristretto

More than half of the Italian shares are listed on the Mercato Ristretto. Similar to second

segments or tiers on other stock exchanges, the Mercato Ristretto can be regarded as a

test market for young and emerging companies before their shares are listed in the

official market segment.

The set of data used in the statistical analysis of this thesis is not based on any of these two prices,
but consists of the price of the last trade and the ask and bid price at closing time.
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Trading on the Mercato Ristretto is done in one daily batch auction. The auction price is

established according to the same procedure as explained for the calculation of the

official market's opening price. However, the pre-opening phase lasts longer and starts

much later in the day as the following graphic shows:

Graph 3.9: Trading Times on the Milan Stock Exchange

■ Pre-Opening □ Validation □ Opening ■ Trading □ Order-Cancellation ■ Closing

source: own graphic
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3.2.7.3 Odd-lot Market

The stock trading service on the Odd-lot Market segment is provided between 8:00 and

18:00. During that time market participants have a chance to trade volumes of shares

which are neither equal to nor a multiple of the minimum lot size. Deals in this market

segment are executed in two different ways:

• The system uses two batch executions. In both executions all orders are executed at

the reference price of the round-lot market segment of the mercato ufficiale or

ristretto. The first execution deals with all unmatched orders of the previous day and

orders filed until 9.30. Orders for the second execution are collected in the order

entry phase from 10:30 to 16:15. During the entry phases, the system allows market

participants to enter, modify and cancel their orders, which are ranked according to

time priority. During the execution periods themselves, all market information

facilities are suspended to traders in order to prevent any market rigging.

• The second method of trading on this market segment is called subscription. Here,

intermediaries can subscribe to the shares that will not be matched in the two daily

executions. All market participants are informed about market imbalances and

existing unmatched orders in the subscription period. Thus, additional counter-

matching trade is generated and a possible market imbalance reduced. The second

subscription phase - the Specialist Imbalance Subscription - is open only to those

intermediaries who were temporarily assigned as specialists90 for a basket of one or

more stocks. In contrast to the voluntary subscription of imbalanced stocks in the

The specialist on the Milan Stock Exchange should not be mixed up with the NYSE specialist. In
Milan, the specialist does not keep the orderbook, nor is he obliged to quote prices in the absence
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more stocks. In contrast to the voluntary subscription of imbalanced stocks in the

previous period, the specialist is now obliged to subscribe a minimum quantity of

unmatched shares.

The steps of collecting orders, imbalance subscription for traders and specialists and

executing orders is repeated at the end of the daily trading session. After the second

execution the electronic system moves on to the closing phase in which unmatched

orders can be cancelled. Otherwise they are kept in the orderbook for the next morning's

first execution. Between the last order cancellation and the closing of the system,

specialists have the chance to enter pre-emptive subscriptions for their appropriate

basket for the following day.

Graph 3.10: Trading Periods on the Odd-lot Market Segment:

Odd-lot Market

08

1:1 1 ■
30 09:30 10:30 11:30 12:30 13:30 14:30 15:30 16:30 17:30

13 Connection ■ Trader Imbalance Subscription E3 Specialist Imbalance Subscription
□ First Execution ■ Entry ■ Trader Imbalance Subscription
H Specialist Imbalance Subscription □ Second Execution ■ Closing

source: own graphic

The AFF electronic information and trading system automatically passes on any fulfilled

orders from all three market segments described above to the pre-settlement system.

of orders. He is only responsible for the subscription of unmatched shares in this particular
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3.2.8 Stockholm

The Stockholm Fondbors switched to electronic securities trading in 1990. SAX, the

Stockholm electronic trading platform replaced the traditional floor dealing. The trading

mechanism, however, remained the same: Stockholm is one of the many stock

exchanges employing an order-matching system.91

3.2.8.1 SAX

The SAX system shows the typical characteristics of an electronic orderbook:

• brokers enter ask or bid orders via remote terminals in their offices,

• the system distinguishes between round and odd lots,

• SAX ranks the orders according to price and time of entry,

• the opening price is established according to the principle of turnover maximisation,

• in continuous trading, SAX matches and executes orders automatically and

disseminates all trade data in real time to all member firms' offices.

The following features are specific to the Stockholm Fondbors:

The market operates from 10:00 to 17:00 and starts with an opening period in which

brokers are allowed to enter their ask and bid orders. During this period, the system only

segment of the market.
91

see: Niemeyer, J. and Sandys, P. (1993), Stockholm Stock Exchange (1996 and 1997b).
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imparts the total volume of orders in each share. 'The order book is not revealed during
• • Q?

this session.' Once the opening price is calculated, the market opens with a group of

shares at a time. 'After each group, a break of a few seconds follows, after which the

next group of shares opens.'93 The Stockholm Fondbors does not give any explanation

for this peculiar feature, but it seems possible that SAX continues in the tradition of

floor trading, in which opening prices had to be calculated by an official agent by hand.

The electronic system allows brokers to specify the part of their order which is revealed

on the system. The complete volume of the order is concealed to prevent strong

reactions from the market. Once the first part of the order is matched, the predetermined,

but concealed part is put on the screen. Thus, the broker secures the rank of the order

according to the time of the first entry without causing high impact costs for his client.

In addition to hidden orders, the Stockholm Stock Exchange differs from many other

electronic orderbook markets by using tick sizes. Thus, changes in price are restricted to

the following minimum amounts:

Table 3.8: Tick Sizes on the Stockholm Stock Exchange

Stock Price in (SEK) Tick Size (in SEK)

0.00-0.10 0.01
0.10-5.00 0.05
5.00-10.00 0.10
10.00-100.00 0.50
lOO.OO-oo TOO

source: Niemeyer and Sand&s (1993), p. 74.

Stockholm Stock Exchange (a).
93 Ibid.
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According to the Stockholm Stock Exchange, the introduction of SAX in 1990 boosted

turnover. The system deals with more than 27,000 trades in a single day at peak times.

Graph 3.11: Numbers of Trades per Day
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source: Stockholm Stock Exchange (a)

Since it is a traditional orderbook, the main part of orders on the SAX orderbook comes

from private or institutional investors who want to buy or sell shares. However, the SAX

system allows brokers to enter ask and bid quotes at the same time. Thus, stock

exchange members can act as market makers in any shares. '[...] the members' quote

driven trading, as they quote prices through orders in the automated orderbook, has

increased in recent years.'94 Obviously these two-sided quotes increase the liquidity of

the stock market and are at least partly responsible for a recent increase of liquidity on

the market. 'The turnover rate, that is, the value of shares traded as a percentage of

market capitalisation, rose from 61% to 66% [in 1996].'95 However, even the Stockholm

exchange attributes a bigger influence to the one hour extension of the daily trading

session. With longer trading hours 'with the aim of enhancing the accessibility, primarily

94 Stockholm Stock Exchange (1996), p. 10.
95 Stockholm Stock Exchange (1997a), p. 4.
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for American investors'96 daily turnover rose by 21%. All in all the Stockholm Stock

Exchange regards its liquidity as 'quite favourable by international standards'.97

Furthermore, Stockholm embraces new technologies. It was the first exchange in Europe

'to introduce remote access, which gives intermediaries without a local office the

opportunity to trade on the Stockholm Stock Exchange via an electronic link.'98

The SAX system integrates the round and odd-lot segment. Whenever possible, odd lot

orders are automatically split in a round board and an odd part. Only the latter is dealt

with on this segment.

Orders on the odd-lot market do not influence the pricing mechanism, but 'can only be

matched at the last price of the board lot market.'99 The system also combines blocks of

odd lots and matches them with round lots from the main market segment.

Three different types of off-exchange trading can be differentiated. First, there are block

trades during trading hours, secondly off hour trades, thirdly trades in foreign stock

markets that are routed through other stock exchanges, e.g. the SEAQ-I.

96 Stockholm Stock Exchange (1997a), p. 1.
97 Stockholm Stock Exchange (1997a), p. 5.
98 Covill, Laura (1996), p. 60.

3.2.8.2 Odd-Lot Market

3.2.8.3 Off-Exchange Trades
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As in any other open orderbook market, SAX cannot prevent impact costs for an

investor who wants to buy or sell large volumes. The problem is lessened by partly

disclosed orders. The large volume of direct off-exchange trades, however, clearly

shows the typical drawbacks of the order-matching market. 'Parties to transactions

involving large blocks of shares usually deal directly with each other.'100 These trades

have to be registered within half an hour with the stock exchange during the daily

session.

After-hour trades have to be reported no less than half an hour before the following

session. All necessary trade information such as price, volume and the time of the deal is

then revealed on the SAX screens. 'The same rule applies to internal crossings.'101 Thus,

all trades of brokers listed on the Stockholm Fondbors are reported and disclosed to the

investing public.

Furthermore, the price discovery process for off-exchange deals is restricted. Only for

huge blocks of shares are brokers totally free to agree on any price. 'For shares with the

highest turnover, orders of 500 board lots or less must be traded within the spread [of
109

the SAX orderbook at the time concerned].'

A third type of off-exchange trades occur on foreign stock markets. 'A large part of the

trading of major Swedish stocks is channelled through SEAQ-International in London

Stockholm Stock Exchange (a).
Stockholm Stock Exchange (1996), p. 11.
Stockholm Stock Exchange (a).
Ibid.

99

100

101

102
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[...] it appears that mainly larger trades take place in London, while smaller trades are

captured in the SAX-system.'103

The SAX system provides settlement services for all off-exchange trades.

3.2.8.4 ISO 9001

The Stockholm Stock Exchange was the first stock exchange to gain approval for an

ISO 9001 certificate. 'An ISO 9001 certification is a guarantee that everything the

company does that might affect the quality towards its customers is done according to

specific routines.'104

According to the Stockholm Fondbors, it was increasing global competition that led the

exchange to undergo this searching examination. Now the ISO 9001 sticker is shown on

all major stock exchange publications to distinguish it from its international

competitors.

An inquiry at the International Standard Organisation in Geneva105 showed that up to

now no other stock exchange has applied for a ISO 9001 certificate, even though the

Budapest Stock Exchange has contacted ISO to discuss the first steps to enter the

auditing procedure. Thus, at present it rather seems as if the ISO 9001 certificate is

103
Niemeyer and Sand&s (1993), p. 76.

104 Stockholm Stock Exchange (1997d).
My contact person at the International Standard Organisation was Mrs. Karen Cook, cook@iso.ch.
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nothing more than an advertising idea that established stock exchanges with outstanding

reputation for quality and customer services do not value very highly.

3.2.8.5 The Nordic Stock Exchange (Norex)

On January 21,1998 the Swedish and Danish stock exchanges agreed on an even closer

co-operation in securities dealing. The final aim is the creation of a Nordic Stock

Exchange NOREX. The combined market will have a combined market capitalisation of

almost USD 350bn.106

The Copenhagen and Stockholm Stock Exchanges had agreed on a common orderbook-

based trading system in a very early stage of negotiations. It was planned that 'Danish

and Swedish shares will be traded in the common trading system from the beginning of

1999.'107 The necessary update of the Stockholm trading platform, the SAX 2000, was

implemented in Stockholm in March 1999. On 17 August 1999 Copenhagen started

trading securities on SAX 200. The common Norex trading platform was established.

Furthermore, it is planned to extend the common trading platform to bonds and

derivatives once the system operates. The NOREX stock exchange welcomed other

Nordic stock exchanges to join the common trading and settlement platform. Possible

See: Burt, Tim (1998).
Stockholm Stock Exchange (1998).
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candidates for membership include not only Norway and Finland, but also the Baltic
1 OR

States once the level of share trading has reached western standards.

Reasons for the fast developing NOREX project - the first letter of intent regarding a co¬

operation was only signed in December 1997109 - can be found in stiffening competition

between international securities markets. 'Nordic stock exchanges are relatively small

on their own, but together they represent Europe's fifth largest market and can thereby

reach the critical mass necessary to attract international investors, intermediaries and

listed companies.'110

A further boost to the common trading and settlement system can result from the

introduction of the Euro. 'With the introduction of a common European currency, the

case is even stronger for a common market.'111 Especially the joint settlement

procedures can be simplified by using the same currency. For the time until Denmark

might join the Emu the two settlement organisations, the Danish and Swedish securities

clearing centres, the Vaerdipapircentralen and the Vardepapperscentralen, have signed

up for co-operation.

108 See Chapter 10 for the newest updates on the extension process and the present situation of
exchange alliances throughout Europe.

109 Stockholm Stock Exchange (1997c).
110 Stockholm Stock Exchange (1997c).
111 Stockholm Stock Exchange (1998).
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3.2.9 Madrid

The stock markets of Madrid, Bilbao, Barcelona and Valencia signed up to a common

trading platform in 1988. The resulting Spanish securities market after the Securities

Market Act (Ley del Mercado de Valores, 28 June 1988) now comprises the stock

market, the public debt market as organised by the Bank of Spain and the Spanish

derivatives market.

Furthermore, the securities act did away with individual stock brokers and replaced

them with company-based brokers. The 1988 reform of the Spanish securities market is

part of a wave of reforms sweeping through Europe in the middle and late 1980s. As in

London, Paris or Stockholm the reform did not tackle the traditional trading mechanism

of the market. However, advanced software and computer technology made electronic

dealing feasible. The resulting Spanish Stock Market Interconnection System, SIBE,

resembles just another example of a typical electronic orderbook. However, the open

outcry market has survived in Madrid but is used only for a low volume of daily trades.
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3.2.9.1 SIBE (El Sistema de Interconexion Bursatil Espanol)

Spain's electronic orderbook links the four Spanish market places. Orders are matched

from 10.00 to 17.00 allowing half an hour before the daily trading start for adjusting

positions.

A special feature of the system can be found in the existence of the following tick size

restrictions:

Table 3.9: Tick Sizes on SIBE

Share price in ESP Tick in ESP
less than 1,000 1

1,000- 5,000 5
more than 5,000 10

Furthermore, SIBE allows the stock exchange members to enter orders with hidden

volumes. Thus, the ask or bid quote appears on the screen only under the limit price

without showing the order size. Even when matched partly, the rest of the volume is not

disclosed. The obvious aim is to prevent the market from reacting to large one-sided

orders.
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Like most other orderbook markets SIBE requires pre-arranged block trades to be

entered into the system. Two different volumes are differentiated:

• for blocks of shares amounting to more than ESP 50m and '20% of the effective daily

average traded over the last quarter'112 the agreed price has to be within a 5% range of

the closing price.

• operations with an effective volume ofmore than ESP 250m and 40% of the average

trading volume have to be authorised by the Trading and Control Committee.

In neither case does the block trading activity influence the pricing on the principal

SIBE trading.

3.2.9.2 Open Outcry Market

Only some 3% of the Spanish equity market is dealt on the floor of the Bolsa de Madrid.

Open outcry trading takes place for two hours between 10.00 and 12.00 and in rings of

10 minutes. Members auction shares in a typical pit trading manner.

Each share is traded in at least two rings. The first allows for a price change of 10%, the

second a change of 20% with regards to the last closing price. If orders break the first

restriction on price change, trading is suspended for half an hour when it sets back in

allowing a price change of 20%.
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If pit trading does not lead to the determination of a price, members have to enter their

binding orders in writing. From these positions a market price is then calculated in a

batch auctioning process.

As in SIBE, the open outcry market allows for special operations that are pre-arranged

outside the trading floor. Restrictions on price change are similar to the SIBE block

trades, except that the 20% and 40% limits of the average volume reflect ESP 20m and

ESP 50m respectively.

112 Bolsa de Madrid (1997), p. 18.
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3.3 Settlement Systems

3.3.1 Rolling Settlement

The settlement and clearing systems of stock exchanges are organised by central

clearing houses. In Europe, the clearing and settlement of securities involves the

following organisations:

Table 3.10: European Clearing and Settlement Houses

Country Clearing Institution

Austria OeKB

Belgium CIK
Denmark VP
Finland APK
France SICOVAM

Germany DBC
Greece CSD

Italy Monte Titoli
Netherlands NECIGEF

Spain SCLV
Switzerland SEGA

UK CrestCo

The settlement systems of the majority of the world's leading stock exchanges are based

on a guaranteed rolling settlement service. We will describe two examples of settlement

systems as representative: Italy's Monte Titoli and the German Deutsche Borse

Clearing.
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a) Monte Titoli

The Italian settlement and clearing infrastructure includes various legal entities which
• • • 1 1 T

all have their own specialised tasks and responsibilities:

• Monte Titoli:

institution for central custody and management of securities

• the Cassa di Compensazione e Garanzia (Italian Clearing House):

guarantees the conclusion of securities transactions. Together with Monte Titoli it

plays the main role in the settlement process as described below.

• the Stock Exchange Council:

The Council acts as the stock exchange's management body. It authorises the

connection to the exchange's electronic data system and ensures that its users comply

with established requirements.

• Ced Borsa:

The company manages the screen-based trading services and is responsible for the

preliminary settlement procedures. In addition, it provides the technical and

operational links with the exchange.
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• the Bank of Italy:

provides the cash clearing system for the stock market. Furthermore, it ensures the

central management for all Government securities.

• the National Guarantee Fund:

protects clients against losses arising form the insolvency of any intermediary.

A common factor to all settlement processes is the definition of an expiry date. This date

is based on the execution of the trade. Conventionally the day of the trade is abbreviated

as t, the settlement day as t+2, t+3 or t+5. The German stock market settles in t+2; most

of the continental European markets need three days. Italy's t+5 settlement period is the

longest in the sample. The Italian Stock Exchange uses a screen-based system in order

to manage the rolling settlement of transactions through the Bank of Italy Clearing

system. The settlement period is usually split into two stages, the original entry stage

and the settlement stage.

• Original Entry Stage

The main purpose of the original entry stage is to check and revise the data in the

system. The various stock exchange trading services (i.e. Mercato Ufficiale, Mercato

Ristretto) supply information on executed trades automatically. Block trades and off-

exchange trades can be entered via user terminals. The settlement system then carries

'13 Italian Stock Exchange Council (a), p. 0.
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out formal, logistical and congruence checks. Each trade has to result in two entries in

the system, debiting one party and crediting the other. In case of a missing entry or a not

perfectly coinciding match, a no tally screen signal is activated.

• Settlement Stage

In the settlement stage the bilateral accounts between the two trading parties are

balanced. All stock exchange members have accounts with the Bank of Italy which acts

as the cash clearing centre and securities accounts with the Cassa di Compensazione, the

stock clearing centre. The exchange's settlement system produces balances from all

tallied transactions between parties and presents these to the Bank through the National

Interbank Network.

b) Deutsche Borse Clearing

The DBC AG is the successor of the Deutsche Kassenverein, a central clearing

institution founded for all regional German exchanges in 1949. DBC today sees itself as

a specialist in settlement and custody in the European market place. It operates

internationally with links to NECIGEF (Netherlands), SEGA (Switzerland). OeKB

(Austria), SICOVAM (France) and the Europe-wide clearing organisations, Euroclear

and CEDEL. As the central custodian for securities, DBC holds about 90% of all bonds

traded in Germany and about 75% of all stocks and investment certificates. The German

law on issuing securities states that stocks have to be issued physically in the form of
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printed paper. In order to minimise costs, most companies issue global stocks which are

held with the DBC as a custodian. Rather than trading (and moving) physical paper,

electronic rights are traded. Deutsche Borse Clearing handles more than 100,000

electronic transactions every business day.

The DBC employs CASCADE (Central Application for Settlement, Clearing and

Depository Expansion) for settling trades on any of the German regional exchanges and

the automated orderbook market (Xetra). The use of the combination of an electronic

trading platform and the use ofCASCADE has helped to cut overall transaction costs on

the Deutsche Borse significantly: 'Xetra offers an all-in price for trading and settlement

that is quite transparent. Using Xetra an average order worth DM 100,000 comes with a

price tag of only DM 7 including settlement.'114

Like the Italian system, the Deutsche Borse minimises risks by a delivery-versus-

payment approach. The transfer of securities in the accounts of the DBC are settled at

the same time as the cash accounts. The Landeszentralbanken (state central banks) act as

the cash clearing houses. 'Cash clearing against these assets at the central banks

provides final fulfilment of all obligations entered into in connection with Deutsche

Borse Clearing services.'115

114 Vision & Money (1998), p. 23.
115 Deutsche BOrse Clearing (a), p. 2.
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3.3.2 Monthly Settlement

In contrast to the rolling settlement of stocks in t+2 to t+5 days, some exchanges still

use the traditional approach of settling accounts once a month. We explain the system

taking the Paris Bourse as an example.

The Paris Bourse operates as a forward market. It is possible to purchase stocks at the

beginning of the month, then sell the stocks during the month without any liquidity to

back this transaction. 'This is a credit to the long, a debit to the short, if the price has

increased since the previous settlement day.'116 No formal interest is charged on this

credit for the buyer, however, the delay in payment does come with costs. Crouhy et al.

(1990) investigate the settlement day effect on the Paris Bourse and conclude:

that the distribution of rates of return on non-settlement days is significantly and substantially

different from the distribution of rates of return on settlement days. [...] almost all of the monthly

rate of return, of both individual stocks and the market as a whole, is captured on the settlement

day. [...] The results indicate that the costs of the one-month credit in the settlement arrangement is

usually too high [compared to costs of other sources of refinancing], 117

Still, the market is open to market participants holding open positions for speculative

reasons. Traders can postpone the settlement of their positions even further. With more

long than short positions, there is a liquidity problem for the longs which is covered by

(interest bearing) bank loans. 'In practice, long positions are marked for the next

116
Crouhy and Galai (1990), p. 34.

117
Ibid., p. 24.
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settlement period at the current settlement price inflated by the borrowing costs.'118 This

'report' is a common scenario as usually there are more long than short positions who

postpone the settlement.

When setting up a rolling settlement system in 1994, the Italian Stock Exchange

outlined another argument against the monthly account settlement: 'By eliminating

those transactions whose objective are to 'close' or 'compensate' other transactions, it

can be argued that in a rolling settlement , all transaction are in response to the

willingness to possess or dispose of a given security.119 Hence the market price has more

substance and quality as trade volume is dependent on interest and disinterest in a

company. Technical deadlines of closing positions on the market no longer influence the

market price. In conclusion, 'Rolling settlement provides a greater 'division of labour'

(or "specialisation") among instruments and markets according to different objectives

(allocation of savings, short-term investments, short-selling), with the result that prices

generated in the stock market are more transparent, while operational opportunities
190

available to market participants are preserved and even enhanced.'

Crouhy and Galai (1990), p. 34.
119 Italian Stock Exchange Council (1994), p. 7.
120 Ibid., p. 8.
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What determines how risk averse market
makers setprices?'

4. Theories on the Existence of Bid-Ask Spreads

The existing literature on stock market microstructure mainly tries to explain the

existence of bid-ask spreads in dealer markets. Market makers set a spread in order to

avoid an inability to fulfil, e.g. running out of liquidity to satisfy a sell order or running

out of stocks to satisfy a buyer. Furthermore, the spread compensates the dealer for the

costs and potential losses he faces when trading. The theory differentiates between

various types of costs - order-processing costs, adverse selection costs and inventory

management costs.

The first part of this chapter concentrates on these four rationales for the existence of

spreads in dealer markets.

In the second part, the chapter focuses on spreads in order matching markets. Emphasis

is put on a transaction costs model for markets in which dealers compete with orders

from other market participants and the investing public.
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4.1 Spreads in Dealer Markets

A large variety of articles tries to find a raison d'etre for spreads. Most authors have the

New York Stock Exchange in mind. The specialist's role is then redefined as that of a

jobber or market maker who does not face direct competition from orders from the

investing public. Thus, all trade is executed by one market maker.

Handling and executing orders obviously leads to certain costs. The market maker

offsets these costs by charging a spread for his services. Besides order processing costs,

there are further costs to be considered: being obliged to stick to firm quotes, the dealer

is confronted with costs of inventory management and compensation for trading losses

due to asymmetric information. It is the same obligation to trade that compels the dealer

to hold an ever sufficient amount of liquidity and shares. Running out of either of the

two denotes the dealer's ruin.

4.1.1 Order Processing Costs

In this model the market maker is seen only as a market member who offers the service

of dealing with trading partners. Being in the market and handling a transaction

obviously incurs costs for the market maker. 'To compensate for these costs, the market

maker levies a fee on all transactions by differentiating between buy and sell prices.'

Snell and Tonks (1995), p. 77.
de Jong, Frank et al. (1995), p. 1279.
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Thus, the market maker corresponds to any other retail businessman buying his goods

and then selling these goods at a higher price.

Most of the market maker's costs can be regarded as fixed. Whether the market structure

includes floor trading or an electronic trading platform, the dealer faces costs for setting

up and maintaining his business services. Even before trading, dealers have to invest

into human capital and technical equipment. The more technically advanced the stock

exchange's trading system, the higher the costs for remote access terminals and

computer links. Furthermore, there are stock exchange membership fees to be paid.

The variable part of the costs is mainly comprised of clearing fees charged by

independent clearing and settling institutions.

The technical progress in trading shares shifts costs away from variable costs towards

fixed costs. Once computers and electronic trading and settlement networks are set up,

each trade does not add significantly to the dealer's expenses. Total costs per share can

be expressed as:

tc =
Cf + C, (1)

where:

tc total costs per share

Cf fixed costs

Cv variable costs

VT Number of shares traded in transaction T
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Looking at the costs per share it becomes clear that the spread should decrease with

higher order volumes. The costs of gathering financial information act as a good

example. 'The fixed costs of computerized databases can be spread by selling

information directly or indirectly to a large number of customers.'3 Only in a market

with high turnover volumes does the number of customers, and hence the number of

deals, lead to economies of scale.

Whereas dealers certainly incur processing costs the scope of the model is rather

limited. Handling orders is the market maker's only task within this model. The idea of

immediacy and the fact that the dealer quotes stable ask and bid prices are not

considered in this idea.

4.1.2 Inability to Fulfil

Garman (1976) focuses his research on the chances of a monopolistic dealer surviving

when providing market making services. The dealer faces a danger of ruin, especially

when the volumes of buy and sell orders do not balance. There are two concrete dangers

for the market maker: bankruptcy and failure to deliver. Being obliged to trade, he has to

hold sufficient liquidity to satisfy any seller on the one hand and a sufficient amount of

stocks in his portfolio to satisfy any potential buyer. Being unable to fulfil his trade

obligation denotes the market maker's ruin.

Houthakker and Williamson (1996), p. 169.
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Setting a spread is the market maker's only instrumental variable. All market parameters

are regarded as exogenous, which leaves the dealer only with his pricing decisions to try

to steer the order flow. Garman (1976) assumes the order flow to follow a Poisson

process. The arrival rate of orders at any point in time can be expressed as Xa(p) for

buy orders and as Xh(p) for sell orders. 'Since the order arrival processes are stationary

but not identical, balancing his level of inventory and cash to avoid running out of either

(and therefore failing) is not a trivial problem for the market maker.'4

Before starting to deal in shares, the market maker's assets are split into cash, lc(t=0) and

shares, ls(t=0). During the trading session, at a given point in time (t), the dealer has

bought a certain amount of shares Nb(t) from the market and has sold a certain amount

of shares Na(t) to other market participants. Na(t) and Nb(t) are denominated from the

dealer's point of view. The market maker's inventory at point t is now made up of

Ic(t) = /c(0) + PaNa(t) - PbNb(t) (1)

and

Is(t) = Is(0) + Nb(t)-Na(t) (2)

where

pa and pb are the weighted average prices of the accumulated buys and sells.

O'Hara, M. (1995), p. 16.
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Garman (1976) defines the probability that the number of shares in the dealer's portfolio

Is(t) reaches a certain level k as: Rk(t).

Accordingly, the probability that the level of liquidity goes down to k is denoted by

Qk(t). Furthermore, the order size is restricted to one unit of shares and the dealer is

neither allowed to borrow shares or liquidity, nor to go short.

Running out of stock5 resembles a typical gambler's ruin problem. The dealer wins stock

at a rate of Aa(p), the arrival rate of buy orders, he loses stocks at a rate of Ah(p), the

probability of buying from the market. Two cases have to be differentiated:

Ab(p)> Aa(p), the odds ofwinning are higher than the odds of losing

(p), the odds of losing are higher than the odds of winning.

'Provided that the odds of winning exceed the odds of losing [case 1], the ultimate

and

failure probability can typically be expressed as'6

odds of losing x amount of loss Vnitial wealth position
odds ofwinning x amount of gain

(3)

6
NB: the possibility of a ruin because of illiquidity is examined at a later stage.
O'Hara, (1995), p. 19.
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The quotient can be regarded as a discounting factor. The higher the initial capital the

more successive losses can the dealer survive. As the amount of loss and gain are fixed

to the order's size of one single unit of shares, the ruin theory provides the market maker

with the following probability of running out of shares:

f , , A'.(°)Kip)
\K(P)J

and

if KiPa)>KiPb) (4)

if otherwise. (5)

Thus, even though the odds of winning are higher than the odds of losing stock

(^a(Pa) > J-b(Pb)) , the dealer still has to face a certain risk of failure. He cannot insure

himself against this risk.

Turning to the second case in which the odds of losing exceed the odds of winning, it

becomes obvious that the dealer will be ruined in the long run. Therefore, the overall

probability of running out of shares in the second case equals 1. In other words, the

market maker faces definite ruin if the probability of buy orders is not greater than the

probability of ask orders.
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Calculating the probability of ruin by illiquidity is only slightly different as losses and

gains do not come in the size of 1, but as bid and ask prices. With every purchase of

shares the dealers loses liquidity amounting to Ab(pb)pb, that is the probability of a

market participant selling for the dealer's bid quote times the trade price which is the bid

quote in this case. Accordingly, the dealer's liquidity increases from selling stocks to the

market at a rate of the ask quote times the probability of buy orders from the market:

Aa(pa)pa ■ As in the above case of running out of stock, the rounds a dealer can survive

are dependent on his starting position, here Ic(0). As stocks are traded at different prices

(in contrast to the assumption of an order volume of 1), the initial cash position is

divided by p .7 The level of p has to be chosen in a way that the market maker's bid

quote forms an upper limit and the ask the lower limit: ph > p > pa. Thus,

^
denotes the number ofmoves the dealer can survive if his capital stock decreases

In the special context of the market maker who faces ruin because he runs out of

liquidity, the odds of losing are equal to:

P

by the probability of ^EtlEt with each round.
yAa(pa)Pa)

'

Ab(Pb ).P6^) P
^Aa ijpa )Pa J

/ (0)
\ -

lim 0o (0® if Aa(pa)pa> Ah(ph)ph (6)
00

see: O'Hara (1995), p. 264: While equation (6) 'is essentially cash out over cash in, the initial
cash level in the exponent must be normalised to account for the size of the "gamble" (i.e., the
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and

if otherwise. (7)

To avoid certain ruin the market maker has to set his ask and bid quotes to satisfy the

conditions of both equation (4) and equation (6) simultaneously:

These conditions dictate that a single market maker set a lower price when he buys stock and a

higher price when he sells. This results in a spread developing, and it implies the spread is an

inherent property of this exchange market structure.8

Clearly, the probabilities of order arrival rates ^h{ph) and Aa(pa) determine a market

clearing price as indicated by p*. Typically for a monopolistic pricing process, the

dealer prices result in a lower volume of turnover compared with this market clearing

price:

*a (Pa) > Ab (Pt) and K (pa )pa > Ah (pb )p„ (8)

amount of the inflow or outflow)'.
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Graph 4.1: Order Arriving Process

Price

X' X* Order Arrival
Rates

source: Garman (1976), p. 265

The shaded area between bid and ask price shows the market maker's expected profits

per unit of time.

Besides not specifying the impact of the market maker's inventory, the model assumes

that all trade is done via a single, monopolistic market maker. In pure dealer markets

such as Nasdaq and the London SEAQ this is not the case. A number of market makers

compete for brokers' orders. Whereas a single market maker has to satisfy every sell and

buy order from the market, the dealer in a competitive trading environment can use a

saturation price to avoid any deals. If the level of stock in the dealer's portfolio reaches

8 O'Hara (1995), p. 21.
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a critically low level, the market maker will raise his ask quote to prevent any more buy

orders from the market. At the same time, he can raise his bid quote to attract more

shares from potential sellers.

4.1.3 Inventory Management Costs

The idea of expressing the dealer's spread as his cost of inventory management was

originated by Stoll (1978 and 1985) and Ho and Stoll (1981).

Like any other investor, the market maker has his individual idea about an ideal, desired

portfolio. This portfolio is dependent on the personal attitude towards risk and return

which can be expressed by the usual family of indifference curves. As individual

assessments of risk and return vary, the indifference curves, and thus the optimal

portfolio, vary for each investor. The model now supposes the market maker to hold

exactly this optimally structured portfolio before starting any trading activities.

'Supplying immediacy to other investors means moving away from his desired portfolio

in order to accommodate the desires of investors to buy or sell stock in which the dealer

specializes.'9
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Graph 4.2: Departure from an Optimal Portfolio

source: Stoll (1978), p. 1134.

Stoll (1978) uses the following simple example to show the inventory management cost:

The dealer's optimal asset mix combines the risk-free asset yielding Rf and the risky

asset E. The line through Rf and E is 'the dealer's efficiency frontier, which represents

the possible combinations of his efficient portfolio of risky assets (point E) and the risk

free asset (yielding Rf).'10 The optimal portfolio is situated on the Markowitz efficiency

frontier in point N. With this portfolio, the market maker reaches the outermost

indifference curve U0.

With any trade the dealer moves away from this optimal portfolio N to a less desired

asset mix which is situated on a lower indifference curve Ui. 'Long and short positions

9 Stoll, Hans R. (1978), p. 1134.
10 Stoll (1978), p. 1134. NB: The efficient frontier continues after E, as the dealer is allowed to

refinance at an interest rate of Rf.
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in his trading account may diversify the dealer's total portfolio and cause the frontier of

his new portfolio set (trading plus investment account) to be described by a line such as

ANB, the position of which depends on the risk characteristics of his trading account.'11

Any move upwards from N in the direction of A represents a long position in the

dealer's trading account, whereas a move downwards to B symbolises a short position.

Obviously a long position has to be financed. Stoll (1978) assumes refinance costs of Rf.

On the other hand, a short position would result in extra liquidity that can be invested at

Rf.

At point A, the dealer has borrowed capital to establish a long position in the stock he

trades. His portfolio is now more diversified, but no longer optimal. This imposes a

percentage holding cost of g to him. The customers have to pay g to keep the dealer on

his initial indifference curve Uo. 'Even if a dealer were to trade a fully diversified

portfolio and thereby maintain RfE as his frontier, he incurs costs because he moves to a

19
lower indifference curve.'

Once having a suboptimal portfolio as in A, the dealer can differentiate two types of

future trades: Trades that take him even further away from the desired portfolio and

trades that increase diversification and reduce risk (as shown by the move from A to

Ai). The latter type is beneficial to the market maker as gi<g; thus, 'he is willing to pay

13
customers to take him from A to Af.

Ibid. NB: The movement along the ANB curve assumes that the dealer specialises in trading
one stock. If he makes the market in a variety of stocks, different paths are possible.
Ibid.

Ibid., p. 1135.
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Examining the concrete size of the spread, Stoll (1978) develops the following set of

equations.

Market makers are only willing to offer their services if the wealth of their portfolio

before and after the transaction at least amounts to the same value:

E[U(W')] = E[U(W)} (1)

where:

W* terminal wealth of the initial portfolio

W terminal wealth of the new portfolio after the transaction

~ indicates a random variable

The initial value of the dealer's portfolio is given by:

W =Wn l + kRe +— R„ +
W0 p

\-k-X
v W0y

R, (2)

where:

Wo initial wealth

k part of dealer's wealth invested in the optimal portfolio of risky assets E

Re return on portfolio E

Qp the value of shares in the trading account
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with Qp<0 for short positions, Qp=0 resulting in the optimal asset mix of

risky and non-risky assets as shown in point N and Qp>0 for long

positions in the trading account

Rp rate of return from the trading account

Rf rate of return of the risk free asset

The equation (4) for the wealth of the initial portfolio is simplified as:

r = r0o+F) (3)

The terminal wealth after trading with other stock exchange members results in the new

portfolio:

W = W„(1 + r) + (l + R,)Q, -(l+ Rf)(Q, - (4)

where:

Qi the value of the transaction in stock i, with negative values indicating a

sale and positive ones indicating a buy14

Rt rate of return on stock i

Q the costs of trading the amount Q of stocks i. As seen in the previous

graphic, this variable can be positive or negative depending on whether

In Stoll's model the dealer has exogenous beliefs about the "true" price of the stock he deals in.
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the transaction increases or decreases the dealer's costs of holding an

undesired portfolio.15

Stoll (1978) arrives at the following cost function by substituting (3) and (4) into (1) and

expanding both sides in a Taylor series. After dropping all terms of an order higher than

two and transforming he arrives at the cost function:

Cj
_ z _ n ^ 1 z ro'G

Q, W0 Ip p 2 W0 ' '

where:

z the Pratt index of relative risk aversion, being negative for risk takers,

zero for risk-neutral and positive for risk-averse agents.

aip covariance of the return on stock i (Rj) and the return on the initial

trading account (Rp)

Oi variance of the return of stock i

Equation (5) 'determines the percentage dollar cost that is necessary for the dealer to be
•• # # # •17

willing to take that position Q [in] stock i' .

'The dealer's cost Ci is incorporated as in (4) because, under current institutional arrangements,
Ci, is not paid explicitly to the dealer at the time he provides immediacy. Instead the dealer trades
at the bid or ask price different from the "true" price of the stock. Thus, he need borrow only Qi-
Ci to finance a purchase of the "true" value ofQi.' (Stoll (1978), p. 1138.).
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According to (5), the inventory management costs for the market maker are now

dependent on the following features:

• the dealer's own wealth and his risk preferences:

A market maker with a higher capital endowment Wo or a smaller risk aversion z has

lower costs than other dealers for any given transaction. This part of the spread is not

dependent on the size of the trade.

• the size of the transaction as both terms are dependent on Qj;

with Qp set at zero, the costs should grow linearly with the size of the deal (Qj).

• the characteristics of the stock i

the more volatile the return of the stock i, the riskier the market maker's position. In

addition, the covariance ofRj and the initial trading account tells the dealer about the

possibility of a higher diversification of the new portfolio. Positions with high

positive covariances to the original trading account do not help the market maker to

decrease risk.

• '[...] as the spread equation does not include inventory as an argument, this spread
1 8

does not change in response to the dealer's trade.'

• the size of the original trading account

The market maker faces high costs if his initial trading account already contains a

high volume of stock i. Thus, he is willing to charge less for sales in order to get back

16 For Qp=0 the value of the initial portfolio is W = W0 1 + kRe + (l — k)Rf 1 and the
C, 1 Z 2

percentage cost of trading becomes = <71 {Ji .

Qi 2 W0
O'Hara (1995), p. 27.
O'Hara (1995), 28. NB: This is not entirely true, as Stoll's (1978) equation does contain an
inventory element, Qp. O'Hara's (1995) representations are valid for the case of zero initial
trading account Qp=0.

17

18
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to his desired portfolio. On the other hand, he lowers his bid price, too, in order to

prevent market participants from selling into his already imbalanced portfolio.

However, Stoll's model of bid-ask spreads does not come without criticism:

The simplicity of the Stoll model, however, raises concern about its generality. For example, if the

dealer were risk neutral or able to diversify, then the cost of providing dealer services would fall

precipitously and, indeed, could fall to zero (or to the level of any order-processing costs). This

implies a natural tendency for dealers to diversify their risk by incorporation or other means, a

trend not observed on organized exchanges such as the NYSE.'19

Stoll and Ho (1981) extend the inventory costs model as it provides an analysis in a

multiperiod framework with stochastic orderflows and portfolio returns. The dealer

faces the arrival of buy orders, Aa, and sell orders, Xb from market participants. This

order flow is dependent on the dealer's ask and bid spread. But as the arrival of orders is

stochastic, the dealer's quote only influences the probability of a buy or sell order rather

than guarantees it. The uncertainty in order flow results in the requirement to keep a

portfolio of stock as well as cash. Besides the order arrival, the portfolio's return is a

random variable.

The authors show that even in a multiperiod framework with a finite time horizon the

size of the spread is not affected by the dealer's inventory position. 'When inventory

increases both, bid and ask price decline and the converse is true when inventory

decreases.'20

19 O'Hara (1995), p. 28.
20 Ho and Stoll (1981), p. 73.
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4.1.4 Adverse Selection Costs

This model is based on works by Copeland and Galai (1983), Glosten and Milgrom

(1985) and Glosten and Harris (1988) and establishes a positive influence of asymmetric

information on the spread. The market maker is seen as a victim who has to face losses

whenever he trades with insiders.

Investors make decisions on pricing their orders according to all possible information

they have. The model distinguishes between two groups of investors: information

traders who have inside information unknown to the market maker on the one hand and

liquidity traders who base their buy or sell decisions mainly on their own liquidity

preferences on the other. 'The dealer and liquidity traders are equally well informed vis-
91

a-vis each other but uninformed relative to information-motivated traders.' The main

theoretical idea is that the market maker has to cover unalterable losses from trading

with information traders by setting a spread.

Both groups of investors base their trading decisions on the simple question of whether

they regard the stock's value to be higher (lower) than the market maker's bid (ask)

quote or not. Thus, investors

buy22 if Zt > A (1)

and sell if Zt < B (2)

Copeland and Galai (1983), p. 1458.
The notation follows Glosten and Milgrom (1985).
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with A and B being the dealer's ask and bid quote and Zt the individual evaluation of the

share's 'true' value at time t.

This individual assessment of the stock's price is dependent on information freely

available to the public (H), the information traders can derive from the dealers quotation

(A and B) and - and this is valid for the information trader only - on private, insider

information (J):

Z, = p,E[v\f, ] = p,(\-u, )E[v\H, ,J,,A,b\ + ptu,E[v\Ht, A, b\ (3)
where:

Pt 'is a parameter of the individual investor's utility function [pxV + c]

representing his personal trade-off between current [c] and future
• 9^

consumption derived from the ownership of assets [x].'

V the value of the stock is represented by this random variable

U dummy variable with a value of 1 in case of the liquidity trader and zero

for the information trader, thus effectively cancelling out either the first

or the second term of the sum.

and the different types of available information are:

F all information available to the individual trader24 (including or excluding

private information depending on which group the trader belongs to)

23 Glosten and Milgrom (1985), p. 77.
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H information publicly available to all traders

J private information only available to the information trader

A and B information conveyed by the dealer's ask and bid quote.

The market maker now sets his ask and bid price not knowing whether his next

customer will have superior information and could make a profit at the expense of the

market maker. Given the set of information St that is available to the market maker25 he

evaluates the shares with his individual V (which remains random as there is more than

one market maker) and expects the following profits:

(4)

with the underlying apparent assumption that B<V<A as the market maker behaves

rationally and

I being the dummy variable for the two following types of deals:

a) for an investor buying (Zt>A) in which I becomes 1

b) for an investor selling (Zt<B) in which I becomes zero.

Every trade provides the market maker with new information. 'The specialist [correctly:

market maker] will update his expectation of V given this new bit of information, the

probability that the trader was informed (given the past history) and the likelihood of a

Glosten and Milgrom (1985, p. 78) define F as 'a refinement of Ht which includes the information
conveyed by the quoted bid and ask'. By doing so, they seem to forget about the private
information only available to the informed trader. Thus the term individual information captures
what Glosten and Milgrom had in mind.
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purchase given that he is informed.'26 It is the difference between the market maker's

new V and his old ask (A) and bid (B) quote that determines whether it was a profitable

deal or not. If Vt+1 is less than B after buying shares (or if V exceeds A after a sell)

from (to) an informed trader, the dealer has lost out on this trade. The market maker has

traded with a trader with a higher level of information. The losses from trading with

informed traders have to be offset by the spread income or possible profits on trades

with liquidity traders as here the dealer's level of information is higher.

Generally, it is in the dealer's interest to widen the spread until monopolistic profits are

maximised. On the other hand, an extension of the model incorporating competing

market makers27 will reduce the spread again to an equilibrium level. 'Our [Glosten and

Milgrom's] notion of equilibrium requires that the specialist not regret, ex post, any

98
trade that he is obliged to make.' Hence, the market maker will set a spread in order to

yield an equilibrium rate of overall profits, incorporating losses from trades with

informed traders, profits from trades with liquidity traders and the level of competition

among market makers.

The model shows that even under the assumption of zero transaction costs spreads do

exist because of adverse selection. Similar to the inventory management model, the

spread grows with the size of the transaction as Easley and O'Hara (1987) prove. Their

initial assumption is that

According to Copeland and Galai (1983) H,=S, has to hold.
Glosten and Milgrom (1985), p. 80.
Glosten and Milgrom (1985) assume a Bertrand-style competition among market makers.
Ibid., p. 80.
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informed traders prefer to trade larger amounts at any given price. Since

uninformed traders do not share this quantity bias, the larger the trade size,
• • • • 90

the more likely it is that the market maker is trading with an informed trader.

Given a certain amount of costs for acquiring information, economies of scale result in

informed traders dealing blocks of shares. However, the model even holds if this is not

necessarily the point and informed traders split their blocks into smaller volumes. Easley

and O'Hara (1987) find that only if there is zero probability for an information event a

(i.e. there is no news that might lead to asymmetric information) and zero uncertainty

regarding any individual's trading motivations p, can the market maker survive without

a spread.30 'If there is any possibility that trading is information related (ap>0), a spread

must develop to offset the losses market makers will incur in trading with the informed.

The larger the trade size, the greater will be the loss and, as a result, large quantities
T 1

must trade at less favourable prices.'

The applicability of the adverse selection model can be criticised in two ways: first, the

model is based on the vital assumption that an asymmetry of information exists;

secondly, the value of any information conveyed by dealing with informed traders might

outweigh initial losses.

Easley and O'Hara (1987), p. 70.
see: Easley and O'Hara (1987), p. 81, given that transaction costs are zero.
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• asymmetric information:

In dealer markets such as the London SEAQ and the New York Nasdaq marketing

making services are provided by dealer firms. The days of private jobbers dominating

markets as shown in Chapter 2 are long over. Among the names of London jobbers

are internationally operating financial companies with a vast experience in financial

markets and a close connection to other players in the market. Still the model

assumes that these players have inferior information compared to other traders. This

assumption does not seem very realistic especially when examined under the light of

insider trading rules.

• costs of acquiring information:

Even when the basic assumption of the existence of asymmetric information is

supported, the outcome of the model and especially the dependency of the spread on

the size of the transaction can be rejected. The market maker suffers a loss when

trading with information traders. At the same time, the market maker gains

information. The size of the trade and the trading partner's history reveal at least

some of the information. Thus, the cost of adverse selection can be regarded as a

price for buying information. Directly after the trade, the market maker belongs to the

group of informed traders. Whether this is still a special position or whether the

information has been fed through to all market participants depends on the stock

exchange regulation. On the London SEAQ market makers were protected by special

disclosure regulation allowing the jobber to hold back trade information for up to 90

minutes. During this time, the market maker had superior information compared to
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all his colleagues and the uninformed investors. The benefits from trading on a higher

information level might outweigh the losses incurred in order to gain this

information. Even if there are no publication delays, the market members only know

that a large block of shares has been traded. Only the market maker who was in the

deal knows who he has traded with. He is the only one to possibly evaluate the

information level of his customer. Thus, the asymmetry of information still exists

with the market maker now being the informed trader.

Dealers only acquire new information by dealing large volumes. They face adverse

selection costs, but there are trade-offs. Getting new information through a fairly

large deal to which the market does not react too violently and for which there is a

chance to rebalance the portfolio without too high impact costs does not have to

come with net costs to the dealer.

This argument contradicts the model's result that spreads should increase linearly

with trading volume.
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4.2 Spreads in Auction Markets

4.2.1 Transaction Costs in Competitive Auction Markets

In order-matching markets all stock exchange members compete. Dealers are not

obliged to state quotes; neither is any market participant forced to shift away from his

optimal portfolio. In this market environment, the rationale for the existence of bid-ask

spreads is not apparent on first sight. Cohen et al. (1981) point out that

In the absence of transaction costs, the market would be monitored continuously and appropriate

transactions would be made with each change of the market price and the investor's demand

propensities. Then, if the price were continuous, there would be no spread.33

Investment and pricing decision of traders are significantly influenced by transaction

costs. The acquiring of information, monitoring of markets, stock exchange membership

and brokerage fees make trading shares expensive enough to prevent sufficiently small

portfolio adjustments.34 Thus, the investor will trade only periodically at a discrete set of

decision points. Cohen et al. (1981) regard these decision points as exogenously given;

they are predetermined and thus identical for all investors. Arriving at such a point, the

investor faces three options:

See: Pagano and Roell (1993b), p. 201.
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1. trade via a market order and accept the current best ask or bid price

2. submit a limit order at a better price and risk non-execution

3. do not trade at all.

The investor is assumed to maximise his terminal wealth. Thus, his utility function is

based on the share price, the cost of placing an order, the cost of trading, and the

probability of execution. If the investor decides to trade at all, there is a set of two

decisions (options 1 or 2) left:

A prospective purchaser either submits a market buy order, in which case he concludes an

exchange at the lowest existing limit ask price, or, if he is prepared to waiting, he submits a limit

bid order stipulating an upper limit to the purchase price that he is willing to pay.35

The prospective seller faces the same decision making process as he has to decide

whether to accept the highest bid quote or to set his own ask limit order. The decision

between matching an established limit order (and thus buying at the lowest ask quote or

selling at the highest bud), or being prepared to wait for a trading partner at a more

favourable price depends on the utility curve of each investor.

Cohen et al. (1981), p. 290.
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Cohen et al. (1981) illustrate two possible outcomes by the following utility gain curves

for submitting a buy order:36

Graph 4.3: Utility Gain Curves

source: Cohen et al. (19981), p. 280.

The shape of these utility gain functions is explained in the following way:

For a limited bid order, the utility decreases monotonically with higher limit prices. The

higher the limit price, the lower the use for an investor. When the limit reaches or even

surpasses the value which the individual investor places on a stock, the placement of a

limit order at that price has zero utility for the investor. At the same time, the probability

see: Cohen et al. (1981), p. 290.
Demsetz (1968), p. 40.
The utility gain represents the utility difference between the results of two possible investment
decisions, e.g. AU = Ul — U2, where £/, is the utility from placing a market order and U2
the utility from placing a limit order.
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of execution increases with higher prices, albeit with two probability jumps at the

market bid and the market ask. The utility gain function peaks at a point between

P,m and P,MA.

Only limit prices within the existing market quote realise the first rank in the orderbook.

Placing an order outside the quote results in low probability of execution. Thus, the

utility gain curve to the right of PtMA and the left of PtMB has a drastic negative slope.

Cohen et al. (1981) expect another peak to the left of Ptm. They justify this idea as they

'expect the probability of execution to decrease more slowly as the limit price, P'B,

moves further from PtMB.' This might not become apparent at first sight as there is no

reason for the probability falling less slowly to the left of P,MB compared with the area to

the right of P,MA . However, Cohen et al. (1981) instinctively illustrated a situation found

on many orderbook markets. Market participants place very low-priced limit buy orders,

hoping for all better limit bids to be matched with limit and market sell orders, before

their orders might be matched with an unlimited sell order. This pricing strategy is often

referred to as 'the snake in the grass' because their limit order just lies and waits until an

incautious investor places an unlimited order at the wrong time. As you have to be in a

position to fulfil if your snake bites, it becomes obvious that this strategy works better

for buyers (who have to hold money) rather than for sellers (who would have to face the

risk of holding a portfolio).

Which of the three peaks dominates the investor's utility gain function is dependent on

the particular form of the probability function:
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• The left hand illustration shows the case for placing a limit bid order at p":

At/, = Ux - U3 has positive values and indicates that strategy 1 (market order) is

superior to strategy 3 (do nothing). However, strategy 2 (placing a limit bid order)

results in the maximum utility gain AU2 = U2 — U3 when the investor places a limit

buy order at the price p". This price becomes the new market bid price.

• In the right hand diagram, strategy 1 dominates all other strategies. The risk of

placing a limit order and not being executed is too high. AU2 = U2-U3 results in

negative values, thus doing nothing is superior to placing a limit order. 'If the

probability of failing to execute is high enough and At/, > 0, the investor will prefer

the market order strategy as illustrated [in the right hand graphic].'37

Cohen et al. (1981) look at the dynamics of this model. Whenever the utility gain

function singles out strategy 2 (placing a limit order) as dominating, the market spread

will decrease.

As the potential limit price rises towards the market ask, it becomes relatively

more attractive to transact at the market ask with certainty. At some point, the

investor will prefer buying at a discretely higher, unitary probability of execution.

In other words, certainty of execution at the market ask creates a kind of

gravitational pull which causes investors to jump their prices once the potential
TO

limit bid gets close enough to the market ask.

Cohen etal. (1981), p. 297.
38 Ibid., p. 298.
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This 'gravitational pull' dictates that a non-zero spread exists in the market equilibrium.

In a nutshell, transaction costs result in a discontinuous trading process and thus the

certainty of execution at the market quote becomes an incentive to place market rather

than limit orders.

4.2.2 Liquidity and Index Trading

Placing a market order can result not only from a utility gain analysis. There are

investors on the stock exchange, who do not make their orders dependent on the actual

share price. It is not only the percentage ofmarket orders that arrive on order-matching

markets that give rise to this statement. The design of certain financial products leaves

some market members with investment decisions which are share price independent.

Examples of these financial products are the assets of insurance companies, mutual

funds, especially of index-linked funds. Here, fund managers face a limited choice of

possible stocks to invest in. Insurance regulations or the investment strategy of a mutual

fund only allow a certain number of shares to be purchased. Index-linked funds exactly

mirror an index. Thus, additional liquidity has to be invested accordingly to the

underlying index. Hence, investment decisions are made out of liquidity reasons only.

Surplus liquidity from insurance premiums or the sale of mutual fund shares has to be

invested immediately on the market. Similarly, stocks have to be sold immediately for

refunding mutual fund members who wish to sell their shares.

But not only these professional investors base their decisions on liquidity reasons.

Small, private investors who use the stock market to invest surplus liquidity, especially
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in times of low interest rates on competitive forms of saving, are responsible for

liquidity trades.

Market orders are always matched with the top orders in the book. Thus, the highest

ranked bid orders and the lowest (best) ranked ask orders are matched with unlimited

market orders and disappear from the orderbook. The existence of liquidity traders

enlarges the already existing orderbook spread after the trade. Thus, the fraction of

index and liquidity traders correlates positively with the size of the spread.

4.2.3 Voluntary Market Making

With no market makers being obliged to state quotes, the main drawback of orderbook

markets can be found in the lack of immediacy. Only if an orderbook is filled with

entries on both sides, does any third party enjoy the immediacy to trade at any of the two

quotes in the orderbooks at once. 'As such, a limit order is comparable to the quote of a

market maker standing ready to sell at his ask quote and to buy at his bid quote.'

This third market participant then deals at the existing spread and pays the spread as an

immediacy premium. If he is not willing to trade and pay the spread, he can switch his

function on the stock exchange from that of a broker to that of a voluntary market maker

stating a single bid or ask quote. In this case, he enters his limit order into the book and -

similar to a market maker in a dealer market - has to wait for demand from the market at

this very limit price.
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The order-matching market is thus divided into a 'voluntary jobber section' consisting of

those members who enter orders into the book and a 'broker section' of those who match

existing orders. Despite the fact that this picture very much resembles the normal

procedures on a quote-driven market, the established explanations for the existence of

spreads do not hold. It is solely the premium for immediate trading that can serve as a

justification for the fact that some market participants benefit from the spread whereas

others have to face the spread as additional costs.

This point of view is different from the main dealer market theory. The cost approach

shifts to an incentive approach. The question is no longer how much cost the dealer

faces for his services, the question becomes what incentive does the market have to

provide in order to persuade a market participant to provide this service. This theoretical

base then embraces the dealer market theory. The incentive premium then is dependent

on portfolio management costs and the proportion of informed traders in the market.

Berkmann, Henk (1992), p. 399.
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4.3 Conclusions

The overview of the existing theoretical explanations for the existence of bid-ask

spreads emphasises the costs involved in trading. Any trade leads to an undesired

departure from an optimal portfolio. Offering trading as a service to the investor has to

be rewarded with a spread.

The theoretical analysis has direct implications for the empirical work as presented in

the next chapters. Chapter 5 gives an up to date summary of the existing literature on the

level of spreads on international stock exchanges.

Furthermore, the foundations of the theory are used to model our own approach in

Chapter 6. There we focus on the spread as a function of order processing and trading

costs as well as a risk premium in markets with fluctuating prices and trade volumes.

We utilise the quintessence of all main theories outlined in this chapter and include the

overall trading volume, the fluctuation of the stock price, the fluctuation of the trading

volume as well as a price trend in our regression model.
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Does the difference between these two systems
[dealer markets and auction markets] have
substantive economic implications? For instance,
are the differences between the two systems so great
as to result in a different set of transactions, asset
prices, and welfare consequences for market
participants?1

5. Empirical Analysis ofBid-Ask Spreads

A wide range of research has already been undertaken in the field of bid-ask spreads. In

this literature review chapter, we summarise existing empirical findings.

The various theoretical explanations of bid-ask spreads result in an array of possible

empirical tests in order to verify different parts of the theory. The relationship between

spreads and the following variables requires analysis:

• Order size and overall trading volume (see: order-processing costs and inventory

management),

• The fact that dealers have an obligation to enter deals (see: inability to fulfil),

• The ratio of information to liquidity traders (see: adverse selection),

• The risk parameters of the traded stocks, the risk preferences of market makers (see:

inventory management) as well as

1
Pagano and Rtiell (1990), p.l.
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• The level of competition between dealers and between dealers and the investing

public (see: adverse selection and auction markets).

Most of the empirical studies focus only on one or two aspects. Some studies try to

explain the level of spreads on a single exchange, others compare the general level of

transaction costs on competing exchanges. However, some general hypotheses are tested

consistently throughout the existing literature:

Hi: spreads vary with order volume

H2: spreads vary with overall trading volume and market depth

H3: spreads on dealer markets are higher than on auction markets

H4: spreads vary even among auction markets; there are more efficient and less

efficient trading systems.

On a more general basis, the following questions are addressed:

• Do the empirical findings support the existing theory?

• What is the level of transaction costs on various stock markets?
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The structure of this chapter mirrors the trading systems of the stock exchanges under

examination and highlights the special and general hypotheses taken in the existing

studies of stock markets. The first part of the chapter analyses the behaviour of dealers

such as the market maker on the London Stock Exchange and Nasdaq as well as the

specialist on the New York Stock Exchange.

In the second part we focus on comparative studies. These studies concentrate mainly

concentrate on the New York capital market (with NYSE and Nasdaq) on the one hand

and the European exchange on the other hand. We present a summarising survey of the

level of spreads that were found in the existing studies.
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5.1 Dealers' Behaviour

5.1.1 The London Market Makers

Since the Big Bang in 1986, the London dealer market has granted publication delays

for large transactions. The only rationale for this privilege is the aim to keep down

spreads for large trades by enabling jobbers to rebalance their portfolio during the delay.

SEAQ's initial success could be found in its ability to act as an entrepot centre for large

deals. The London Stock Exchange specialised in narrow spreads even for large

transactions, a market niche London's continental competitors could not offer.

Still, trade transparency obviously suffered from the privilege of delayed publication.

For this reason a number of studies examine the dependency of spreads on trade sizes.

The Gemmill study (1994) was commissioned by the Office of Fair Trading to examine

the permanent impact of large trades and the consequence of publication rules on price

levels. Only if block trades have a permanent impact on the market price can market

makers benefit from publication delays. Obviously, market makers argue in favour of

publication delays and play down the potential benefits. The market makers' 'view is

that most institutional trades are made for reasons of liquidity rather than being based

upon information'2. Therefore, large trades do not come with an information advantage

and the publication delay merely decreases market makers' portfolio rebalancing costs

and thus the securities' spreads.
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The data set used by Gemmill ranges from 1987 to 1992. Within this period the London

Stock Exchange regulation on publication delays changed twice. Thus, the data

comprise three subgroups:

1987-1988 all trades had to be published immediately

1989-1990 publication of large trades was delayed for 24 hours

1991-1992 publication was delayed for 90 minutes.

According to the market makers' view that publication delays lead to smaller spreads,
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the largest spreads while there should be no overall price impact as large trades were

initiated out of liquidity reasons. The Gemmill study rejects the market makers' view.

'The data indicate that block purchases had a permanent impact equal to about one third

of the buying spread, but that block sales had a permanent impact which only bordered

on significance and averaged about one sixth of the selling spread.'4 Gemmill (1994)

examines how the information advantage due to the publication delay affects spreads.

'Whilst in three of the four years with delayed publication spreads were narrower for

large trades, both in absolute size and relative to spreads on small trades, in 1990 the

opposite result was found.'5

2 Gemmill (1994), p. 5.
3 After the stock market crash of 1987 trading volumes declined and competition between London market
makers increased. 'In the battle for market share, other large market maker increased their quote sizes and
soon losses were said to be accumulating at a rate in excess of £500 million per annum.' (Gemmill (1994),
p. 8). In February 1989, the price war resulted in the introduction of a 24 hour publication delay for trades
above £100,000. After the Elwes Committee had suggested a refinement of this regulations in May 1989
and the Office of Fair Trading criticised the delay as anti-competitive, new rules were introduced in
February 1991. The publication delay was reduced from 24 hours to 90 minutes
4 Gemmill (1994), p. 26.
5 Ibid.
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After testing whether publication delays result in smoother price transitions and the

speed of reaching a new permanent price level, Gemmill (1994) concludes:

In sum, we find that delayed publication had surprisingly little impact on spreads, speed of

adjustment, smoothing or ultimate price level. Although in theory delaying publication gives

parties to a large trade an advantage, in practice the information appears to leak out so rapidly that

the advantage disappears. This leaves us with a conundrum of explaining why market makers are

so vehement in their desire for some delay.6

Board and Sutcliffe's (1995) report looks into the spreads' dependency on trade size.

The study was commissioned by the LSE and the LIFFE. It comprises 24 FTSE-100 and

18 FTSE-250 stocks over a trading period from February 1992 to April 1994. The data

set differentiates between deals between market makers and brokers (customer trading)

on the one hand and IDB trading (Inter Dealer Brokers)7 on the other. Board and

Sutcliffe (1995) find the following relationship between spread and trade size:

Ibid.
The IDB market is an exclusive, order-driven stock market section which allows only market
makers to trade stocks.
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Graph 5.1: Percentage Spread and NMS Trade Size
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source: Board and Sutcliffe (1995), p. 84

The obvious finding is that throughout trade size, customer trades are done at a spread

roughly three times higher than IDB trades. This is not surprising as the IDB section of

the market is order-driven and thus lacks the immediacy service of the SEAQ dealer

market.

The impact of trade size on the spread seems to contradict the theory on inventory

management and adverse selection costs. There is no significant positive relation

between spread and trade size. Board and Sutcliffe (1995) only establish a significant

relationship when pooling trades over the following rather crude trade classes:

• 0.5 to 3 NMS

• 3 to 10 NMS

• 10 to 25 NMS

• over 25 NMS
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Using dummy variables for each pooled trade sizes, they find significant positive

coefficients which slightly increase with trade size. The regression model only explains

'less than 3% of the variation in the reltouch [size of the quoted spread at touch]

variable. This is unaffected whether or not the analysis is conducted for all trades, or for
o

buys and sells separately' .

Board and Sutcliffe (1995) consider three possible explanation for the lack of impact of

trade size on the spread with the existence of publication delays, the market makers'

capital basis and the possibility of splitting large orders.

• Delayed publication protects the market maker as it offers him a time frame in which

he can rebalance his portfolio without high market impact costs. 'Insufficient

publication delays imply a rise in the bid-ask spread, and a positive relationship

between trade size and the bid-ask spread'.9 As spreads on the London market rise

with trade sizes, the publication delay seems to be appropriate. Variations in the

spread over size classes might be explained by the step function of publication delays

which do not increase smoothly with trade size.

• London market makers seem to have a broad capital basis. According to the

inventory management theory this enables them to deal large volumes without having

to deviate too much from their desired portfolio. 'An equity market maker will have

an 'acceptable' inventory range within which they face no significant risk.'10 The data

set shows that trades are concentrated around large market makers. The top three

jobbers have roughly 60% of the market in the FTSE 100 subsample and 79% in the

8 Board and Sutcliffe (1995), p. 83.
9

Ibid., p. 85.
10 Board and Sutcliffe (1995), p. 85.
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FTSE 250 subsample. As they deal large volumes in different stocks, their portfolios

are diversified enough to cope with shifts from bulk trades.

• Traders are free to split up large volumes and trade with a number ofjobbers without

facing market impact costs. Thus, all large trades that could possibly lead to higher

spreads are conducted in that way.

Snell and Tonk (1992) calculate the distance between the fundamental price of a stock

and the price quoted by a monopolist market maker. Their model shows that 'for the

majority of cases inventory control considerations are an important feature of market

maker behaviour'11 The authors do not find evidence for the existence of asymmetric

information. However, their findings can be criticised as trades are averaged over half

hour periods and the data set only consists of ten liquid SEAQ companies traded over 10

trading days in September 1990.

Further research on the behaviour of the SEAQ market maker shows that 'Market

makers do not update their quotes very frequently: on a typical day their opening quotes
• 12

are not changed more than once or twice [...].'

Moreover, dealer firms have a firm idea about how to price the spread of a security they

are dealing in. This spread then remains constant for a long time horizon and is

completely independent from their trading position.

Snell and Tonk (1992), p. 22.
de Jong et al. (1995), p. 1285.
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They [market makers] almost never narrow the quoted spread between their bid and ask

prices. They instead compete by positioning their bid or ask on or at the market bid or

offer. Curiously, they maintain these positions for hours or days, offering traders

discounts instead of changing what they advertise on SEAQ screens.13

This thesis will support the finding that London market maker have very consistent

ideas about how to set spreads. Therefore emphasis will be removed from rapidly

changing measures such as trade sizes to medium term variables such as market

turnover.

5.1.2 New York Specialists

Hasbrouck and Sofianos (1993) take a look at the profit levels of NYSE specialists.

Examining empirical data from 137 stocks over a three months period, they find that

NYSE specialists are good short-term traders but undistinguished long-term

speculators.'14

There is a high autocorrelation in daily inventory levels at the closing of the exchange.

Thus, specialists do not close long (short) positions by finding a buyer (a seller).

Hasbrouck and Sofianos (1993) test for the following explanations of this pattern:

• long-term shifts in the specialists' portfolios result from exogenous shocks,

13 Reiss and Werner (1994), p. 4.
14 Hasbrouck and Sofianos (1993), p. 1568.
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• the specialist is not able to unload (rebalance) his portfolio once he starts buying

(selling) against a market trend. There are high costs for readjusting the portfolio.

• the specialist offsets the risk positions of incoming (outflowing) assets with stocks

that have negative correlations or hedging them with futures or options positions.

• the specialists desired portfolio changes, so that he is not willing to rebalance his

portfolio after the trades.

One of specialist's tasks is to act as a market stabiliser. Specialists buy in falling markets

and sell into rising ones.15 Therefore, market shocks (drastically changing the price of a

stock upwards or downwards) may result in autocorrelation of the specialist's inventory.

Examining the trading days with high price changes, the authors find that 'the fact that

these shocks were quickly reversed suggests that the increase [in the specialist's

portfolio] was not desired and that rapid correction is feasible.'16

Hasbrouck and Sofianos (1993) also reject the second assumption as the specialist

participation in the market (in which he competes with public orders) is only 13 percent.

'There is little evidence, therefore, that the long inventory adjustment lags are a result of

volume constraints.'17 In addition, the evidence from the examination of the above 'high-

change' trading days shows that specialists are able to adjust their portfolios fast and

immediately.

see; Hasbrouck and Sofianos (1993), p. 1569: '83.1 percent of specialist purchases (sales) were at
prices below (above) the last different price'
Hasbrouck and Sofianos (1993), p. 1575.
Ibid., p. 1574.
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Furthermore, specialists do not use the derivative market to hedge their positions on the

cash market.18 Neither can specialists use negative correlation between the share

assigned to them and thus diversify their portfolio. The representative correlation is

positive for 41 of the 50 specialist units.'19

'The most plausible explanation, therefore, for the long persistence in inventory levels is

that specialists adjust inventory levels towards time-varying targets.'20 The specialist

incurs additional costs by just holding on to stocks and at the same time neglecting

opportunities to fast rebalance or hedge his portfolio. The criticism of the inventory

control model is supported by Tripathy and Peterson (1991) who test Nasdaq data and

conclude that 'neither systematic nor unsystematic risk is reflected in large diversified

dealers' bid/ask spreads.'21

Mann and Seijas (1991) compare the role ofNYSE specialists to that of Nasdaq market

makers. They point out that 22% of all trades are done by a direct intervention of the

NYSE specialists. Here the specialists trade on their own accounts. In the majority of all

trades (the remaining 78%), the trade is done between two members of the investing

public with the specialist only acting as the middle agent. Besides these limit orders, the

"NYSE specialist faces direct competition from five electronically linked regional stock

exchanges as well as "third market" dealers who are part of the Intermarket Trading

System (ITS)'.22 From their own practical experience,23 they conclude: 'Given these

18 This finding is only backed by 'conversations' with New York specialists (see. Hasbrouck and
Sofianos (1993) p. 1576).

19 Hasbrouck and Sofianos (1993), p. 1576.
20 Ibid., p. 1588.
21

Tripathy and Peterson (1991), p. 141.
22 Mann and Seijas (1991), p. 57.
23 Robert W. Seijas is a NYSE specialist.
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competitive pressure and regulatory constraints, the NYSE specialist has relatively little

discretion over the spread of the bid ask quote.'

Branch and Echevarria (1995) examine the influence of bid-ask spreads on NYSE

closing prices. They find that today's close can serve as an indicator for the next day's

return. 'Ask side closes are associated with significantly negative next day returns

(measured close-to-close). Bid side closes are typically followed by significantly

positive returns.'24 Furthermore, Branch and Echevarria (1995) can prove an effect of

the size of the spread which holds for declining markets only; 'the smaller the dollar

spread, [...] the greater the next day returns.' Whereas one-sided quotes (either bid or

ask) signal an ongoing bull or bear market, a narrow two-sided spread predicts a turn¬

around of stock prices for the following session.

5.1.3 The Nasdaq Market Makers

Mann and Seijas (1991) illustrate the NASD dealers' dilemma by presenting two

hypothetical dealers on either end of the risk tolerance spectrum. The risk-averse dealer

widens his spread and loses most of the business to his risk-taking competitor who

offers better terms. However, 'practising dealers report that a trader with a large order

may not even call the dealer with the narrowest bid-ask spread or, for that matter, with

the best bid offer, if the dealer in question has a reputation typified by Mr. Lightweight
*)f\

[a risk-averse dealer specialising in good terms for small orders]'. It is the dealer's

24 Branch and Echevarria (1995), p. 560.
25 Ibid., p. 561.
26 Mann and Seijas (1991), p. 55.
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reputation that attracts traders with large order volumes. 'A large trader is much more

concerned with the depth of a dealer's market than the size of the spread or the best bid
97

and offer.' Finally, however, a certain price for the dealer's immediacy has to be paid

independently of the dealer's risk approach. Mann and Seijas (1991) list three key

market features that drive the Nasdaq dealer's spread:

1. the higher (lower) the share price, the higher (lower) the dealer's spread

2. the smaller the amount of stocks available for public trading (floating) the higher the

spread

3. the higher the price volatility of the stock as measured in the beta coefficient, the

higher the spread

Rather than looking into the behaviour of Nasdaq market makers, Keim and Madhavan

(1997) take a look from the investors'point of view. Thus, their main emphasis is not the

dealers'spreads, but the investors'transaction costs.

The sample consists of equity transaction from 21 institutional investors during 1991 to

1993 on the Nasdaq market. Keim and Madhavan (1997) break down total transaction

costs into a commission part and the implicit trading costs. 'Perold (1988) measures

trading costs as the difference in the performance between a portfolio based on the

trades actually made and a hypothetical 'paper' portfolio whose returns are computed

assuming transactions are executed at prices observed at the time of the trading

decision.'28 Keim and Madhavan (1997) differentiate the reason for this very trading

Mann and Seijas (1991), p. 55.
Keim and Madhavan (1997), p. 272.
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decision according to the institutional investment strategy. They distinguish between

value, technical and index provoked deals. Value traders decide solely on their own

assessment of the stocks future value. Any index-related portfolio mirrors the

components of an equity index. Investment decisions are purely dependent on liquidity,

which then has to be invested at once according to the fund's statutes. Finally, technical

deals are a response to certain chart formations, information that is available to all

institutional investors. It should be noted that the latter two strategies do not leave any

freedom in timing the investment decision.

Following Perold (1988), the authors arrive at the following percentage values for

implicit transaction costs:29

Table 5.1: Implicit Transaction Costs

Investment Implicit trading Percentage of total trade by order type
style costs

Market Working Crossing Limit

Buyer-initiated trades
Value 0.12 76.2 11.3 0.1 12.4

Index 0.23 88.8 11.2 0.0 0.0
Technical 0.48 97.2 1.1 0.4 1.3
Seller-initiated trades
Value -0.10 77.6 12.2 0.1 10.1

Index 0.25 88.9 11.1 0.0 0.0

Technical 0.61 96.4 1.2 0.2 2.2

Examining the different types of orders, the time frame of investment decisions becomes

obvious. Value traders file the highest percentages of limit orders with their brokers. At

the same time, they rely least on market orders. Finding trading partners at this limit
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seems to be more important than immediate execution. In contrast to that, technical and

index initiated trades are almost always done at the market price. Out of the three

investment strategies, technical traders have the highest demand for immediacy.

Implicit trading costs are correlated with dependency of immediate transaction. 'Value

traders enjoy substantially lower trading costs than traders whose trading strategies

demand more immediacy.'30 Seller-initiated value trades stick out as they come with

negative implicit costs for the investor. Keim and Madhavan (1997) only list the high

use of limit orders as a possible reason. It might be noted that the data sample ranges

from 1991 to 1993. All throughout this period investors enjoyed a bullish stock market

with a high demand for shares. Investors selling in this market situation were rewarded

by negative implicit costs.

see: Keim and Madhavan (1997), p. 274.
Keim and Madhavan (1997), p. 290.
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5.2 Comparative Empirical Studies

5.2.1 New York Stock Exchange and Nasdaq

Huang and Stoll (1996) examine trading data from the New York Stock Exchange and

Nasdaq for a one-year period. By pairing different companies from Nasdaq and NYSE
• ^ 1

they are able to compute the observed and effective spreads. The observed or quoted

spread is the difference between bid and ask at the time of the transaction as a

percentage of the midpoint mt =— • The effective spread is than calculated as

the difference between the actual price of the deal, p, and the midpoint, m, as:

seff -1Pi ~mt | • 'The effective spread is smaller than the quoted spread because it

accounts for the fact that trades take place within the quotes.'

Huang and Stoll (1996), p. 323. The half-spreads given in the article are multiplied by two in order
to enable easier comparison with other stock exchanges
Ibid., p. 324.
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Graph 5.2: Observed and Effective Spreads on Nasdaq and NYSE33
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The effective spreads increase with trade size on the NYSE whereas they decrease on

Nasdaq. This reflects the fact that institutions are able to negotiate transactions inside

the quotes in NASDAQ whereas small NASDAQ trades are more likely to take place at

the quotes.'34

Huang and Stoll (1996) test for the following possible explanation of the difference in

spread between NYSE and Nasdaq:

• adverse selection:

Huang and Stoll measure the loss due to trading with information traders by the

realised spread, as defined by the difference of the trade price pt and the price of the

subsequent trade pt+i :

see: Huang and Stoll (1996), p. 323. The authors define small trades as 1,000 shares or less,
medium trades as greater than 1,000 but smaller than 10,000 shares and large trades as all trades of
10,000 shares or more.

34 Ibid., p. 325.
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^real ~ Pt ~ Pt+\ •

Thus, the realised spread covers the market impact of the trade at time t. The

information content of each trade is given by the difference between the effective

spread (which represents the dealer's income) and the realised spread (the dealer's

adverse selection costs): Cinf = Seff - Sreal. The results show 'that adverse

information is not larger on Nasdaq than in the NYSE.'35

• market depth:

The market depth and liquidity influences the impact costs of the investor. The

greater the market's depth, the less the market reacts to large one-sided order

volumes. The Nasdaq as a dealer market offers the investor up to 30 competing

market makers all prepared to trade at fixed quotes for 1,000 shares. This

characteristic of the Nasdaq leads to the argument that dealers not only face their own

costs of inventory management. In addition they have to watch the trading activities

of competing dealers. Their chances of cheap rebalancing decrease, if the inventory

positions of all market makers move in the same direction (by continuous sales or

buys from the public). As higher Nasdaq spreads might result from the superior

market depth, Huang and Stoll (1996) compare the number of quote adjustments on

NYSE and Nasdaq. Their findings show that for every pair of the 66 stocks tested,

the 'number of quote adjustments on the NYSE exceeds those on NASDAQ' even

though Nasdaq dealt with three times more trades than NYSE. This serves as

evidence for greater depths of Nasdaq stock market, albeit not as justification of the

size of spread difference between the two exchanges.

Huang and Stoll (1996), p. 330.
Ibid., p. 332.
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• frequency of even eighth quotes:

• T7 •

Finally the use of odd and even eighths are compared, an idea based on Christie and

Schulz's (1994) findings of Nasdaq's dealers reluctance of quoting odd eighth.

Whether this is related to microeconomic characteristics of the dealers or is a result

TO

of collusion, it effectively raises the tick size to 25 cents. The subsample of 66

stock pairs shows the proportion of even eighths at 84% on Nasdaq and at 57% on

the NYSE. However, when regressing the number of even-eighths quotes on

institutional variables, the overall market trading volume is established as the most

significant regressor. As Nasdaq volumes are higher than NYSE, so is the proportion

of even eighth quotes.

Hence, all tested hypotheses fail to explain a difference in the level of transaction costs

between Nasdaq and NYSE. The costs of adverse selection seem similar, but Nasdaq is

the market with a higher depths. If at all, the spread differential should be in favour of

Nasdaq. This leads to only one remaining conclusion: It is the competition the NYSE

specialist faces from orders of the investing public that leads to smaller spreads. Thus,

the authors come to the result that 'Spreads on NASDAQ are too large because there is

little incentive to narrow them.'39

Barclay (1997) picks up Christie and Schulz's (1994) idea and examines the bid-ask

spreads emphasising the avoidance of odd-eighth quotes on Nasdaq. His analysis is

As seen in Chapter 3, both, the New York Stock Exchange and the NASD Automated Quotation
quote their prices in eighth of a dollar. This is the smallest monetary unit to express a price and
obviously acts as a restriction to minimise the spread to any smaller amount. Quoting even eighth,
i.e. quarters, widens the spreads even more.
'The US Securities and Exchange Commission, in reporting on its investigation of the Nasdaq
market avoids the word 'collusion', but refers to an 'anticompetitive pricing convention' under
which quotations are rounded to even eighth.' (Bessembinder (1997), p. 10).
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based on 472 companies that moved from Nasdaq to the New York Stock Exchange

(NYSE) or to the American Stock Exchange (Amex). Christie and Schulz (1994)

'conclude that the avoidance of odd-eighth quotes serves as a co-ordination device

among market makers to maintain supra-competitive bid-ask spreads.'40 Barclay (1997)

discusses higher costs of Nasdaq market making, Nasdaq's inefficient market structure

as well as an implicit or explicit collusion ofNasdaq dealers as possible explanations for

higher spreads on Nasdaq.

Spreads fall significantly when Nasdaq securities are listed on NYSE and Amex auction

markets. The quoted percentage spread falls sharply from 1.86% on Nasdaq to only

1.04% when listed on NYSE and Amex. These findings support Christie and Schulz

(1994), but cannot distinguish between the three possible explanations for higher

Nasdaq spreads. Barclay (1997) now focuses on a subgroup of 239 companies which are

characterised by the avoidance of odd-eighth quotes on Nasdaq. When these securities

are de-listed from Nasdaq and listed on NYSE or Amex their spreads not only fall, but

fall onto the same level as odd-eighth quotes securities. Spreads for the 'all even quotes'

subgroup fall from 2.23% to 0.88%, compared to spreads of the 'odd and even quotes'

securities whose spreads fall from 1.48% to 1.22%.

The different pricing strategy for the two security subgroups on Nasdaq (odd-eighth and

even-eighth quotes) 'is nearly eliminated when the same securities are traded on NYSE

or Amex. These results support the conclusion that the avoidance of odd-eighth quotes

Bessembinder, (1997), p. 352.
40

Barclay (1997), p. 36.
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is used as a co-ordination device among Nasdaq market makers to increase bid-ask

spreads to supra-competitive levels.'41

The findings are supported by Bessembinder (1997) who compares 300 Nasdaq listed

companies with 300 size-matched stocks listed on NYSE. The summary statistic shows

the differences in spread as well as in the percentage of trades and quotes in even-

eighth:

Table 5.2: Odd and Even Eighths

Trade-weighted mean Simple mean

NYSE Nasdaq NYSE Nasdaq
Quoted 0.49 0.58 1.16 1.95

half-spread (%)
Effective 0.39 0.43 0.83 1.24

half-spread (%)
% Quotes at quarters 51.71 70.44 52.64 76.20
% Prices at quarters 52.33 60.47 52.97 68.03

source: Bessembinder (1997), p. 19.

Quite often Nasdaq dealers quote at even-eighth but trade at a price limit given by

investors. Thus, the percentage of trades at quarter dollars is significantly smaller than

the percentage of even-eighth quotes. Bessembinder (1997) takes the impact costs of

each trade into account to include the information content of each deal. 'The results

indicate that higher execution costs are associated with rounding of quotations and trade

prices.'42 This relationship is valid for both stock exchanges, NYSE and Nasdaq.

Barclay (1997), p. 60.
Bessembinder (1997), p. 32.
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'For NYSE issues, the observed relation between price rounding and trade execution

costs can be explained by similar variation in information costs'43. In contrast to the

NYSE stocks, this argument does not hold for securities listed on Nasdaq.'[...] the larger

trade execution costs associated with rounded prices can be justified by variation in

observed market-making costs for NYSE issues, but cannot be similarly justified for

Nasdaq issues.'44

Demsetz (1997) criticises both, Christie and Schulz as well as Barclay for exaggerating

the probability of collusion on Nasdaq and for not examining the institutional

differences between auction and dealer markets. On Nasdaq a limited number of market

makers sets prices. On the NYSE, the orderbook is filled by the limit orders of the

investing public. 'The set of potential offer makers is then much smaller on Nasdaq than

it is on NYSE.'45 Furthermore, prices are set by dealers according to a transaction cost

approach. 'Neither the Nasdaq market maker nor the NYSE specialist is in the business

of speculating on stock performance over time.'46 Dealers derive earnings by recycling

stock. On auction markets, the investors set their prices according to their evaluation of

future stock prices. 'The actual spreads are determined by the degree of difference in

judgement about a stock's value.'47

Thus, Demsetz (1997) suggests comparing Nasdaq spreads with the spreads set by the

NYSE specialist when he deals on his own account.

43

44 Ibid.
45

Bessembinder (1997), p. 32.

Demsetz (1997), p. 92.
46 Ibid., p. 92.
47 Ibid., p. 93.
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Thus, the greater the heterogeneity of offers that emanate from investors, who outnumber

specialists and market makers, is not the only force working to make spreads smaller on

NYSE than on Nasdaq for similar stocks. There is also the fact that very often the NYSE

spread is being set in the absence of a transaction cost floor. These two conditions

reinforce each other and suggest that the excess of Nasdaq spreads over NYSE spreads

can be explained, at least in part, by institutional factors that do not involve collusion.48

Undoubtedly, however the quoted and effective spreads on the Nasdaq dealer market are

higher than on the NYSE auction market. This is the common denominator of all

empirical studies comparing the two exchanges. Bessembinder and Kaufman (1997) is

the latest investigation into Nasdaq and NYSE spreads and supports the former findings.

In contrast to Huang and Stoll (1996), Bessembinder and Kaufman differentiate trade

volumes according to their Dollar value rather than the number of shares. Their size

groups range from less than USD 10,000 (small), USD 10,000 to 200,000 (medium) to

trades over USD 200,000 (large).

48 Demsetz (1997), p. 94.
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Graph 5.3: Nasdaq and NYSE Spreads According to Firm Sizes49

source: own graphic

The overall result is similar to the studies above but shows a declining trend for quoted

Nasdaq spreads over trade size.

Bessembinder and Kaufman (1997), p. 306/307.
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5.2.2 European Stock Exchanges

5.2.2.1 London and Frankfurt

Haller and Stoll (1989) is one of the rare articles which examine the spread on the

German stock market. Their data sample comes from the Frankfurt Borse and comprises

31 large and 49 small stock companies. They calculate the implied spreads from daily

batch auction prices as well as from the continuous market.

Haller and Stoll (1989) calculate the implied spread according to Roll's (1984) Journal

of Finance article:

Roll (1984) differentiates three components of the total price change in a security:

AVt = a + APt +e, (1)

where:

AV, total change in price between time t-1 and time t

a expected equilibrium price change in the security

AP, price change attributed to the spread or order imbalances

that result in an observed price that deviate from the true

price expected price change a
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et price change due to new information arriving on the stock

market

As the following analysis focuses on the impact of order imbalance and new information

on the spread, the expected equilibrium change (a) does not influence Haller and Stoll's

model of covariances. Roll (1884) assumes (a) to be constant. Hence, the term (a) drops

out on the grounds that the covariances between (a) on the one hand and AP, or et on

the other are zero. The expected equilibrium change is uncorrelated with price changes

due to order imbalances or with price changes due to new information.

Turning to the covariances between the price changes in time t and the price change at

the very next trade in time t+1, Roll (1984) assumes a is uncorrelated to APt on the one

hand and to et on the other. Thus, the following must hold:

cov(AVt ,AVl+]) = cov(AP,, AP(+1) + cov(AP, ,e,+l) + cov(e,, APl+l) + cov(e, ,e,+]) (2)

As trading is done in an efficient market, price changes according to new information

are serially uncorrelated as well as uncorellated with lagged or leading values of price

changes due to order imbalances. The last three terms of equation (2) equal zero. With

all other terms being statistically independent, the covariance of returns 'is due only to

the covariance induced by the spread or by trading pressures'50.

50 Haller and Stoll (1989), p. 700.
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cov(AF,, AVl+]) = cov(AP , APl+]) (3)

Under additional restricting assumption (constant spread, equal probability of buy and

sell orders, no change in bid and ask prices in response to trades), Roll (1984) shows

that the covariance of returns (cov) is driven by the spread S:

Haler and Stoll (1989) base their empirical work on this definition of implied spreads

and examine the implied spreads calculated from the covariances of the daily batch

auction market prices. They conclude that spreads are positive and statistically

significant. This, however, is only true for the overall sample. The result for large shares

which are traded in the daily auction as well as in continuous trading, contradicts the

overall findings. 'The spread based on auction prices for the sample of 32 large stocks,

0.0983, is not significantly different from zero. The spread based on the dealer prices in

the same 32 stocks, -0.0557, is also not significantly different from zero.'51 With 'dealer

prices' Haller and Stoll refer to the continuous trading session. The trading mechanism

on German stock exchanges does not change between batch auction and continuous

dealing. The Kursmakler does not interfere with the daily Kassamarkt auction, but

neither does he trade on his own account in continuous trading. Thus, the authors

confuse the role of the Kursmakler on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange with that of a

cov = —S
4

(4)

51 Haller and Stoll (1989), p. 705.
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specialist on the NYSE who is allowed to deal on his own behalf, or even with a dealer

on Nasdaq or SEAQ52. This is clearly wrong and deceived them into concluding:

Certain of the large stocks in Germany are traded in a continuing dealer market in addition to

trading according to auction market principles. We find that the implied spread based on dealer

prices is not different from the implied spread based on auction prices. These results should give

pause to those that recommend a switch from a dealer market to an auction market on the grounds

that the cost of the middle-man who collects the bid-ask spread is avoided.

Rather than providing useful empirical results from the German stock market, the article

can serve as a good example for the resistance of London traditionalists against any

attempts of change and for the arguments brought up against plans for an introduction of

an electronic orderbook.

For a London versus Frankfurt comparison, Iversen and Schmidt (1992) examine

spreads on the German IBIS system based on data collected between February and May

1991. The quoted spread of the 30 IBIS-listed DAX stocks ranges between 1.05% in

February to 0.91% in May 1991 after the IBIS update. MATIS, the Kursmakler's

quotation system showed spreads of 0.66% to 0.44% for the same period of time.

'Stocks with greater trading volume are also traded in a 'continuing' market which is a dealer
market' (Haller and Stoll (1989), p. 698). The criticism that the authors are quite unaware of the
German financial market is supported by the fact that they even misquote their data source as
'Finanzzeitung des Handelsblatt' (p. 700).
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Iversen and Stoll (1992) compare these average quoted spreads to the spreads of six

German stocks listed on SEAQ International. SEAQ-I figures for these six companies

range from 1.25% in May to 1.29% in June 1991. Not only are spreads for this sample

of German shares higher in London than on the native Ibis. 'The SEAQ intraday pattern

further suggest that competition between markets does have an impact.'53

Concentrating on the two Frankfurt-based trading platforms IBIS and MATIS, special

emphasis is put on the shifts of trading volume from MATIS to IBIS after the latter had

been updates to IBIS-II in April 1991. Schmidt and Iversen (1992) attribute the decrease

in spreads in April 1991 to the introduction of IBIS-II. Whereas IBIS-I provided stock

exchange members with an electronic platform to publish their ask or bid quotes, IBIS-II

offered interactive and anonymous trading without the need to strike deals on the phone.

Still MATIS appears to be the far cheaper option in terms of spreads.

IBIS and SEAQ charge more for immediacy services than does MATIS. Therefore, MATIS

quotes, widely distributed by Reuters, should attract most of the off-hours volume. Paradoxically,

[...] MATIS has fallen way behind since IBIS-II was introduced.

Iversen and Schmidt (1991) find the following explanation for this 'MATIS paradox':

IBIS-II offers a better service quality and settlement support than the phone-based

MATIS. However, Schmidt and Iversen (1992) find the main argument for the fact that

IBIS-II increased turnover in the structure of the German exchange environment. The

53 Schmidt and Iversen (1992), p. 393. It is debatable whether the decrease in spread on the SEAQ-I
results from the competition of continental stock exchanges. Pagano and Roell (1991) point out
that the pricing on the home stock exchanges provides SEAQ-I market maker with more
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German stock market appears horizontally segmented with different trading platforms

caring for different types of market participants. MATIS is the Kursmakler's off-

exchange trading platform whereas IBIS was founded with the initiative of institutional

investors and banks. 'Those who set up such a horizontal segment or satellite market are

aware of substantial groups of investors or market participants who trade under

restrictions which tend to keep them out of the main market.'54 Thus, the two systems

serve different institutional groups and do not compete directly for transaction volume.

5.2.2.2 London and Paris

De Jong et al. (1995) examine the difference between spreads of 10 French equities

traded on the Paris CAC and the London SEAQ. The data set comprises 44 trading days

in summer 1991 and enables the authors to observe spreads in relation to the trade

volume.

Comparing an orderbook with a dealer market, their results are not surprising: 'the

London effective spread is considerably higher than the Paris one, so Paris seems

cheaper.'55 This finding holds for all six classes of trading volumes. Unfortunately, de

Jong et al. (1995) do not state what is meant by class size. It can be asumed that the unit

of the size classes is one NMS of the London Stock Exchange.

information. Thus, the significant fall in spreads which correlates with the opening of competitive
exchanges might be explained by the fact that superior information reduces the market makers' risk.
Schmidt and Iversen (1992), p. 394.
de Jong, Frank et al. (1995), p. 1291.
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Graph 5.4: Observed Averaged Spreads Over Trading Volumes56:
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source: own graphic

The London spreads seem rather stable over the different size groups, whereas spreads

on the CAC increase with volume. The article does not reveal different spreads for the

last three size classes on the French Bourse, as it just lists the class >1. This would be

consistent with the interpretation that only a few Paris transaction were larger than the

London NMS. The impact costs to an investor buying or selling large blocks of shares

are zero up to the size of the NMS band in London as the jobber's quote stays fixed.

Even with most orders being far inside the NMS, the spreads on the Paris stock

exchange do not include the service of zero impact costs for substantially bigger order

volumes.57

Furthermore, it has to be noted that their results are based on 10 French stocks.

Therefore, they effectively compare index members in France with regular stocks listed

on SEAQ International. The difference becomes obvious when taking a look at the

De Jong et al. (1995), p. 1287; The spreads are not weighted with the trade volume. Each
observation counts equally for the average.

<0.1 0.1 to 0.5 0.5 to 1 1 to 2 2 to 5

■ Paris I London
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number of observation in de Jong's et al. (1995) data set: The number of trading

observation on the Paris Bourse is more than 12 times higher than on SEAQ I. This

finding does not even include the bulk trades agreed outside the orderbook and entered

on the CAC as crosses. Generalising one can say that the data set supports the idea that

London is the entrepot centre for few large block trades. Investors benefit from the fact

that the market maker's quote is fixed which leads to zero market impact costs up to at

least one times the stock's NMS.

De Jong et al. then review the data set and measure the effective rather than the
CO

observed spread. They calculate the effective spread as :

^/(z<z, < z) |/?[/]-m[z]
Se(z,Z) = 2-^

£/(*<*,
i=1

where:

z, z the lower and upper boundary of the volume class

I dummy variable with value 1 for (z < z, < z) and zero

effectively erasing every entry that does not belong in

volume

p[i] the actual price of the transaction

in all other cases,

a certain class of

De Jong et al. (1995) mention this as a caveat to their findings (p. 1291).
Actually, de Jong et al. (1995) do not calculate their effective spread this way, but this is what they
mean when saying: 'The estimator of the effective spread that we propose is twice the average
absolute distance between the quoted mid-price and the transaction price.'
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m[i] the mid price between bid and ask at the time of transaction i, as

m[z] = + ^or smauest possible order size.2

At first sight the idea of measuring an effective spread does not seem necessary as it

does not differentiate distinctively from the observed spread. And indeed, in an

orderbook trades occur at the touch. Whether it is an investor buying at the lowest ask

quote or selling at the highest bid offer, twice the distance between trade price and mid¬

point is exactly the observed spread. However, any trade that does not interfere with the

pricing mechanism of the orderbook - and this is valid for all block trades that are

entered as crossed deals - can be priced within the touch. For these trades the effective

spread has to be smaller than the observed spread (because they are not allowed to be

priced outside the touch). As the technical term says, block trades only happen for

blocks, i.e. large volumes of shares. As they do not take place for small orders the

downwards correction of this effect becomes more notable for higher volumes.

Unsurprisingly, de Jong et al. (1995) find proof for this:
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Graph 5.5: Effective and Observed Spreads on the Paris Bourse59:
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The spreads on the London market do not react that strongly to this correction, but are

slightly decreasing with trade size. This again supports the above reasoning that only

crossed deals are responsible for the difference between observed and effective spreads.

However, the findings stand in contradiction to the existing theory on spread behaviour.

'Hence, we [de Jong et al.] do not confirm the predictions of the pure inventory control

or adverse selection microstructure theory that the spread should be an increasing

function of trade size.'60

De Jong, Frank et al. (1995), p. 1290. Again, the spreads are just averaged and given as a
percentage of their trade price.
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5.2.2.3 London and Milan

Pagano and Roell (1991) concentrate on changes in trade volume and the growth of the

London SEAQ-I market for Italian stocks. Thus, their results focus on the facts that

additional trading of Italian stock on SEAQ-I acts as a stimulant to trade volumes rather

than taking volume away from Milan. For dually listed-stocks, the Milan market leads

the price formation process and SEAQ-I market makers refer to prices from the home

market.

Turning to comparisons of spreads between London's SEAQ and the Milan Mercato

ufficiale, Pagano and Roell (1991) find that

in a considerable proportion of cases the Milan price lies outside the spread between the best bid

and offer price recorded on SEAQ International — the so called "market touch". In these cases, one

of the parties involved in a Milan trade could have obtained a better price in London.61

As it takes a look at the Milan batch auction only, Pagano and Roell's (1991) data

cannot give any evidence on the spread quoted on the Milan stock exchange. Roll's

measurement of implicit bid-ask spreads, however, allows to calculate a comparison

between the Milan auction market and the SEAQ-I for ten dually-listed companies:

60 Ibid.
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Graph 5.6: Spreads of Italian Stocks on SEAQ and the Milan Stock Exchange

I Milan | SEAQ

source: own graphic

From this analysis it becomes obvious that Milan as a typical auction market offers

lower implicit spreads than the SEAQ International.

Pagano and Roell (1991), p. 11.
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5.2.2.4 Stockholm

Niemeyer and Sandas (1993) analyse data from the Stockholm Fonbors. They focus on

intra-day price and spread behaviour. The data set was provided by the Stockholm Stock

Exchange and includes 59 trading day of the 30 OMX index stocks between December

1991 and March 1992.

The authors examine the importance of tick sizes for the spread on the Stockholm

exchange and measure the average spread as 2.58 times the tick size for the respective
fcf) ... •

trades. At least for some stocks the tick size is a substantial determinant 'Since the tick

size in the SAX system is comparatively large, it may have an economically significant

impact on both market width and market depth.'

Graph 5.7: One Tick Spreads on the Stockholm Stock Exchange

(/)

% One Tick Spread (left skale) —♦—Average Daily Volume in m. SEK (right skale)

source: own graphic

Niemeyer and Sand&s (1993), p. 89.
See: Niemeyer and Sand&s (1993), p. 89.
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Niemeyer and Sandas calculate the fictitious bid-ask spread for the OMX index by

'weighting together the best bid and ask prices of the individual stocks with the same

weights as the OMX index'64. The OMX spread is measured in half hour intervals as

shown below:

Graph 5.8: Average Percentage Spread for the OMX Index during the trading
session

65
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source: own graphic

After the morning batch auction, the spreads start on a rather high level of 1.27%.

Apparently the matching process of the opening batch auction leaves a wide spread until

the continuous orderbook starts to be filled with more and more competing orders. Thus,

the more characteristic spread average for the Stockholm Stock Exchange seems to be

around 0.8%

54
Niemeyer and SandSs (1993), p. 91.
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5.3 Summary

In order to summarise the empirical findings from stock exchanges all over the world,

we concentrate on the hypotheses which we have derived from the basic theory set out

in Chapter 4.

Hi: spreads vary with order volume

Board and Sutcliffe (1995) look at spreads and order sizes on the London Stock

Exchange. They cannot establish a significant relationship between the two variables.

Their findings hold for the level of transaction costs in the regular market as well as for

the IDB market. For the US stock market, the empirical studies of Huang and Stoll

(1996) and Bessembinder and Kaufman (1997) give evidence for the Nasdaq and

NYSE. The first study classifies the order size by number of shares, the second study by

the dollar value of the order. Huang and Stoll's (1996) spreads marginally decline over

trade volumes, whereas Bessembinder and Kaufman (1997) can establish significantly

smaller spreads for high order volumes.

Given the empirical findings, the hypothesis Hi does not seem to hold.

see: Niemeyer and Sand&s (1993), p. 92.
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H2: spreads vary with overall trading volume and market depth

Only little research has been done on verifying this hypothesis. De Jong et al. (1995)

examine dually-listed stocks from SEAQ-I and Paris, while Pagano and Roell (1991)

examine stocks from SEAQ-I and Milan. Pagano (1996) provides a comparison of

market size: between January 1989 and March 1995 SEAQ-I traded roughly 35% to

45% of the Paris market volume in the same stocks, and about 30% to 40% of the Milan

stocks.66 Hence, London's SEAQ-I was the smaller stock market in both cases. At the

same time London spreads were two to three times a high as those for dually-listed
• • • f\1

stocks in Paris or Milan.

Niemeyer and Sandas (1993) look at the number of one-tick spreads and average daily

trade volumes. They cannot establish a significant relationship between spreads and

trading volumes for the Stockholm Stock Exchange.

It has to be pointed out that the findings on spreads and overall market trading volume

are only by-products of the three studies under examination. None of the authors

focused on this hypothesis. Furthermore, the de Jong et al. (1995), and the Pagano and

Roell (1991) studies compare auction markets with the quote-driven SEAQ-I. We

cannot derive from the studies whether the average trading volume or the trading system

itself is responsible for the higher spreads on the London market. Thus, the hypothesis

that spreads vary with overall trading volume and market depth still has to be examined

in more detail. The empirical part of this thesis will deliver conclusive evidence that

spreads indeed decrease with higher overall trading volumes.

56 See: Pagano (1996).
67 See: de Jong et al (1995), and Pagano and ROell (1991).
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H3: spreads on dealer markets are higher than on auction markets

The majority of empirical studies involves the comparison of dealer and auction

markets. The general findings support the hypothesis: dealer markets are more

expensive than auction markets. Board and Sutcliffe 91995) show higher spreads on the

quote-driven SEAQ than on the order-driven IDB for the London exchange. Huang and

Stoll (1996), Barclay (1997), Bessembinder (1997), Demsetz (1997), and Bessembinder

and Kaufman (1997) compare the two New York stock markets, NYSE and Nasdaq. All

five studies support the hypothesis. The same results hold for the European exchanges

which is proven by Iversen and Stoll (1997), de Jong et al. (1995), Pagano and Roell

(1991) and Pagano (1996).

In addition, we find a large volume of articles examining and verifying the final

hypothesis H4: spreads vary even among auction markets, there are more efficient and

less efficient trading systems:

Turning to the overall level of transaction costs, Pagano (1996) summarises the findings

of most of the analyses comparing the London SEAQ International with various

European stock Exchanges. The comparison of spreads is based on different data sets

with one common denominator: trading costs on domestic markets are compared to

spreads on the SEAQ-I.
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Table 5.3a: Spreads on European Stock Exchanges (a)

Nationality of SEAQ-I Home market
stocks and time quoted spread fourchette Study

period
French, 1989 1.52 0.41 Pagano and Roell (1990,

1993)
Belgian, 1992 1.9 0.4 Anderson and Tychon

(1993)
Italian, 1992 1.69 0.41 Impenna, Maggio and

Panetta (1995)
German, 1991 1.25 0.76 Schmidt and Iversen

(IBIS) (1992)
source: Pagano (1996), p. 13.

This table can be completed by the findings for Frankfurt batch auctions, the Milan and

the Stockholm Stock Exchange in the following way:

Table 5.3b: Spreads on European Stock Exchanges (b)

Nationality of
stocks and time

period

SEAQ-I
quoted spread Home market Study

German, 1989 N/A 0.00 Haller and Stoll (1989)
(implied spread
Kassamarkt)

Italian, 1990 1.33 0.31 Pagano and Roell (1991)
(implied spread) (implied spread)

Swedish, 1990-93 N/A 0.80 Niemeyer and Sandas
(1993)

The comparison between the average level of spreads found on the SEAQ dealer market

and those on the various European auction markets is in accordance with the existing

theory on the existence of bid-ask spreads. Dealers provide a more expensive service

compared to orderbook markets. This is especially valid for times of falling share prices.

The design of the comparative studies might disadvantage London, as they are based on

non-UK stocks. But the difference in spreads remains even ifUK stocks on the London
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SEAQ are compared with foreign stocks on their home market. As seen above, all

studies on SEAQ and Nasdaq, the two dealer markets under examination, show a higher

level of spreads compared to the average 0.4% found by Pagano and Roell (1990, 1993),

Anderson and Tychon (1993), Impenna, Maggio and Panetta (1995) and Schmidt and

Iversen (1992):

Table 5.4: Spreads on Dealer Markets

Nationality of
stocks and time

period
quoted spread Study

UK 1992-1994 0.6% - 0.8% Board and Sutcliffe

(1995)
US Nasdaq 0.45% - 0.5% Huang and Stoll (1996)
US Nasdaq 0.7% - 3.0% Bessenbinder and

Kaufman (1997)

The range of hypotheses tested in the existing literature examines and mostly supports

the theories on the existence of bid-ask spreads as outlined in Chapter 4. Snell and

Tonks (1995) find evidence for the fact that aspects of inventory control influence the

spread setting of market makers (even though 'there is little evidence that market

makers exploit liquidity traders').68 The results of Keim and Madhavan (1997) support

the spread theory for competitive auction markets in which investors' pricing decisions

are dependent on the utility of the limit price and the probability of execution.
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However, there are various aspects of the theory left untested:

• The overall trading volumes should have a negative influence on the spread. This

hypothesis can be drawn from the theory on order-processing costs as well as that on

inventory management. Fixed costs can be spread over larger quantities of stocks

traded (see: order-processing costs). At the same time, there is a higher chance of

finding a trading partner to close an open position and to realign your portfolio (see:

inventory management).

• The risk parameters of the traded stocks should be positively related to the spread.

All existing articles either concentrate on the same companies or assume similar risk

levels due to the similarity of the companies chosen. Assuming efficient markets, at

least the price risk of dealing in the same dually-listed stocks on two exchanges

(such as SEAQ-I and Paris or SEAQ-I and Milan) is consistent. However, the

chances of finding a trading partner to close an open position might not be similar at

all. Hence, the empirical part of our study will establish a link between the

fluctuation in price and the spread as well as between the fluctuation in trading

volume and the spread.

• The risk preferences and the capital endowment of market makers (see: inventory

management and adverse selection) have an influence on the spreads: the riskier the

market maker and the broader his own capital base, the smaller his spreads.

Snell and Tonks (1995), p. 77.
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The empirical section of this thesis will take a detailed look at these theoretical aspects

and indeed establish evidence that the first two hypotheses do hold. We could not test

for the risk preference of market makers as a test would have to rely on private,

microeconomic data of each dealer firm. While we generally support the third

hypothesis, we propose that more research has to be done in order to generate empirical

evidence.
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There is nothing so practical as a good theory'

6. Methodology

6.1 Advantages and Limitations of Panel Data

Since the 1980s virtually any graduate textbook in econometrics contains a chapter

on the econometrics of panel data. Panel data evolved from the combination of pure

time-series with pure cross-sectional data sets. The most prominent sets of panel or

longitudinal data come from the background of US labour economics: The National

Longitudinal Survey of Labor Market Experience was started in 1966, the Panel

Study of Income Dynamics began in 1968.

The main advantages of panel data in comparison to either time-series or cross-

sectional data can be summed up in the following points:

• controlling for individual heterogeneity:

'Time series and cross section studies not controlling for this heterogeneity run the

risk of obtaining biased results.'2 Thus, not accounting for heterogeneity and

weighting each observation of the pooled time series and cross section equally might

lead to wrong results if the data panel includes heterogeneous cross sections.

1 Kurt Lewin, quoted in Burnes (1996), p. XIII.
2

Baltagi, B. (1995), p. 3.
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Using panel data - rather than concentrating on one single company over time -

implies that there is a certain heterogeneity among the cross-sections. Quite

obviously, the increase in observations over companies would not lead to an increase

in information otherwise. The fact that companies are regarded as heterogeneous

leads to the problem of how to control for this fact in the analysis. A typical example

of a data set that runs into this problem is given by Baltagi and Levin (1992): A cross

sectional panel over US states ranging from 1963 to 1988 tries to measure the

percentage of smokers. Utah with a high percentage ofMormon population is the odd

one out, as the Mormon religion does not allow people to smoke. Without

incorporating religion as an additional variable for the whole data set (which might

be difficult or costly to obtain), the only solution is to incorporate a dummy variable

for Utah observations. 'Controlling for Utah in a cross-section regression might be

done with a dummy variable which has the effect of removing that state's

observation from the regression.'3Using panel data, these state specific characteristics

can be effectively controlled for without omitting any observation.

• more informative data, less collinearity among variables:

Especially for data from the stock market, we might expect a high collinearity among

variables. Looking at one company only, independent variables such as volume, price

volatility and volume volatility might be correlated. Investors deal higher volumes of

shares if stock prices change drastically in any direction. On average lacklustre stock

exchange days only a small volume of stock is traded. Multicollinearity is less likely

Baltagi, B. (1995), p. 4.
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when expanding the data set over different companies. 'With the additional, more

informative data one can produce more reliable parameter estimates.'4

• dynamics of adjustment:

Cross sectional studies only reveal a snap shot at a certain point of time. Thus, cross-

sectional distributions that look relatively stable might 'hide a multitude of changes'5.

This is valid for the original background of panel data. For all panel sets including

different groups in society the dynamic effect has to be taken into consideration. The

group of young men in the National Longitudinal Survey of Labour Market

Experience in 1966 resembles the group of 45 to 59-year-olds in the 1980s. Thus, for

all environments which change over time, a set of panel data outperforms simple

cross-sectional data sets. Especially in the context of this study, it becomes obvious

that comparing stock exchanges at one point in time leads to unsatisfactory results.

The aim is to establish a comparison of trading mechanisms which is not based on

close-to-close or even intra-day trading data as it is the average cost expectation that

attracts investors to trade on a certain stock exchange.

4
Baltagi, B. (1995), p. 4.

5 Ibid.
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6.2 Panel Regression Models

A typical panel regression differs from regressions based on either time series or

cross sectional data sets in that it has a double index on its variables; one denoting

the cross-sectional units, i, (in this case it denotes stock companies), the second

denoting the time t of the observation (which ranges from July 1995 to July 1997):

yit=a + XitP+uit (1)

where
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6.2.1 One-Way Error Component Regression Models

Making use of panel data enables the analysis to split up the error term uu into an

unobservable individual part ju( and a remaining error component, v„ .

/uj denotes an unobservable effect that could not be specified by the general OLS

regression (1). The effect is individual rather than time specific, thus the index i. The

regression model now covers any company feature or characteristic that was not

measured by the range of independent variables this study is based on. Hence, //,

acts as a pool to collect these features and thus further improves the regression

model. The //, term is assumed to be correlated with and the dependent variable. The

advantage of using panel data is to be able to include the unobservable term //, in the

regression specification.

k# = (2)

The regression model for this one-way error component becomes:

y„ = a + Xll/J+M, + vu (3)

The remaining error component vu is assumed to be well behaved and independently

and identically distributed.
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Depending on the specification of the model, fit can be assumed to be a fixed or

random parameter.

6.2.1.1 Fixed Effects Model

'A common formulation of the model assumes that differences across units can be

captured in differences in the constant term.'6

To model a one-way error component fixed effects model, the /ut in each panel are

set to be equal.

A/1 = Mil =••• = MiT (4)

In order to use a simple OLS estimator for any regression including error term

components, the data set has to be transformed. Rather than incorporating a large

(NxK) matrix of dummy variables into the regression, we make use of the restrictive

N

assumption that the /ui components of the error term are IID; hence, . = 0 .7
<=i

Hsiao (1986) combines the individual specific //, with the intercept a , in the same

fashion as the RATS software solves for the fixed effect estimators. Hence, the

regression equation for the one-way error component model in vector form becomes:

6 Greene, W. (1993), p. 466.
See: Baltagi, B. (1995), pp. 9, Mdty&s, L. (1992), pp. 46, M&tyds, L. and Sevestre, P. [eds.]
(1992), pp. 528, Doan, T. (1992).
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0 0 1 0

0 0

Given the assumed properties of the error term uit

9

<7U) the OLS estimator for equation (1) is BLUE.

(IID with zero mean and variance
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The computational procedure for estimating the slope parameters in this model does not require

the dummy variables for individual (and/or time) effects actually be included in the matrix of

explanatory variables. We need only find the means of time-series observation separately for

each cross-sectional unit, transform the observed variables by subtracting out the appropriate

time series mean, and then apply the least-squares method to the transformed data8

Thus, equation (3) is averaged over time. Thus, the equation:

where the subscripts i. denote the fact that averaged over all individuals are used.

Subtracting equation (5) from equation (3) we are left with a regression model that

does not include individually variant jut any longer:

yu =a + /3Xil+vi + vil (3)

becomes:

yL = a + pXL +p, + vL (6)

(7)

An OLS regression on the transformed system of equation (7) yields the estimate /.3 .

8 Hsiao (1986), p. 31.
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An advantage of this Within transformation9 can be found in the characteristics of the

error term. In the model of equation (3) it had to be assumed that fi, as well as the

remaining error component vit is independently and identically distributed. If that

assumption did not hold, the OLS estimator for /? would become biased. 'However,

the Within transformation wipes out these ni and leaves the Within estimator

(3within unbiased and consistent for [3 M

It has to be noted that that [3 is unbiased and consistent but not

that the covariance-variance matrix after the transformation (v:t

Euiuj'= £//,//, '+Ev, v,'= E/u,/u, '+a*Ir. (8)

As vjt and jul are uncorrected Equation (8) does not include a covariance term.

See: Hsiao (1986), pp. 29 for the mathematical derivation.
Another way of specifying the model can be found by incorporating an (NxK) matrix of dummy
variables for each individual i and each time period t. Using dummy variables might lead to a
non-BLUE estimator for (3 if the error component is not IID. For small sample sizes, the
dummy variable approach can make sense as the Within transformation leads to a loss of
degrees of freedom. For examples of studies employing this method, see Chang and Lee (1977)
or Chang (1979). NB: the fit of the regression model with R2 of more than 99% is due to the
additional dummy variables in the models.
Baltagi, B. (1995), p. 68, and M&lty&s and Sevestre (1992), p. 202.

BLUE due to the fact

- v,) includes:
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6.2.1.2 Random Effects Model

In a random error component model, the assumption that //,•] = /i(-2 =...= jUjf no

longer holds. Therefore, the random model is less efficient as it does not include any

additional information on the //, components. Similar to the fixed effects model, the

OLS estimator cannot be used without transforming the data. We incorporate the

following GLS transformation:11

Running a simple OLS estimation on the original, non-transformed data, the <x v and

* 2the (7^ are saved. The data are transformed according to the following GLS

transformation:

After the transformation, OLS can be used for the model resulting in an unbiased and

consistent estimator.

See: Baltagi, B. H. (1955), pp. 9, Maty&s, L. and Sevestre, P. [eds.] (1992), pp. 528, Doan, T.
(1992), pp. 12.15-12.17.

Yit -®Yit and Xit - ®Xit (9)
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6.2.2 Two-Way Error Component Regression Models

Whereas the simple regression model in equation (1) considers the error term ujt, the

two-way error model splits up the error term into unobservable individual (in our

empirical study: firm) specific and periodical effects as well as a remaining

disturbance term:

uit =jut+ A, + vu i = \,2,...,N t = l,2,...,T (10)

where

//, unobservable individual effect

A, unobservable time effect

va remainder of the stochastic disturbance term

Hl is time-invariant and accounts for specific effects of any individual effect that is

not included in the regression whereas A, is individual-invariant and accounts for any

effect in the time series that is not picked up by the K independent variables.

Similarly to the one-way error component models, /ui and At can be regarded as

either fixed or random parameters.

For the fixed effects transformation, we now apply that A, , as /i, before, is IID and

average over time and individuals:
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yi=a + /3Xi+til + vi. with YA = 0
/=l

(6)

_ N
y,=a + J3X, +jut + v, with £//,• = ° (11)

i=l

Subtracting (6) and (11) from (3) results in:

(y,-y,-yt)-fl(x,-x,-xt)+(v. v) (12)

The transformation for the random effects model now consists of a 0, and a 0,:

Yit ~®jYt -0/1/. and Xit -©,•*, -®tXL (12)

where: ©, = 1 - I , (J|'—y- and 0, = 1 - I <7>/—r-

All four regression approaches were modelled on RATS. As the program goes

beyond the scope of the RATS manual, the full program is presented in Appendix A.
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6.2.3 Fixed or Random Effects

'Whether to treat effects as fixed or random is not an easy question to answer.'12

Before entering the statistical debate, we will focus on the institutional pros and cons

of fixed and random effects.

Different stock companies make up the cross-sectional part of the data set. Assuming

fixed effects (//= juq =...= fuiT) the regression allows for individual effects that

are not expressed by the independent variables Value, vcValue, Price, vcPrice and

Change. This effect is unobserved, but fixed; hence, this effect is assumed to be the

same for each company.

Holding stocks comes with a risk in return as well as with a risk of a thin market

where it is hard to find sellers and buyers. These two risks are measured by the index

for the volatility of price and value, vcPrice and vcValue for individual stocks.

Besides these risks, the fixed effects analysis is based on the assumption that trading

one stock i results in the same costs as trading another stock j. There should be no

further company-dependent effects on the spread. From the perspective of market

makers, dealing in two stocks with the same volume, price and risk characteristics

should result in an equal return. Trading stocks is then regarded as trading any other

commodity. For the same characteristics, dealers will charge the same price.

However, when fixed effects estimators are used, the individual companies'

characteristics such as standard industry classification, the stock's beta, dividend
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yield, price-earning ratio, the company's asset-liabilities structure or merger

announcements are not taken into account.

A similar approach is valid for effects over time. By setting X\t - /121 =••• = ^Nt the

regression does not single out effects of certain months. The principal task of the

analysis is to compare trade mechanisms of stock exchanges. During the period of

observation from July 1995 to June 1997 the exchanges did not change their trading

systems. Thus, it seems reasonable not to allow for any disturbance effects over time.

As a criticism of this approach it has to be stated that the fixed effects analysis does

not put any emphasis on seasonal effects such as price influence of annual reports

which companies release around the same time or summer holidays that normally

result in a lacklustre trading on stock exchanges.

Analysing the institutional background of the analysis does not favour fixed or

random effects models. Baltagi (1995) differentiates the applicability of fixed effects

and random effects models as follows:

• fixed effects:

'[...] for a production function utilizing data on firms across time, yjt will measure

output and Xit will measure inputs. The unobservable firm-specific effects will be

captured by fjt and we can think of these as the unobservable entrepreneurial or

1 ^

managerial skills of the firm's executives.'

Hsiao (1986), p. 41.
Baltagi (1995), p. 9.
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• random effects

'The random effects model is an appropriate specification if we are drawing N

individuals randomly from a large population. This is usually the case for household

panel studies.'14

6.2.4 Fixed Effects and Random Effects: the Hausman Test

The institutional background and the specification of the regression model have to be

taken into account when deciding for or against random and fixed effects. 'One can

argue that certain institutional factors or characteristics of the data argue for one or

the other, but, unfortunately, this approach does not always provide much

guidance.'15 This statement holds for this analysis, too; the arguments for fixed and

for random error components seem convincing. Not being able to decide on one

single method solely because of the background of this application, results in the

question of how to distinguish between the coefficients gained from fixed and

random parameter models.

In the analysis we will apply all 4 regression models, from one-way fixed and random

error components models to two-way error component models. To distinguish

between the applicability of fixed and random error component models, Hausman has

devised a specification test.

14
Baltagi (1995), p. 13.

15 Greene (1993), p. 479.
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With the Hausman test, we compare the beta estimators of a fixed effects error

component model with those of a random one. The fixed effects model is based on a

higher level of information about the real population. The fact that

jUj\ = Hi2 -•••-MiT and A,\t = ^2t =•••= ^Nt are restrictive assumptions makes it

the more efficient model. If the model is correctly specified, the difference between

the beta coefficients should be zero.

When specifying the testing procedure, the difference between the estimators,

Pefj - Pineff, involves subtracting the covariances of the two estimators. The

covariance matrix of Peff - Pineff is not the covariance of either one alone but:

Var(J3eff) + VarCPineff) - 2Cov{Peff,Pineff)

'Hausman's essential result is that the covariance of an efficient estimator with its

difference from an inefficient estimator, is zero.'16 Hence, the Hausman test

simplifies this above problem and sets the differences of the covariance matrices to:

Var(peff) - VarCpimff) = 2

The chi-sqare test for K degrees of freedom indicates:

X [X] - Peff Pineff 2 Peff Pineff
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RATS, the statistical software package used for the analysis, follows the three steps

in order to perform a Hausman test:

• estimating the model with the less efficient estimator, in this case the random error

component model. The coefficient vector and the covariance matrix are saved.

• estimating the slope estimator of the efficient model (fixed error component

model)

• replacing the saved covariance matrix by the diffence between the less efficient

covariance matric and the more efficient one.

16 Greene (1993), p. 479.
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6.2.5 Unit Root Test

Normal unit root testing procedures will generate sufficient results for data with a

long time dimension. As our database consists of a moderate number of rather short

time series of 24 observations only, we apply a unit root test for panel data as

suggested by Levin and Lin (1992). Rather than performing a separate unit root test

for each individual stock, we test whether each stock in the sample 'has integrated

residuals versus the alternative hypothesis that all individuals have stationary

residuals.'17

Levin and Lin (1992) suggest the use of three models testing for unit roots for a

simple autoregressive model without a trend, with a trend and, finally, with a trend

and an intercept.

Model 1: Ayit = Sjyit_ j +£it

Model 2: Ayit = a0i + Sjyit_[ + £it

Model 3: Ay,., = a0l + aJ + 5,yu_, +

Under each model we test the hypothesis that Sj = 0.

The test procedure is available for RATS and could be implemented without any

changes to the data base.

Levin and Lin (1992), p. 2.
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6.3 Data Set

The main data set for this study ranges from 3 July 1995 to 30 June 1997 and

comprises roughly 500 daily trading data. The number of business days varies from

stock exchange to stock exchange. Data was acquired from the following ten stock

exchanges:18

Copenhagen Fondbors Bolsa di Italia (Milan)

EBS (Switzerland) Nasdaq

IBIS (Frankfurt Stock Exchange) Paris Bourse

London Stock Exchange Stockholm Fonbors

Borsa de Madrid Tokyo Stock Exchange

Each stock exchange is represented by companies from its own stock exchange

index. These indices vary in number of stocks. Therefore, the following different

sizes ofmicrocensi were chosen for each index:

The data set does not include any observation from NYSE because the ask and bid quotes are
measured at close. Bloomberg does not provide different entries for ask and bid for the NYSE
close. The same is valid for the first three months of the Tokyo Stock Exchange, after which
Bloomberg changed its reporting system.
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Table 6.1: Sample Sizes

Stock Exchange Index Number of Index Number of Sample
Members Stocks

Copenhagen KFX 20 15
EBS SPI all listed stocks 18
IBIS DAX 30 25
LSE FTSE-100 100 50
Madrid IBEX 35 25
Milan MIB 30 25

Nasdaq NASD-100 100 50
Paris CAC 40 30
Stockholm SAX 16 13

Tokyo Nikkei 125 50

The data set was kindly provided by Bloomberg Financial Service and appeared very

clean.19

These index member stocks are completed by a data set from the London Stock

Exchange consisting of 50 non-FTSE stocks. This set ranges over the same time as

the above samples and will provide the opportunity to compare index and non-index

stocks on the London Stock Exchange.

Further concentrating on London, the Bloomberg system provided data from the new

SETS electronic orderbook. SETS data were collected from April to October 1998.

The sample roughly matches20 the 50 companies chosen from the FTSE index above.

This second FTSE-100 sample allows a pre-post orderbook comparison of trading

stock in London.

Only minor obvious typing mistakes and wrong decimal point positions had to be corrected.
Due to mergers and acquisitions such as Guinness/Diageo, the SETS sample from 1998 does
not fully match the FTSE sample from 1995 to 1997.
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In addition to that, we identified 11 UK companies that are multiple-listed on various

stock exchanges world-wide. Here the investor has the choice of a variety of trading

systems on the different stock exchanges. The analysis will show if the advantages of

a cheaper trading system might be outweighed by the increase in information costs as

we go away from the home market. Equally important, this panel gives an insight

into the applicability of existing studies which compare French or Italian stocks on

their home market and the SEAQ-I. As price-sensitive information exists on the

home market of the stocks, Paris seems to have a competitive advantage over London

when dealing with French stocks. The same is true for Milan and Italian stocks. Our

example of multiply-listed UK stocks includes the exact opposite bias. Here, the

domestic securities market is the UK, with additional listing on European continental

exchanges.
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6.4 Regression Model

As shown in Chapter 5, the existing literature mainly concentrates on intra-day

effects with the trade volume of each trade being the main explanatory variable.

Rather than looking at short-term explanations, this studies sets out to establish

longer, monthly trends in the spreads of different stock exchanges.

De Jong et al. (1995) and Reiss and Werner (1994) describe the proceedings on the

London Stock Exchange and find out that market makers stick to their spreads even

throughout varying market conditions. The idea of examining possible long-term

explanations is built on this scenario, but changes the point of view. Rather than

looking at the cost structure and risk position of market makers, this analysis

emphasises the investor's point of view as well as the one of the stock exchange as an

entity in a competing market.

The investor is situated in a market of competing stock exchanges, which employ

different trading mechanisms and thus offer trading at different costs. In this

scenario, the investor faces the decision of where to place his orders. This decision

has to be based on long-term findings. Given sufficient liquidity in the market, it is

the trading mechanism which is generally cheaper that will attract investors.

According to this principle, an analysis based on day-to-day data does not seem

appropriate. Looking at a longer time scale, on the other hand, may lead to a

significant loss of information due to averaging over time.
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Looking at the daily data of London FTSE stocks for example, we found that the

spreads appeared rather stable in the long run:

Graph 6.1: GEC percentage spread from July 1995 to June 1997

source: own graphic

However, subsampling the time series into year one (July 1995 to June 1996) and

year two (July 1996 to June 1997) shows significant differences in a two sample

independent test for most of the London companies.

On the other end of the scale, weekly comparisons are not feasible as some of the

London non-FTSE stocks as well as stocks from the multiple-listed database are not

traded frequently enough to support weekly averaging.
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The analysis is therefore based on data that are averaged over monthly periods. The

typical raw data set for a month (e.g. July 1995) for a FTSE company (United

Utilities) looks like this:

Table 6.2: Raw data set for United Utilities, July 1995

BID ASK LAST VOLUME

Date Value Date Value Date Value Date Value

03/ Jul 95 542.136 03/ Jul 95 546.977 03/Jul 95 545.04 03/ Jul 95 1036058.234

04/ Jul 95 546.977 04/ Jul 95 553.753 04/ Jul 95 550.849 04/ Jul 95 852078.277

05/ Jul 95 561.498 05/ Jul 95 564.402 05/ Jul 95 563.434 05/ Jul 95 289746.92

06/ Jul 95 566.339 06/ Jul 95 574.083 06/ Jul 95 570.211 06/ Jul 95 744271.235

07/ Jul 95 574.083 07/ Jul 95 580.86 07/ Jul 95 577.956 07/ Jul 95 741307.698

10/Jul 95 585.701 10/ Jul 95 592.477 10/ Jul 95 589.573 10/ Jul 95 577738.856

11/Jul 95 598.286 11/Jul 95 603.126 11/Jul 95 601.19 11/Jul 95 851957.422

12/ Jul 95 600.222 12/ Jul 95 606.999 12/ Jul 95 604.094 12/ Jul 95 974276.394

13/ Jul 95 593.445 13/Jul 95 600.222 13/Jul 95 597.318 13/ Jul 95 2159851.203

14/Jul 95 592.477 14/ Jul 95 600.222 14/ Jul 95 596.35 14/ Jul 95 2150702.355

17/Jul 95 590.541 17/ Jul 95 598.286 17/ Jul 95 594.413 17/Jul 95 305519.051

18/Jul 95 588.605 18/ Jul 95 590.541 18/ Jul 95 589.573 18/ Jul 95 1662243.53

19/Jul 95 580.86 19/Jul 95 584.732 19/Jul 95 582.796 19/Jul 95 514794.947

20/ Jul 95 582.796 20/ Jul 95 585.701 20/ Jul 95 584.732 20/ Jul 95 2150812.881

21/Jul 95 586.669 21/Jul 95 588.605 21/Jul 95 587.637 21/Jul 95 203865.298

24/ Jul 95 595.382 24/ Jul 95 600.222 24/ Jul 95 598.286 24/ Jul 95 639895.657

25/ Jul 95 607.967 25/ Jul 95 614.744 25/ Jul 95 611.839 25/ Jul 95 507079.835

26/ Jul 95 595.382 26/ Jul 95 597.318 26/ Jul 95 596.35 26/ Jul 95 1622814.753

27/ Jul 95 590.541 27/ Jul 95 598.286 27/ Jul 95 594.413 27/ Jul 95 1019407.062

28/ Jul 95 592.477 28/ Jul 95 600.222 28/ Jul 95 596.35 28/ Jul 95 864250.573

31/Jul 95 588.605 31/Jul 95 595.382 31/Jul 95 592.477 31/Jul 95 97972.315
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6.4.1 Independent and Dependent Variables

Our analysis includes five non-institutional variables for which we briefly discuss the

expected correlation with the independent variable.

a) The dependent variable is the quoted spread. As the raw data consist of the

bid and ask price at close, it does not seem reasonable to compute realised spreads

from this data source. In contrast to the quoted spread, the realised spread takes the

price change after each trade into account. In our analysis, this price effect is

outweighed by new information arriving by the following close 24 hours later. Thus,

the quoted spread is the most efficient measurement of trading costs between stock

exchange members.

Furthermore, it has to be pointed out that the observed spread at the end of the daily

trading session is not made up of trading prices. The best ask and the best bid at close

are only quotes with a great probability that no trade has taken place at any of the two

prices. Hence, the data do not allow to calculate an effective spread.

The existing research on stock market data examines observed spreads in relation to

effective spreads (Blume and Goldstein (1993), Petersen and Fialkowksi (1994),

Board and Sutcliffe (1995)de Jong et al. (1995), Huang and Stoll (1996),and

Bessembinder and Kaufman (1997)). During the trading session trades take place

within the touch. Thus, the spread at which stocks are effectively traded may be

The effective spread takes the price changes after a trade into account. As the data base shows
close-to-close prices and quotes only, the daily price changes are significantly more dependent
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smaller than the quoted spread. Chapter 4 illustrates the differences between the
99

effective and observed spreads on NYSE, Nasdaq and the Paris Bourse. Any

analysis based on the quoted spread overestimates the true market spread. This is

only a caveat 'if the posted spread is not highly correlated with the effective spread
• 9T

faced by investors.'

Research on the UK and US equity market report the percentages of stocks traded

within the touch: Blume and Goldstein (1992) report that about 12-31% of trades

occur within the spread, Petersen and Fialkowksi (1994) find up to 50% of all NYSE

deals taking place within the touch, while Board and Sutcliffe report 21% for the

LSE (under the SEAQ dealer market regime). Combining these results with the

findings of Huang and Stoll (1996), Bessembinder and Kaufman (1997) and de Jong

et al. (1995) into account, there appears to be little difference between dealer markets

and auction markets concerning the relationship between observed and effective

spreads. Despite the caveat which Petersen and Fialkowski find for the NYSE24

(which is not included in this analysis) and with regard to the limitation of the data

available, the observed spread can be regarded as an adequate means of measuring

the cost-effectiveness of the equity markets under examination.

The quoted spread S is calculated as a percentage of the mid price. This allows direct

comparisons of international stock exchanges without any distortions due to

on new market information arriving during the 24 hour period, than on the information content
of the last trade.

22 See: Graph 5.2, Graph 5.3 and Graph 5.5.
23 Petersen and Fialkowski (1994), p. 271.
24 'Based on the simple correlation and the coefficient on the posted spread, the results [for

NYSE] so far suggest that the posted spread cannot be used to forecast the effective spread.'
(Petersen and Fialkowski (1994), p. 285).
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fluctuating exchange rates. Examining monthly averages over time, we have

calculated the spread S as:

SPREAD (Average quoted spread):

L , . y (■PAsk PBid)
y [PAsk -PBid) L (pAsk + pBid}

o
= /=! PMid 2

The time index i ranges from the first entry of a bid and an ask quote to the last entry

(L) in each month. L is not necessarily identical with the number of business days of

these stock exchanges. In auction markets the appearance of bid and ask quotes is not

guaranteed. One market side can be completely matched. This happens especially at

the end of the trading day. Because of this problem which is inherent in the system,

our international comparison concentrates on index-member stocks. For these stocks,

all exchanges provide deep markets, so that a continuous double quotation is

available. For the very few days in which this was not the case, and the data set only

provided a single bid or ask quote, the entry was deleted from the set and the spread

S calculated as the average of the remaining 'full' entries.

b) The set of independent variables stems partly from the raw data set. These

average daily turnover and fluctuations in volume and price are generated from the

raw data. These non-institutional variables pick up possible economies of scale in
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trading, as well as indicating the risk of holding stocks. The international comparison

of trading mechanisms, on the other hand, is based on institutional variables

explaining the different systematic approaches of the stock exchanges.

We generated the set of non-institutional independent variables in the following way:

VALUE (Average daily turnover):

YjM-p,
VALUE = 2=1

V

The VALUE of the averaged daily turnover is calculated by summing up all daily

turnover values and dividing by the business days of the stock exchange. As the study

focuses on index stocks that are traded heavily for most months the restriction

L = V holds, i.e. the stocks are traded every single day. Hence, VALUE

denominates the daily turnover averaged by the number of stock exchange business

days.

In our analysis the variable VALUE is denominated in the home currency of each

stock exchange.

With higher trading volume, we expect lower transaction costs. Operational costs of

stock exchange members and costs of gathering information on a listed company are

largely fixed, so that there are economies of scale if higher volumes are traded. With

fixed costs and rising turnover, we can expect a hyperbola-shaped decline of unit
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costs. In addition, market makers and investors face higher competition in a deep

market with high turnover. Hence, when applying a linear regression model, it makes

sense to regress the spread on logVALUE, the natural logarithm of VALUE. The

argument of lower transaction costs holds for dealer and auction markets. Thus, we

expect a negative correlation between logVALUE and SPREAD.

c) vcVALUE (Variation coefficient of daily turnover values):

vcVALUE = a(V°1, 'P^ • 100
VALUE

The variation coefficient signals the dealer's or investor's chance of closing his

position. Whether they left their optimal portfolio and went short by selling to

another stock exchange member or whether they went long by buying stocks that do

not fit into their portfolios, traders have to look at market depth. Only in a market of

consistent high volume can trading partners be found quickly enough to either buy

back or to sell off the stock and thus close the position that the initial trade opened.

The higher the chances of meeting the right trading partner, the lower is the price

risk. In a market in which roughly the same amount of each stock is traded every day,

this risk appears to be small. Taking a higher risk of trading stocks in a market of

highly volatile volumes demands an extra premium. Hence, the risk parameter

vcVALUE should have a positive influence on the SPREAD.
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d) vcPRICE (Variation coefficient of daily prices):

vcPRICE = -100
PRICE

The second risk component consists of the price risk. Whereas vcVALUE models the

time frame the market maker may have to hold on to a certain stock, vcPRICE

measures the price fluctuation.

As above, the standard deviation is divided by the average price, hence vcPRICE is

given as a percentage figure of the price. As a risk component vcPRICE should be

positively correlated to the SPREAD.

The fact that both risk measures, vcVALUE and vcPRICE, are being measured as a

percentage number allows for a direct comparison of different stock exchanges

without modelling the exchange rate fluctuations. The lower the coefficients for

vcVALUE and vcPRICE in the analysis, the more effectively and cheaply can the

trading system cope with these risk parameters.

e) CHANGE (Change in price from first to last trading day of the month):

CHANGE =— • 100
Pl
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Finally, the analysis considers the change in price from the first to the last trade of the

month. The inclusion of CHANGE in the list of independent variables can be

understood from the dealers' and institutional traders' perspective. Large players

benefit from rising stock prices and lose out when the market falls. Considering the

overall financial situation of investors, it can be assumed that a huge profit from a

stock price increase decreases the need for an extra premium from the spread. A

positive price trend generated unrealised profits in the investor's portfolio. Realising

these (historic rather than future) profits before prices might fall and hence a high

probability of immediate execution becomes more important. The investor is more

likely to trade within the previous touch and substitute a loss in price for a higher

chance of finding a trading partner.

Thus, CHANGE should have a negative influence on the SPREAD. The time frame

of the deals should be kept in mind as a caveat. As index stocks are traded in and out

of a portfolio quickly, the time frame the CHANGE is calculated in (one month

between the first and the last deal) might be too long to lead to significant results.

Here, the comparison between high turnover markets such as the London FTSE and

the subsample of London SEAQ-traded non-FTSE stocks is of interest.

25 See: Appendix D: Regression results for SEAQ non-FTSE stocks.
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This [the Stockholm-Copenhagen alliance based on
the new SAX-2000 trading system] will secure our
position as the leading market place in Northern
Europe andmakes me optimistic about thefuture.

Lars Bredin
CEO ofthe Stockholm Stock Exchange

7. Explaining Bid-Ask Spreads on International Stock Exchanges

This chapter presents and analyses the results from the four regression models

presented in the previous methodology chapter. For each exchange, the results are

shown for the fixed and random one- and two-way error component models.

The descriptive statistics are shown for each of the 10 stock exchanges under

examination. Emphasis is put on the mean of the variables; possible outliers are

identified and explained. Furthermore, we presents the results of the Dickey Fuller

test which reject any non-stationarity for all time series of the panel data.

The second part of the chapter then examines the explanatory power of the models

for each exchange. The focus rests on the significance of the non-institutional

variables for each of the models. Additionally, the signs of the estimators are

compared to the expected influences according to the theory of bid-ask spreads. By

means of the Hausman test and the significance of the //, and A, the best-specified

model can be selected.
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Finally, the costs of trading stocks on the ten exchanges are compared. The two

dealer markets in this comparison, London's SEAQ and New York's Nasdaq are

singled out. The statistical difference between dealer and auction markets is once

again shown by means of standard two sample t-tests as well as a k-means cluster

analysis. Theoretical gains from implementing an effective auction market trading

mechanism on the London Stock Exchange are presented.
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7.1 Descriptive Statistics

This descriptive section looks at the monthly figures for spreads, trade volume, price

and volume fluctuation as well as the month-on-month change in price. The tables

present the mean, the standard error and the minimum and maximum values for every

series. The spread series are examined in more detail for each exchange. Here, we

investigate the distribution of observations and identity outliers by means of a

histogram. Finally, the Dickey Fuller results are displayed in a combined table. As all

series from all exchanges are indeed stationary we refrain from describing these

results for each and every exchange.

7.1.1 CAC Sample

The descriptive statistics for the sample of 30 French stocks are given below.

Table 7.1: Descriptive Statistics: CAC

Variable Mean Standard
Error

Minimum Maximum

SPREAD 0.276 0.119 0.090 1.239

logVALUE 4.442 0.787 1.799 6.488
vcVALUE 0.583 0.230 0.198 1.838
vcPRICE 0.028 0.013 0.007 0.131
CHANGE 1.753 7.181 -17.345 35.342

The spreads range from as low as 0.09% for Carrefour Supermarche up to 1.239% for

SGS Thompson which has the lowest turnover figures of all the companies in the
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sample. The overall distribution of spreads is shown in the histogram below. Highly

traded companies on the Paris bourse include Elf Aquitaine and Alcatel Alsthom

with an average daily trade volume of more than 60 million pounds. The most

volatile companies in price were Lagardere and SGS Thompson which together with

Accor also reveal the highest fluctuation in daily turnover volumes. Over the sample

period a monthly investment in Alcatel in September 1995 was the most profitable,

leaving the investor with a return of 35.34%. Investing in the same company in

January 1997 was the worst possible investment. The following histogram shows

numbers of observations for various equidistant classes ofpercentage spreads.

Graph 7.1: Histogram ofCAC Spreads

Observations

0.09 0.31 0.53 0.75 0.97 1.19
Spread (%)

source: own graphic

The above spread histogram shows a slightly skewed normal distribution of

observations. The high spreads of more than 0.75% are obvious outliers but do not

distort the mean spread of 0.286% significantly. The overall distribution of spreads

shows that the majority of all trades are done at a level of 0.15% to 0.35%.
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7.1.2 DAX Sample

The German sample consists of 25 of the 30 DAX stocks traded on the IBIS/Xetra

electronic trading platform. The descriptive statistics are summarised below:

Table 7.2: Descriptive Statistics: DAX

Variable Mean Standard
Error

Minimum Maximum

SPREAD 0.274 0.153 0.063 1.137

logVALUE 3.460 1.049 0.703 5.772
vcVALUE 0.517 0.178 0.210 1.594
vcPRICE 0.021 0.011 0.002 0.081
CHANGE 2.300 5.606 -12.480 23.644

The German IBIS is a highly liquid market for the DAX-listed stocks. During the

sample period Daimler Benz and Siemens are the most heavily traded stocks. Daily

trade volumes range up to DM 300m, well over 100 million Pounds. The direct

influence of trading volume on the transaction costs becomes obvious as it is these

two companies which feature the smallest spreads. The least traded companies, Linde

and Degussa show the highest spreads of more than 1%. January 1996 was a bad

months for investors with Karstadt, RWE and VW nearly losing a quarter of their

stock price. Investments in VW top the list for August 1996 when they regained 23%

in price. Accordingly, the vcPRICE figure shows the highest level for that company

and those months.
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Graph 7.2: Histogram ofDax Spreads
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The histogram of spread observations shows that spreads of more than 0.8% are few

and far between on the IBIS trading platform. The majority of all transaction is

executed at spreads of under 0.30%.
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7.1.3 FTSE Sample

The FTSE sample consists of 50 stocks from the London exchange. As the sample

period ranges from mid 1995 to mid 1997, the sample represents the SEAQ dealer

market system, rather than the new SETS auction market platform.

Table 7.3: Descriptive Statistics: FTSE

Variable Mean Standard
Error

Minimum Maximum

SPREAD 0.570 0.221 0.128 2.377

logVALUE 7.368 0.727 5.026 9.681
vcVALUE 0.660 0.310 0.223 3.328
vcPRICE 0.023 0.012 0.004 0.114
CHANGE 1.409 5.624 -22.667 34.173

The FTSE sample is made up of half of the 100 index members. Spreads are set by

market-makers to compensate for possible losses due to their increased risk position.

The observations for spreads fluctuate widely from under 0.2% for Shell up to more

than 1.5% for BG, Tomkins or ASDA. High trade volumes ofmore than 100 million

Pounds per day are generated by BP, Alliance and Leicester as well as GMET.

Associated British Food and Hays are among the least-traded FTSE-members with

volumes of just 1.5 million Pounds. Lloyds returned the highest price gains in

October 1995, BG the biggest price losses in November that year. Both companies

top the sample list of price fluctuations in these months.
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Graph 7.3: Histogram of FTSE Spreads
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source: own graphic

The histogram for the SPREAD series from the LSE indicates a normal distribution.

The high entry for ASDA of 2.38% can be considered an outlier. However, the 11

highest spreads all appear in the same month, September 1996. Hence, the entry for

ASDA (Sept. 96) is only one representative of a whole month of outlying

observations. The special influence of this month is covered by the X, in the two-

way error model and thus does not have to be specially catered for.

The mean spread of this sample of FTSE-100 stocks of 0.57% is high compared to

the auction markets in Paris and Frankfurt.
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7.1.4 IBEX Sample

The descriptive statistic for the Spanish data sample of 15 IBEX stocks already

suggest the effectiveness of the trading system. The average spread amounts to only

0.09%.

Table 7.4: Descriptive Statistics: IBEX

Variable Mean Standard
Error

Minimum Maximum

SPREAD 0.093 0.036 0.028 0.242

logVALUE 6.636 1.030 4.924 9.089
vcVALUE 0.708 0.416 0.262 3.065
vcPRICE 0.027 0.014 0.004 0.081
CHANGE 2.952 6.982 -15.749 24.000

Two Spanish banks, Banco Bilbao Vizcaya and Banco Popular, are quoted at the

lowest spreads of under 0.05%. Not surprisingly these two companies (together with

the electricity supplier Endesa) belong to the most heavily traded index members.

Daily volumes go up to 36 million Pounds. On the other end of the range, companies

such as Mapfre and Banesto, are traded at high spreads of more than 0.20% and

account for a trade volume of less than 700,000 Pounds per day. The fact that we find

two banks at one end of the market range and an insurance company and another

bank at the other end, shows the insignificance of the companies' field of business in

explaining bid-ask spreads. On the other hand, the influence of CHANGE is

indicated by a 22% price gain of Banco Popular (August 1997) and a 19% gain for

BBV (January 1997) while Mapfre accounted for the highest losses of 15.7% in the

same month.
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Graph 7.4: Histogram of IBEX Spreads
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The SPREAD histogram shows that there are even a few companies on the Spanish

market quoted with a spread of less than 0.05%. The majority of stocks are quoted

between 0.06% and 0.15%. Thus, Madrid shows the lowest level of spreads of all

stock markets under examination.
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7.1.5 KFX Sample

The trading mechanism of the Copenhagen exchange is similar to the one used in

Stockholm. Hence, joining the Nordic Stock Exchange was a logical consequence.

The spreads for the KFX stocks below show that the Danish exchange offered

competitive transaction services even before the merger.

Table 7.5: Descriptive Statistics: KFX

Variable Mean Standard
Error

Minimum Maximum

SPREAD 0.192 0.106 0.044 0.718

logVALUE 2.239 1.119 0.037 4.432
vcVALUE 0.674 0.716 0.039 6.575
vcPRICE 0.025 0.014 0.005 0.084
CHANGE 2.459 6.825 -32.749 28.431

Danish companies such as Novo Nordisk, Sophus Berendsen, Danisco and Jyske

Bank are usually quoted at a spread of less than 0.1%. High spreads are listed for

Falck and Bang and Olufsen. Falck also reveals the lowest turnover figures in the

sample, followed by Carlsberg, with volumes of less than 1 million Danish Crowns.

Daily turnover figures go up to DMK 84 million or 9.7 million Pounds for companies

such as Tele Danmark.

In the Danish sample, ISS International Services was the most price volatile company

with the highest monthly gains in May 1996 followed by the highest losses in the

very next month.
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Graph 7. 5: Histogram ofKFX Spreads
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The distribution of spreads for KFX companies shows two peaks in the number of

observations. The majority of stocks is either quoted at a level of 0.1% or at a level of

0.20% to 0.30%.
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7.1.6 MIB Sample

With spreads of 0.45% the Milan exchange stands out from the other European order

books. Very few stocks are quoted with a much narrower spread and the average

transaction costs in Milan have to be considered high.

Table 7.6: Descriptive Statistics: MIB

Variable Mean Standard
Error

Minimum Maximum

SPREAD 0.447 0.159 0.039 1.335

logVALUE 2.546 0.938 0.151 5.344
vcVALUE 0.670 0.281 0.243 3.215
vcPRICE 0.033 0.019 0.009 0.148
CHANGE 1.096 9.209 -32.336 50.467

The distribution of spreads on the Milan exchange ranges from 0.04% to 1.34%. The

SPREAD histogram below clearly shows that the spreads for INA (0.04%) and ISPT

(1.34%) are extreme observations for the Borsa di Italia. Low spreads on the Italian

exchange of around 0.2% are generated by quotes for Telecom Italia and Montedison.

Daily trade volumes range from as low as ITL 1 billion (roughly 500,000 Pounds in

August 1996) for Compart to blue chip companies such as ENI or Telecom Italia

with turnovers ofmore than ITL 200 bn or 75 million Pounds.

Investments in Olivetti resulted in heavy losses over the sample period, the highest 5

monthly price losses occur for Olivetti. January 1997 saw rising prices on the Milan

exchange. The highest gains took place during this month for Compart (+50%),
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Mediobanca (+35%), Credito Italiano (+33%), La Fondaria Assicurazioni (+30%)

and Montedison (+28%).

Graph 7.6: Histogram ofMIB Spreads

Observations
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source: own graphic

The distribution of spreads reveals the outlying positions of INA as well as the

Instituto Bancario San Paolo di Torino. The average level of spreads on the Milan

Stock Exchange of nearly 0.5% is relatively high for a pure order-driven market.
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7.1.7 NASD-100 Sample

Table 7.7: Descriptive Statistics: Nasdaq

Variable Mean Standard
Error

Minimum Maximum

SPREAD 0.722 0.494 0.045 3.751

logVALUE 3.670 1.350 0.015 7.712
vcVALUE 0.583 0.252 0.179 3.339
vcPRICE 0.048 0.026 0.010 0.360
CHANGE 3.172 12.631 -46.598 118.584

The Nasdaq data show a large range of spreads from very competitive spreads of

under 0.2% to spreads of more than 3% of midprice. In this market segment of low

spreads, Nasdaq is even able to compete with typical auction markets such as Paris

and Frankfurt. The histogram illustrates the fact that these very high spreads occur

only rarely. For a range of companies coming from the same industrial background

Nasdaq is well able to quote spreads normally only offered by auction markets. As

Nasdaq is known as a trading platform for computer and high tech companies, it is

not surprising that low spreads are found for Intel, Microsoft and Dell. At the same

time Intel is the most-heavily traded stock. Nasdaq's spreads for the other end of the

market are more than 10 times as high. Allied Waste with the lowest turnover figures

ofjust 1 million US dollars a day is quoted at spreads of 2.5% to 3.5%.

Compared to the other auction and dealer markets in the sample, Nasdaq shows high

spreads mostly ranging from 0.5% to 0.75%.
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Graph 7.7: Histogram ofNASD-100 Spreads

source: own graphic

7.1.8 Nikkei Sample

The Nikkei sample includes 50 of the 225 Japanese companies listed in the Nikkei.

Table 7.8: Descriptive Statistics: Nikkei

Variable Mean Standard
Error

Minimum Maximum

SPREAD 0.698 0.234 0.224 1.833

logVALUE 7.381 0.878 4.217 9.575
vcVALUE 0.542 0.207 0.216 2.218
vcPRICE 0.027 0.015 0.004 0.129
CHANGE 0.480 6.761 -30.351 23.529

Big companies such as Mitsubishi Heavy Industries and Toshiba are regularly quoted

at a spread of 0.2% to 0.3%. Fujita and Nippon Yusoki top the list of high spread

companies with spreads of more than 1.5%. With roughly JPY 67 m or 330,000
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Pounds daily trade volumes Nippon Yusoki also shows the smallest turnover figures

in the Japanese sample. High volume stocks on the Tokyo Exchange are Honda

Motors or Toyota with daily volumes ofmore than 70 million Pounds.

January 1997 came with the highest losses for investors. Fujita, Fuji Bank,

Sumitomo, Dai-Ichi and Mitsubishi Trust all lost more than 20% of their stock value.

In addition to that, Fujita is the highest price-volatile stock in the sample.

Graph 7.8: Histogram ofNikkei Spreads

Observations

source: own graphic

The histogram shows a bell-shaped distribution with few outliers. The bulk of trades

is done at roughly the mean spread of 0.69%. Tokyo's stock exchange shows the

highest level of average spreads among the auction markets in this sample
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7.1.9 SAX

The Swedish index is represented by 13 companies. The SAX spreads only range

from 0.04% to 0.34%. The histogram below shows a slightly skewed distribution of

spreads.

Table 7.9: Descriptive Statistics: SAX

Variable Mean Standard Minimum Maximum
Error

SPREAD 0.104 0.052 0.036 0.339

logVALUE 4.492 1.055 0.771 6.704
vcVALUE 0.629 0.218 0.247 1.839
vcPRICE 0.030 0.017 0.006 0.156
CHANGE 2.358 7.598 -28.090 24.165

Spreads on the Stockholm exchange are low throughout the sample. The

pharmaceutical company Astra is quoted at the lowest spreads. Nokia, the company

with the lowest trade volume, is traded at the higher spreads of up to 0.34%. The

highest daily turnover figures of 700 to 800 million Swedish Crowns come from

companies such as Astra and Ericsson.

Nokia was the most price elastic stock in the sample. At the same time Nokia

outperformed the market in November 1996 and January 1997 with price gains of

more than 20%. On the other hand, investments in Nokia were coupled with the

highest losses in the sample in October and December 1995. Nokia's roller coaster

ride made it the company with the highest fluctuation in turnover value, too.
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Graph 7.9: Histogram of SAX Spreads

source: own graphic
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7.1.10 SPI

The Swiss Performance Index covers all Swiss companies listed on the EBS. This

analysis is based on a sample of 18 out of the 25 most heavily traded stocks.

Table 7.10: Descriptive Statistics: SPI

Variable Mean Standard
Error

Minimum Maximum

SPREAD 0.355 0.240 0.093 1.383

logVALUE 4.189 4.037 0.326 6.223
vcVALUE 0.683 0.363 0.226 2.928
vcPRICE 0.023 0.012 0.005 0.010
CHANGE 2.308 6.036 -15.385 37.546
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The Swiss electronic exchange is represented by the top 18 companies on the Swiss

market. The overall trade volume for this small number of stocks is relatively high.

The average daily turnover of 65 million Swiss Francs is driven by trades in Novartis,

Nestle and Ciba. Spreads for these companies are at 0.10%. The smallest trade

volumes come for the companies with the highest spreads, BKVision and Oerlikon

Buehrle. Here the daily trade volume amounts to just CHF 1,3 m, with spreads of up

to 1.4%. Oerlikon Buehrle was at the same time the top loser with monthly losses of

up to 15% in August 1995 and September 1996. Newly founded Novartis was the

biggest earner in the sample period and topped vcPRICE lists. Despite the high price

fluctuation ofNovartis, the company shows the most steady trade volumes.

Graph 7.10: Histogram of SPI Spreads

Observations

Spread (%)

source: own graphic

The histogram of spread observations presents a slightly skewed distribution with

hardly any outliers.
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7.1.10 Non-Stationarity

We apply a Dickey Fuller test for 'pooled cross-section time series data to test the

null hypothesis that each individual time series contains a unit root against the

alternative hypothesis that each time series is stationary.'1

The test is based on the three following autoregressive models which were presented

in Chapter 6.

Model 1: without intercept or trend

Ay„ = Ay,,-, +£„

Model 2: with intercept

4yu =«o, + At,,., +Cit

Model 3: with intercept and trend

Ay„ =a0, + +C„

The test results are presented in Appendix A. We present the value of 5j and the

adjusted t-test results for each series and each exchange. The high t-statistics for each

of the series on each exchange strongly reject the assumption of non-stationarity.

Levin, A. and Lin, C. (1992).
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7.1.11 Autocorrelation and Heteroscedasticity

Using a data set based on cross sectional as well as time-series elements, problems

may arise due to the presence of heteroscedasticity and serial correlation.

In the analysis, we control for heteroscedastic errors by using the 'robusterror option'

on RATS which implements a White correction. In other words, RATS 'computes a

consistent estimate of the covariance matrix allowing for heteroscedasticity.'2

The Durbin Watson test is used to detect the existence of autocorrelated errors. The

critical values for the DW test for n=24 and k=6 are:

Thus, for the majority of the best-specified models the DW-test does not lead to

conclusive results about the presence of serial correlation. The regression results for

the CAC, DAX, FTSE, IBEX, KFX, Nikkei, SAX and SPI all range between the

lower and upper critical value of the DW test. For the Milan sample, the test clearly

rejects any autocorrrelation. The Nasdaq sample shows positive autocorellation. In

this case inference about the regression coefficients may be difficult. As the standard

error will be underestimated the p-value of the coefficient's significance level may

well be inflated. As the problem only occurred in the random error models for the

Nasdaq data, we present the results albeit with the above caveat.

Doan, Thomas A. (1992), p. 5-4.

Dl 0.7

and Du 1.7
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7.2 Significance ofNon-Institutional Variables

The following tables show the regression results for all four models. In the text

emphasis is put on the significance, sign and size of the estimators. Finally, the best-

specified model is singled out by means of the Hausman test and the significance of

the unobserved time specific component in the two-way error model.

The Hausman test examines the statistical preference between the random and fixed

error component models. The additional assumption of fixed //, and A, in the fixed

and common effect models is put to a test. For all markets and for each of the one¬

way and two-way error component models the Hausman test consistently prefers the

random specification at very high levels of significance.

The significance of ju:, and /./, and A, determines the appropriate specification

between one-way error component and two-way error component models. We

determine the significance of the error components by a simple F-test.
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7.2.1 CAC

Table 7.11: Estimation Results: CAC

GLS estimations for the one- and two-way error component models presented in
equations (3) and (5). The sample consists of 30 of the 40 CAC stocks observed over
24 months beginning in July 1995 and ending in June 1997. The following regression
estimation is estimated:

S„ = /?, Intercept + 02 log VALUE + /?3 vcVALUE + vcPRICE + (3S CHANGE + u„
The standard errors are given in parentheses, (**) indicates significance at the 99%
confidence interval, (*) at the 95% level.

Parameter one-way error two-way error

fixed effects random fixed effects random
effects effects

logVALUE -0.0760 -0.0834 -0.1418 -0.0929

(0.0133) ** (0.0086) ** (0.0175) ** (0.0091) **
vcVALUE 0.0728 0.0703 0.1070 0.0786

(0.0214) ** (0.0215) ** (0.0206) ** (0.4084) **
vcPRICE 1.6522 2.2011 1.6011 1.9827

(0.3772) ** (0.4107) ** (0.3690) ** (0.4084) **
CHANGE -0.0009 -0.0009 -0.0009 -0.0011

(0.0005) (0.0005) (0.0006) (0.0006)

n 720 720 720 720

R2 0.17 0.38 0.25 0.40

DW 1.32 1.21 1.52 1.24
F fi, 0 12.447 ** 0 12.402 **

FA, - - 0 0.963

F joint - - 0 7.343 **
Hausman 42,329.44 ** 1,899.83 **

The results for the Paris exchange are based on a sample of 30 CAC stocks. For the

French exchange, the estimators for logVALUE, vcVALUE and vcPRICE are

significant at a 99% level for all four models. The CHANGE estimator is

insignificantly different from zero. All significant variables show expected signs: the
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turnover volume is negatively, the two risk parameters positively correlated to the

spread.

Furthermore, the sign of the estimators does not change over the four models and

their sizes do not vary significantly. The Hausman tests favour the random approach

for the one-way as well as the two-way error component model. The significance

level of the Hausman test surpasses 99%. To distinguish between the one-way

random model and the two-way random model, we take the significance of the /r,

(for the one-way error component model) and the //, and the A, (for the two-way

error component model) into account. The result show that there is no additional

information provided by the A, of the two-way error component model; the A, are

insignificant. Hence, the one way-error component model is the best fitting approach

for this sample of CAC stocks.
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7.2.2 DAX

Table 7.12: Estimation Results: DAX

GLS estimations for the one- and two-way error component models presented in
equations (3) and (5). The sample consists of 25 of the 30 DAX stocks observed over
24 months beginning in July 1995 and ending in June 1997. The following regression
estimation is estimated:

S„ = /?, Intercept + p2 log VALUE + /?3 vcVALUE + pA vcPRICE + /?5 CHANGE + uu
The standard errors are given in parentheses, (**) indicates significance at the 99%
confidence interval, (*) at the 95% level.

Parameter one-way error two-way error
components model component model

fixed effects random fixed effects random
effects effects

logVALUE -0.0309 -0.1100 -0.0982 -0.1159

(0.0133) * (0.0056) ** (0.0153) ** (0.0055) **
vcVALUE 0.0283 0.0146 0.0597 0.0589

(0.0237) (0.0260) (0.0226) ** (0.0233) *
vcPRICE 1.1230 2.4769 0.6464 1.2877

(0.3750) ** (0.4370) ** (0.3731) (0.4016) **
CHANGE -0.0001 0.0008 0.0004 0.0008

(0.0007) (0.0008) (0.0008) (0.0008)

n 600 600 600 600

R2 0.02 0.53 0.09 0.59

DW 1.24 0.10 1.50 1.14

FA, 0 42.14 ** 0.04 46.51 **

FT, - - 0.02 1.52 *

F joint - - 0.03 24.49 **
Hausman 1,589,786.77 ** 2,324.53 **

The results for the German stock exchange are significant throughout only for the

logVALUE estimator. The coefficient for vcVALUE becomes significant only in the

two-way model, whereas vcPRICE becomes insignificant in the two-way fixed error

component model. The estimator for CHANGE has a level that is insignificantly
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different from zero for all four models. The three relevant variables show the

expected correlation with the spread.

The size of the estimators varies between the four models. This is even valid for

significant coefficients such as the one for logVALUE, vcVALUE and vcPRICE. For

the turnover figures, the estimator size stays fairly constant for the last three models;

hence, the estimator of the two-way random model seems a good representative. The

estimators for vcVALUE differ between the one-way and the two-way models.

Within each group the estimator size remains similar. In comparison to this, the

coefficient for vcPRICE changes within the random and the fixed approach. The

relative difference between the estimator size in the two approaches remains

constant. The random approach turns out an estimator of twice the size of the fixed

approach.

The Hausman tests strongly reject the fixed error component models. Similar to

results from other exchanges, the are highly significant. With 2, just being at the

95% significance level, the two-way random error component approach serves as the

best model for explaining the bid-ask spread in Germany. The influence of this

unobserved time specific component might stem from common months of dividend

payments or especially lacklustre trading months during holiday times.
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7.2.3 FTSE

Table 7.13: Estimation Results: FTSE

GLS estimations for the one- and two-way error component models presented in
equations (3) and (5). The sample consists of 50 of the 100 FTSE stocks observed
over 24 months beginning in July 1995 and ending in June 1997. The following
regression estimation is estimated:
S„ = /?, Intercept + p2 log VALUE + /?3 vcVALUE + fi4 vcPRICE + fi5 CHANGE + uu
The standard errors are given in parentheses, (**) indicates significance at the 99%
confidence interval, (*) at the 95% level.

Parameter one-way error two-way error
components model component model

fixed effects random fixed effects random
effects effects

logVALUE -0.1109 -0.1433 -0.1043 -0.1307

(0.0096) ** (0.0084) ** (0.0093) ** (0.0077) **
vcVALUE 0.0589 0.0650 0.0605 0.0701

(0.0103) ** (0.0113)** (0.0087) ** (0.0091) **
vcPRICE 0.4402 1.6711 1.0442 1.6239

(0.3082) (0.3503) (0.2343) ** (0.2790) **
CHANGE -0.0005 -0.0015 -0.00087 -0.0012

(0.0006) (0.0007) * (0.0005) (0.006)

n 1200 1200 1200 1200

R2 0.08 0.18 0.10 0.20

DW 1.60 1.17 1.34 1.05
F Ht 0 16.25 ** 0.010 13.28 **

FA, - - 0.025 0.67

F joint - - 0.015 9.25 **
Hausman 59,822.22 ** 1,221.66 **

Similar to the previous results, the estimators for the FTSE sample show high

significance and expected signs. This finding holds over all four models. Heavily

traded stocks reveal a lower spread, the same holds for stock with a low fluctuation

in price or volume. In comparison to the regression results from other exchanges, the

combined high significance of vcVALUE and vcPRICE is noticeable.
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Most orderbook markets show a positive correlation of these two risk parameters

with the dependent variable with only the price fluctuation being significantly

different from zero. Dealers seem to be more sensitive to changes in daily volumes

than investors on orderbook markets. Furthermore, it is noticeable that the size of

estimators seems fairly consistent. Only the coefficient for vcPRICE shows major

differences in size between the fixed and random models.

The Hausman test rejects the assumption of fixed error components for the one-way

and the two-way model. The /r, in both models are highly significant; hence there is

an unobserved stock-specific effect. This does not hold for the unobserved time-

specific variable T,. Hence, the one-way random error component model seems the

mots appropriate approach.
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7.2.4 IBEX

Table 7.14: Estimation Results: IBEX

GLS estimations for the one- and two-way error component models presented in
equations (3) and (5). The sample consists of 15 of the 35 IBEX stocks observed over
24 months beginning in July 1995 and ending in June 1997. The following regression
estimation is estimated:

S„ = /?, Intercept + p2 log VALUE + vcVALUE + (3, vcPRICE + /3S CHANGE + u„
The standard errors are given in parentheses, (**) indicates significance at the 99%
confidence interval, (*) at the 95% level.
Parameter one-way error two-way error

components model component model
fixed effects random fixed effects random

effects effects

logVALUE -0.0013 -0.0109 -0.0134 -0.0140

(0.0031) (0.0021) ** (0.0048) ** (0.0023) **
vcVALUE 0.0038 0.0055 0.0082 0.0070

(0.0031) (0.0036) (0.0037) * (0.0034) *
vcPRICE 0.3781 0.6777 0.3316 0.5874

(0.1520)* (0.1514) ** (0.1630) * (0.1586) **
CHANGE -0.0002 -0.0003 0.0001 -0.0002

(0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0003)

n 360 360 360 360

R2 0.02 0.09 0.03 0.10

DW 1.48 1.36 1.48 1.34
F ^ 0 6.71 ** 0 6.58 **

FA, - - 0 0.90

F joint - - 0 3.05 **
Hausman 118,044.13 ** 6,822.97 **

The Madrid data do not show any significance for the CHANGE estimator. However,

the coefficients for logVALUE and vcPRICE for the IBEX stocks are significantly

different from zero at least in most of the four regression models. The more

significant estimators for logVALUE stay similar in size over the models.

Throughout the four models, the daily trade volume is negatively correlated with the

spread with the price and volume fluctuation having a positive correlation.
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The coefficients for vcPRICE are double in size from the one-way to the two-way

models. Within one type of model, i.e. one- and two-way fixed components on the

one hand and one- and two-way random component models on the other, the results

are similar in size again.

Again, similar to the results from other exchanges, the Hausman test strongly favours

the random error component models. The results for these random models do not

differ greatly as the contribution of At in the two-way model is insignificantly

different from zero. Again, the one-way random error term regression model seems

more appropriate, though the two-way model shows a significant and positive value

for the vcVALUE estimator at a 95% level.
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7.2.5 KFX

Table 7.15: Estimation Results: KFX

GLS estimations for the one- and two-way error component models presented in
equations (3) and (5). The sample consists of 15 of the 50 KFX stocks observed over
24 months beginning in July 1995 and ending in June 1997. The following regression
estimation is estimated:

S„ = px Intercept + log VALUE + vcVALUE + /?4 vcPRICE + /?5 CHANGE + uH
The standard errors are given in parentheses, (**) indicates significance at the 99%
confidence interval, (*) at the 95% level.

Parameter one-way error two-way error
components model component model

fixed effects random fixed effects random
effects effects

logVALUE -0.0366 -0.0594 -0.0316 -0.0594

(0.0072) ** (0.0049) ** (0.0077) ** (0.0049) **
vcVALUE 0.0061 0.0062 0.0050 0.0060

(0.0055) (0.0065) (0.0054) (0.0064)
vcPRICE 1.3449 2.4357 1.3779 2.4440

(0.4732) ** (0.4381) ** (0.4463)** (0.4388) **
CHANGE -0.0005 -0.0003 -0.0005 -0.0004

(0.0004) (0.0005) (0.0005) (0.0005)

n 360 360 360 360

R* 0.12 0.38 0.09 0.38

DW 1.38 1.03 1.40 1.04

FA, 0 30.10 ** 0 31.02 **

FT, - - 0 1.31

F joint - - 0 12.59 **
Hausman 157,061.92 ** 3,595.63 **

Fluctuation in daily trading volume and price changes during a full month do not

influence the market's spread on the Copenhagen exchange. The estimators for

CHANGE and vcVALUE have the expected signs but are insignificantly different

from zero. The explanatory power of all four models lies in the remaining variables
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logVALUE and vcPRICE. Both, turnover volume and price fluctuation are highly

significant and have the expected sign in their correlation with the spread.

The random parameter models are both clearly superior in explaining the bid-ask

spread of KFX stocks as the highly significant Hausman tests indicate. Similar to

most other orderbook markets, the time component in the two-way error model does

not improve the model significantly. The significance of T, just fails at a 90%

confidence level, thus leaving the one-way random error component approach as the

best fitting.
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7.2.6 MIB

Table 7.16: Estimation Results: MIB

GLS estimations for the one- and two-way error component models presented in
equations (3) and (5). The sample consists of 50 of the 100 FTSE-stocks observed
over 24 months beginning in July 1995 and ending in June 1997. The following
regression estimation is estimated:
S„ = /?, Intercept + /?2 log VALUE + 03 vcVALUE + /?4 vcPRICE + CHANGE + u„
The standard errors are given in parentheses, (**) indicates significance at the 99%
confidence interval, (*) at the 95% level.

Parameter one-way error two-way error
components model component model

fixed effects random fixed effects random
effects effects

logVALUE -0.0987 -0.0949 -0.1122 -0.09744

(0.0150) ** (0.0082) ** (0.0159) ** (0.0085) **
vcVALUE 0.0567 0.0566 0.0646 0.0599

(0.0210)** (0.0217)** (0.0270)* (0.0255)*
vcPRICE 1.4634 1.3135 1.1758 1.0984

(0.3498)** (0.3107)** (0.3669)** (0.3308)**
CHANGE 0.0011 0.0013 0.0001 0.0007

(0.0007) (0.0007) (0.0007) (0.0008)

n 600 600 600 600

R2 0.10 0.20 0.10 0.19

DW 1.89 1.77 1.84 1.74

FA, 0 4.86 ** 0.01 4.77 **

FA, - - 0.05 0.90

F joint - - 0.03 2.88 **
Hausman 32,994.47 ** 3,804.43 **

Similar to the previous samples from European exchanges the Milan data reveal

highly significant t-tests for the first three variables. The estimator for CHANGE

shows a positive sign, but is insignificant. The signs of daily trade volume and the

fluctuations of price and volume correspond to the theoretic explanation of bid-ask

spreads. The estimator size remains consistent in all four regression models.
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The random estimator models surpass the fixed error term models as the null

hypothesis of the Hausman test is strongly rejected. The unobserved stock specific

component //, are highly significant in both random models; whereas the X, do not

contribute to the explanatory power of the two-way model.

7.2.7 Nasdaq

Table 7.17: Estimation Results: Nasdaq

GLS estimations for the one- and two-way error component models presented in
equations (3) and (5). The sample consists of 50 of the NASD-100 stocks observed
over 24 months beginning in July 1995 and ending in June 1997. The following
regression estimation is estimated:
Sn = [5X Intercept + j32 log VALUE + /?3 vcVALUE + y?4 vcPRICE + /?5 CHANGE + uit
The standard errors are given in parentheses, (**) indicates significance at the 99%
confidence interval, (*) at the 95% level.

Parameter one-way error two-way error
components model component model

fixed effects random fixed effects random
effects effects

logVALUE -0.3277 -0.2590 -0.2814 -0.2585

(0.1580) ** (0.0091) ** (0.0148) ** (0.0091) **
vcVALUE 0.2245 0.4295 0.2175 0.4113

(0.0340) ** (0.0707) ** (0.0307) ** (0.0678) **
vcPRICE 1.9710 1.9002 1.3798 1.6318

(0.2843) ** (0.4423) ** (0.2849) ** (0.4422) **
CHANGE -0.0018 -0.0014 -0.0011 -0.0008

(0.0005) ** (0.0009) (0.0005) * (0.0009)

n 1200 1200 1200 1200

R2 0.43 0.72 0.34 0.71

DW 0.89 0.31 0.81 0.30

FA, 0 162.43 ** 0 182.80 **

F X, - - 0 1.84 **

F joint - - 0 124.99 **
Hausman 14,243.16 ** 725,269.42 **
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The Nasdaq data show a highly significant t-test results for logVALUE, vcVALUE

and vcPRICE for all four regression models. The estimator for CHANGE is

significantly different from zero for the two fixed error component models. The high

significance of the volume fluctuation vcVALUE is consistent with the results from

the only other dealer market in this analysis, the London SEAQ. The signs of all

NASDAQ variables confirm the theoretical explanation of the spread as presented in

Chapter 4.

The size of the estimators for logVALUE and vcPRICE stays consistent over the four

models. The random effects models produce vcVALUE coefficients of twice the size

of the fixed effects results.

As in all previous models, the fixed error term models are rejected by the Hausman

test at a high level of confidence. In contrast to the results from most exchanges, the

two-way error component model reveals significant time specific Xt. With the stock

specific components //, being significant, too, and a high joint significance of both

components, the two-way random error term model seems to be the best-specified

model for the Nasdaq data.
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7.2.8 Nikkei

Table 7.18: Estimation Results: Nikkei

GLS estimations for the one- and two-way error component models presented in
equations (3) and (5). The sample consists of 50 of the 225 Nikkei stocks observed
over 24 months beginning in July 1995 and ending in June 1997. The following
regression estimation is estimated:
S„ = /?, Intercept + log VALUE + /?3 vcVALUE + vcPRICE + /?5 CHANGE + uit
The standard errors are given in parentheses, (**) indicates significance at the 99%
confidence interval, (*) at the 95% level.

Parameter one-way error two-way error
components model component model

fixed effects random fixed effects random
effects effects

logVALUE -0.0845 -0.0601 -0.1574 -0.0699

(0.0161)** (0.0112) ** (0.0188) ** (0.0114) **
vcVALUE -0.0145 -0.0441 0.0351 -0.04355

(0.0239) (0.0299) (0.0265) (0.0307)
vcPRICE 3.6124 4.7844 2.4745 3.8951

(0.4138)** (0.4383) ** (0.4136) ** (0.4552) **
CHANGE -0.0003 -0.0002 0.0005 0.0001

(0.0008) (0.0009) (0.0009) (0.0011)

n 1200 1200 1200 1200

R2 0.10 0.13 0.11 0.10

DW 1.35 0.85 1.33 0.81

FA, 1.73 ** 13.04 ** 2.05 ** 16.69 **

FA, - - 0.7 1.20

F joint - - 1.72 ** 12.36 **
Hausman 4,078.95 ** 808.40 **

The results for the Japanese equity sample are similar to most other orderbook

markets. The explanatory power of the model is driven by the variables for daily

trade volume and for the price fluctuation. These are highly significant in all four

models. The fluctuation in order volumes and the gain or loss from the first to the last

trade of the month fail the t-test at the 90% as well as the 95% interval.
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Even though the sign of the significant estimators for logVALUE and vcPRICE stay

constant over the different models, their size varies hugely between the fixed and

random approaches. Here, the Hausman again favours the random approach. The

additional test for the relevance of T, reject the random two-way specification of the

regression model.

7.2.9 SAX

Table 7.19: Estimation Results: SAX

GLS estimations for the one- and two-way error component models presented in
equations (3) and (5). The sample consists of 13 of the 16 SAX stocks observed over
24 months beginning in July 1995 and ending in June 1997. The following regression
estimation is estimated:

S„ = /?, Intercept + (32 log VALUE + /?3 vcVALUE + /?4 vcPRICE + (3S CHANGE + uit
The standard errors are given in parentheses, (**) indicates significance at the 99%
confidence interval, (*) at the 95% level.

Parameter one-way error two-way error
components model component model

fixed effects random fixed effects random
effects effects

logVALUE -0.0249 -0.0252 -0.0316 -0.0254

(0.0055) ** (0.0026) ** (0.0062) ** (0.0026) *
vcVALUE 0.0118 -0.0016 0.0205 -0.0011

(0.0085) (0.0109) (0.0085) * (0.110)
vcPRICE 0.4898 0.7681 0.4810 0.7625

(0.1391) ** (0.1453) ** (0.1268) ** (0.1460) *
CHANGE -0.0004 -0.0003 -0.0004 -0.0003

(0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0003)

n 312 312 312 312

R2 0.21 0.30 0.21 0.30

DW 1.00 1.51 1.04 1.51

FA, 0 29.25 ** 0.04 29.26 **

FT, - - 0.04 1.20

F joint - - 0.04 10.99 **
Hausman 311,931.89 ** 5,660.35 **
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The results from the Stockholm exchange are based on 13 of the Swedish index

stocks. Again, the coefficients for logVALUE and vcPRICE pass the t-tests at the

95% and 99% confidence level. With the exception of vcVALUE in the two-way

fixed error component specification, the significance of the two remaining

explanatory variables is rejected.

The signs of all significant variables are consistent with the theory on bid-ask

spreads. The size of the for the daily trading volume remains quite constant even

across the four regression models. The estimator for vcPRICE varies between fixed

and random effects models. The relative size of these variations is consistent with the

results from the German, Spanish and Danish sample. The random error component

models show a vcPRICE estimator of nearly double the size of its fixed counterpart.

In all cases, and this holds for the SAX results as well, the Hausman test clearly

rejects the fixed error component specification. In addition to this, the time specific

component for the Swedish data is insignificantly different from zero; hence, we

favour the one-way random error component model as the best specification.
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7.2.10 SPI

Table 7.20: Estimation Results: SPI

GLS estimations for the one- and two-way error component models presented in
equations (3) and (5). The sample consists of 18 of all Swiss stocks observed over 24
months beginning in July 1995 and ending in June 1997. The following regression
estimation is estimated:

S„ = j3x Intercept + fi2 log VALUE + /?3 vcVALUE + /34 vcPRICE + J3S CHANGE + u„
The standard errors are given in parentheses, (**) indicates significance at the 99%
confidence interval, (*) at the 95% level.

Parameter one-way error two-way error
components model component model

fixed effects random fixed effects random
effects effects

logVALUE -0.0662 -0.0986 -0.0907 -0.1003

(0.0140) ** (0.0079) ** (0.0162) ** (0.0079) **
vcVALUE 0.0486 0.0122 0.0593 0.0137

(0.0337) * (0.0354) (0.0320) (0.0352)
vcPRICE 2.2585 3.4470 1.7042 3.1495

(0.5341) ** (0.6250) ** (0.6428) ** (0.6700) **
CHANGE -0.0018 0.0016 -0.0907 -0.0015

(0.0012) (0.0013) (0.0162) (0.0015)

n 432 432 432 432

R2 0.02 0.31 0.02 0.31

DW 1.63 1.48 1.60 1.47
0 16.60 ** 0.03 16.54 **

FT, - - 0 0.96

F joint - - 0.001 7.58 **
Hausman 20,200.96** 249.99 **

The results from Switzerland mirror the results from the most of the other continental

European exchanges. The coefficients for trade volume and price fluctuation are

significant (the latter only in the random error models). The estimators for vcVALUE

and CHANGE fail the t-tests. The size of all variables, significant or insignificant,

does not differ between the two random error specifications. It is these results, which
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are clearly selected by the significant Hausman test results. Finally, the A, in the

two-way error component models are insignificantly different from zero, leaving the

one-way random error model as the best specified explanatory model for the spread

on the EBS.

7.2.11 Conclusions

The previous part presented four regression models for each of the ten stock trading

systems under examination. In order to differentiate and select between the fixed and

random error component models, the Hausman test was utilised. All data sample

show highly significant Hausman test results in favour of the random error term

model. The Hausman tests strongly rejects the fixed and common error terms under

the one-way as well as the two-way error component specification. The results clearly

indicate that the restricted models with //,-j = yq2 =—= MiT (respectively

Mil = Mil —•••— MiT ar|d A\t = T2/ =...=Afor the two-way error component

model) are inappropriate. The unobservable individual specific effects are different

for each stock company in the population and may represent individual

characteristics such as the companies' industry classification, the stock's beta,

dividend yield, price-earning ratio, or asset-liabilities structure.

Examining the significance of n in the one-way error models and that of ju: and A,

in the two-way error models, we find that with the exception of the DAX and Nasdaq

samples, the explanatory power of the A, in the two-way model is insignificant.
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Splitting up the error term uit into an unobservable individual and an unobservable

time specific part is the appropriate model specification for the majority of stock

samples. For two of the samples (Dax and Nasdaq) the random two-way error

component model is the appropriate specification. Here, the unobservable time

specific effects are different for each months of the 24 months time series and

represent seasonal effects which influence the spread of the overall sample in special

months.

More generally, our findings give empirical evidence to support the existing theory

on the existence of bid-ask spreads. In Chapter 4 we presented the four main streams

of spread theories. Reasons for the existence of spreads on stock markets can be

found in transaction costs, inventory management costs and adverse selection costs.

In addition to this, we emphasised the risk premium for a possible inability to fulfil.

From these streams of theory we deduced the independent variables for the

regression model. The negative influence of daily turnover volumes is based on the

assumption of fixed costs of trading. The positive influence of price and value

fluctuation is directly derived from the portfolio management model. As the

independent variables show a high level of significance for the majority of the

exchanges, we have delivered another robust empirical test for the existing theories.

The innovation of this study lies in the range of the data over two years and over 10

stock exchanges as well as in the panel-based specification of our regression models.

Furthermore, bid-ask spreads on major international stock exchanges can indeed be

explained by a model based on monthly averaged data. This is an extension to the

established literature on spread comparisons that focuses on intra-day data.
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The explanatory power of the regression model is similar for dealer and auction

markets. The influence of the fluctuation of the daily turnover value, however, turns

out to be more important for market makers in dealer markets than for institutional

investors in auction markets. For six of the eight auction markets the coefficient for

vcVALUE is insignificantly different from zero. In contrast to this, the results for the

vcVALUE coefficient are highly significant on the two dealer markets. Again these

results are consistent with the existing theory on bid-ask spreads.

Existing quotes in the orderbook and the obligatory two-way quote from the market

market maker offer a direct trading service to any investor. The voluntary trader on

the auction market and the market maker on the dealer market move away from their

desired optimal portfolio when they trade. The risk position of this imbalance now

depends on the price risk and the period of time until this very position can be closed

again; hence, the idea of including vcVALUE in the regression models. The

important difference between the two markets lies in the instruments available to the

two players to avoid big departures from the optimal portfolio. The obvious steering

instrument is the spread. However, the voluntary trader on the auction market has a

second option. He can reject to trade at all as he is not obliged to publish a quote. In a

market with a high fluctuation of daily trade volumes, the probability of finding a

second trading partner in order to close an imbalance position is low. Market makers

have to react by widening their spreads, voluntary traders can avoid trading at all.

The main contributions of the theoretical approaches are supported by the

significance of the turnover volume and the price fluctuation parameters. Order-

processing costs, adverse selection costs and inventory management costs all
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decrease with higher overall trade volumes. The last two cost approaches model the

price risk and assume an obvious positive relationship between price fluctuation and

spreads.

7.3 Comparison of Trading Costs on International Stock Exchanges

Whereas the emphasis in the previous section was put on explaining the bid-ask

spread for every stock exchange in the sample, the following part compares the

spread level on different markets. The comparison of estimated coefficients is based

on the results from the best-specified model from each exchange. For the majority of

exchanges this is the one-way random error term model.

Graph 7.11: Means of Spreads in Percent ofMidprice

0.8

source: own graphic
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The graph shows the average spreads on the 10 stock exchanges. Two clusters might

be identified. Most of the continental European stock exchanges form a cluster of

low spreads. The Spanish IBEX is the most effective. Here, average transaction costs

are 0.10% only.

FTSE, Nikkei and Nasdaq stocks are quoted at the highest spreads in the sample.

This discovery is not unexpected for the London and New York data. The LSE and

Nasdaq are the only two dealer markets under examination. The result that dealer

markets quote higher spreads than auction markets supports theoretical approaches as

outlined in Chapter 4 and empirical findings listed in Chapter 5. In the cluster of

high-spread exchanges the Tokyo Stock Exchange is the odd-one out. There are no

signs of the comparative advantage which a large auction market with a high number

of liquidity traders should have. From the technical set-up of the Japanese trading

platform, which includes the 'normal' electronic orderbook features, these high

spreads are surprising. Possible explanations might be found in the organisation of

the Japanese financial market and the cartel-like structure of stock exchange

membership.

Turning to the low-spread orderbook markets, it is the Italian Stock exchange that

shows by far the highest level of spreads. At an average level of 0.45%, the

transaction costs are quite close to the cheapest dealer market, the London Stock

Exchange.

These initial findings pose various questions and criticisms that will be answered in

the following sections of this chapter:
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• Do the results change if the comparison involves weighted averages of spreads?

How competitive are high spread exchanges when the order volume is taken into

account?

• Is this comparison of average spreads based on a level playing field? Are some

exchanges disadvantaged because they trade riskier stocks?

• How do the results change if the observations are presented in clusters rather than

averages? Can exchanges with high transaction costs compete at least in a section

of their trades?

• What are the comparative advantages of dealer markets? How far are market

makers prepared to take fluctuations out of the market? Does the spread on dealer

markets react differently to price and volume fluctuations than that on orderbook

markets?

• What are the theoretical gains for the London Stock Exchange from implementing

an orderbook trading mechanism?

Turning to these points one at a time, we start by presenting weighted averages of

spreads. For each exchange the spreads are weighted with the average trade volume

of each month in domestic currency. The turnover volume had a significant negative

correlation with the spread for all the exchanges; hence the results for the weighted

average spread should be consistently lower than the mean spreads.
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Graph 7.12: Comparison ofWeighted Spreads

H weighted Spread ■ Spread
source: own graphic

The comparison of weighted spreads shows only slightly modified results. The FTSE,

MIB and Nikkei member stocks are still clearly quoted at a higher level than the

average. Milan's weighted average spread tops the spreads quoted on other European

orderbook markets. However, the difference between average spread and weighted

average spread is greater for some exchanges than others. Nasdaq shows the biggest

difference with the weighted average being 55% lower than the average spread. This

clearly hints at a competitive spread level for the more heavily traded stocks. This

results will be supported in the following cluster analysis. The differences between

weighted spreads on Nasdaq and the London, Milan and Swiss exchanges do not

appear so large now. Only the Tokyo auction market sticks out with the highest

spreads in the whole sample.
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Another possible more fundamental weakness might be found in the design of the

comparison. The average figures for vcVALUE and vcPRICE clearly show that the

stocks on all exchanges do not differ significantly in their risk positions. Price

fluctuations on the London dealer markets are not higher than in auction markets.

The same holds for the vcVALUE observations. Overall volume and price

fluctuations are seen to be steady over the various exchanges.

Graph 7.13: Means of vcPRICE

source: own graphic
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Graph 7.14: Means of vcVALUE

source: own graphic

The above graphs strongly reject any criticism of the fundamental design of the

comparison. This leaves the last three questions on the existence of clusters, on the

cost-effectiveness and the policy implications for London still to answer.

High spreads on auction markets such as Tokyo and Milan pose the question whether

there really is a significant difference in transaction costs between the two market

forms. We apply a simple two-sample t-test testing for the null hypothesis that the

means of SPREAD observations are the same for dealer and auction markets. The

test results are given below:
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Table 7.21: t-test for Equality ofMeans

Variance t-value 2-Tail significance level
Equal -34.17 0.000

Unequal -30.68 0.000

The two-sample test rejects the hypothesis at any significance level and for the

assumption of equal or unequal variances in the two subgroups. Despite high spreads

on some orderbook markets, London's SEAQ and New York's Nasdaq trade at

significantly higher spreads.

Testing whether the combined SEAQ/Nasdaq results are significantly different from

the two most cost-ineffective orderbook markets we gain the following results:

Table 7.22: t-test for Equality ofMeans

Variance t-value 2-Tail significance level
Equal -3.73 0.000

Unequal -4.06 0.000

Even the MIB and Nikkei spreads are still significantly different from the dealer

market spreads. Again, the t-test results reject the null hypothesis that the spreads

have the same means.
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Finally, we apply a k-means cluster analysis to see which exchanges can be grouped

together. Cluster analyses identify relatively homogeneous groups of cases. The k-

means algorithm requires the specification of the number of clusters, k. We examine

three different cluster models with 3, 5 and 7 clusters. The segmentation of the

population becomes more detailed with any increase in the number of clusters.

The clusters are formed by assigning cases to the nearest cluster centre. The location

of these centres is then updated after each case is added. This process takes place on

an iterative basis until the cluster centres do not change significantly any longer. The

k-means cluster analysis does not compute the differences between pairs of cases, but

minimises the distance between observations and the nearest cluster centre.
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As the statistical spread analysis is built on samples of different sizes, it is necessary

to compare the percentage of observation from each stock exchanges.

Table 7.23: Clusters of Spreads for k=3

Index Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3

(Exchange) low medium low medium

spreads spreads spreads

cluster centre 0.269 0.731 1.759

CAC 96.3% 3.7% _

(Paris)
Dax 93% 7% -

(IBIS)
FTSE 42.4% 56.6% 1.0%

(SEAQ)
IBEX 100% - -

(Madrid)
KFX 98.6% 1.4% -

(Copenhagen)
MIB 69.1% 30.7% 0.2%

(Milan)
NASD-100 38.1% 50.4% 11.3%

(Nasdaq)
Nikkei 21.7% 76.9% 1.4%

(Tokyo)
SAX 100% - -

(Stockholm)
SPI 83.3% 16.0% 0.7%

(EBS)

Grouping the spread observations from all exchanges into 3 clusters illustrates three

different types of exchanges:

First, European orderbook markets quote the majority of their stocks with narrow

spreads. Between 93% and 100% of the spread observations are in the first cluster

with a cluster centre of only 0.27%. Secondly, the observations from the two dealer

markets Nasdaq and SEAQ are more evenly distributed over the first and second
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cluster. There is a wide range of stocks for which market makers quote a very

competitive spread. However, more than half of the spread observations fall into the

second cluster with a centre at 0.73%. Thirdly, the majority of observations for the

Tokyo Stock Exchange are in the second cluster. Tokyo's cost-ineffectiveness stands

in sharp contrast to the continental European orderbook markets

Table 7.24: Clusters of Spreads for k=5

Index Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 Cluster 5

(Exchange) low medium medium medium high
spreads low spreads high spreads

spreads spreads

cluster centre 0.201 0.513 0.868 1.463 2.505

CAC 85% 14% 0.8% 0.1% 0.1%

(Paris)
Dax 75.5% 22.7% 1.8% - -

(IBIS)
FTSE 13.9% 62.6% 22.3% 1.3% 0.01%

(SEAQ)
IBEX 100% - - - -

(Madrid)
KFX 71.6% 28.1% 2.1% -

(Copenhagen)
MIB 30.6% 63.4% 5.9% 0.2% -

(Milan)
NASD-100 21% 38% 26.9% 11% 3%

(Nasdaq)
Nikkei 0.5% 53.2% 43.5% 2.7% -

(Tokyo)
SAX 100% - - - -

(Stockholm)
SPI 60.9% 33.6% 4.9% 0.5% -

(EBS)
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Introducing two more clusters shifts the focus of the investigation to a more detailed

point of view. The more in-depth analysis reveals more groups or types of exchanges.

The Milan exchange is now singled out from its European competitors. Paris,

Frankfurt, Copenhagen, Stockholm and Zurich still quote the majority of their stocks

in the first cluster with a centre at 0.20%. More than 60% of the observations from

Milan fall into the second cluster. Hence, there seems to be a similarity to the London

exchange. Observations from Nasdaq and the Tokyo exchange are spread over

several clusters with high percentages in clusters 2 and 3.

The cluster analysis with 5 cluster centres still indicates the superior level of

transaction costs on the European orderbook markets (with the exclusion of Milan).

The differences between the two dealer markets Nasdaq and SEAQ and the two least

effective orderbook markets Milan and Tokyo become less distinct.
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Table 7.25: Clusters of Spreads for k=7

Index Cluster Cluster Cluster Cluster Cluster Cluster Cluster

(Exchange) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

cluster centre 0.172 0.409 0.640 0.935 1.424 2.184 3.01

CAC 69.1% 27.6% 2.3% 0.6% 0.5% - -

(Paris)
Dax 63.7% 30.3% 5.1% 0.9%

(IBIS)
FTSE 6.6% 39.6% 38.7% 13.7% 1.3% 0.1%

(SEAQ)
IBEX 100%

(Madrid)
KFX 85.8% 13.4% 0.8%

(Copenhagen)
MIB 16.2% 58.3% 22.2% 3.2% 0.1%

(Milan)
NASD-100 13.6% 27.3% 26.1% 19.9% 9.0% 3.3% 0.8%

(Nasdaq)
Nikkei 1.0% 24.7% 43.8% 28.2% 2.2% 0.1%

(Tokyo)
SAX 99.7% 0.3%

(Stockholm)
SPI 47.2% 38.0% 11.5% 2.6% 0.5% . 0.2%

(EBS)

Finally, we add another two clusters and group the spread observations into 7

clusters. The new cluster centres show that the degree of classification has improved

mainly for high spread observations. The investigation illustrates the following

groups of exchanges:

The most cost-effective exchanges quote the majority of their stocks in the top

cluster. The cluster centre of this group has come down to 0.172%. With every

additional degree of detail of the analysis, this top group of exchanges becomes

smaller. Shifting the cluster centre from 0.27% to 0.20% by increasing k from 3 to 5
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results in the separation of the Milan exchange from this top group. The additional

increase of clusters now results in the departure of the Swiss EBS from this group.

The cluster analysis now generates 5 types of exchanges: cost effective European

orderbook markets (Paris, Frankfurt, Copenhagen, Stockholm); the dealer markets

Nasdaq and SEAQ; the exchanges in Tokyo, Milan and the Swiss EBS each form a

group of their own.

Starting with a cluster analysis of k=3, I increased the clusters to 5 and finally to 7.

The first analysis differentiated between low, medium and high spreads; for the five

cluster analysis we look for high, medium high, medium, medium low and low

spreads. Finally, seven the membership to 7 clusters is examined. The differences

between the three models is presented in more detailed for the following four

exchanges:
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Graph 7.15: Cluster FTSE/SEAQ
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Graph 7.16: Cluster NASD-100
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The similarities between the two dealer markets becomes even more obvious when

compared to two examples from the first group of orderbook markets:
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Graph 7.17: Cluster DAX/IBIS
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Graph 7.18: Cluster CAC40
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The k-means cluster analysis reveals that most of the European orderbook markets

are very cost effective. The high majority of spread observations from the exchanges

in Paris, Frankfurt, Madrid and Stockholm consistently belong to the low spread

cluster. The Spanish and Swedish exchanges stand out as all of their stocks are

quoted within this cluster.

Secondly, the cluster shows the close similarity between the London FTSE and the

Milan exchange. The distribution of observations over the 5 clusters looks very

similar. The majority of stocks on both exchanges, the Italian orderbook and the UK

dealer market, is assigned to the cluster of medium low spreads. This result backs up

the simplistic comparison of spread averages and contradicts the two-sample

independence test. As a final result it has to be pointed out that it is not only the

trading mechanism that determines cost effectiveness.

Finally, stocks from Nasdaq and the Tokyo Stock Exchange are not easily attributed

to one single cluster. Nasdaq stocks range quite evenly over the first three clusters.

Nikkei stocks appear in cluster two and three. Hence, there is a range of stocks for

which the quotes on these exchanges are on a comparable level to European quotes

from European orderbook markets.

Still, the overall result clearly indicates the higher cost-effectiveness on the

orderbook markets. The simplistic comparison of average spreads, the comparison of

weighted spreads, the statistical independence tests and the cluster analysis show that

spread levels are lower on auction markets. As stated before, this is entirely

consistent with the existing theory. However, the theory points out various
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advantages of dealer markets; advantages that might be worth the extra premium in

higher spreads. Beside the main function of providing immediate execution, the

market makers are supposed to incorporate fluctuations in price and volume in an

efficient way. Dealers are supposed to trade against the market, hence having a

stabilising influence on market prices. In addition, they should improve the liquidity

of the market by sustaining a two-sided quote in all market conditions.

To test whether dealers are better equipped to absorb price and volume fluctuation,

we compare the estimators for vcPRICE and vcVALUE for all ten exchanges. The

matrix of vcPRICE-vcVALUE coefficients comes from the best-specified regression

model for each exchange:

Graph 7.19: Scattergram of vcVALUE and vcPRICE Coefficients
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The efficiency of the stock exchanges' trading mechanisms are measured in how they

absorb price and volume fluctuations. More effective systems are located towards the

Southwest direction in the above diagram. The regression results show significant

values for the vcVALUE estimators only for five exchanges. For the other cases the

coefficient is not significantly different from zero.

The significant values for the vcVALUE coefficient range from 0.056 for Milan to

0.411 for Nasdaq. To identify some clusters we refrained from including the NASD

observation in the above graph. The two dealer markets (Nasdaq and SEAQ) reveal

the high figures for their vcVALUE coefficient. Market makers adjust their spreads

to the level of volume fluctuations. This is only partly valid for auction markets. For

five out of the eight auction markets volume fluctuation has no influence on the

spread at all.3

Two markets were singled out as the most cost-effective ones by all previous

analyses. Madrid and Stockholm have the lowest average spreads, the lowest

weighted average spreads and the highest amount of observations (100%) in the low-

spread cluster. The above matrix can give the reason why IBEX and SAX stocks are

traded at low transaction costs: The trading mechanisms of both markets are able to

work with price fluctuation in a very efficient way. The Tokyo Stock Exchange

stands in complete contrast to these two markets. The Japanese exchange is

characterised by the highest weighted spreads and the highest inefficiency in dealing

with price fluctuations.

See: Chapter 9 for a comparison of SEAQ and SETS. Here the introduction of the order-driven
SETS results in insignificant coefficients for vcVALUE, too.
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The London Stock Exchange and its direct continental European competitors (Paris,

Frankfurt and Milan) all show vcVALUE coefficients which are significantly

different from zero. In addition, these four stock markets seem to occupy a midfield

cluster on the scattergram. London's dealer market structure is the odd one out. Still,

the positioning in the scattergram of vcVALUE and vcPRICE coefficients does not

show significant differences between the London dealer and the Frankfurt auction

market in absorbing price and volume fluctuations.

For the dealer market versus auction market comparison the following final results

can be drawn from the scattergram: Dealers are much more dependent on constant

trade volumes than investors on auction markets. The spread includes a risk premium

for holding undesired stocks. The risk is obviously dependent on the time of holding

this stock until the market maker can close this position again. Steady turnover

volumes increase the chance of finding trading partners and hence decrease the risk.

As the analysis is built on highly-traded index members from each stock exchange,

this result is surprising. At first sight, the trade volume for any FTSE or NASD-100

member seems high enough for there to be a low risk of not finding a trading partner.

The high dependency of spreads on a low vcVALUE observation contradicts that

assumption.

Secondly, market makers are not better equipped to embody price fluctuations in

their pricing. On the vcPRICE estimator scale London and Nasdaq only take an

intermediate position between continental European orderbook markets such as

Frankfurt and Paris. Hence, the added risk premium only covers the better service in
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terms of immediate trading. From an investor's point of view these high levels of

spread do not come with additional benefits. Any index market can be considered as

a deep market with the orderbook markets well filled on both sides. Hence, trading

partners are available even without the existence of market makers. This holds for as

long as the markets do not become significantly bearish or even crash. In times of

steadily rising stock prices (and the sample period from July 1995 to June 1997 can

be characterised as exactly such a period) the extra risk premium for the market

maker only leads to additional costs of trading and reduces the exchange's

international competitiveness.
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7.4 Theoretical Gains from Implementing Alternative Trading

Mechanisms in London

The results of the previous section can be summed up in two points:

First, auction markets quote stocks at a significantly closer spread than dealer

markets. Secondly, the Madrid and Stockholm exchanges are the most cost-efficient

markets in the sample.

The comparative analysis is based on domestic stocks from each exchange. We have

pointed out that the risk position from holding stocks from various countries is

indeed comparable. Hence theory would predict that trading in one exchange's stocks

results in the same transaction costs as trading in stocks from another exchange. As

the main focus of this study is on the London Stock Exchange we calculate

theoretical spreads for London stocks on foreign exchanges.

In order to calculate gains for the London market from switching to a more cost-

effective system, we compare the actual spread level in London with a theoretical

spread level of FTSE stocks on a foreign trading system. The basic idea of this

approach is based on the best-specified regression model of each of the foreign

exchanges. We then include the logVALUE, vcVALUE, vcPRICE and CHANGE

data for the average London company in these regression equations. The equations

then generate a spread of London stocks on the stock exchanges of Madrid,

Stockholm, Paris and so on.
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The theoretical spreads of UK stocks on European orderbook markets are based on

the restricting assumption of a linear model. While we apply a linear relationship

between spreads and the independent variables, this caveat has to be pointed out. The

influence of overall trading volumes might phase out at a very high level of trading.

In addition, turnover volumes of the London size have not been experienced

continental European exchanges other than Frankfurt. We make the simplifying

assumption that all trading and settlement systems are able to cope with such a

volume.

For calculating the theoretical spreads based on the above assumptions, we utilise the

following equation:

ASPREAD = plzA log VALUE + PlzAvcVALUE + J33zAvcPRICE + pAzACHANGE

where:

P fa estimated coefficient for variable k on exchange z

Ak = kLon(jon — kz

z index for the 9 stock exchanges under examination

For the variable logVALUE, the numerator is calculated as the natural logarithm of VALUE in
the currency of exchange z.
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The level of spreads for the overall comparison is then calculated as:

SPREADzLondon = ASPREAD + SPREADz

The results present the spread that exchange z uses to quote stocks with the London

logVALUE, vcVALUE, vcPRICE and CHANGE characteristics.

Table 7.26: Theoretical Spreads for FTSE Stocks

Exchange average spread average theoretical percentage
spread for UK gain / loss London

stocks cost-effectiveness

Copenhagen 0.192% 0.104% 82
IBIS 0.274% 0.301% 47
London 0.570% - -

Madrid 0.093% 0.075% 87
Milan 0.447% 0.350% 39

Nasdaq 0.722% 0.827% -45
Paris 0.286% 0.235% 59
Stockholm 0.104% 0.082% 85

Tokyo 0.698% 0.425% 25
Zurich 0.355% 0.642% -13

Madrid, Stockholm and Copenhagen showed the lowest average spread when quoting

domestic index stocks. The results of our analysis of theoretical spreads for UK

stocks indicates that London could even improve on this benchmark. With similar

risk parameters but significantly higher trade volumes, London-type stocks could be

traded on such electronic trading platforms at spreads ofjust under 0.10%. The cost-

effectiveness of London's trading mechanism could be improved by more than 80%.

The fact that London's transaction cost level can be significantly reduced even holds

if the caveats discussed above are more rigorously applied. The Frankfurt Stock
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Exchange trades similar volumes compared to London. Hence, this calculation of

theoretical spreads is not affected by a non-linear relationship between trading

volumes and spreads. Furthermore, Frankfurt's exchange and settlement organisation

are perfectly able to deal with the volume of trade.

The following graph illustrates the possible gains for London:

Graph 7.20: Theoretical Spreads ofUK stocks

source: own graphic

The level of transaction costs on the majority of continental European exchanges

improves when trading London-type stocks. This additional gain is mainly driven by

the higher trading volumes of the London market. Optimally, London could utilise a

continental trading platform and then even outperform the actual spread level due to

London's superior market depth.
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Table 7.27: Comparison ofDaily Trade Volumes

Exchange average daily average daily percent of London
trade volume trade volume of volume

domestic stocks FTSE stocks

Copenhagen 16.561 192.644 8.60

[DMK millions]
IBIS 52.015 50.139 103.74

[DEM millions]
London 20.365 20.365 100

[GBP millions]
Madrid 1350.582 4240.120 31.85

[ESP millions]
Milan 20.237 51.597 39.22

[ITL billions]
Nasdaq 100.638 32.306 311.51

[USD millions]
Paris 113.028 170.482 66.30

[FRF millions]
Stockholm 150.170 227.374 66.05

[SEK millions]
Tokyo 2285.162 3571.956 63.97

[JPY million]
Zurich 65.960 41.727 158.08

[CHF millions]

For the stock markets in Germany, the US and Switzerland this result does not hold.

Here the actual spread is lower than the theoretical spread for UK stocks. This is due

to the fact that the sample stocks from these three markets are traded more heavily

than the average UK stock. The observation of higher trade volumes is partly

dependent on the sample size and the sample selection. With 50 of the NASD-100

stocks and 25 of the 30 DAX stocks, these two markets are appropriately represented.

The finding that blue chips are more heavily traded in Frankfurt and on Nasdaq than

in London comes with little surprise.5 Zurich's Swiss Performance Index, however,

consists of all listed Swiss stocks. Including the first 18 (for which we were able to

5 See: Gerke and Rasch (1993), p. 313.
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acquire data) was a deliberate restriction that is open to the criticism of being

unrepresentative for the overall Swiss market. We will still include the data from the

Swiss exchange when looking at possible ways to reform the London trading system

in Chapter 9. Despite lower trading volumes in London, the theoretical spreads for

UK stocks on the German IBIS platform are still lower than on SEAQ. Hence, the

German electronic trading platform could be a benchmark for improving London's

transaction costs. The same is definitely not valid for Nasdaq, which acted as a role

model when SEAQ was set up in 1986.

The comparison of average spreads and theoretical spreads for UK stocks emphasises

the fact that transaction costs on the London Stock Exchange can be lowered

significantly. The smaller volume markets Madrid, Stockholm and Copenhagen use

very effective trading mechanisms; but even London's direct European competitors,

Frankfurt and Paris, quote stocks at closer spreads. The gains for London could

amount to an 80% decrease in spreads.

Rational investors should have left the London market in favour of European

competitors. This was only partly the case, and only after market reform on the

European exchanges during the 1990s. The following chapter will answer the

question why investors trading in British stocks did not benefit from effective trading

systems abroad.
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Global equities markets have become increasingly
complex and international in nature, as investors
and companies around the world seek greater choice
and lower costs.1

8. Direct Comparison of Multiply-listed Companies

8.1 Introduction

The comparison of transaction costs in the last Chapter once again proved the

existence of an additional cost premium on the London dealer market. London's

direct competitors on the European continent have the more cost-effective trading

systems. As the analysis was based on blue chips - internationally multiply-listed

companies - the idea of trading London stocks on these exchanges is worth

considering.

This chapter looks into the transaction costs and trade volumes of London stocks

abroad. Hence, we leave the underlying idea of the previous chapters of comparing

index members. This direct comparison is now based on multiple-listed British

companies. Every UK investor has a choice of stock exchanges to trade such

companies. At first sight, we find no obvious disadvantages in trading UK stocks

abroad. The continental exchanges operate in the same time zone; remote access to

1 London Stock Exchange (1997), p. 1.
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the markets can be established by trading terminals; price information is as freely

available as from the London exchange; the trading software certainly does not come

with insurmountable language problems.

Furthermore, trading abroad does not involve any open currency positions. Under the

idea of efficient markets the trades done by arbitrageurs should level out any price

differences. With no apparent obstacles, the fact that the London Stock Exchange

does not lose its market share to its European competitors has to be examined in

more detail. We identify a brokerage fees, withholding taxes on dividends and

financial clustering as the main possible barriers for private and institutional

investors trading dually-listed UK stocks abroad.
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8.2 Data Base

The direct comparison of multiply-listed UK shares is based on a very small

database. Despite the fact that UK stocks are listed on many global exchanges, we

were only able to attain data from Paris Bourse and the Zurich EBS. The Bloomberg

source does not include spread data for the Frankfurt exchange, and the German

electronic IBIS system only lists DAX members. We did not find sufficient

information for FTSE stocks on other major European exchanges. Turning to the

American capital market, we found that the NYSE is the favoured market place for

the listing of FTSE member stocks. As with the Frankfurt exchange, the NYSE does

not show spread data at the close of the daily session. Off-exchange block trades

seem to occur frequently on the New York market, but again information on spreads

is scarce.

The idea of direct comparison ruled out the inclusion of ADRs, especially as the

majority of ADR-listed companies are not traded on a one-to-one basis. European

stock certificates of FTSE members are listed on the large European exchanges in

Frankfurt, Paris and Zurich and are traded in the ratio of one certificate representing

one share. The Swiss and French stock Certificates legally represent a part-ownership

of a portfolio mostly held by an internationally operating custodian. The right to

participate in dividends is not diluted; however, the vote in AGMs is restricted. We

take the realistic assumption that the creditworthiness of the custodian is beyond

question. Therefore, investing in certificates does not result in an additional risk.

Furthermore, the participation in AGMs is not regarded as the main incentive for
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investing into a company. Therefore, this comparison treat certificates in the same

way as common stock.

The sample ofmultiply-listed FTSE stocks includes the two years from July 1995 to

June 1997. We found data for 8 major London stocks listed on the Paris market and

another 5 on the Zurich EBS. The Paris and Zurich samples overlap for four

companies: BP, BAT, ICI and Rio Tinto. The rest of the sample includes

internationally operating companies which are presented in the second part of the

next section of this chapter.

As in the previous analysis, we focus on monthly averaged data. The average

monthly spreads are not weighted, but resemble the simple mean of observations

from each exchange. The trade volume is now given in numbers of shares traded

each month. As we compare stocks from the same companies on different exchanges,

there is no need to look at trade volumes in currencies.
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8.3 Costs and Volumes of Trading

The first part of this section focuses on the sample of four companies which are

multiply-listed in London, Paris and Zurich. All four companies are internationally

operating British firms. The industrial background is different for each company;

hence even this small sample can be regarded as representative. This is even more

valid as the findings are backed by the results from the sample of dually-listed

companies which is examined in the second section.

8.3.1 Multiply-listed Companies

British American Tobaccos, British Petroleum, Imperial Chemical Industries and Rio

Tinto are the four companies under examination in this section. We present a brief

outline of the companies' activities as well as a list of exchanges on which the

companies are traded. The comparison of spreads from the London, Paris and Swiss

markets are presented in the graphs below. The previous chapter showed a strong and

statistically significant influence of the trade volumes on the level of transaction

costs. Therefore, we present the monthly accumulated volume of stocks / certificates

traded on the Paris and Swiss stock market. Besides trading volumes, the markets

strongly differ in their trading mechanism. London's market makers offer bid and ask

quotes at any time. This is not necessarily true for the two auction markets. Hence,

the number of observations of a two-way quote at the end of the daily session is

shown.
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a) BAT

British American Tobaccos is amongst the largest corporations in the UK with a total

revenue of 13 billion Pounds in 1997. The company's brands include Lucky Strike,

Benson and Hedges, Belmont & Pall Mall. The company's financial services division

has recently merged with Zurich Insurance to form Allied Zurich PLC. In Europe,

British American Tobacco is listed on the London, Paris and Zurich exchanges.

Graph 8.1: Comparison ofBAT Spreads
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The trade data for BAT from the French exchange were only available for the first 13

months of the sample period. After September 1996, the number of observations for

trades declined rapidly and not a single entry of a two-way quote could be found. The

available spread observations from the Paris exchange show uncompetitively high

spreads of 5% to 20% of the midprice.
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The Elektronische Borse Schweiz shows a consistent data series for monthly spreads.

In comparison to the London Stock Exchange, the Swiss exchange quotes BAT with

transaction costs five times the London size.

Graph 8.2: Comparison ofBAT Trade Volumes and Quote Days
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The comparison of trading volumes shows the sum of shares traded in each months

of the sample period. The graph only presents Swiss turnover volumes, as the trades

in Paris were too small, London trades too big for the scale of the graph. The

accumulated trade volumes over the whole two-year trading period amount to 12.9

million stocks traded on the EBS, whereas the Paris Bourse traded only 0.02 million.

The turnover volume of BAT on the London exchange amounted to 3.2 billion

common stocks in the same two-year period.
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The London market makers offer a binding two-way quote at any time on any of the

20 to 22 stock exchange business days a months. The comparison with the Swiss

shows that this service of immediate execution is available for most business days,

too. It has to be noted that from the available data no conclusions can be drawn about

the depth at touch on the Swiss market. The Paris market does not quote BAT as

regularly. The numbers of days with an existing spread at close are almost non¬

existent after September 1996.

The Paris and Zurich BAT trading data show low turnover volumes, high spreads and

(for the Paris exchange) too few days with a full spread in order to compete wit

London.

b) BP

British Petroleum explores for, produces and refines petroleum products. The

company produces and sells world-wide and owns about 18000 filling stations.

Furthermore, BP has diversified into the chemical sector with products such as acetic

acid and polyethylene. Besides the London Stock Exchange, BP common stocks are

listed in Tokyo and Stuttgart. The American market trades BP ADRs at a 1:6 ratio;

Frankfurt, Zurich and Paris list BP as German, Swiss and French Certificates with a

1:1 ratio.
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Graph 8.3: Comparison of BP Spreads

source: own graphic

British Petroleum is regularly quoted on the Paris Bourse and the EBS. The spreads

are significantly higher than in London and fluctuate violently. Paris spreads for BP

halve in October 1995, Swiss spreads triple in May 1996. With only few exceptions

the Swiss market quotes BP with narrower spreads than Paris.

Graph 8.4: Comparison of BP Trade Volumes and Quote Days
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The comparison of trade volumes and spread days shows that the orderbook markets

in Paris and Zurich offer two-way quotes on almost all business days. Therefore,

immediacy of execution is available for investors on these two auction markets. The

trade volumes differ significantly with Paris trading 0.8 million BP certificates over

the whole sample period and Zurich trading 12.6 million. Both markets only trade a

fraction of the London turnover in BP stocks of more than 3.9 billion common

stocks.

c) ICI

Imperial Chemical Industries is one of the world's leading chemical companies. ICI

has world-wide operations amounting to a total revenue of 7 billion Pounds in 1997.

ICI is multiple listed in London, Zurich, Paris and Frankfurt.

Graph 8.5: Comparison of ICI Spreads

source: own graphic
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The findings for ICI are similar to the previous two multiply-listed companies. ICI is

quoted at higher and more volatile spreads on the two continental stock markets.

Spreads in Paris and Zurich are about 6 times as high as on the domestic London

market.

Graph 8.6: Comparison of ICI Trade Volumes and Quote Days
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Both Paris and Zurich show two-way quotes for almost all exchange business days.

In this respect, the two orderbook markets are similar to the London dealer market.

Trade volumes, however, differ notably. The sum of ICI shares traded between July

1995 and June 1997 amounts to 0.6 million shares in Paris and 1.8 million shares in

Zurich. The London Stock Exchange exceeds both markets with 1.2 billion stocks

traded.
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d) Rio Tinto

Rio Tinto PLC is an international mining company with operations in New Zealand,

Australia, South Africa, Europe and Canada. Rio Tinto common stocks are listed on

the London Stock Exchange. ADRs with a 1:4 ratio are listed in New York whereas

Zurich, Frankfurt, Paris and Brussels trade Rio Tinto certificates.

Graph 8.7: Comparison ofRio Tinto Spreads
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The low number of observations for Rio Tinto spreads from the French exchange

makes the international comparison of transaction costs difficult. The few months

with essential information about two-way spreads indicate a spread level of 4% to

14% of the midprice. The Swiss exchange shows a more steady and consistent

picture. Spreads range from just under 2% to 6%. The London market quotes Rio

Tinto with average spreads of 0.3% to 0.5%.
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Graph 8.8: Comparison of Rio Tinto Trade Volumes and Quote Days
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The Paris exchange does not quote Rio Tinto on a regular basis. On average the

orderbook shows a two-way quote for Rio Tinto only on two to five business days

each month. The findings of a complete spread observation are too rare to make an

overall judgement. For the few observations available, we find spreads ranging

between 4% and 14%. In strong contrast to the London dealer market and the more

liquid Swiss auction market, the Paris exchange cannot offer the investor a service of

immediate execution. Trading Rio Tinto on the Paris exchange comes with a low

probability of execution and orders have to remain on the books for a longer period

of time.

In accordance with this finding, trade volumes are low; for some months even non¬

existent. The sum of all trades over the sample period amounts to only 6,000 Rio

Tinto stocks traded on the Paris exchange; Zurich's trade was 1.9 million stocks with
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the majority of Rio Tinto shares (1.2 billion) traded on the home exchange in

London.

The results of the direct comparison for the four companies are threefold: First, the

spread level of UK stocks on the continental European exchange is significantly

higher than on the home exchange in London. Secondly, the trade volumes of UK

stocks in Zurich and Paris amount to only a negligible percentage of the London trade

volume. Finally, the Paris market does not offer a constant, daily service of a two-

way quote for UK companies; only the EBS orderbook is filled well enough to show

spreads on almost every business day. However, no conclusions can be drawn about

the depth at touch and thus the quality of this immediate execution.
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8.3.2 Dually-listed Companies

The comparison of transaction costs for the second subsample of dually-listed

companies mirrors the findings from the multiply listed stocks. The trading volume

on the home stock exchange exceeds the volume traded on the Paris and Zurich

markets by far. Paris trades only one thousand of the stocks dealt in London. The fact

that low trading volumes and high spreads are a joint phenomenon was explained in

the theory chapter and once again proven by this thesis' statistical analysis. The

following graphs present spreads and turnover volumes for Glaxo Wellcome, Marks

& Spencer, Shell and Kingfisher (all listed on the Paris exchange) and BTR (listed on

the EBS).

a) Glaxo Wellcome

Graph 8.9: Glaxo Wellcome Spreads and Trade Volumes
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b) Kingfisher

Graph 8.10: Kingfisher Spreads and Trade Volumes
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c) Marks & Spencer

Graph 8.11: Marks & Spencer Spreads and Trade Volumes
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d) Shell

Graph 8.12: Shell Spreads and Trade Volumes
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e) BTR

Graph 8.13: BTR Spreads and Trade Volumes
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As in the previous section on multiply-listed companies, the monthly trade volume is

denominated in number of shares / certificates traded. For an easier graphical

presentation, the London volume is shown in million of shares traded, whereas the

unit for the Paris and Swiss markets is given in thousands.

Similar to the previous data sample, these five companies come from a

heterogeneous industrial background. Glaxo Wellcome is a globally operating

pharmaceutical concern. Kingfisher is a leading UK retailer operating as B&Q,

Comet, Superdrug, and Woolworth; whereas Marks & Spencer retail consumer goods

and food and are active (either directly or through Brooks Brothers and Kings Super

Markets) world-wide. Shell Transport & Trading company owns 40% of the Royal

Dutch / Shell Group. BTR is a holding company with subsidiaries in industrial,

transportation, construction, and electrical related divisions.

The data sample covers 4 diverse fields of business with only one underlying

common factor to all five companies: All stocks are leading UK companies which are

heavily traded on the London exchange. Hence, the overall finding that foreign stock

markets are less liquid than London, can be assumed to hold for most of the UK

stocks traded in continental Europe.
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8.4 Conclusion

The globalisation of trade and production goes hand in hand with a globalisation of

investors' portfolios. The analysis of transaction costs ofmultiply-listed companies is

based on stocks that are included in such an internationally diversified portfolio. We

concentrate on UK stocks listed in Paris and Zurich. Both cities are important

international capital markets with major institutional investors. The combination of

these two arguments should lead to a high interest in UK stocks listed on the Paris

Bourse and the EBS.

In addition to the domestic demand for trading these stocks, the UK investors should

seek to trade on the more cost-efficient trading platform of these exchanges. The

comparison of transaction costs in Chapter 7 clearly showed the superior level of

competitiveness ofmost of the European orderbook markets.

The findings of the direct comparison of multiply-listed companies clearly reject the

above assumption. Swiss and French investors do not trade UK stocks on their

domestic markets; neither do UK investors leave the London market in order to

utilise the more efficient trading systems abroad.

The data established a significant link between turnover volumes and transaction

costs. It is obvious that this relationship is reciprocal. The theory on existence of bid-

ask spreads explains that spreads will be higher in illiquid stock markets; on the other

hand, high transaction costs scare potential traders away. Which of the two factors -

high spreads or low trade volumes - is mainly responsible for the overall finding
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cannot be determined. Paris and Zurich just lack the necessary trade volumes to

qualify for a lower level of spreads. The competitive advantage of the more cost-

effective trading mechanism is clearly outweighed by the missing depth of the market

for UK equities. This finding triggers the quest for reasons for the low turnover

volumes ofUK stocks on the European markets.

We identify four reasons for trading the majority of UK stocks on the low cost-

effective London SEAQ system. Starting off with a game theory based approach that

focuses on the behaviour of a single investor, we look at brokerage fees, withholding

taxes on dividends, and financial clustering and the flow of information as possible

barriers to trade abroad. Additional brokerage fees for trading on continental

European markets and paying withholding tax on dividends as a non-national

investor might prevent private, retail investors from trading abroad. The possible lack

of information flow (even between London and Europe) can especially act as a

barrier for institutional investors.

a) Game Theoretical Approach

From the turnover volume point of view only two strategies seem to be optimal:

centralise all trade volume on one single exchange, and thus either trade in London or

on an exchange abroad. Yet, the empirical findings show a long term equilibrium

position characterised by a high amount of trade on the home exchange with a low,

but not negligible amount of stocks being traded in continental Europe.
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Graph 8.14: Strategies for Optimising Trade Volume
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The strategies A and B seem to be optimal as they optimise turnover volume without

influencing any of the other explanatory variables (price and volume fluctuation) in a

negative way. Distinguishing between the two strategies, it becomes obvious that the

trading on the more cost-effective trading system must be the dominant strategy of

the two. Trading all dually-listed shares on the more cost-effective trading platform

(i.e. Zurich) results in the lowest spreads.

The optimal strategy of trading all stocks of one company on the most cost-effective

stock exchange (in one time zone) is dependent on the behaviour of all investors.

Hence, we are looking at a game theoretical problem in which the 'defecting'

behaviour of the majority of players leads to a long-term equilibrium with trade

volumes not only split between stock markets but also the bulk of trade occurring on

the less efficient market.
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The London market has a first mover advantage when it comes to trading UK stocks.

The first market place for listing UK stocks is London. Hence, all continental

European stock exchanges have to compete for market share in order to built up the

necessary trade volume in UK stocks. The high spreads for UK stocks on the

European stock exchanges do not allow for this scenario to happen. With the

majority of investors not trading UK stocks abroad, the UK investor faces the

following pay-off matrix:

Table 8.1: Pay-off Matrix for Trading UK Stocks

all other investors
London Europe

single
investor

London

Europe

actual London spread

0.57 %

actual spread for UK
stocks in Europe

1 %- 15%

actual spreads for thinly
3

traded UK stocks

> 10%

theoretical spread for
UK stocks in Europe

0.2 % - 0.3 %

Assuming that the trade volume of the single investor does not influence the overall

spread level of the market, trading abroad is not the dominant strategy. Long-term

market trends clearly indicate that the majority of trades will still be done in London.

Hence, the single investor will follow the crowd and trade on the London stock

Trading German Bund futures on Liffe and DTB/Eurex is the often quoted example for this
very situation: a first-mover loses market share continuously to a more cost-effective
competitor. On European stock markets example of such behaviour are rare.
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market, too. 'Once a market move from a financial centre begins, it could easily

become cumulative given the nature and importance of external economies.'4 The

present movement lacks the trigger needed to generate such herd behaviour.

It is every single investor who faces this very scenario. In addition, there is no

'collusion' on the strategy. Investors do not enter agreements to move their trading

portfolios from London to a more effective trading system. Without collusion on the

trading strategy, each investor will assume that the rest of all investors will stay and

trade in London. The right hand column of the pay-offmatrix becomes non-existent.

Hence, trading in London, too, is the logical final strategy for every investor.

b) Brokerage Fees

For small, private investors we find two more reasons why the international capital

markets (even the markets in a single time zone) split the trade volume in a single

stock. The previous analysis concentrated on the trading mechanisms of the various

stock exchanges and their cost-effectiveness as measured by the quoted spread. For

the international investor, the costs of trading and holding stocks abroad are

dominated by brokerage fees.

Hence, brokerage fees play a major role in the investment strategies of small, private

investors. I have surveyed all UK brokers which are members of APCIMS. This

Research on low volume stocks indicates that spreads can reach levels of up to 25%.
Abhyankar et al. (1997) report spreads of more than 10% for last two turnover volume deciles
of their SEAQ sample.

4 Davis, E. P. (1990), p. 15.
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Association of Private Client Investment Managers and Strockbrokers promotes the

brokers' interest and membership is open to any firm which is authorised to conduct

investment business. This includes dealing in, advising on or even managing direct

investments. The 1997 APCIMS brochure lists 124 members out of which we have

contacted all 92 firms specialising in execution-only deals.5

From the 43 responses we filtered the following points for this analysis:

• minimum commission

• brokerage fees for a transaction of £ 5,000

• brokerage fees for a transaction of £10,000

• brokerage fees for a transaction of £ 100,000

• existence of trading services on European stock exchanges, and (if existing) the

additional fees for trading UK stocks abroad.

The results stress the influence of the online discount brokers for the retail

investment market. Minimum commission fees of only £ 5 to £ 30 were charged by

discount brokerage firms such as The Share Centre, Sharelink and CityDeal

In order to obtain this necessary confidential pricing information, we sent a standard client
inquiry to the brokers. We did not reveal the academic background of this study, but acted as
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Table 8.2: UK Brokerage Commissions

Minimum Brokerage Fees
Commission £ 5,000 £ 10,000 £ 100,000

mean 24.65 73.14 128.88 467.89
min 5 30 35 100
max 62.5 112.5 200 1000

mean

transaction 1.46% 1.29% 0.47 %
costs in

percent

Even when compared to the high spread level of the London Stock Exchange of

0.57%, the dominating influence of the brokerage fees becomes obvious. It has to be

stressed that the figures are quotations for private investors. Institutional investors

either are members of a stock exchange (and thus are not charged per trade) or

employ brokerage services at a significantly lower rate.

Brokerage fees for UK stocks are a significant part of the transaction costs for the

private investor. Trading UK stocks abroad involves an additional handling fee. We

found only a dozen UK brokers willing to deal UK stocks on continental European

exchanges. Even for an assumed ordersize of £ 10,000 the additional costs outweigh

any benefits (even assuming that Europe's stock markets traded UK stocks at a

theoretical level of 0.2% - 0.3%). The following brokerage firms offered to trade UK

stocks on foreign exchanges:

private investors looking for execution-only services.
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Table 8.3: Brokerage Fees for Trading UK Stocks Abroad

Broker Brokerage fees additional charges
£ 10,000 for oversea trade

S. P. Angel & Co 165 none

BWD Rensburg 195 30
Cawood Smithie & Co 100 50
Cheviot Capital Ltd 150 none

Greig Middelton 195 50

Keith, Bayley, Roger & Co 40 none

NatWest Stockbrokers 46 111.5

Quilter & Co 190 50/100
Charles Stanley 75 55
Stocktrade 60 35
Teather & Greenwood 185 75

Walker, Crips, Weddle, Beck PLC 40 20

Unsurprisingly, most brokers charge an additional handling fee when trading on a

foreign exchange. The fact that only 10% of all UK brokers offer a trading service on

Eurpean stock exchanges is restrictive to the UK private investor. Trading UK stocks

abroad is costly and might force the investor to change his broker firm.

In addition, most firms advised that the settlement via Euroclear was too expensive

even for an ordersize of up to £ 10,000. The common recommendation was to leave

the stocks in the broker's foreign securities account. This cost-saving solution does

not come with any risks (as the custodians are creditworthy financial institutions);

however, it involves the payment ofwithholding tax on dividends.
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c) Withholding Tax on Dividends

Withholding taxes on dividends are a common feature throughout Europe. The

dividends are not paid in full, but are taxed at the source. Especially for the UK retail

investor, this can cause additional costs.

Table 8.4: Withholding Taxes on Dividends

withholding tax for non-nationals7 capital gains

France 25% not taxed

Germany 25% not taxed

Italy 32.4% not taxed

Spain 25% 8

Sweden 30% not taxed
Switzerland 35% not taxed
USA 30% 15%-28%

It has to be stressed that any private investor is taxed on dividends in the UK

according to his overall income. Any taxes paid abroad are deducted from his tax

debt at home. Hence, withholding taxes on dividends do not impose additional tax

costs. However, in contrast to the institutional investor with subsidiaries abroad and a

tax advisor, the small, private investor might see the additional bureaucratic effort as

a further barrier which prevents trading UK stocks abroad.

An additional handling fee of £ 50 for sale and £ 100 for a purchase is charged.
These figures may be reduced if the investor's country of residence has a tax treaty in force
with the country of investment. This holds for the UK which has international tax treaties with
all the above countries.
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d) Financial Clustering and Information Flow

The last two barriers to trading UK stocks abroad have only limited applicability for

the institutional investor. International players can negotiate their brokerage fees,

international financial institutions might even have a membership on the stock

exchange abroad. Trading could be easily done via a remote terminal access. Hence,

the costs of trading abroad are minimal. Additional costs for holding securities

abroad do not have to be considered for the same reasons.

Besides the game theoretical approach, we identify financial clustering as the main

reasons for the institutional investor to trade UK stocks on the home exchange in

London rather than on more cost-efficient trading platforms in Europe. Davis points

out that the external economies of scale 'should not be underestimated'.9

Many of these external economies are related to improvements in information flows - hence

more accurate and competitive pricing of financial services and instruments. For example, firms

may be linked together by participation in organised markets whose liquidity (defined as

entailing low dealing costs and rapid execution of large orders with minimum disturbance to

prices) and efficiency (in establishing prices which reflect all available information) increases

with the number of participants.10

Capital gains taxes are adjusted according to the tax treaty in force between Spain and the
investor's country of residence.
Davis, E. P. (1990). p. 6.
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It seems to be that a certain involvement in the dealing procedure of the London

market is necessary in order to optimise the flow of information. Turning away from

London and trading UK stocks on continental European exchanges results in a rapid

halt of this information flow. This holds even when trading UK stocks from a remote

access terminal based in London. Pagano (1996) examines the spread of French

stocks dually traded in Paris and the SEAQ International. As soon as the French

stock market opens, the London spread drops from 3 % to 1.5 %.'1 Pagano offers two

possible interpretations for this behaviour: competitive discipline and the presence of

informed traders on the Paris exchange.

'When Continental exchanges are open, London market makers rely on their prices as

a guide to set their quotes.'12 The price setting of the French stock exchange provides

an additional flow of information. The traders on the home stock exchange have a

superior level of information. Ifwe assume the same to be true for UK stocks, then it

is the market makers on the London exchange who act as informed traders, whereas

the trade on continental exchanges is generated by liquidity traders. Only active

trading involvement in the home stock market guarantees the necessary superior level

of information. Once any involvement in London (as the home market for UK stocks)

is necessary, the strategy has to be to trade as much volume on this market as

possible. Hence, the bulk of trade stays in the home market.

If London trades cannot be routed via a more cost-effective trading platform, the

logical consequence for the London Stock Exchange has to be to improve the

10 Ibid., p. 7.
" See: Pagano (1996), p. 16.
12

Pagano (1996). p. 16.
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effectiveness of the home stock market. The London Stock Exchange did exactly this

in 1997 when it introduced the Stock Exchange Electronic Trading Service (SETS).

The next chapter analyses the technical design of SETS and examines the

improvements in transaction costs.
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While the trading changes in 1986 were an
outstanding success, they only brought a partial
revolution. [...] Since then, there has been
considerable technical progress - such as the
growth ofproprietary trading systems - which has
led to a vast increase in both the demand and the

potentialfor innovation.1

9. Reforming the Stock Exchange Electronic Trading Service:

Lessons from other European Electronic Orderbook Markets

9.1. Introduction

With the Big Bang II reform of the trading mechanism the London Stock Exchange

provides an opportunity for research on a direct comparative analysis between dealer

and auction markets. Under the old SEAQ regime London's trading system served as a

pure example of a dealer market which was utilised for this analysis in Chapter 7 and

Chapter 8. Since October 1997, the electronic orderbook system lists the FTSE-100

member shares and provides an auction market trading platform.

In this chapter, the focus rests on analysing the effects of changing from a dealer market

to an auction market. This analysis follows the same methodological approach as the

previous empirical analysis. The main research questions are whether the

implementation of a quote-driven system has improved the level of transaction costs on

London Stock Exchange
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the London Stock Exchange, and how far the established four panel data models can

explain the SETS spreads.

The London Stock Exchange has already undertaken a market analysis in order to

improve the cost-effectiveness of the electronic orderbook. This resulted in minor

system changes which were implemented during SETS' first year of trading. Hence, the

second part of this chapter summarises the Stock Exchange's own findings, before

putting these changes to a test.

Having established the fact that SETS spreads have not come down to the level ofmore

competitive European stock markets, the analysis is extended towards finding policy

implications for improving SETS. Here, I utilise the previous data set from 7 European

Stock Exchanges.

Besides the explanatory independent variables (such as daily trade volume, price and

volume fluctuations) the pooled data set now focuses on institutional dummy variables

characterising the different trading mechanisms of the 7 electronic auction markets. The

statistical significance and the sign of these dummies shows which technical features

help other electronic orderbook markets to outperform London's SETS.
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9.2 SEAQ versus SETS

The companies in the SETS analysis represent the 50 stocks in the sample used for

monitoring SEAQ. However, there was one merger. Hence, the content of the sample

has changed slightly. Guinness and GMET formed Diageo, and the free place in the 50-

stock sample was taken over by the RBS (which was randomly chosen).

Price and volume fluctuation of the sample stayed almost constant as the underlying

economic situation did not change drastically over time. The whole sample period from

July 1995 to August 1998 was free from any external shocks or stock market crashes.

The average daily trading volume has gone up slightly, which can be attributed to the

prices of stocks, rather than the actually numbers traded.

Table 9.1: Descriptive Statistics: SETS

Variable Mean Standard
Error

Minimum Maximum

SPREAD 0.662 0.301 0.162 2.732

logVALUE 7.874 0.731 5.597 9.999
vcVALUE 0.582 0.318 0.206 3.951
vcPRICE 0.035 0.016 0.007 0.120
CHANGE -1.569 8.788 -26.581 37.249

As a comparison, we repeat the descriptive statistics for the SEAQ sample:
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Table 9.2 Descriptive Statistics: SEAQ

Variable Mean Standard
Error

Minimum Maximum

SPREAD 0.570 0.221 0.128 2.377

logVALUE 7.368 0.727 5.026 9.681
vcVALUE 0.660 0.310 0.223 3.328
vcPRICE 0.023 0.012 0.004 0.114
CHANGE 1.409 5.624 -22.667 34.173

The comparison shows that the spread level has not decreased in spite of the new order-

driven trading system. The following graph shows the changes in spreads for 5

companies:

Graph 9.1: Spreads on SEAQ and SETS

- - - - BP M&S Glaxo Wellcome GEC ASDA

source: own graphic
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There is no general trend over time. Whereas the spread for ASDA declines from the

first sample to the second sample, the spreads for Marks & Spencer and GEC increase

significantly. A common impact of the new trading system cannot be proven.

As a second research question, we look at the explanatory power of the four statistical

models which were introduced in Chapter 7. The following tables show the results for

the SETS panel:

Table 9.3: Estimation Results: SETS

GLS estimations for the one- and two-way error component models presented in
equations (3) and (5). The sample consists of 50 of the 100 FTSE stocks observed over
6 months beginning in March and ending in August 1998. The following regression
estimation is estimated:

Su = /?, Intercept + /?2 log VALUE + J33 vcVALUE + /?4 vcPRICE + /?5 CHANGE + uit
The standard errors are given in parentheses, (**) indicates significance at the 99%
confidence interval, (*) at the 95% level.

Parameter one-way error two-way error
components model component model

fixed effects random fixed effects random
effects effects

logVALUE -0.4368 -0.1495 -0.4387 -0.4949

(0.1480) * (0.0064) ** (0.1450)** (0.0569) *
vcVALUE 0.0226 0.0340 0.0044 0.0357

(0.0671) (0.0518) (0.0653) (0.0443)
vcPRICE 1.4695 1.7881 0.4675 1.0070

(0.9600) (0.9810) (0.9736) (0.8712)
CHANGE -0.0008 -0.0006 0.0036 0.0028

(0.0017) (0.0018) (0.0019) (0.002)

n 300 300 300 300

R2 0.05 0.19 0.06 0.20

DW 1.78 1.50 1.73 1.46

FA, 0 2.037* 0 2.130 *

FT, - - 0.878 1.332

F joint - - 0.577 1.605 *
Hausman 98.70 ** redundant restrictions
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All coefficients for the first three explanatory variables show the expected signs over all

four model variations. The average daily trading volume is negatively correlated with

the spread; the risk parameters vcPRICE and vcVALUE have a positive relationship

with SPREAD. The sign of the monthly price trend CHANGE varies at an insignificant

statistical level.

The Hausman test only generates results for the one-way error component model as the

small number of observations over time limits the degrees of freedom. The significance

of //, and A, in the two-way error component models impedes the use of these models

anyway. Concentrating on the one-way error models, the significant Hausman test

prefers the random specification of /ui. Hence, we can establish the one-way random

error component model as the best fitting approach for the SETS sample. Turning to the

direct comparison between the regression results from SEAQ and SETS, we find that it

is the same modelling approach which is best fitting for both samples.

The signs and the sizes of the estimators for the two London samples do not show too

many differences. The significance of the coefficients, however, is distinctly different.

The daily turnover volume is the only independent variable which comes with any

explanatory power.
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Table 9.4: SEAQ and SETS Regression Results

Parameter one-way random error
components model

SEAQ SETS

logVALUE -0.1433 -0.1495

(0.0084) ** (0.0064) **
vcVALUE 0.0650 0.0340

(0.0113)** (0.0518)
vcPRICE 1.6711 1.7881

(0.3503) (0.9810)
CHANGE -0.0015 -0.0006

(0.0007) * (0.0018)

The comparison of the statistical significance of the variable vcVALUE for dealer and

auction markets lead to the hypothesis that dealers put a higher emphasis on fluctuations

in trade volume than traders on auction markets. Both dealer markets Nasdaq and SEAQ

showed a highly significant positive relationship between the spread and vcVALUE. For

the majority of the auction markets under examination in chapter 7 the variable

vcVALUE had no significant impact.

The direct comparison between SEAQ and SETS supports this hypothesis. Under the

SEAQ dealer market regime, the coefficient for vcVALUE is significant at a 99% level.

The same coefficient for the SETS sample even fails at a significance level of 50%. This

finding is in accordance with the existing theory as already pointed out in 7.2.1.1.

Contrary to this finding, the fact that the order-driven SETS has not made any

significant impact on decreasing spreads on the London exchange, is surprising. The

theory on the existence of bid-ask spreads suggests that auction markets should have

lower spreads than dealer markets. The market makers' binding quotes offer zero impact
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costs to the investor, but result in a costly deterioration of the dealers' risk position after

the trade.

This theoretical hypothesis is firmly backed by empirical evidence. Studies comparing

dealer and auction markets in New York as well as throughout Europe found evidence

for lower spreads on auction markets. In addition, this thesis once again showed the

superior level of transaction costs in the absence of dealers.

While we cannot answer the question why the introduction of an electronic orderbook in

London has not (yet) established lower spreads, recommendations on how to improve

the spreads towards a more efficient level can be found. The London Stock Exchange

has realised the difference between the actual spread level on SETS and a target

benchmark that market participants forecast for an orderbook filled with the volume of

the London stock market.
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9.3 SETS Market Analysis 1998

When implementing SETS in October 1997, experts had expected spreads on the

London exchange to fall to the level of comparable European orderbook markets.

Forecasts predicted spreads would come down from 0.6% to 0.2%.2 However, the level

of transaction costs on SETS is still significantly higher, with spreads ranging between

0.3% and 0.7% as the SETS sample of 50 stocks shows. The Stock Exchange's own

publications find the level of spreads under the SETS trading regime in a more narrow

band of observations between 0.4% and 0.5%.

During the last year the LSE has constantly been trying to monitor, to further update and

improve the quality of its trading services. Three months into SETS trading, the LSE

published a market analysis focusing on the SETS trade volume and the performance of

the orderbook system.

The LSE's 1998 Market Analysis3 declared a successful start for SETS. However, in the

period between October 1997 and January 1998 only 32% of the turnover value was

conducted through SETS. The LSE puts emphasis on company examples such as Shell,

in which £790m (i.e. over 43%) were traded on the orderbook. But the volume traded on

SETS as a share of all London deals seems to have stayed relatively constant at 30%

without any tendency to increase. As a positive result, the LSE report suggested that the

orderbook could establish itself as a dominant price setting mechanism. The touch on

See: Eaglesham and Graham (1997) and Eaglesham (1997a and 1997c).
LSE (1998a).
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SETS is the main reference for pricing off-exchange deals. Right from the start of

SETS, between 70% and 80% of all trades were done at SETS prices.

At the end of the 1997 trading year special importance was placed on the pricing

mechanism. The LSE aligned the market closing time with the futures market.

Furthermore, a tick size restriction was applied which itself is based on recent historic

stock prices. Share prices at the year end were not allowed to be significantly different

from a sample monitored by the London Stock Exchange at a 99.5% confidence

interval. As market participants could not predict whether the orderbook could cope

with the special trading situation at the end of the year, huge price swings were avoided

by regulation.

In the last year limit orders have been the most favoured type of orders used on SETS.

Roughly 90% of all orders within the first three months of trading on SETS were placed

this way. The option 'fill-or-kill' had a negligible percentage of all orders with the rest

being unlimited 'at best' orders. This resembles the picture of other European orderbook

markets. For huge order volumes, SETS uses worked principle agreements (WPAs).

Blocks of shares are fed into the market in smaller portions. The investing buyer or

seller allows the broker 'to work the market' until the block is bought or placed. Order

sizes of WPA have to equal 8 times the stock's NMS band. Despite the order size,

WPAs account only for 6% of the SETS trading value and 0.1% of all trades.4

The LSE's own report gave a positive evaluation of the SETS performance. The average

spread from 20 October 1997 to 20 January 1998 'has been consistently below pre-order
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book levels of 62 bps5 with an average of 42 stocks trading at less than 50 bps'6. This

performance slightly improved over time. However, the target level of other European

orderbook markets of around 0.2% or 20 bps has proved unattainable. Meanwhile the

improvement on the SEAQ market-making system seems to be marginal compared to

electronic orderbook markets in Paris, Frankfurt or Stockholm. This is even more true

for the opening period of the daily session7 and for times of great price volatility.8 Here,

spreads soar up to 70 to 120 bps.

Looking at the market depth gives a somewhat brighter picture. The orderbook is filled

with a volume of around six times the stock's NMS band. This volume is distributed

over all prices on both sides of the book; from the best quotes (which build the touch) to

the least favourable ones. Only the order volume at the touch indicates demand and

supply at a constant, stable price. The depth at the touch improved over the first three

months of trading to 1 NMS. Thus, the market depth at the quoted touch equals the

minimum requirements of the SEAQ market-maker system. Whereas in the first weeks

of trading the market depth fell at the close of the daily trading session at 16:29 (the last

minute of trading), the orderbook now shows an improving trend towards a similar level

of depth as during the rest of the open period.

See LSE (1998a), p. 3.
bps= basis points. One basis point equals 0.01%.
LSE (1998a), p. 1 and see: Graham, George (1997f).
LSE (1998a), p. 4
'The spread between best buying and selling prices, which used to average 62 basis points in the
old system, jumped to twice that on October 28, when the TSE 100 index lost 9.5 per cent at one
point during the day.' (Graham, George (1997f)).
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Major improvements could also be observed in the fill ratio of orders. Approximately

77% of all orders are executed against one single matching order. The average fill ratio

is down to 1.5, hence partly filled orders which have to remain on the book are rare.

At the start-up the weaknesses of SETS could be summarised as the system still having

too small a share of the overall market; the prevalence of high spreads during the

opening period; a low dominance of small retail business and a lower market depth at

close.

9.4 The 1998 LSE Proposals

Based on the January Market Analysis, the LSE issued a questionnaire of possible

proposals in March 1998. The idea was to generate feedback on the need for further

changes of the trading system, as well as on the merit of these proposals. A total of 177

questionnaires were received by the London Stock Exchange as a feedback on its review

and consultation document. The proposal was structured into sections related to block

trading, retail execution, and SETS design issues. This mirrored the weaknesses

outlined in the Market Analysis. The last section included proposals for instrumental

changes ofmarket hours and the trading mechanism.

According to the feedback, SETS was generally seen as 'technically and functionally

robust'9. Nevertheless, there was room for improvement in liquidity and confidence.

Respondents differed in their views on how to achieve improvements. Proposals ranged
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from allowing time for the market to develop and waiting for more stable market

conditions to increasing the amount of published information and making particular

design changes. Looking at the last point, the LSE inquired about the need to change the

Worked Principle Agreement (WPA) regime and the system of block trading. The

questionnaires indicated that the vast majority of respondents 'believe that the WPA

regime works well and is an effective way of allowing firms to provide liquidity'10.

Also, the interaction between orderbook and block trades was seen 'by 60 per cent of

respondents as being adequate'11. The LSE therefore did not propose any changes to

SETS concerning block trading and interaction with the orderbook.

Since the implementation of the UK orderbook, the retail business has not changed

drastically. Due to minimum order sizes, the majority of small retail orders was

executed by former market makers. These deals are not routed through the orderbook,

but are mainly priced with reference to the existing orderbook touch. This price setting

is voluntary as there is no obligation to quote prices for these off-exchange deals within

or even near the orderbook touch. For more than 60% of the respondents this

arrangement appears to be satisfactory. Meanwhile criticism was raised about prices for

transacting retail business, especially at opening. Furthermore, the LSE recognised the

potential additional liquidity for the orderbook if all retail business could be routed

directly through SETS. As a consequence, the minimum trade restriction was abolished

in June 1998.

London Stock Exchange (1998b), p. 4.
10

Ibid., p. 5.
l' ru:^
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Referring to the wide spreads at opening, the respondents argued that correct price

formation depended on a level of market depth which was not available at 8:30. Hence,

the SETS official opening time was postponed to 9:00, thus aligning SETS with LIFFE.

The LSE is still examining proposals to allow retail brokers access to the system

between 8:00 and 9:00. For the time being, the market opens at 8:50 with an order-entry

period. This is followed by a central market auction, the 'uncrossing' of orders, and the

official market opening.

Graph 9.2: Market Opening

What is your preferred option for opening the market?

No Market Market Official Official Official

change open at open at market market market
09:00 09:30 hours at hours at hours at

08:30 09:00 09:30

■ Principle ■ Inst, broker/dealer □ Retail broker/dealer ■ Institution ■ Other Respondent

source: LSE (1998b), p. 5.

The feedback regarding the closing time and the closing mechanism of the market

showed a greater consensus. The preference of the respondents was to keep the market

closing time at 16:30 in order to provide an overlap (as large as possible) with the

markets in New York. At the same time, there was demand for an alignment of the

SETS closing time with the LIFFE. As a response, the LSE is now trying to convince

the futures exchange to extend its daily trading session. In addition, the LSE has
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proposed three different mechanisms to calculate the price at close. With regards to

ensuring that the closing price is as representative as possible, the majority of

respondents favoured the last trade price over the alternative measure of a weighted

average price of the last 15 minutes. Amongst respondents little support could be found

for closing the daily trading session with a batch auction. Therefore, the LSE will

continue to publish the last daily trade price as the SETS closing price in the hope that

the liquidity at the end of trading can be boosted by aligning cash and futures markets.

In June the maximum order size was increased to 20 times the stock's NMS band. The

orderbook was considered to be filled deeply enough to cope with large one-sided

orders. Furthermore, the regulations abolished trading halts after sudden price changes

ofmore than 20%. Both changes in the SETS trading structure can be seen as liberating

reforms expressing the Stock Exchange's positive view of the orderbook's success.

The following table summarises the changes of the SETS market structure in 1998 that

resulted from recommendations of the consultation paper.
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Table 9.5: SETS Changes

Design Issue Change Implementation
Date

Block trading no change
further guidance to be published

N/A

Market opening 08:50 order book closed order
08:50-09:00 entry - no execution

uncrossing followed by
09:00 normal execution

20 July 1998

Market close 16:30 formal market and
index close

20 July 1998

Min order size One share for all orders
and all securities

8 June 1998

Max order size Increase to 20 x NMS 8 June 1998

20per cent
guidance12

Remove on the introduction of the
revised approach to triggering

suspensions

December 1998

source: LSE (1998b), p. 15.

Any price change ofmore than 20% of the last reference price triggers a trading halt.
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9.5 The Impact of Technical Features

Analysing the institutional technical features of seven continental European stock

exchanges, the following section identifies the characteristics of electronic orderbook

markets which increase the cost-effectiveness of trading stocks and hence decrease

spreads.

9.5.1 The Data Set

The emphasis in Chapter 7 was to find an adequate number of stocks to present each of

the indices. Hence, the number of member stocks in each index drove the size of the

sample population used for the statistical analysis. Now the focus lies using a sample

which is representative of trading in these seven exchanges. Some of the European

exchanges calculate their index from a large base of companies even if the overall

market volume is small. Using a high number of stocks in the pooled sample

consequently results in overweighting this country. The Milan Stock Exchange with 30

MIB members and annual market turnover of ITL 156,485bn represents an example.1

In order to attach equal weights to each stock market, the trading volume has to be

accounted for. The 1996 annual trade volumes are used to find the representative

numbers of observations from each exchange. The Swiss Exchange (1998) determined

the overall trade volume of the European markets to be USD 1,893,132m. The

following graph shows each exchange's share of the overall trade volume.

See: Italian Stock Exchange (1997).
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Graph 9.3: Trading Volumes in Europe

■ G

source: own graphic

The German stock market accounts for almost 43% of the overall turnover. The Danish

exchange only covers a market share of 2%. Hence, in order to create a representative

sample, we have chosen to include the following numbers of stocks from each exchange

into the pooled sample:

Table 9.6: The Pooled Sample ofEuropean Stocks

Exchange Percentage share of Number of stocks in
turnover pooled sample.

Copenhagen 1.99 1

Frankfurt 42.87 25
Madrid 4.22 2
Milan 5.46 3
Paris 14.90 9
Stockholm 7.34 4
Zurich 23.24 14
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The results of the pooled regression analysis seem to be very robust concerning this

problem of sample composition. Appendix C shows the regression results for a pooled

sample utilising all stocks and thus not accounting for any differences in trade volume.

The significance and size of the estimators remain constant.

9.5.2 Non-Institutional Variables

For the non-institutional variables we rely on the explanatory variables of our model:

logVALUE, vcVALUE, vcPRICE and CHANGE. The value of the daily average trade

on each exchange is denominated in the home currency of each exchange.

The analysis of continental European orderbook markets covers a currency area which is

strongly influenced by German monetary policies. The German Mark, the French Franc,

the Italian Lira, the Swedish Krona and the Spanish Peseta joined the Euro only four

month after the end of the sample period. During March to August 1998 these

currencies were pegged to the German Mark as the anchor currency in Europe, while the

Swiss Frank and the Danish Kroner were also stable in relation to the DM over this

period.

Hence, we transform the VALUE series for each exchange into German Marks using the

official closing price of the London currency market.
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9.5.3 Institutional Dummy Variables

In addition to these technical variables our analysis includes a number of institutional

variables which take the form of regression dummies.

a) OPEN (existence of an opening auction)

This institutional dummy equals 1 if the stock exchange opens its daily trading session

with an opening auction. Limit orders which are collected in a pre-opening period are

executed at one calculated price that ensures the highest turnover. Except for IBIS and

Copenhagen all exchanges under examination open their trading period with this

mechanism. An opening auction is beneficial to small retail transactions, as they are all

executed at the same price. Furthermore, the daily trading session starts with a high

level of market transparency as the calculated opening price is based on the principle of

maximum turnover.

The expected impact of OPEN as an institutional feature can be regarded as spread-

reducing only for all trades executed in the auction itself and (due to the fact that the

calculated auction price reflects a large base of demand and offer) for trades

immediately following. It is questionable whether this impact will last through the

whole daily trading session and hence whether our data sample of closing prices and

quotes will mirror this effect.

An opening auction also takes liquidity away from the main trading session as the

majority of all orders collected up to the start of the auction is executed already. This
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observation might particularly hold for the end of the daily trading session. The fact that

the next day's session starts with another batch auction may well influence the traders'

behaviour and the flow of orders. Market participants might want to hold back orders at

closing time and enter them for the next morning's batch auction rather than submitting

them into a thin market at the end of the daily session. Hence, the existence of an

opening auction may discourage trading later in the day. Smaller trading volumes seem

to result in an increase of market spreads. Thus, the existence of an opening batch

auction may ultimately increase spreads at the end of each daily trading session.

b) MINIMUM (existence ofminimum order volume)

Transactions on most of the European orderbook exchanges are restricted to a certain

minimum order size and multiples of this size.

There are two possible impacts of MINIMUM on the spread level of a stock market.

The fact that small retail orders are effectively barred from the main stock market has a

negative impact on the overall trade volume. Institutional investors can easily change

their investment behaviour and submit round orders. Small private investors might not

be able to reach the threshold of the first round lot. Here the minimum order size can act

as a market entry barrier. As we have established a negative correlation between trading

volumes and spreads, the existence ofminimum order volumes can increase the level of

spreads.
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On the other hand, the immediacy of execution increases as matching orders can be

found faster and at lower costs. Especially for orderbook markets, the fill ratio is

dependent on round lots. Matching odd lots takes longer as the chances of finding an

exactly matching order are small. Lower fill-ratios result in lower order-processing cost.

Furthermore, there is an additional price risk to consider: unfilled or half-filled orders

stay on the orderbook for a longer time. The longer a half-filled order stays in the book,

the higher the risk of price changes. Thus, when a minimum order volume exists, the

immediacy of execution might increase as the risk of price changes decrease. Lower

execution risk may lead to higher volumes of trading, which could reduce spreads.

The following regression analysis will show whether implementing a minimum order

regulation is beneficial for the electronic orderbook markets.

c) TICK (existence of tick size restriction)

Another common technical feature of orderbook markets is the tick size. After a certain

price level only round prices, rather than prices in odd amounts, are accepted by the

system. The Swiss exchange quotes stocks which are worth more than SFR 100 only in

full Francs. Similar tick size restrictions are in place on the stock markets in Madrid,

Milan, Paris and Stockholm.

Similar to the minimum order size, tick size restrictions increase the chance of finding a

matching order as liquidity is concentrated at certain prices. The correlation between the

existence of this feature and the spread can therefore be expected to be negative.
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On the other hand, tick sizes present a very cost-effective market from decreasing

spreads below one tick. The Stockholm market study by Niemeyer and Sandas (1993)

shows that some SAX stocks are quoted with a one-tick spread more than 80% of the

time. Here, the existence of tick sizes might prevent lower spreads. Hence, the sign of

the coefficient for the OPEN dummy will show how appropriately the exchanges have

chosen their ticks. If tick sizes are not too large, a negative correlation between

SPREAD and TICK can be expected

d) HIDDEN (existence of order with hidden volumes)

Order volume and limit price are published in electronic orderbook markets. Thus, huge

one-sided orders can distort a whole market and cause prices to drastically increase or

fall. This cannot be in the interest of investors, whether small retail or large institutional.

Splitting the order into smaller units involves losing the rank in the book. A solution to

this problem can be found on the markets in Stockholm and Madrid. Here, exchange

members can place hidden orders which only reveal the price of the limit order, but hide

the volume. The order keeps its rank in the book until fully executed or cancelled.

Hidden orders are beneficial to some of the traders. 'Agents like to hide part of their

order in this way so as not to alarm market participants.'14 On the other hand, the

existence of hidden orders reduces market transparency. Hidden orders create

asymmetric information with the majority of the market members being uninformed

about the existence and possible size of the hidden part of an order. Theory predicts
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larger spreads as a security measure against asymmetric information. The reaction of

market participants to hidden orders strongly depends on the size of hidden orders

compared to the 'open and visible' market depth.

How good are hidden orders in theory to solve the problem of alarming other market

participants but providing enough market transparency at the same time? Roell (1992)

examines the size of hidden orders on the Paris Bourse and finds that 'in any case these

'hidden orders' do not seem to be overwhelming in size.'15 This should not come as a

surprise. Traders will use hidden orders to protect their rank in the order book. Auction

markets rank orders primarily according to their limit prices and, secondly - and only

within the same price rank - according to the time of order entry. Cohen's et al. (1981)

Utility Gain Curves illustrate the combination of price utility and probability of

execution. This probability of execution is dependent on the orderbook rank. Hidden

orders can help to increase the probability of execution for the hidden part of the order

compared to submitting a new second order. However, this scenario only holds in a

market that moves sideways with almost constant prices. Any change in price (perhaps

triggered by the same piece of information that led to the submission of the hidden

order) will drastically reduce the probability of execution as other orders will make up

the touch or fourchette now. Hence, hidden orders do not help in fluctuating markets.

By definition, less-fluctuating markets are able to absorb bigger orders (otherwise they

would indeed fluctuate). Hence, there is less need for hiding a part of the order volume.

Roell, Alisa (1992), p. 169.
ROell, Alisa (1992), p. 169.
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This hints at a self-regulating mechanism which automatically restricts the size of

hidden orders.

The theoretical considerations, lead to a threefold result:

1. Hidden orders are only beneficial if the market moves sideways.

2. Hidden orders only reduce the overall spread if the hidden part is not too large

compared to the visible market depth.

3. Hidden orders work on relatively small stock markets such as Paris. But for the

above reasons hidden orders can also reduce the overall spread level on large

markets such as London.

The London stock market is commonly seen as an entrepot centre for large trades. The

ability of trading blocks of shares without high market impact costs can be considered as

an alternative to hidden orders. On the London market all orders which might trigger

large market reactions on the orderbook can be routed via the OTC market. Hence, there

is an 'institutional' restriction to the volume that London traders might want to hide on

the orderbook.

In the regression model HIDDEN acts as a dummy variable with the value 1 for the two

exchanges which allow hidden orders and zero for all others.

As shown above the technical feature of hidden orders is implemented in order to reduce

one of the orderbook market weaknesses (the difficulty in absorbing large one-sided

orders) and contribute to price stabilisation. Hence, we expect a negative correlation

between this technical feature and the quoted spread
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e) CROSSING (trading system allows the entering of pre-struck deals)

Stock exchange trading mechanisms in Stockholm and Madrid demand that all stock

deals appear on the orderbook. The reason for this regulation is a desire for market

transparency and a fast accessible flow of information to all market participants. Larger

block trades that are arranged off-exchange still have to be entered into the system.

Special regulations exist as to how far block trade prices can vary from the present

orderbook touch. If existing orders at the touch are better priced than one side of this

off-exchange deal, then they have to be filled first. The leading rank in the orderbook is

thus protected. Besides higher market transparency, crossed deals have the advantage of

being settled via the various clearing schemes that come with the orderbook settlement

service. Again, the implementation of a crossing feature should reduce the overall

spread on the orderbook because it increases the volume of transactions passing through

the market.

f) SETTLE (number of settlement days)

The time needed between trading on the exchange and settling the accounts ranges from

2 to 5 days. The German IBIS (now Xetra) which settles via a central clearing institution

is the fastest market and settles the accounts on day (t+2). A settlement period of three

days is common on most European exchanges. Paris (at the time covered by the data set)

is the odd one out, as the Bourse de Paris offers a fixed settlement once a month, rather

than a rolling settlement period. For the purpose of this analysis, the institutional
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variable for Paris was set to 10 days, the average between an instant settling and the

longest period of 20 business days.

Shorter settlement periods might act as a measure of the overall efficiency of the

settlement system. Furthermore, traders might consider longer settlement periods as an

increase in risk. The regression result will show whether longer settlement periods are

correlated with higher or lower spreads.

The following table shows a summary of the institutional characteristics of the seven

European exchanges under examination; all of which are incorporated in the following

statistical model as dummy variables:

Table 9.7: Institutional Characteristics

Exchange Opening
auction

Min.
trans.

Tick size Hidden
orders

Crossing Settlem.

days

Copenhagen 3

Frankfurt — 2

Madrid s 3

Milan s 5

Paris s monthly
Stockholm V V V s 3

Zurich s ✓ V — s 3

Expected
correlation

? 7 - - - +
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Every exchange utilises a slightly different trading system. In addition to this, no two

institutional variables have the same distribution over exchanges. Both findings mean

that the dummy variable approach on which the following analysis is based is an

acceptable way to measure the impact of the six technical design features.

9.6 Descriptive Statistics

Before discussing our model we briefly examine a number of descriptive characteristics

of the variables investigated. For the pooled sample of stocks from the seven continental

European exchanges each measured series looks as follows:

Table 9.8: Descriptive Statistics

Series Mean Standard Error
SPREAD 0.250 0.149

logVALUE 3.719 0.997
vcVALUE 0.577 0.306
vcPRICE 0.024 0.012
CHANGE 2.471 6.243
OPEN 0.517 0.500
MIN 0.810 0.392
TICK 0.397 0.489
HIDDEN 0.103 0.305
CROSS 0.517 0.500
SETTLE 3.759 2.770
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9.7. Estimation Results

This section presents the parameters derived from our model for a one way and a two

way error component model. Both results are shown in table 5. The standard errors are

given in parenthesis, the level of significance corresponds to the null hypothesis that the

coefficient is not significantly different from zero. As the model includes dummy

variables which stay constant over time, the two fixed component models result in

correlation of too many variables. Obviously, a fixed and common effect perfectly

correlates to any of the dummies for a single exchange. Hence, we present the two

random models only.
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Table 9.9: Estimation Results

GLS estimations for the one- and two-way error component models presented in equations (3) and (5).
The sample consists of 141 stocks observed over 24 months beginning in July 1995 and ending in June
1997. The following regression estimation is estimated:

S„ = /i, Intercept + P2 log VALUE + 03 vcVALUE + p 4 vcPRICE
+ J35 CHANGE + p6 OPEN + J3 7 MIN + j}t TICK + J3g HIDDEN
+ p ,0 CROSSING + pu SETTLE + u „
Parameter one-way error two-way error

components model component model

logVALUE -0.093 -0.101

(0.004)** (0.004)**
vcVALUE 0.020 0.032

(0.012)* (0.012)**
vcPRICE 2.143 1.625

(0.235)** (0.236)**
CHANGE 0.0002 -0.00006

(0.0004) (0.0004)
OPEN 0.674 0.710

(0.033)** (0.036)**
MINIMUM -0.600 -0.629

(0.033)** (0.036)**
TICK -0.293 -0.304

(0.021)** (0.021)**
HIDDEN -0.226 -0.222

(0.011)** (0.011)**
CROSSING -0.188 -0.202

(0.012)** (0.014)**
SETTLE -0.111 -0.117

(0.007)** (0.007)**

n 1365 1365

F ft, 38.33** 38.32**

FT, - 0.47

F joint - 27.44**

R2 0.518 0.552

**significant at 99% confidence level
*significant at 90% confidence level
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As expected, the estimated coefficient for daily turnover volume is negatively correlated

with the spread; hence any exchange's ambition is for a bigger share of the stock

market. This indicates that there is still room for improvement for the London exchange;

especially as SETS only covers a market share of 30% of the London turnover.

The risk parameters vcVALUE and vcPRICE are significantly and positively correlated

with the transaction costs. Neither price nor volume fluctuation can be effectively

steered by exchange regulation, they exist as the direct result of demand and supply

fluctuation. Hence, no policy implication for proposing changes to the SETS system can

be derived from these variables. It has to be noted, however, that not only market

makers who were obliged to publish a two-sided quote at any time take volume and

price fluctuation into account. This analysis shows that investors and traders on the

orderbook set spreads on orderbook markets out of similar motivation. As stated above,

the time scale of the data is too long to allow any influence from monthly price changes

on the spread. Against the initial expectations the coefficient is positive, but

insignificant.

Turning to the institutional variables, a number of influences of the orderbook design on

the transaction costs can be identified. All stock exchange institutional dummy variables

are significantly correlated with the spread.

The implementation of an opening auction, as used for SETS at present, has a positive

influence on the spread. It can be assumed that too much liquidity is taken away from

the following market hours. This finding may be particularly obvious in this data set

which is based on spreads at close. At this time of the daily trading session the liquidity
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problem becomes acute. In line with the LSE consultation paper we conclude that more

research on the opening procedures of electronic orderbook markets has to be done.

Minimum order volumes reduce the fill-ratio and thus execution and price risks. The

dummy variable is negatively correlated with the spread. Thus, the impact from a

reduced risk position due to lower fill rates outweighs the loss of small retail orders

which are banned from this market segment. The statistical results confirm that the same

holds for tick sizes. In light of these results the abolition ofminimum volumes on SETS

should be re-evaluated. A second, odd-lot market which takes the main SETS orderbook

as a price reference, and which does not settle continuously might be a solution. The

trading systems in Stockholm and Madrid could act as examples in how to link various

market segments in order combine overall market liquidity with a fast and effective

quote matching mechanism.

The institutional dummies for hidden orders and crossing are negatively correlated to

the spread at a high level of significance. Trading mechanisms which allow the trader to

enter hidden orders or crossed orders lead to lower spreads. This result is of special

interest to the London SETS as the LSE is still examining possible improvements for

the WPAs. Hidden orders could further improve the orderbook trading service. In

addition, the overall market share of the orderbook could be increased by introducing

regulation on how to enter pre-struck deals into the orderbook. Furthermore, higher

market transparency could lead to transaction costs being reduced.

The result for the coefficient for the settlement days is surprising. The stock exchanges

with a longer period show lower spreads. The assumption that a long settlement period
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increases risk might not be applicable for European stock exchanges. The strict stock

exchange regulations secure against the risk of illiquidity of a trading partner. A ionger

settlement and especially the fixed-day settlement of the Paris bourse allows investors to

refinance more easily. This argument might be supported by the fact that the vast

majority of the exchanges under examination clears in 3 days, with Frankfurt (t+2) and

Milan (t+5) being the only exceptions.

9.8 Conclusion

The overall results show that the SETS orderbook can be improved by examining other

European trading systems. London's trading volume is higher than the average volume

traded on the continental exchanges. Hence, SETS could even outperform these

exchanges by fully exploiting its economies of scale.

On the basis of the institutional and non-institutional variables considered here, we

conclude that especially the following design changes will improve the spread level on

SETS: Separating the main market (with minimum order sizes and tick size restrictions)

from an odd-lot market as practised in Milan, and introducing hidden orders and crossed

deals as in Stockholm or Madrid will make SETS more competitive. This is especially

important in the light of growing international competition due to alliances of stock

exchanges in Europe and outside competition from expanding US exchanges.
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An exchange doesn't have an end in itself. I can well
imagine a world without exchanges. So exchanges
can't avoid co-operating with each other.

Werner Seifert
Deutsche Borse AG

10. The Future of Stock Exchanges

The previous chapter gave statistical evidence for the importance of the design of stock

exchanges' electronic trading platforms. Besides the technical layout, the spread is

driven by parameters which are exogenously given by the market. The statistical

analysis of this thesis focused on trade volume, price and volume fluctuation, and the

monthly price trend in the market.

The overall trade volume in a single security is mainly dependent on the market's

interest in this company. Any change of the company's fundamentals, a company's

announcement on earnings, strategy or mergers, or even rumours are bound to have an

effect on the daily trade volume. As this empirical study has proven once again, it is the

trade volume which has a statistically significant reciprocal influence on the stock

exchanges' level of transaction costs. Therefore, it is in the interest of the exchanges to

generate high and consistent trading volumes. As exchanges cannot 'artificially'

promote trading volumes by swaying the whole equities market, there are two long-term

strategies for raising the overall volume of trade. Strategy consultants would argue along

the simple lines of the Boston Consulting matrix on market growth and market share.

For stock exchanges this means to either increase the overall trades, or to gain market
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share from competing stock exchanges. The following chapter will take a detailed look

at both strategies, with a strong focus 011 the instruments used by exchanges hying to

implement these strategies. We identify two tools used by exchanges in order to

promote and increase trade volumes: the use of information technology and co-operation

between exchanges.

10.1 Information Technology and the Use of the Internet

E-commerce and Internet stock trading have been the focus of public attention in recent

years. Trading goods and services on the Internet is one of the fastest growing fields of

business. Morgan Stanley Dean Witter estimate a further exponential growth of the

number of Internet and email users:1

Graph 10,1: E-mail and Internet Users
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figures in millions source: own graphic

MSDW (1997), p. 13.
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Besides just using the Internet for pure information gathering, more and more potential

retail investors are going and trading on-line. 'The Internet provides an ideal

environment for issuers and financial service providers to access a worldwide customer

base, and to provide potential investors with large quantities of detailed information

quickly and inexpensively.' These qualities of the Internet have changed the retail

brokerage market in a significant way. Now, 'on-line brokerage accounts account for

approximately 25% of all retail stock trades [in the US].' This figure might reach more

than 50% in 2001.4 Gomez Advisors, a Boston Internet research company, estimates that

investors have opened around 7.8 million Internet trading accounts. This number has

doubled during the last year only and is expected to exceed 10 million in the year 2000.5

Most of these investors are first time investors in equities, which stresses the possible

growth of trading volumes due to new information technologies. 'Millions of new

investors [in the US] have taken advantage of the unprecedented access and individual

control the Internet provides.'6 The fact that most of the on-line investors are new

traders is further supported by a 1996 Santa Clara University Internet survey.7 The

investors surveyed were all members of Internet investment newsgroups. About 68% of

the respondents had not used the traditional phone in order to trade with their brokers,

'however, nearly 90% of the same people have now used the Internet for stock trading

and other related investment activities.'8

IOSCO (1998), Introduction.
SEC (1999).
Economist (17/10/1998), p. 11.
Maurus, H.-J. (1999), p. 26 and Economist (25/04/1998).
SEC (1999).
See: Lim, Stan (1996).
Lim, Stan (1996).
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Looking at internet opportunities for various retail categories, Morgan Stanley Dean

Witter regard Insurance and Financial Services as having the highest potential for future

growth. The financial retail market combines high 'Internet Business Opportunity' with

the fact that information gathering on this highly segmented market is costly for

potential investors. Only with the help of the Internet may 'shoppers do their own

legwork.'9

10.1.1 Impact of the Internet on Brokerage Services

The Internet has become a fast and efficient communication link between brokers and

their clients. Only a decade ago, information and trades were done on the phone. The

latest Internet technology offers investors access to financial and stock related news and

background reports, as well as a secure and efficient connection to their brokers.

Tracking the performance of your portfolio in real time is a common feature of free

internet service sites such as yahoo or quote.com, as well a basic service offered by on¬

line brokerage companies such as E*Trade, Schwab, Currency Management

Corporation, Stocktrade and Chest. Yahoo lists nearly 100 on-line stock brokers world¬

wide, of which only the 5 broker firms mentioned above have a UK internet address.

The market leaders come from completely different backgrounds.

Charles Schwab belongs to the set of broker firms which have traditionally run an off¬

line business and which 'principally woo mainstream investors.'10 Schwab has a market

9
MSDW(1997), p. 40.

10 Economist (17/10/1998), p. 11.
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share of 83% of all on-line trades in the UK." Not only does Schwab offer low-priced

brokerage fees, Schwab also cuts down on the salary level of their own employees:

'Discounter Charles Schwab gains business by paying his brokers one-third the $98,401

taken home by the average broker on Wall Street.'12

Schwab's main competitor E*Trade is regarded as one of the most successful pure on¬

line brokers and was founded only in 1992.13 The expansion of business of on-line

brokers into the UK market does not come as a surprise. Currently, the average

brokerage commission rates in the UK are about 0.2%,14 a level that on-line brokers can

easily compete with.

The US figures for E*Trade give evidence for the market growth of Internet stock

trading.15 Revenues generated by on-line investors almost quintupled between 1996 and

1998. However, the average fee revenues (25 to 45 dollars per transaction) from on-line

trades stress the retail character of the business. Finally, the growing competition in this

fast evolving market segment is responsible for falling revenues per transaction which

seem to have levelled at USD 25 over the last three years.

See: Patel, Alpesh (1999).
Gibson, Paul (1993).
See: About E*Trade on www.Etrade.com.
See: Graham (1997a) and Gapper (1997).
ETrade (1999), p. 'Highlights'
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Graph 10.2: E*Trade Revenues

1994 1995 1996 1997 1998

Revenues [USDm] (left hand scale)
- - - - Revenues [USD] (righ hand scale)

source: own graphic

On-line trading is not just a feature of the US capital market. Maerki Baumann, a small

private Swiss bank with stock exchange membership, offers direct access to the Swiss

exchange. Maerki Baumann expects the Paris Bourse and the German Xetra to join the

circle of exchanges in which exchange members can offer direct access. The retail

investor benefits from this direct access with lower brokerage fees.16 Maerki Baumann

charges only three quarters of the official commission for on-line trades.17

The advantages of on-line trading can be summarised as lower transaction costs,

reduced market impact costs, anonymity, higher level of competition, specialised
1 X

services and the ease of access to the system.

Lower brokerage commissions make the Swiss stock market even more competitive. 'Commission
rates for institutional dealing in Switzerland [...] levelled out at about 0.1 per cent, compared with
an average of 0.22 per cent in the UK.' (Graham, George (1997a)).

17
Strebel, Brigitte (1999), p. 22.

18 See: SFC (1997), § 5.9.
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10.1.2 Problems

The US Securities and Exchange Commission warns investors that 'the Internet is also

an excellent tool for fraudsters.'19 Free investment services offering research, newsletter

and pick-of-the-month investment opportunities can easily be used for front-running and

insider trading. 'Their [the fraudsters'] newsletters masquerade as sources of unbiased

information, when in fact they stand to profit handsomely if they convince investors to

buy or sell particular stocks.'20

'While most investors who use the Internet expressed interest in electronic trading, few

of them actually do because of some serious problems and concerns. Foremost are the

issues of security, privacy, data integrity and reliability, and electronic transfer of

funds.' 1 The reliability and immediacy of an on-line transaction is still not totally

guaranteed. On-line investors complain about slow access to their brokers via the

Internet. 'Most of these problems occur because of software glitches and overloaded
99

systems.' Furthermore, a high percentage of on-line traders have already lost money

due to software failures and are now seeking compensation. Clients had cancelled their

market orders before the exchange opened and received a screen confirmation of this

cancellation. The system then executed the order and billed the customers' accounts.

Other cases involve limit orders that were executed long after the stock price had passed

the limit. 23

|y SEC (1998).
20 SEC (1998).
21

Lim, Stan (1996).
22 Forbes (27/02/99).

See: Patsuris, Penelope (1999) and Forbes (27/02/99).
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10.1.3 Regulatory Approaches

The progress in information technology also comes with an impact on the jurisdictional

systems. Germany and the US have already amended laws on digital signatures.

According to these laws, all digital signatures have the same binding obligations as

hand-written ones. The banks and brokers dealing on-line with customers are obliged to

implement encryption methods in order to increase the level of evidence that the digital

document was signed by the client, and hence minimise the risk of court cases.24

Furthermore, it is up to the various stock exchange regulatory bodies to implement rules

on Automated Trading Systems (ATSs) in their regulations. Here, the focus is on the

protection of the investing public. The UK Financial Services Authority (SFA) and its

international counterparts have already issued guidelines for investors using the Internet,

broker-run ATSs, or public offers of stocks on the web:

• UK:

Most Internet material published by investment companies outside the UK 'is likely

to be in breach of the advertising provisions of the Act [the 1986 Financial Services

Act] if it has not been approved by a person who is authorised under the Financial
-ye #

Services Act.' Hence, the UK investor is not insured against any losses arising

from a possible default of a trading counterpart or a broker. The FSA might enforce

action against any unregulated company offering trading services to UK investors,

See: Rieg and Hacker (1998), p. 604.
FSA (1998).
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as any breach of the Financial Services Act is a criminal offence. Legal action on

behalf of the FSA depends on the 'extent the advertising was directed at persons in
• • 9 f\

the UK', and on how limited the access to the site is.

For those on-line trading companies which comply with the UK regulation, the

regulation process seems quite liberal: 'The UK considers ATSs variously as a

recognized investment exchange, a broker, or a service company, with the level of
• • 97 • •

regulation decreasing accordingly.' The Securities and Investments Board has

already criticised the current regulatory approach as 'not conductive to the cost-

effective achievement of regulatory coherence.'28

However, the FSA clearly does regard the possible misuse of the Internet as a

platform for questionable investment companies as serious enough to take

precautionary measures and warn the investing public in their guidelines.

26 See: FSA (1998).
27 SFC (1997), §4.4.
28 Ibid.
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• USA:

The US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) regulates most ATS operators

as brokers. Hence, the SEC has sent out 'no-action' letters to at least 22 ATS-

7Q

operators and suppliers of on-line trading services. Charles Schwab was the

company under investigation by the SEC that received the highest number of these

letters. For example, Schwab paid on-line service providers a fee for routing orders

(without those on-line services having registered as broker-dealers with the SEC)
• TO

and got away with it.

The decision whether to intervene or not, is taken on a case-by-case approach. In

the cases of Spring Street Brewery Company (March 1996) the SEC suggested

modifications to an electronic bulletin board with the intention of reducing the

possibility of market manipulation. The ruling for the Arizona Stock Exchange

(1990) determined that the ATS was indeed a security exchange 'but exempted it

from most regulations applicable to an exchange under the statutory limited volume

exception.'31

Generally, it can be said that the SEC takes a positive and encouraging view on

competition and innovation through new ATSs. The numbers of cases in which the

SEC ruled that ATSs had to provide a higher level of information on trading

activity or participants of the systems clearly shows the commitment to uphold

investor protection.

29

30

31

See: SFC (1997), § 4.1.
See: IOSCO (1998), Part III.
SFC (1997), §4.2.
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• Germany

According to the Bundesaufsichtsamt ftir das Wertpapierwesen, the German

securities supervisory office, 'the general rules and principles for investor

protection apply also with regard to offers of investment services on the Internet.'32

Any sites in German will be considered as advertisements for investment services

specifically directed at German clients and hence constitute offers under German

law. Hence, all companies offering trading and investment services have to fulfil

the minimum requirements in capital endowment, filing of orders and publication

of trade information.

10.1.4 Information Technology and Stock Exchanges

We have documented the positive influence of the Internet on liquidity and overall

market trade volume as new first-time investors enter the market. It has to be stressed

that all the market research in this area has been done on the retail brokerage business.

Hence, the focus was on the use of the Internet by brokerage firms, rather than the

exchanges themselves. Besides brokerage firms, stock exchanges, too, have benefited

from using the web. 'At present, conventional securities exchanges are using the

Internet primarily as a tool for disseminating a variety of information to the public and

for advertising their products and services.'33 This alone might have an impact on

BAWe (1997).
IOSCO (1998), Part II.
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market liquidity, albeit only a small one. A higher level of information and transparency

is beneficial to the overall trade volume.

As well as for information dissemination, exchanges could utilise the Internet as part of

their own trading infrastructure. Disseminating price and trade information and quotes,

order-rooting, trade execution, clearing and settlement could all be implemented in an

Internet-based trading platform.34

Exchanges have developed highly sophisticated systems for 'private user only'. The

UK's SETS, Germany's Xetra, and France's SuperCAC trading system provide the

above features to stock exchange members.

The characteristic of a 'closed' system is the only crucial difference to a possible

Internet-based trading system. Stock exchanges apply a rigorous financial check on their

members. Only highly creditworthy market participants are allowed to trade as the

exchanges will guarantee the delivery of stocks and the settlement of the accounts. 'For

exchanges with a conventional closed membership structure, these systems are an

efficient and secure way of providing access, since access to the system's central

computer is limited to members.'35 Even updating these 'closed' systems comes with a

positive impact on the overall market liquidity. 'German banks also feel that Xetra

offers new market potential. "There will be more market participants, the market will

expand and liquidity will increase.'"

34

35

36

See: Rieg and Hacker (1998), p. 602.
IOSCO (1998), Part II.
Vision & Money (1998), p. 23.
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An open trading system which offers access to a large quantity of members could

increase market depth even further. But it also comes with the risk of default as anybody

is able to start trading stocks. The comparison with other Internet-based trade and retail

business leads to a simple solution for minimising default risks. Internet shopping, as

well as the fast growing business of Internet auctions, is paid for by credit cards.

Especially for the small retail investor the credit limit of the average credit card can be

regarded as absolutely sufficient for starting to trade small amounts on the Internet. The

default risk of the selling party can be minimised by using state of the art software

technology. With passwords, codes and PINs it is easy to authenticate the seller and

guarantee that he owns the stocks he wants to sell. An Internet-based open trading

system run by exchanges as a secondary, small lot market is certainly technically

feasible.

Implementing this investment market for small lots would take business away from fee-

charging brokers. Removing the broker as the traditional middleman and offering direct

market access to the investing public would lead to lower overall transaction costs.

Overall market liquidity could increase with trading costs coming down. However, it is

the retail brokers and banks which would suffer losses in market share. Examining the

structure of today's stock exchanges, it becomes obvious why such a scheme might not

be implemented: Exchanges are set up as membership organisations. It is the broker

firms who run the exchanges.

Hence, for the foreseeable future stock exchanges seem unlikely to open direct access to

retail investors. As more and more exchanges abolish their club-like membership

structures and form public limited companies (such as the Deutsche Borse AG) this
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position might weaken and eventually fall if the influence of private shareholders

becomes dominant enough.

10.1.5 Summary and Evaluation ofNew Trading Facilities

When examining new trading facilities for investors, exchange commissions and

regulatory bodies include almost any form of electronic trading or information platform.

Often the term Automated Trading System (ATS) is used for these proprietary trading

systems. 'It is difficult to define an ATS in light of the vast array of telecommunications

services and automated systems used in the financial markets.' However, ATSs can be

differentiated according to their proprietor.

• OTCs and Bulletin Boards

Electronic Bulletin Boards are provided by third parties to brokers or dealers. Reuters,

Bloomberg and other information services provide electronic platforms on which market

participants can offer quotes. Equity, warrants or future deals on the OTC markets were

traditionally executed on the phone. In future, the use of the Internet as a platform to

publish quotations and to strike deals might replace the phone. 'At this stage, however,

market participants using electronic communication systems conduct their trading on

TO

proprietary trading networks rather than the Internet.'

SFC (1997), §5.3.
ISOCO (1998), Part II.
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Even in future, Electronic Bulletin Boards are not regarded as a substitute for

exchanges. 'Exchanges can justify their existence by providing elements that data

vendors such as Reuters and Bloomberg haven't yet developed: contract design, clearing

arrangement, regulation and liquidity.'39

• Broker-run ATSs

The variety and background of broker firms which operated ATSs (e.g. Schwab and

E*trade) was described in the previous section. 'Typically, these systems offer their

services to other brokers, banks and institutional investors who meet the ATS operator's

credit standard.'40 The trades are either passed through to the organised stock exchange

or the 'broker' provides the counterpart and fulfils the trade himself. The fact that ATSs

'may or may not be interfaced with traditional exchanges' does not necessarily come

with a disadvantage for the investor. The broker's on-line quote is binding (given that

the technical equipment functions without fault or delay), whether it stems from the

exchange or from the broker.

One of the largest providers of a broker-run ATS is the Reuters subsidiary Instinet,

currently operating in 30 countries with more than 7500 trading terminals.41 According

to Instinet's own information 'more than 90% of the US institutional funds'42 trade on

the network. 'These institutions saved $1.2 billion in transaction costs by trading on

Instinet in 1997.'43 Cost saving is the major competitive edge of broker-run ATSs. Still

39 Shirreff, D. (1998).
40 SFC (1997), §2.3.
41 Ibid.

See: www.instinet.com.
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these trading platforms cannot take the place of exchanges due to lack of settlement and

clearing services.

The ATSs' regulation for trade publication, clearing and settlement is liberal. Some

operators report their trades to the stock exchange- or even are obliged to report all

trades by stock exchange regulations. 'Still other ATSs operate independently and may

or may not publish transaction data.'

• Exchange-run ATSs

An exchange-run ATS is by definition a 'closed' electronic system for stock exchange

members only. Using remote access, the exchanges open their market for global

members. The number of remote access terminals operated by stock exchanges has

grown rapidly, especially in light ofEurope's Investment Service Directive.

The following graph summarises the August 1999 figures for Frankfurt's Xetra and

Eurex trading platforms.
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Graph 10.3: Foreign Participants on Xetra and Eurex45
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source: own graphic

Compared with 263 German traders on Xetra and 140 German traders on Eurex, the

participation of all foreign (remote access) traders amounts to 24% for Xetra and 61%

for Eurex. In 1998 Eurex had '11 terminals in the US which account for 18% of the

volume on its biggest contract, the Bund future.'46 'Since 1994 Frankfurt's Deutsche

Borse has set up remote access points in London, Amsterdam, Paris and Zurich, and has

attracted 44 remote members.'47 The same international interest holds for bond trading

which Xetra offers to 45 domestic market participants and to five international clients in

London. As with the Xetra equity trading platform, the London investors access the

48
system via an exchange-run ATS.

SFC (1997), §2.4.
See: Deutsche Borse (1999a and 1999b).
Shirreff, D. (1998).
Covill, Laura (1996), p. 60.
See: BOrsenzeitung (24/10.1998).
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All figures highlight the importance of international participation via exchange-run

ATSs. However, ATSs can come with disadvantages as the following summary of the

various ATS types shows:

Table 10.1: Advantages and Disadvantages of ATSs

Bulletin Broker- Exchang Broker Internet
Boards run ATS e-run /Client Systems

ATS linkage
Lower transaction costs ✓ ✓ ✓ S
Reduced market impact costs ✓ ✓

Anonymity ✓ S
Ease of access >/ S ✓ Y
Market fragmentation / V V
reduced liquidity
Increased systematic risk S S
Lack of coordination with S
exchanges

Whatever kind of automated trading system is offered and whoever functions as the

proprietor of the system, the general impact on market size and liquidity seems to be

beneficial to all market participants. The Hong Kong Securities and Futures

Commission (1997) 'believe[s] they [the ATSs] are not likely to replace, nor to take

substantial business away from, developed exchanges. Increased automation will tend to

increase overall turnover, and thereby create a bigger "pie".'49

Today the impact of ATSs on the Hong Kong capital market is no longer regarded in

such a positive way.
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'On-line services will have a major impact on Hong Kong's markets and brokers. The

most important outcomes will be:

• A significant shift ofHong Kong retail investors to on-line services;

• Accelerated commoditization of basic investment services; and

• New threats to Hong Kong's position as a leading financial center.'50

For a smaller capital market with a high percentage of stocks dually listed on overseas

markets (such as Hong Kong) the impact of the on-line reform of stock trading can have

negative effects. The fragmentation of trade results in lower turnover volumes on the

exchange. This situation is even more difficult, as the original capital market cannot

limit the exodus of trade volume from Hong Kong. Weil's (1998) report finds that

'whatever Hong Kong does major US brokers will offer on-line trading in US and

London listed stocks, bonds, and mutual funds to Asian investors.'51

If there are positive and negative effects of new trading systems, the question of net

effects ofATSs on securities markets has to be analysed.

SFC (1997), § 5.4.
Weil, H. B. (1999), p. 4.
Ibid., p. 4.
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For the US capital market, the empirical sources conclude that there will be a positive

influence as mainly US brokers compete with US exchanges for trading in US listed

securities. The fact that on-line trading strongly increases the numbers of new investors

results in net benefits from the new electronic systems. An increasing market share of

US on-line brokers has so far had only a small impact on the European stock exchange

landscape. Exchanges compete with US on-line brokers for the market of dually-listed

US stocks. Here, Schwab's or E*trade's lower transaction costs will result in a

migration of retail investors from the traditional exchanges towards on-line trading. The

same effect for institutional investors is questionable as global players were able to deal

on the US exchanges before, anyway. We conclude that any changes in the retail

investment market for US stocks in Europe has had only little effect on the whole

European equities market.

European exchanges will have to compete with on-line brokerage services for trade in

European stocks once broker-run ATSs reach the market share they occupy in the US

today. The US findings show that opening access to a larger circle of traders only

increases the overall market trading volume. Hence, we expect a beneficial net effect of

future trades on ATSs with higher overall liquidity and lower transaction costs.
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10.2 Co-operation and Stock Exchange Alliances

Two recent changes in the European financial environment had a major impact on

European stock exchanges: the introduction of the EURO and the harmonisation

following the Investment Services Directive (ISD). The common currency has removed

the necessity for investors to hedge investments in foreign currencies and has led to a

higher transparency of stock prices. The ISD represents a significant step towards the

removal of market restrictions throughout the European Union. All investment firms are

now guaranteed remote access to all European markets after complying with EU

regulatory bodies. 'Along with the continued competition for market shares, 1998 also

saw a number of very significant realignments in the cooperative structure between

different European bourses.'

The deregulation of access to stock exchanges did not come as a surprise to the

European exchanges. The leading position the London Stock Exchange had built up

after the 1986 Big Bang had crumbled over the years, especially after the reform of

many continental exchanges during the 1990s. Experts had feared even bigger losses of

trading volume after the deregulation. 'As the barriers come down in Europe, London is

set to confirm its role as the major financial centre in its time zone.'54 Blanden (1988)

also pointed out that there was the danger 'That markets now centred in London will

tend to move back to their country.'55

See: Gapper, John (1997b).
53

Jochum, C. (1999), p. 70.
54

Blanden, M. (1988), p. 66.
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10.2.1 Benefits and Potential Risks ofMergers

The previous analysis was based on the underlying assumption that mergers and

alliances of stock exchanges are beneficial to investors as the overall market liquidity

increases. But if we look back at the analytical assessment of the new London SETS

trading platform this very optimistic outlook is not entirely confirmed. The cost-

efficiency of stock exchanges still depends to a large extent on the people who run the

stock markets. The London market does not show any improvement in the level of

transaction costs as stock exchange members still quote stocks at traditional dealer

market spreads. Furthermore, the history of the London exchange shows the

conservative influence of stock exchange members trying to obstruct the swift

implementation of major changes. With merger activities continuing between the

European stock exchanges, the power of the exchange members in setting prices,

commissions, and membership fees might grow. At the same time the investor is

deprived of the choice between various competing market places.

Hence, the direction of future market development comes with opportunities and threats

for the investor. Growing integrated market places with higher volume and (hopefully)

lower costs of trading come hand in hand with a lower degree of competition between

market places. Amihud and Mendelsohn (1991) forecast the European integration of

stock markets and referred to the US Intermarket Trading System (see Chapter 3) as a

real life example for the link-up of market places. The authors point out that 'the

intermarket communication provided by order-routing linkage systems [such as the ITS]

Blanden, M. (1988), p. 66.
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is unnecessary when brokers can route orders initially to the market which they consider

provides 'best' execution.'56

If the results of the US ITS analysis are applied to the current situation in Europe, the

outcome is more promising and optimistic than sceptical: a combined pan-European

trading platform makes de-routing of orders to other exchanges unnecessary but still

leaves brokers and investors with the choice to trade directly on the OTC market or use

a proprietary-run ATS.

This form of competition [due to threats from other competing markets] enables the

preservation of the benefits of competition without losses due to fragmentation: it is the

threat of entry, rather than the actual entry of competitors, that keeps the markets in line,

without bearing the costs due to the fragmentation of the order flow.57

The recent developments in Information Technology and the impact of the Internet on

stock markets (as pointed out in the first section of this chapter) pose a big enough and

real enough threat to the established exchanges. Right now, the market growth due to

on-line trading leads to a win-win situation for proprietary ATSs and established

exchanges. At the same time, the success of alternative forms of stock trading generates

the competitive pressure needed to trigger reforms of a scale of a Big-Bang II, or the

London Frankfurt alliance. Amihud and Mendelson (1991) suggest the following

prerequisites for a successful integration of stock exchanges:

56

57

58

Amihud and Mendelson (1991), p. 88.
Ibid., p. 76.
See: Ibid., p. 92.
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1. Integration

The authors suggest a high level of integration between portfolio management

subsystems of brokers and investors, order execution subsystems on national

exchanges and a combined and guaranteed central clearing subsystem. With

modern communication links between clients, brokers, and exchanges the first

demand is clearly fulfilled. In a completely integrated international stock market

the execution of orders does not take place on national exchanges any longer.

This might violate Amihud and Menelson's requirements on the one hand, but

might prove beneficial to another of the authors' demands: the establishment of

a community-wide centralised settlement system.

2. Competition

Traders should be able to choose between different exchanges and different

competing trading mechanisms 'enabling them to trade-off price, volatility and

probability of execution.'59 Specifically, the authors list the opportunities of

utilising market makers, automatic quotation systems, upstairs or block trades,

and orderbook markets with the technical feature of hidden order volumes. Steill

(1996) stresses the advantages of choosing between a variety of trading

mechanisms and points out that 'the diversity is highly desiravble.'60

3. Flexibility and Accessibility

'All users will have access to all publicly available information [...] in real

time.'61 With commercial information service providers such as Reuters and

Bloomberg, on-line brokers such as E*Trade and Charles Schwab, and free

Internet stock quote services the progress in information technology has already

59 Amihud and Mendelson (1991), p. 92.
60

Steill, Benn( 1996), p. 73.
61

Ibid., p. 93.
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overtaken the authors' 1991 demands. However, Amihud and Mendelson point

out a fact which is particularly valid for today's Internet share trading: there is an

'unequal access of traders to the technology with the shortest reaction time.'62

Amihud and Mendelson (1991) formulate their theoretical suggestions for a possible

integration process among European exchanges. There are already various historic

examples of stock exchange mergers. In the United States a process of mergers took

place in the 1940s and 1950s. Arnold et al. (1999) look at the effects of three mergers

between US stock exchanges: Baltimore and Philadelphia merged in 1949, Chicago,

Cleveland and St. Louis formed the Midwest Stock Exchange in the same year, and Los

Angeles and San Francisco joined up to form the Pacific Exchange in 1957.

The authors regard the merger process as a direct result of decreasing market share since

Black Friday in 1929. The regional exchanges in the US lost turnover volume to the

NYSE due to a reduction in telecommunication costs (availability of the stock ticker and
fx'X • • •

a reduction in telephone costs). Furthermore, the regulations on trading securities were

changed as a direct result of the 1929 crash. From 1936 onwards exchanges were

allowed to trade any securities which were already approved for listing on another US

exchange.64

Amihud and Mendelson (1991), p. 94.
See: Arnold et al. (1999), p. 1086.
See: Ibid.
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Table 10.2: Market Share ofUS Exchanges65

January 1929 January 1939 January 1949
Regional only 63.7% 23.4% 18.3%
NYSE 8.6% 63.4% 74.2%
NY Curb66 27.7% 13.2% 7.5%

In the 1940s and 1950s the regional exchanges in the US reacted to the declining market

share in exactly the same way as today's German regional exchanges do: they extended

their business hours. In addition to that, the three mergers mentioned above took place.

All three mergers resulted in a significant increase in trading volume on the exchanges

involved. Arnold et al. (1999) measure this increase as a net increase compared to the

change in trading volume of all other US stock markets:

Table 10. 3: Trading Volumes after Stock Exchange Mergers67

Merger Percentage Net Change 8
Change

Midwest December 1949 +60% +24%
Pacific January 1957 -6% +6%
Philadelphia- March 1949 +23% +6%
Baltimore

The statistical part of this section has already shown the positive influence of higher

turnover volumes on the market spread. The historical examples analysed by Arnold et

al. (1999) follow the same pattern:

Arnold et al (1999), p. 1087.
The New York Curb market was renamed American Stock Exchange in 1953 and merged with
Nasdaq in 1998.
Arnold et al. (1999), p. 1092.
Arnold et al. (1999) measure the change with regard to a benchmark constructed from the changes
of all other US exchanges. Hence, the net change can be solely attributed to the merger activity.
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Table 10. 4: Market Spreads in USD after Stock Exchange Mergers69

Before After Percentage
Change

Midwest (1949)
Regional
NYSE

1.162
0.406

1.106
0.383

-5%
-6%

Pacific (1957)70
Regional 1.088 0.677 -38%

Philadelphia-
Baltimore

Regional 3.854 3.625 -6%

The integration of stock markets not only resulted in higher turnover volumes and lower

spreads. Also the prices for seats on the post-merger exchanges increased. Seat prices on

the Midwest Exchange increased by 4%. Prices for seats on the Pacific Exchange also

increased after the merger, but only in the same magnitude as the seat price of other

exchanges. Philadelphia-Baltimore seats declined in value after the merger, which again

is in line with the results from the control group of other US exchanges. While the

Midwest findings can be seen as an additional indication of the success of the merger,

the higher seat prices constitute an increased barrier to entry for new broker firms. The

additional fixed costs for establishing a brokerage business will undoubtedly be passed

on to the final retail investor and hence have a negative effect on the overall transaction

costs.

Arnold et al. (1999), p. 1097.
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What conclusions can be drawn for the future of European stock markets from these

findings from the US exchange mergers? First, the data suggests that a successful

merger of exchanges results in additional market depth. Combined trading volumes are

greater than the sums of their parts. This finding gives further reasons in favour of stock

market integration. Secondly, the three US mergers support our hypothesis that higher

volumes result in lower transaction costs as measured by the market spread. Thirdly, the

more successful the stock exchange merger, the higher the seat prices on the exchange.

The additional costs of gaining membership to the new exchange represent a caveat

when running a cost-benefit analysis for the investing public. While this point is of

relevance to the US stock markets in the 1940s and 1950s, the European Investment

Services Directive with its impact on remote access to all European stock exchanges is

likely to have the opposite effect.

In summary, the results of the merger activity among US stock markets are beneficial

for the level of transaction costs and hence have a positive implication for any mergers

of European exchanges.

The following section examines more recent mergers of European exchanges and gives

a detailed outlook on the future developments and feasible alliances of stock markets.

The sample size of dually-listed stocks is not large enough to form a representative statement about
the impact of the regional mergers on the NYSE spreads.
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10.2.2 The Nordic Exchange

In January 1998, Stockholm and Copenhagen joined forces to set up the Nordic Stock

Exchange. This alliance has already invited Oslo and Helsinki as future members of a

common trading platform and is currently looking into possible extension towards the

Baltic States.71

With SAX, the electronic trading system of the Stockholm Stock Exchange, the Nordic

Exchange possesses one of the most advanced trading platforms. The empirical part of

this thesis has given evidence for the transaction cost reducing benefits of design

features such as hidden order volumes, crossing of pre-struck deals and tick size

regulation. Hence, we see little reason for the exchanges in Oslo or Helsinki to set up

their own new trading platform. But now that Frankfurt and London have established a

strong central European alliance, there is a strong incentive for Helsinki and Oslo to join

the main European network, rather than a smaller Nordic market.

For the Baltic exchanges in Riga, Tallinn and Vilnius, the boost in credibility and

international confidence from joining a ISO 9000 proof exchange system is a stronger

reason to join the Nordic Exchange.

See: Gapper, John (1997b).
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10.2.3 London-Frankfurt

The most important and rather surprising alliance, however, was formed between the

London and Frankfurt exchanges. The Deutsche Borse had spent about DM 160 million
79 •

on their new Xetra trading system. The size of the investment necessitated finding a

strategic partner willing to implement the system. Geographically, out of European

tradition and due to the same trading structure, Paris seemed the closest possible ally.

Hence, Frankfurt had been in negotiation with the Paris Bourse for some time. Even

press statements about a future alliance to set up a common trading platform had been

published. But the Societe des Bourses Frangaises was unwilling to give up the

SuperCAC trading system and the talks broke down.7 'Werner Seifert, chief executive

of Deutsche Borse, warned at that time that no exchange can be complacent. "An

exchange doesn't have an end in itself. I can well imagine a world without exchanges.
• 7S

So exchanges can't avoid co-operating with each other.'"

Acting in accordance with this statement, Frankfurt announced an alliance with the

London Stock Exchange in July 1998. 'The move ends a bitter war between the two

exchanges for supremacy in Europe's rapidly converging financial market.'76 The move

was greeted by positive resonance throughout Europe's financial market participants. It

definitely surprised Paris and other exchanges that had been in talks with Frankfurt.
77

Paris 'appears to be left out in the cold by the new Anglo-German alliance.'

See: Jochum, C. (1999), p. 70 and Economist (11/07/1998), p. 99 and Fisher, A. (1997b).
August, Oliver (1997).
After exporting SuperCAC to foreign exchanges such as Toronto, relinquishing the system on its
home exchange would have erased any chances of future sales.
Shirreff, David (1998).

76 Financial Times (07/07/1998).
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For Frankfurt, the alliance with London is a major step as the new partner's market

capitalisation is twice as high. Still London agreed an even partnership between the two

founding members. Even on that basis there are long term synergy effects which will

benefit both exchanges:

'The London and Frankfurt exchanges hope to cut costs in several ways. They will

develop software so that traders can deal on both exchanges from a single computer

screen. They plan to harmonise rules on opening hours, the minimum and maximum size

of dealing lots and so on, as well as procedures for offering and disclosing trades.

Eventually, they want to build a new electronic trading system together rather than
• 78

running separate ones.'

10.2.4 Eurex

The competitive pressure among futures exchanges is considered even higher than the

pressure on stock exchanges. The international trade in interest rate derivatives has an

easy price setting mechanism and is based on the same interest rate products. Hence, all

of the international future exchanges compete in a very homogeneous market. The

rivalry for market share in the Bund future contract market between the former DTB and

Liffe clearly shows the level of competition in this market. Furthermore, the competition

has increased since the introduction of the EURO. The loss of eleven different

currencies to form one single currency results in falling demand for interest and

78 Economist (11/07/1998), p. 99.
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currency derivatives. On the other hand, trade volumes in equity-based contracts and

index contracts are constantly rising. Hence, the product mix traded on the future

exchanges will change, exerting even more pressure on the exchanges. 'Exchanges no

longer compete on products, but on the cost and efficiency of their systems, clearing and

settlement, and their distribution network.'79

In 1998 the DTB and the Swiss Soffex linked up to form Eurex. The announcement of

this alliance raised doubts about the planned strategic link between Frankfurt's DTB and

the Paris Matif; and rightly so as talks broke down soon afterwards.80 The years of

negotiations between the DTB and the Matif have cost time and money for both

exchanges. Jorg Franke from Eurex, however, sees at least some benefits in the talks.

The DTB's level of experience in how to set up co-operation agreements has risen

significantly and: 'We [the DTB] are better now.'81 Perhaps due to this strength, Eurex
• • • • 89 •

is not in talks with London's Liffe. As Liffe's cash counterpart, the London Stock

Exchange has already joined forces with Frankfurt, 'finding partners that boost trade in

Liffe's products will be "extremely difficult".' 3 However, the need for Liffe to find a

trading partner is obvious. Liffe has lost its role of market leader in Bund futures to the

DTB, and Eurex could soon be challenging Liffe's position as Europe's largest

derivative exchange. In 1998, Eurex traded 144 million contracts, Liffe 205 Million.

With mounting competitive pressure, Liffe has decided to go for an electronic trading

platform itself. The new system, Liffe Connect started trading equities options in

/y
Shirreff, D. (1998).
See: Iskandar, Samer( 1998).

81 Handelsblatt (5/09/1998).
Handelsblatt (5/09/1998).

83
Economist (25/07/1998b), p. 88.
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November 1998, but 'no matter how sophisticated Liffe Connect is, it could be

introduced too late [and trade volume might continue to flow to Frankfurt].'84

In addition, the need for more Eurex member exchanges decreases with more and more

remote access terminals. However, the US Commodities and Futures Trading

Commission might try to stop the expansion of Eurex trading terminals in the US.

'Agreements by Eurex and Matif with CBOT [Chicago Board of trade] and CME

[Chicago Mercantile Exchange] respectively to provide after-hours automatic trading
or

may get around the freeze on terminals.'

The existing co-operation agreements between futures exchanges and the strong

pressure to update and optimise systems and technology will be a safeguard against

vendor-turned-brokers and their ATSs.

We have summarised the recent trends as well as the already established stock exchange

links throughout Europe in the following graph.

84 Financial Times (26/08/1998).
85

Shirreff, D. (1998).
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Graph 10.4: Alliances and Co-operation in Europe
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source: own graphic
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10.2.5: Conclusion and Future Outlook

Certain patterns of alliances are already established throughout Europe. The first year of

trading on the Nordic Stock Exchange has come with the necessary success which is

needed for a further expansion. Hence, a Northern European cluster emerged for the

Scandinavian countries and the Baltic States. As the Stockholm trading system has

already implemented technical features such as hidden order volumes and a crossed

deals facility, it seems unnecessary to give up the SAX system in favour of Xetra, SETS,

or a future version of SuperCAC. Now that Oslo and Helsinki have formally rejected the

invitation to join Norex, a future pan-European network of exchanges becomes more

and more realistic. At the same time this might put pressure on Stockholm and

Copenhagen to join this possible pan-European alliance and hence, do give up SAX for

a successor of today's SETS or Xetra.

In the centre of Europe, the London-Frankfurt axis forms a strong basis for any future

alliance of stock exchanges. Vienna has already opted for the Xetra trading platform

which will be implemented in 2000 (with regards to possible difficulties due to the Y2K

problem).86 With Vienna's connection to the Budapest exchange, an expansion of this
87

trading system into the new Eastern European economies seems feasible. Furthermore,

Switzerland, Europe's fourth biggest exchange, may join the joint venture, as its future

exchange Soffex has already undertaken a complete merger with Frankfurt's DTB to

join Eurex.

See: Siiddeutsche Zeitung (21/11/1998).
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The Paris Bourse remained the big question mark in this equation for some time. With

the Nouveau Marche, the Paris exchange had established a successful and strong

affiliation with Frankfurt's Neuer Markt. This information link could soon be updated to

a combined trading system. Similar to the negotiation for establishing a common trade

platform between the regular official markets, Frankfurt's position can be regarded as

inflexible. The implementation of a Xetra-based system seems non-negotiable. 'If it [the

Paris Bourse] opts to join the new joint venture, it will have to do so on the founders'

terms.'88

Once the London-Frankfurt joint trading system lists the top 300 European stocks, only

little trade will be left for Amsterdam, Madrid or Milan in dealing the rest of their

OQ t t

domestic stocks. With the biggest European exchanges co-operating, the smaller

markets will have little or no choice but to join the club. Besides losing turnover volume

in stocks, all other markets may be affected by a shift in trading equities. 'Once a move

from a financial centre begins, it could easily become cumulative given the nature and

importance of external economies.'90 Rather than concentrating on a regional niche

market, Madrid and Milan seem to be better off joining the top tier of European

exchanges.

See: Fisher and Frey (1998). It is planned that the Vienna Exchange takes over the 82 Easter
European stocks now listed in Frankfurt and hence specialises in trading these stocks as well
derivative contracts on these stocks.

88 Economist (11/07/1998), p. 100.
About 75% of all dealings on the Milan exchange involve the largest 30 companies. With listing
the largest Italian stocks on a combined London-Frankfurt system, Milan would lose a large share
of its turnover volume. (See: Betts, Paul (1998)).

90 Davis (1990), p. 15.
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In addition to this scenario of a strong central European trading platform, a second

possible solution existed (if only for a short time).91 Paris could have well opted to stay

with its own trading system, or to enter an alliance with Milan or the exchanges in the

BeNeLux countries due to geographical reasons (or even more due to Paris' strong

emotional dissatisfaction at the Frankfurt move). M. Theodore, president of the Societe

des Bourse Franfaises, which owns the Paris Bourse and Matif, 'proposed an alliance

[...] to link the French bourse with those of Milan, Madrid and the Benelux countries.'

This proposal came in light of the Frankfurt-London announcement and echoed France's

tarnished pride of being offered a 20% junior membership in the alliance (with 40% for

the founding members London and Frankfurt). The addressees of the proposal, Milan,

Amsterdam, Brussels and Luxembourg did not react positively: A spokesman for the

Amsterdam exchange was quoted as saying 'the Dutch do not want to be used by Paris
• • Q?

as a negotiating tool.' It took only three months for the first of Paris' candidates to

destroy Paris' hopes of forming this alliance. On 18 November 1998 Madrid declared

that it wished to join the London-Frankfurt link-up. Milan and Amsterdam reacted

quickly and 'indicated that they would follow.'93 In the end, Madrid, Milan and

Amsterdam made the decision for the French exchange which then 'declared that Paris

was immediately joining the Anglo-German alliance to form a joint company for

European share trading.'94. Compared to the many announcements of talks and

negotiations, there is now a serious indication that - in addition to London and Frankfurt

- a European-wide stock exchange network including Paris, Zurich, Milan, Madrid,

See: Covill, Laura (1996), p. 62: 'Frank Matter at McKinsey [who helped Deutsche Borse to set up
Xetra] believes that within five to seven years [2001 to 2003] an oligopoly of three or four
"clusters" will emerge.'

92
Economist (25/07/1998a), p. 87.
Economist (21/11/1998), p. 102.

94
Economist (21/11 /1998), p. 102.
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Amsterdam and Brussels seems realistic.95. The speed of progress in creating this pan-

European trading platform has already come under criticism: 'But since then [the

announcement], their bumbling efforts have failed to produce an agreement on

ownership of a holding company, and have fallen short of achieving a common trading

and settlement platform.'96

Still, the near future looks set for the European exchanges. The London-Frankfurt

alliance will start trading on 4 January 2000. The exchanges have already agreed on

common trading times, holidays, and the harmonisation of regulations. The debate about

the structure of a future clearing and settlement organisation, and the problem of a

Q7
shared index policy still have to be resolved. The London and Frankfurt alliance is

expected to list Europe's top 300 stocks within a year of trading. In the slightly more

distant future, European access to US exchanges seems feasible. Nasdaq and the

Chicago Board of Trade have already been in talks with Eurex to set up an

intercontinental futures exchange. However, negotiations with the CBoT were put on

hold recently. The European exchange network hoped to work on a future Nasdaq co-

operation for some time , before Nasdaq announced its own move into Europe with

Nasdaq Europe.99 Within the year 2000 Nasdaq plans to launch its own pan-European

trading system. The choice of partners- Murdoch's investment trust e-partners, French

utilities Vivendi and the Japanese internet investment group Softbank - reflects the

global character of this project: 'We want Nasdaq in the US to be joined by Nasdaq

See: Financial Times (05/05/1999).
96

Financial Times (6-7/11/1999).
See: Borsenzeitung (31/03/1999) and Financial Times (05/05/1999). The London Stock Ex-change
is co-owner of the company managing the Eurotop index family, whereas Frankfurt is involved in
the DJ Eurostoxx series.
See: BOrsenzeitung (31/03/1999).

99 See: Luce and Bolan (1999) and FAZ (29/10/1999).
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Europe and Jasdaq in Japan to eventually create a global platform.'100 Described as the

trading platform for the 21rst century, a global Nasdaq can represent either a strong

competitor or an ideal merger candidate for the pan-European alliance.

A further threat to the traditional stock exchanges comes from Tradepoint, London's

second trading platform. Founded in 1995 Tradepoint only listed about 2000 smaller

UK company and did not compete with the mighty London Stock Exchange for market

share. This scenario changed drastically when Goldman Sachs, J.P. Morgan, CSFB,

Merrill Lynch and UBS bought share packages in Tradepoint in 1999. Tradepoint's

future success (as a platform for Europe's leading 300 stocks) will depend on whether

its shareholders move their trades from traditional exchanges to Tradepoint. Shareholder

structure has become the decisive competitive edge for acquiring and consolidating

market share. This fact is underlined by the actions of Deutsche and Dresdner Bank.

Both German banks own minority shares in Deutsche Borse AG (and hence a share in

the future pan-European alliance). Still, both banks hedged their option by buying into

Tradepoint as well.

This leaves Morgan Stanley Dean Witter as one of the last global Investment Banks

which has neither a stake in Tradepoint nor the pan-European alliance. But then Morgan

Stanley found a partner in OM Group of Sweden to promote their own pan-European

trading platform, Jiway.1 1

Frank Zarab, chairman ofNASD in Luce and Bolan (1999).
See: Trefgarne, George (2000).
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The first traditional stock exchange to answer the competitive threat is the Deutsche

Borse AG. The German exchange plans to change its name to Euroboard and to increase

its capital foundation (and the number of institutional shareholders) by offering one

third of its capital (around USD 1.5 bn) to ten international Investment Banks.102 Only if

Euroboard is able to woe the same global players which have already invested in

Tradepoint and Jiway, will there be a change of a long-term merger of the two

competing exchanges.

At present the threat of a global Nasdaq, Jiway and Tradepoint may hopefully waken

European exchanges and help them to overcome their differences in setting up their own

platform.103

However, markets are changing rapidly and any forecast only has a short validity. The

sudden breakdown of talks (Paris and Frankfurt), the unexpected rejections of

invitations (Oslo and Helsinki) and an unforeseeable amount of emotional 'human'

decision making leaves any future forecast in high uncertainty.

'In this global environment, none of us are so immune from competitive pressures that

we can afford to let old ways of doing business - both regulatory and commercial -

prevent us from considering innovative and creative approaches.'104 Based on our

knowledge of stock exchanges today, and given the findings of the empirical part of this

thesis, an alliance of stock exchanges with a common trading platform optimises market

liquidity and seems the best way forward. This conclusion still holds when applying the

102 See: Manager magzin (2000), p. 112.
103 See: FAZ (6/11/1999).
104

Becker, etal. (1992), p. 338.
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strict recommendations of Amihud and Mendelson (1991) as growing competition from

US exchanges as well as competition from sophisticated proprietary-run ATSs will still

guarantee a high level of competition between stock markets. 'Whatever the outcome of

the battle [Nasdaq vs. pan-European exchanges], European investors can at least

comfort themselves that they have plenty of choice in where to place their funds these

days.'105 Ultimately, the geographical centre of exchange becomes irrelevant.

'Exchanges will in the future be virtual, efficient networks.'106

But then exchanges are run by people capable of making irrational decisions, as the

break up of the Frankfurt-Paris talks and the surprising announcement of the London-

Frankfurt alliance shows. As de la Vega said in one of the very first books on stock

exchanges: 'Who enters the circle of the exchange is kept in eternal unrest and sits in a

prison whose keys lie on the bottom of the sea and whose bolts never open.'107

105

106

107

Luce and Boland (1999).
Shirreff, D. (1998).
De la Vega, J. (1688/1957).
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Don't let it end like this. Tell them I have said

something.
Pancho Villas

11. Conclusions

11.1 Relevance and Originality of Research

The direct comparison of the historical development of trading mechanisms on the

London Stock Exchange and the German Borsen shows the lack of intrinsic rational

planning of market structures. Trading mechanisms evolved due to the short-term

interests of market regulatory authorities and sunk costs of institutions which have

developed over time. It becomes clear from these two historic examples that decisions

on trading regulation may have been counterproductive to the efficiency of trading.

Globalisation of financial markets and growing international competition between

exchanges abolish any sanctuary for low efficient stock exchanges. In fact, today's

traditional European stock exchanges find themselves cornered by fast-expanding

international exchanges such as Nasdaq on the one hand and a growing variety of highly

technical sophisticated proprietary-run automatic trading systems on the other.

The exchanges' overall cost-effectiveness depends on a set of characteristics such as

market depth, immediacy of execution, impact costs, and stock exchange membership
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fees. Among markets of similar size and structure, the bid-ask spread evolves as one of

the exchanges' main competitive edges.

This thesis explains bid-ask spreads on international exchanges using a regression

model based on independent variables directly deducted from the existing theory of

spreads. For this endeavour the range of stock exchanges under examination is extended

beyond the size of existing research to a truly global sample.

The second aim is the comparison of stock markets in order to determine the most

effective market structure which operates on the smallest spread levels. This comparison

not only involves examining the level of average spreads but also focuses on the

exchanges' ability to absorb price and volume fluctuation.

The innovation of this study lies in the range of data examined over two years and over

ten stock exchanges as well as in the panel-based specification of our regression models.

Furthermore, this comparison is based on a sample of index stocks. Hence, each

exchange is represented by domestic stocks in order to avoid an asymmetry of

information often found in the existing comparative literature. The raw data were then

averaged over months. Explaining monthly averages rather than intra-day data models

the behaviour of market participants realistically as the size of spreads appears to be

rather constant over time. Moreover, the concept of monthly averages represents the

interest of institutional investors who look for exchanges with low spreads over a longer

period.
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With SETS the London Stock Exchange introduced an electronic orderbook trading

structure. This thesis analyses the technical features of the new trading platform and

compares SETS with seven continental European orderbook markets. Introducing

institutional dummy variables to the established panel regression models, this thesis is

one of the first academic pieces of work to give recommendations for the further

improvement of the London SETS system.

11.2 Main Findings

The main findings of this thesis give empirical evidence to support the existing theory

on the existence of bid-ask spreads. Reasons for the existence of spreads on stock

markets can be found in transaction costs, inventory management costs and adverse

selection costs. From these main streams of theory the independent variables for the

regression model were deducted. The negative influence of daily turnover volumes is

based on the assumption of fixed costs of trading. The positive influence of price and

value fluctuation is directly derived from the portfolio management model.

The main contributions of the theoretical approaches are supported by the high

statistical significance of the turnover volume and the price fluctuation parameters.

Order-processing costs, adverse selection costs, and inventory management costs all

decrease with higher overall trade volumes. The last two cost approaches model the

price risk and assume an obvious positive relationship between price fluctuation and

spreads. The empirical results of this thesis deliver another robust empirical test for the

existing theories.
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Another new empirical finding covers the difference in behaviour of market makers in

dealer markets versus that of institutional investors in auction markets. For six of the

eight auction markets the coefficient for vcVALUE is insignificantly different from

zero. In contrast to this, the results for the vcVALUE coefficient are highly significant

on the two dealer markets. The results even hold for the same sample of stocks when

comparing spreads from London's SEAQ dealer market with spreads from the new

SETS orderbook. Again these new results are consistent with the existing theory on bid-

ask spreads: In a market with a high fluctuation of daily trade volumes, the probability

of finding a second trading partner in order to close an imbalance position is low.

Market makers have to react by widening their spreads, while voluntary traders can

avoid trading at all.

As a more general result, bid-ask spreads on major international stock exchanges can

indeed be explained by a model based on monthly averaged data. This is an extension to

the established literature on spread comparisons which focuses on intra-day data, and is

of relevance to the institutional investor who is able to choose where to conduct trades.

The second aim of this thesis was to conduct a comparative study into the cost-

effectiveness of the various trading systems. Here, Madrid, Stockholm and Copenhagen

showed the lowest average spreads of 0.10% to 0.20% when quoting domestic index

stocks. London's more direct competitors in terms of market size, Frankfurt and Paris,

are able to quote stocks at an average spread of 0.27%.
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The results of our analysis of theoretical spreads for UK stocks indicate that London

could even improve beyond this level. With similar risk parameters but significantly

higher trade volumes (compared to most other European stock markets), London-type

stocks could be traded on such electronic trading platforms at spreads of just under

0.10%. The cost-effectiveness of London's trading mechanism could be improved by

more than 80%. Despite lower trading volumes in London, the theoretical spreads for

UK stocks on the German IBIS platform are still lower than on SEAQ. Hence, the

German electronic trading platform could be a benchmark for improving London's

transaction costs.

With significantly higher spreads on London's SEAQ, rational investors should have

left the London market in favour of trading UK stocks on continental European

exchanges. This hypothesis triggered the research on the market of multiply-listed and

dually-listed UK stocks. The direct comparison of UK stocks traded on London's

SEAQ, the Paris Bourse and the Swiss exchange shows that only London trades the

necessary volume of UK stocks to guarantee low spreads. The auction market trading

structure of Paris might be more cost-effective; any potential gains for the traders,

however, are outweighed by the lack of trade volume.

The third aim of this thesis concerns the new Stock Exchange Electronic Trading

Service. We analyse the SETS trading platform by examining a range of technical

features and compare the SETS design with the institutional set-up of seven other

European orderbook markets.
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On the basis of the institutional and non-institutional variables considered here, this

analysis concludes that especially the following design changes will improve the spread

level on SETS: Separating the main market (with minimum order sizes and tick size

restrictions) from an odd-lot market as practised in Milan, and introducing hidden orders

and crossed deals as in Stockholm or Madrid will make SETS more competitive.
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# Regression for 50 stocks over 24 months from the London FTSE
CALENDERS?ANELOBS=24)
ALLOCATE 0 50//24
OPEN DATA A:\FTSE.RAT

DATA(ORG=OBS,FORMAT=RAT) / SPREAD logVALUE vcVALUE $
vcPRICE CHANGE

# One-way Random Effects
LINREG SPREAD / RESIDS
# COSTANT logVALUE vcVALUE vcPRICE CHANGE
PSTATS(EFFECTS=INDIV) RESIDS
COMPUTE VETA=%VRANDOM
COMPUTE VEPS=%VINDIV
COMPUTE THETA = 1.0 - SQRT(VETA/(VETA+24*VEPS))

PANEL SPREAD / SPREADRE 1 ENTRY 1.0 INDIV - THETA
PANEL logVALUE / logVALUERE 1 ENTRY 1.0 INDIV - THETA
PANEL vcVALUE / vcVALUERE 1 ENTRY 1.0 INDIV - THETA
PANEL vcPRICE / vcPRICERE 1 ENTRY 1.0 INDIV - THETA
PANEL CHANGE / CHANGERE 1 ENTRY 1.0 INDIV - THETA

SET CONSTWID = 1 - THETA

LINREG (DFC=50) SPREADRE
# COSTANT logVALUERE vcVALUERE vcPRICERE CHANGERE
COMPUTE [VECTOR] BETA2SLS=%BETA
COMPUTE [SYMM] XX2SLS=%SEESQ*%XX
PSTATS(BLOCK=24, EFFECTS=INDIV, TEST) SPREADRE

*One-way Fixed Effects
PANEL SPREAD / SPREADFE 1 ENTRY 1.0 INDIV - 1.0
PANEL logVALUE / logVALUEFE 1 ENTRY 1.0 INDIV - 1.0
PANEL vcVALUE / vcVALUEFE 1 ENTRY 1.0 INDIV - 1.0
PANEL vcPRICE / vcPRICEFE 1 ENTRY 1.0 INDIV - 1.0
PANEL CHANGE / CHANGEFE 1 ENTRY 1.0 INDIV - 1.0

LINREG (DFC-50, VCV) SPREADFE
# COSTANT logVALUEFE vcVALUEFE vcPRICEFE CHANGEFE
COMPUTE %XX=XX2SLS-%SEESQ*%XX
TEST(VECTOR=BETA2SLS,NOSCALE,WHOLE)
PSTATS(BLOCK=24, EFFECTS=INDIV, TESTS) SPREADFE
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*Two-way Random Effects
LINREG SPREAD / RESIDS
# COSTANT logVALUE vcVALUE vcPRICE CHANGE
PSTATS(EFFECTS=BOTH) RESIDS
COMPUTE VETA=%VRANDOM
COMPUTE VEPS=%VINDIV
COMPUTE VTIME=%VTIME
COMPUTE THETAINDIV = 1.0 - SQRT(VETA/(VETA+24*VEPS))
COMPUTE THETATIME = 1.0 - SQRT(VETA/(VETA+50*VTIME)

PANEL SPREAD / SPREADRE 1 ENTRY 1.0 INDIV $
- THETAINDIV TIME-THETATIME
PANEL logVALUE / logVALUERE 1 ENTRY 1.0 INDIV $
- THETAINDIV TIME-THETATIME
PANEL vcVALUE / vcVALUERE 1 ENTRY 1.0 INDIV $
- THETAINDIV TIME-THETATIME
PANEL vcPRICE / vcPRICERE 1 ENTRY 1.0 INDIV $
- THETAINDIV TIME-THETATIME
PANEL CHANGE / CHANGERE 1 ENTRY 1.0 INDIV $
- THETAINDIV TIME-THETATIME

SET CONSTWID - 1 - THETAINDIV - THETATIME

LINREG (DFC=74) SPREADRE
# COSTANT logVALUERE vcVALUERE vcPRICERE CHANGERE

PSTATS(BLOCK=24, EFFECTS=BOTH, TESTS) SPREADRE
COMPUTE [VECTOR] BETA2SLS=%BETA
COMPUTE [SYMM] XX2SLS=%SEESQ*%XX

*Two-way Fixed Effects

PANEL SPREAD / SPREADFE 1 ENTRY 1.0 INDIV - 1.0 TIME -1.0
PANEL logVALUE / logVALUEFE 1 ENTRY 1.0 INDIV - 1.0 TIME -1.0
PANEL vcVALUE / vcVALUEFE 1 ENTRY 1.0 INDIV - 1.0 TIME -1.0
PANEL vcPRICE / vcPRICEFE 1 ENTRY 1.0 INDIV - 1.0 TIME -1.0
PANEL CHANGE / CHANGEFE 1 ENTRY 1.0 INDIV - 1.0 TIME -1.0

LINREG (DFC=74,VCV) SPREADFE
# COSTANT logVALUEFE vcVALUEFE vcPRICEFE CHANGEFE
COMPUTE %XX=XX2SLS-%SEESQ*%XX
TEST(VECTOR=BETA2SLS,NOSCALE,WHOLE)
PSTATS(BLOCK=24, EFFECTS=BOTH, TESTS) SPREADFE

END
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The following summarising table of all series from the ten exchanges under examination
shows the estimators for 8, with the standard error given in parenthesis, and the third
figure revealing the value of the t-statistic.

Index Series without with intercept with intercept
(Exchange) intercept and trend

CAC SPREAD -0.401 -0.785 -0.965

(Paris) (1.059) (0.994) (0.931)
-14.242 -22.828 -27.382

logVALUE -0.062 -0.600 -0.849
(0.996) (0.960) (0.950)
(-4.170) -16.472 -21.892

vcVALUE -0.857 -1.077 -1.102

(0.985) (0.946) (0.928)
-21.275 -26.253 -27.607

vcPRICE -0.837 -1.085 -1.169

(0.992) (0.950) (0.922)
-20.945 -27.636 -29.509

CHANGE -1.068 -1.135 -1.185

(0.970) (0.947) (0.928)
-27.335 -29.400 -29.739

DAX SPREAD -0.075 -0.680 -0.811

(IBIS) (1.021) (0.977) (0.946)
-3.881 -13.932 -15.751

logVALUE -0.026 -0.729 -0.875
(0.962) (0.957) (0.925)
-2.233 -14.033 -16.541

vcVALUE -0.730 -1.000 -1.110

(0.993) (0.949) (0.939)
-14.772 -19.783 -21.049

vcPRICE -0.763 -0.859 -0.958
(0.972) (0.943) (0.930)
-14.338 -15.299 -16.958

CHANGE -1.003 -1.096 -1.143
(0.972) (0.949) (0.934)
-18.500 -20.966 -21.286
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Index

(Exchange)
Series without

intercept
with intercept with intercept

and trend
FTSE

(London)
SPREAD

logVALUE

vcVALUE

vcPRICE

CHANGE

-0.049

(1.002)
-4.509
-0.093

(0.986)
-6.668
-0.827

(1.003)
-27.031
-0.866

(0.995)
-28.164
-1.064

(0.970)
-35.359

-0.538

(0.972)
-20.628
-0.737

(0.964)
-25.825
-1.053

(0.947)
-35.520
-1.065

(0.951)
-34.925
1.150

(0.952)
-38.567

-0.764

(0.932)
-25.919
-0.909

(0.938)
-30.577
-1.115

(0.934)
-36.530
-1.158

(0.927)
-38.161
-1.201

(0.931)
-39.801

IBEX

(Madrid)
SPREAD

logVALUE

vcVALUE

vcPRICE

CHANGE

-0.234

(1.036)
-6.125
-0.021

(0.985)
-2.265
-0.190

(0.974)
-17.346
-0.867

(0.991)
-15.501
-1.057

(0.962)
-19.162

-0.729

(0.999)
-13.987
-0.640

(0.983)
-12.735
-1.078

(0.953)
-20.695
-1.046

(0.970)
-17.123
-1.087

(0.939)
-20.079

-0.898

(0.954)
-16.615
-0.959

(0.980)
-17.298
-1.183

(0.986)
-21.144
-1.109

(0.943)
-18.866
-1.199

(0.914)
-21.302

KFX

(Copenhagen)
SPREAD

logVALUE

vcVALUE

vcPRICE

CHANGE

-0.058

(0.986)
-3.037
-0.062

(0.980)
-3.106
-0.174

(1.039)
-4.845
-0.719

(1.046)
-13.155
-1.082

(0.962)
-19.805

-0.661

(0.969)
-12.555
-0.674

(0.970)
-13.080
-0.876

(0.932)
-14.630
-1.146

(0.956)
-20.578
-1.157

(0.946)
-20.878

-0.726

(0.941)
-13.645
-0.881

(0.918)
-16.532

-1.014

(0.905)
-17.137
-1.181

(0.934)
-21.197
-1.244

(0.920)
-22.404
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Index

(Exchange)
Series without with intercept with intercept

intercept and trend

SPREAD -0.296 -0.784 -0.953

(1.034) (0.967) (0.922)
-9.643 -19.692 -22.427

logVALUE -0.056 -0.459 -0.711

(0.987) (0.960) (0.940)
-4.361 -12.600 -16.964

vcVALUE -0.810 -0.985 -1.035

(0.983) (0.951) (0.928)
-19.614 -24.350 -25.376

vcPRICE -0.756 -1.019 -1.071

(0.990) (0.943) (0.925)
-17.670 -22.591 -23.752

CHANGE -0.986 -1.104 -1.161

(0.975) (0.950) (0.925)
-22.648 -25.603 -27.069

SPREAD -0.058 -0.2291 -0.477

(0.975) (0.985) (0.917)
-5.723 -8.492 -14.097

logVALUE -0.042 -0.379 -0.597

(0.991) (0.963) (0.946)
-4.226 -11.74 -15.570

vcVALUE -0.628 -0.980 -1.082

(1.020) (0.956) (0.933)
-14.648 -21.38 -22.966

vcPRICE -0.656 1.078 -1.122

(1.021) (0.985) (0.938)
-15.074 -23.613 -23.850

CHANGE -0.938 -0.978 -1.0180

(0.982) (0.965) (0.0938)
-20.919 -21.397 -23.590

SPREAD -0.165 -0.593 -0.869

(1.018) (0.972) (0.943)
-9.672 -20.408 -27.028

logVALUE -0.038 -0.540 -0.838

(0.977) (0.965) (0.936)
-3.637 -20.418 -27.544

vcVALUE -0.782 -0.953 -1.091

(0.979) (0.940) (0.932)
-25.319 -29.961 -33.538

vcPRICE -0.646 -0.935 -1.091

(1.001) (0.951) (0.922)
-21.680 -29.398 -34.830

CHANGE -0.975 -1.067 -1.135

(0.976) (0.935) (0.912)
-30.757 -33.593 -35.121

MIB

(Milan)

NASD-100

(Nasdaq)

Nikkei

(Tokyo)
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Index

(Exchange)
Series without

intercept
with intercept with intercept

and trend
SAX

(Stockholm)
SPREAD

logVALUE

vcVALUE

vcPRICE

CHANGE

-0.076

(0.993)
-3.118
-0.035

(0.995)
-2.019
-0.780

(0.972)
-12.313
-0.572

(1.007)
-9.454
-1.163

(1.000)
-17.103

-0.392

(0.987)
-7.415
-0.504

(0.962)
-9.455
-1.0690

(0.941)
-16.342
-0.771

(0.960)
-11.689
-1.230

(0.969)
-17.694

-0.590

(0.946)
-9.754
-0.701

(0.927)
-11.442

-1.123

(0.921)
-17.188
-0.977

(0.931)
-13.928
-1.304

(0.931)
-19.126

SPI

(EBS)
SPREAD

logVALUE

vcVALUE

vcPRICE

CHANGE

-0.093

(0.965)
-3.587
-0.100

(0.959)
-6.058
-0.458

(0.993)
-7.487
-0.837

(1.023)
-12.472
-1.037

(0.968)
-16.326

-0.399

(0.974)
-7.961
-0.566

(0.962)
-9.625
-1.145

(0.963)
-17.424
-1.085

(0.963)
-16.080
-1.083

(0.949)
-17.174

-0.688

(0.930)
-11.575
-0.740

(0.929)
-11.662
-1.232

(0.933)
-18.769
-1.190

(0.929)
-16.825
-1.135

(0.923)
-18.049

Critical t-values: 3.467 for a significance level of 99%
2.797 for a significance level of 95%
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Estimation Results: Pooled European Sample

GLS estimations for the one- and two-way error component models presented in equations (3) and (5).
The sample consists of 141 stocks observed over 24 months beginning in July 1995 and ending in June
1997. The following regression estimation is estimated:

S„ = J3, Intercept + /32 log VALUE + p 3 vcVALUE + (3 4 vcPRICE
+ [3 5 CHANGE + p 6 OPEN + p, MIN + p 8 TICK + p 9 HIDDEN
+ J3]0 CROSSING + pu SETTLE + u,,
Parameter one-way error two-way error

components model component model

logVALUE -0.171 -0.183
(0.007)** (0.007)**

vcVALUE 0.025 0.027

(0.007)** (0.008)**
vcPRICE 1.771 1.634

(0.155)** (0.160)**
CHANGE 0.001 -0.001

(0.001) (0.001)
OPEN 0.493 0.521

(0.031)** (0.031)**
MINIMUM -0.428 -0.452

(0.028)** (0.029)**
TICK -0.193 -0.144

(0.021)** (0.018)**
HIDDEN -0.310 -0.310

(0.018)** (0.012)**
CROSSING -0.189 -0.195

(0.008)** (0.008)**
SETTLE -0.095 -0.101

(0.007)** (0.007)**

n 3312 3312
F p, 27.04** 27.18**
¥ A, - 1-12
Fjoint - 23.50**
^2 0.488 0.494

**significant at 99% confidence level
*significant at 90% confidence level
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Estimation Results: London Non-FTSE Sample

GLS estimations for the one- and two-way error component models presented in equations (3) and (5).
The sample consists of 25 of the 30 DAX stocks observed over 24 months beginning in July 1995 and
ending in June 1997. The following regression estimation is estimated:
S„ = /?, Intercept + p2 log VALUE + /?3 vcVALUE + /?4 vcPRICE + /?5 CHANGE + w„
The standard errors are given in parentheses, (**) indicates significance at the 99% confidence interval,
(*) at the 95% level.

Parameter one-way error two-way error
components model component model

fixed effects random fixed effects random
effects effects

logVALUE -0.111 -0.143 -0.104 -0.131

(0.010)** (0.008) ** (0.009)** (0.008)**
vcVALUE 0.059 0.064 0.061 0.070

(0.010)** (0.011)** (0.009)** (0.009)**
vcPRICE 0.440 1.671 1.044 1.624

(0.308) (0.350) ** (0.234)** (0.279)**
CHANGE -0.001 -0.002 -0.001 -0.001

(0.001) (0.001)* (0.001) (0.001)*

n 1200 1200 1200 1200

R2 0.08 0.181 0.100 0.190

F Mt 0 16.25 ** 0.010 13.276**

FA, - - 0.025 0.671

F joint - - 0.015 9.549**
Hausman 29,826.7** 1,221.66**




